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SUMMARY

Percival Lowell's controversial hypothesis (1895) that M a r s w a s inhabited b y
intelligent beings operating a global network of canals received selfcontradictory treatment in m a n y basic astronomy textbooks and popularisations
of the early and m i d twentieth century. T h o u g h generally said to have h a d n o
scientific credibility, analysis of a large sample of texts reveals that it actually
enjoyed a high level of overt and covert support, until c l 9 6 5 w h e n falsified b y
Mariner spaceprobes. This supposedly discredited hypothesis also continued to
influence research programs u p to the 1977 Viking M a r s landers. Three m a i n
themes are explored to account for the a n o m a l o u s strength and longevity of
Lowell's influence and reputation: Lowell's rhetorical style, his personal
committment, and the w a y his Martian hypothesis e m b o d i e d and could be
adduced to serve major concerns of his o w n and later eras.

Lowell's knowledge claims derived power from his use of the "Victorian sage"
persona

and m o d e of argument, w h i c h has not previously been identifed in

scientific literature, reinforced by thematic links with the m o s t influential literary
sages. Lowell's intense c o m m i t t m e n t to his astronomical theory is also related to
its resolution of d i l e m m a s apparent in his earlier Asian studies. This insight
establishes a formerly missing link between these t w o m a i n areas of his work.

Although the timeliness of the Martian canal hypothesis vis-a-vis the Panama
canal has often been noted, it is here s h o w n to e m b o d y far broader social and
political concerns of the Theodore Roosevelt era— including aspects of
international relations, and h u m a n and natural resource m a n a g e m e n t . Finally, in
the mid-twentieth century, space scientists and policy-makers deliberately
refurbished and manipulated Lowell's legacy to w i n support for their programs.
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CHAPTER ONE
PERCTVAL LOWELL (1855-1916) in his TIMES

1.1 LOWELL'S LIFE and WORK

The main premise of this thesis is that by annexing Percival Lowell and his work to a
particular nineteenth century literary tradition, it is possible to explain certain anomalies which
appear w h e n he is seen in the narrower context of the history of astronomy. This is therefore
primarily a study of texts, scientific discourse, knowledge claims, modes of argument,
reputations and influences, and the popularisation of science. It is also, though to a more
limited extent, a case study in the sociology of scientific knowledge, the articulation and
survival of knowledge claims, and the nexus between mainstream and alternative scientific
traditions; and is only peripherally concerned with methodologies. The n e w account of his
significance and his motives which is developed depends predominantly on the analysis and
reinterpretation of his published works. This first chapter seeks to place Lowell in the social,
historical and scientific context in which he worked, to introduce his astronomical ideas and
writings, and to survey the biographical literature which has grown up concerning him.

The purpose of this first section of chapter one is to place Lowell in a social and historic
context and give a brief account of his life, movements and interests. A study of certain
contentious popular scientific texts in the context of another tradition of literature does not
require intimate or detailed biographical information, so the received version of Lowell's life
and movements, based on the main published sources, which are discussed critically later in
this chapter, is adequate for the purpose.

Percival Lowell was born in 1855, the first child of his generation in a family made wealthy
by an early start in the U S A and serious dedication to business, and distinguished in public
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service and the arts. In his h o m e state of Massachusetts there were towns named for both of

Percival's parents' families: his mother was a Lawrence. In the light of Percival's later

interests, it may be significant that there is also a Lowell Canal among the many industr

canals servicing the mills from which much of the region's wealth flowed. In the early 19

the town of Lowell was interpreted as one of the world's largest historic site museums, a
study in the interaction of capital and labour in the nineteenth century.

In his early teens, Percival had a telescope on the roof of the house, and used to look a
and other heavenly bodies: not very unusual in an affluent household at that time. After

several extended tours in Europe, which gave him both a love of travel and a facility wit
languages, he went to Harvard and became an able student of history and classics, and

outstanding in mathematics. In view of Lowell's later efforts to locate a ninth planet, i
interesting that his astronomy and mathematics professor was Benjamin Peirce, who once
claimed (wrongly) that the discovery of Neptune from the calculations of Leverrier and
Adams was "a happy accident" (see Hoyt, 1980, pp60-69). As part of the ceremonies when
he graduated from Harvard in 1876, Percival gave a talk, his "commencement part", on the
topic of the nebular hypothesis. He never held a Harvard appointment, though he was to

become a non-resident professor of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and accepte
many invitations to give lectures at academic institutions in Europe and the U.S.A..

The importance of Harvard and Boston as Lowell's starting-point in life is obvious. It is

impossible not to notice how many of the characters who will have small but significant p
in the argument of this thesis were Bostonians and/or Harvard men. An earlier generation
alumni included Thoreau and Emerson. The enthusiastic Christian social Darwinist John

Fiske was on the faculty, Ruskin's friend and follower Charles Eliot Norton was professor
of the history of art, and Oliver Wendell Holmes was professor of anatomy and physiology
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while Lowell was a student. Lowell's o w n generation at Harvard included m a n y m e n w h o
were to emerge as intellectual and political leaders of their country in the late nineteenth
century. Brooks A d a m s was an undergraduate a couple of years ahead of Percival Lowell,
and Theodore Roosevelt from N e w York was three years behind him. W h e n Roosevelt
became President, his chief foreign affairs adviser would be Henry Cabot Lodge, by then
U.S. Senator for Massachusetts and one of Lowell's oldest friends, w h o had been a tutor
when Roosevelt and Lowell were students. Katharine, one of Lowell's sisters (the other
sister was the poet A m y Lowell), was to marry into the Roosevelt family.

A clever and educated son like Percival was expected to devote a few years to the family
business, and then do something more with his life. It was not enough to remain "a young
m a n of fashion" and "a well-known polo player" (Brooks, pp360-l). Lowell's father told his
sons that "every self-respecting m a n must work at something that is worth while, and do it
very hard. In our case it need not be remunerative, for w e had enough to provide for that; but
it must be of real significance." (A.L.Lowell, p5). Percival could have taken up almost any
field of endeavour, but for some reason- apparently unknown to his brother— he went to
Japan in the early 1880s to study its language and culture.

Lowell's departure from Boston to Japan has been attributed to a desire to escape from
matchmaking relatives and amorous cousins, a theory consistent with his scathing remarks
about endogamy and "my well-known antipathy to the sex" in these years (Greenslet, pp
306, 309). S o m e years later, Harvard president C. W . Eliot proposed a less flattering
motivation for Lowell's prolonged Asian sojourns:
M r Percival Lowell is undoubtedly an intensely egoistic and unreasonable person,., he
is generally regarded in Boston among his contemporaries as a m a n without good
judgment. So strong was this feeling a few years ago that it was really impossible for
him to live in Boston with any comfort. (Jones and Boyd, p473)
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The peak period of American imperialism in Asia and the Pacific was still a decade off in the
future, but in m a n y sections of U.S. society there was strong anti-imperialist sentiment, for
which C. W . Eliot was a leading spokesman (Tuchman, ppl 17-170). A possible
consideration in Lowell's schemes was that in the decades following C o m m o d o r e Perry's
1853-4 visits to Tokyo Bay, Japan and neighbouring countries had become of great interest
to the American commercial establishment to which the Lowells of Massachusetts belonged.

Intellectual attraction can also be predicated in view of the artistic influence Japan
exerting on Europe and America in the 1880s, as exemplified by the work of Monet,
Toulouse-Lautrec, Godwin, Whistler, Sargent, and numerous other artists and designers.
Lowell's awareness of all this might be assumed, but any doubt is dispelled by references to
modern French painting in Lowell's 1888 The Soul of the Far East (and the use of a picture
by Whistler's associate Mortimer Menpes in illustrated editions later in Lowell's lifetime).
The fashion for things Japanese was sufficiently widespread in the English-speaking world to
invite popular satire by 1885, when Gilbert and Sullivan wrote The Mikado.

In 1883, encouraged by the U.S. Legation in Tokyo— presumably for his linguistic abilit
and family connections- Lowell accepted the position of Foreign Secretary and General
Counsellor to thefirstKorean embassy to visit the U.S.A.. This ten week mission hardly
justifies the claim, which will be encountered in many texts, that Lowell was a "diplomat"
before taking up astronomy . W . G. Hoyt claims he performed "to the apparent satisfaction
of everyone concerned" (1976, pl8), but the modern South Korean official position is that
the trade treaty negotiated on this occasion favoured the U.S. and was "most disadvantageous
to Korea" (Korea, 1981, p57). The King of Korea was, however, sufficiendy satisfied to
invite Lowell to visit his country, which few Europeans had seen, and this provided him with
material for some journalism and his first book: Choson: Land of the Morning Calm (1885).
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Over the next decade Lowell consolidated his reputation as an orientalist with three books on
Japan: The Soul of the Far East (1888), Noto (1891), andOccutt Japan (1894). Had he

pursued this interest for the rest of his life, he would doubtless have achieved more a

posts and official honours than his astronomical work was to bring him, and probably wi

less stress, but also with less fame. However, instead of Lowell's ideas about Asia, it

his theory concerning the inhabitation of Mars, and the ways he promulgated it, which m

him world-famous, and in some quarters professionally infamous, at the turn of the cent

In the mid-late nineteenth century the chief English-language advocate of the plurality

inhabited worlds was R. A. Proctor, five of whose books were in Lowell's library, two o

them gifts from his mother when he was seventeen (Crowe, p505). Though important in the

tradition of belief in the plurality of inhabited worlds, Proctor and later American ad

plurality and specifically life on Mars (including W. H. Pickering and T. J. J. See) we
marginal figures in the astronomical establishment, in comparison to John Herschel or
England, or Hale or E. C. Pickering in the U.S.A..

Camille Flammarion (1842-1925), operating from his own observatory at Juvisy near Paris

then had the highest international profile as a spokesman for plurality. Flammarion cl
that his La Planete Mars et ses Conditions d'habitabilite (1892) was the catalyst for

decision to study Mars at the 1894 opposition. The words Flammarion attributed to Lowel

"it was your work upon the planet Mars which gave us the impetus..." (Crowe, p507) do n

specifically refer to La Planete Mars, which actually added nothing new to Flammarion's

views on Mars as already widely disseminated by his earlier works. Crowe also notes tha

Lowell's much-cited final Asian tour, on which he took a telescope, began in 1891 (p507

One reason for widespread interest in Mars was that in 1877 the experienced and respect
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Milanese astronomer Giovanni Virginio Schiaparelli had reported a complex network of
artificial-looking "canali" (channels) on Mars. Cautious members of the scientific community
refused to offer or endorse any speculative theory about these markings. A. M . Clerke, in
1885, was of the then c o m m o n view that "the canals of Mars are an actually existent and
permanent phenomenon" but added wisely that "it is as yet premature to form an opinion" as
to their nature, while warning that "spurious discoveries... have little chance of holding their
o w n where there are so m a n y competitors as ready to dispute as to confirm." (pp324-5)

Sir John Lubbock in 1892 summarised current belief about the surface of Mars in one
sentence: "It presents also a series of remarkable parallel lines, the true nature of which is not
yet understood." (p391) There were, however, m a n y like Flammarion, eager to speculate;
and before long there were competing hypotheses explaining these mysterious markings.

Following his brother's account, Lowell is often said to have decided to take up the stud
Mars w h e n Schiaparelli began to go blind. Discussing Lowell in the context of the centuriesold argument of the plurality of inhabited worlds in The Extra-terrestrial Life Debate 17501900: The Idea of a Plurality of Worlds from Kant to Lowell, Crowe notes that Schiaparelli
himself said later that his eyesight did not fail until the late 1890s. Crowe therefore considers
Lowell's mid-life career change remains inadequately explained (p507).

Throughout the years when astronomy was his consuming passion, Lowell endeavoured to
keep his Asian books in print. Crowe notes that Lowell read Proctor, was at Harvard when
Fiske was there, and citing Hoyt comments that Lowell's Asian books indicate a strong
commitment to evolutionary perspectives:
O n this basis it seems probable that by 1891 Lowell had resolved to publish his
evolutionary cosmic philosophy and soon realised that Martian studies would provide
an optimal context for this (p391).
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The idea that Fiske's influence m a y have been significant is supported by Lowell's citing
Fiske on an important point (p381) in the conclusion of Mars and its Canals (1906).

Analysis of Lowell's Asian books later in this thesis will expand on this idea, and ident
other links between the Asian and Martian periods of Lowell's working life, to show that
ceuvre can be viewed ontologically. According to most biographical notices, however,

Percival Lowell had two distinct and unconnected careers. Lowell was nearly forty, and st

unmarried despite a few romantic involvements, when he made the switch from orientalist t
astronomer. Such a career change was not without precedent in the history of astronomy:

William Herschel was a professional musician until his mid-forties; travelling in the oth
direction, Immanuel Kant was a similar age when he forswore cosmology to concentrate on
logic and philosophy.

Lowell spent late 1893 searching for a suitable site for an observatory to take advantag

forthcoming favourable opposition of Mars. Initially, he hoped to do this in collaboratio

with his old university, but that was not to be, although Harvard did lend a telescope to

Lowell get his observations started. Lowell always maintained that he approached the stud
of Mars with no preconceptions, but it is hard to accept this, in view of the speed and
confidence with which he announced his conclusions. The retrospective Preface to Mars

(1895) is dated November 1895, but in fact Lowell had not taken even that long to analyse
and build a theory upon his observations of the opposition which lasted from May 1894 to

April 1895. As Hoyt (1976) points out. he had outlined the canal irrigation hypothesis in
several talks and media statements before Mars appeared as the first full expression of

Lowell's vision. The core of this vision was unaltered by the few minor modifications whi
were made to it over the next few years.

The details, logic, and implications of Lowell's Martian canal hypothesis, and the litera
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rhetoric he used to expound it, will be considered from several differing points of view in the
course of this thesis, but a summary is needed here because the story of the rest of Lowell's
life cannot be understood unless the speculative inductive character of the hypothesis, and the
general reaction to it, are appreciated.

Lowell believed that the thin lines which he and many others discerned when observing Mars
were real features of the planet's surface. H e was convinced that their geometrical aspect
indicated they were artificial rather than natural features, while their scale and organisation
implied the work of a politically unified and technologically advanced civilisation. T o be
seen, even with difficulty, from Earth, they had to be m a n y miles wide. Assuming, in
accordance with the general but not unanimous belief of the time, that Mars was an aged,
cool, relatively unmountainous planet with a thin atmosphere and a global shortage of water,
Lowell argued that these linear markings were most logically interpreted as strips of
vegetation which intelligent Martians were growing by irrigation from canals.

Along the axis of each cultivated ribbon was an actual canal or aquaduct, bringing water fr
the melting polar ice caps in spring and summer. Lowell reported various supporting details:
the regular and predictable appearance and disappearance of the canals, temporary blue "seas"
around the polar caps in spring (which became k n o w n as "Lowell bands"), and a "wave of
darkening" over the planet concurrent with seasonal changes in the canals. O n e particularly
curious phenomenon, the occasional apparent doubting of some canals, was not only quickly
rationalised, but adduced as further proof of their artificiality.

Few professional scientists were fully convinced by this account, but those who were
unwilling to absolutely deny the existence of the canals found it frustratingly impossible to
conclusively disprove Lowell's irrigation hypothesis on the basis of the knowledge then
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available. B y the time the debate was joined, Lowell had spent more time studying Mars than
most of his better-trained detractors, and had answers to all their objections.

In the U.S.A., the most influential opponent of Lowell's hypothesis was Professor Simon
N e w c o m b , the nation's most respected astronomer, w h o always maintained that the canals
were illusory. It provides some perspective to note that as well as denouncing Lowell's
Martians, N e w c o m b was ridiculing those like the Wright brothers w h o were trying to realize
"the myth of the flying machine", declaring that the quest for heavier-than-air flight was as
futile as trying to square the circle (Lord, p92).

Perhaps because Lowell and Flammarion were on friendly terms, historians who appear not
to have read Flammarion for themselves (e.g.: Hoyt, w h o depends on and misinterprets a
translated passage quoted in Pannekoek 1961; Hoyt 1976, p7) have often overestimated
Lowell's dependence on Flammarion's ideas, and thus underestimate the originality of
Lowell's Martian canal irrigation hypothesis. Throughout his life, Flammarion believed in a
fertile Mars of humid plains, where canals were more likely to be needed for drainage than
irrigation: "Les rivages maritimes recoivent la, c o m m e ici, le tribut de canaux aquatiques, et la
mer y est tantot calme c o m m e une miroir, tant8t agitdcpar la tempSte" (1885, p487). Taking
into account its apparent colour, weak gravity, and thin atmosphere, Flammarion conjectured
that Mars might be populated by intelligent flying creatures living atop tall forests of yellowred, i.e. non-chlorophyll, vegetation (1884, pp 192-3, 482).

Before Lowell entered the field, Flammarion had suggested that the rectilinear canals mig
artificially straightened rivers (1884). Flammarion's later writings (e.g.: [1903], pl47; 1923,
ppl6-7) m a k e it clear that he neither abandoned his o w n idea of a relatively wetter Mars, nor
endorsed Lowell's quite incompatible image of a planet fighting desertification with vast
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irrigation schemes. They did share a faith that the "older and wiser" Martians would be more
socially mature than humans, and that w e could learn from them, but while Lowell deduced
Martian political unity from the global canal network, Flammarion just assumed it, in keeping
with his o w n fervent pacifism and anti-imperialism (1884, pp35, 67-8).

In both Mars (1895) and Mars and its Canals (1906) Lowell mentions Flammarion several
times: one of Flammarion's maps is reproducedin Lowell's Mars , and Lowell praises
Flammarion's 1877 Mars , but not the larger two-volume work of 1892, as the best summary
of the knowledge of its time (Lowell, 1895, pp 21-3). Flammarion's 1876 m a p is praised in
Lowell's 1906 (p21) and three maps are copied from his 1877 Mars, but Lowell's 1908
Mars as the Abode of Life makes no reference to Flammarion at all.

Flammarion was one of a group of continental European diehards who clung to belief in se
on Mars long after they were discredited in the English-speaking world. While Lowell's
hypothesis went far beyond what was required to account for the disputed observations of
Martian canals, it was not unequivocally contradicted by what was generally believed about
conditions on Mars at the time. Other suggestions advanced to account for the origin of the
reported linear markings, such as dead-straight rifts caused by volcanic activity (Wallace
1907), or ultra-long furrows ploughed by meteors corning in at shallow angles, were no
more plausible and smacked of desperation.

Strictly speaking, not until the Mariner flybys of the 1960s was Lowell's hypothesis sh
to be wrong, rather than just wildly conjectural and improbable (Horowitz, p91). It is n o w
generally believed that the canals were optical illusions encouraged by specific expectations.
Lowell's Mars and the two later volumes which argued the same hypothesis were widely
reviewed by both the lay and specialist press. Although Lowell had more opposition than
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support in professional circles, the canal debate in the popular press did not aUminish greatly
in intensity until after the 1924 opposition of Mars. Its twists and turns during Lowell's
lifetime (until 1916) have been thoroughly chronicled (Hoyt 1976, and Crowe). Initially,
Lowell was often unfairly criticised for unoriginatity and failing to acknowledge his debts to
earlier authorities, almost as m u c h as for his willingness to indulge in wild speculation.

Lowell's acknowledgement of Schiaparelli in all his books is effusive, for example: "a
Columbus" (1895, p4), "the Columbus of a n e w planetary world" (1906, pv), a "genius" of
great intellectual courage (1906, p 11). It is impossible not to notice that this praise of
Schiaparelli is sometimes tautological, and is introduced in particular contexts to bolster
Lowell's case. In Mars as the Abode of Life, Schiaparelli is "the best observer of his day" by
virtue offirstseeing the "canali" (1908, p 147), "the great Italian" (p 152), w h o showed his
"greatness" and "breadth of view" by condoning a new method of observation Lowell tried at
the Martian opposition of 1903 (p 170).

The acknowledgement, not to say adulation, bestowed upon Schiaparelli is given to no othe
scientist, whether concerned with extra-terrestrial life or any other topic. Schiaparelli's private
view of Lowell is therefore of interest. In an 1899 letter to Struve, he expressed what was
almost the standard official view of the professional astronomical establishment, the view
expressed by Agnes Clerke, Andrew Douglass, and others: "He is m u c h attracted to theatrical
matters and sensational news". In this same letter (Crowe, p521), Schiaparelli also
communicated the insight which is one premise of this thesis: "Mr Percival Lowell... is more
a literary m a n than an astronomer".

Although Lowell's hypothesis was more specific, coherent, and better fitted to the known
evidence (assuming the reality of the canals) than anything previously published, the general
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idea that life might exist on other worlds, including Mars, was far from new. A s Crowe
documents, m a n y leading nineteenth century astronomers conceded the possibility or
probability that w e were not alone in the universe. Nevertheless, pluralism was not an issue
of great urgency or importance to most professional astronomers in the 1890s. Lowell's canal
irrigation hypothesis could easily have been seen as nothing more than a n e w variation on a
tiresome andfruitlesstheme.

Like a man possessed of, or rather by, a strong idea, Lowell had launched decisively int
astronomical studies with a substantial financial commitment, and with the publication of
Mars he added a major investment of personal credibility. It was not, however, possible to
sustain the initial pace and narrow emphasis of the work, because for most of the time Mars
is too far from Earth to allow useful telescopic observation.

Lowell's intense personal identification with the work is apparent from his writings, bu
signalled at the start when he decided to put his distinguished family name on his
astronomical research institution. This decision was communicated in a somewhat offhandedly reply to a telegram from one of his staff in the advance party, asking for a name for
the observatory which would put an end to the Press's tendency to confuse it with Harvard's
projects. With a seeming lack of both normal self-consciousness and well-bred modesty,
Percival casually instructed "simply call it the Lowell Observatory" (Hoyt 1976, p36).

The non-Martian work of the Lowell Observatory did not always hold its founder's stronge
interest, but it did contribute a degree of credibility, at least until Lowell started reporting
previously un-noticed markings on Mercury and Venus. It should be understood that these
were quite unlike the canals of Mars, and Lowell made no inferences about life from them.
W . G. Hoyt suggests very plausibly that Lowell's subsequent search for a ninth planet was
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largely motivated by a desire to m a k e a discovery which would enhance his observatory's
professional standing, specifically so that his views on Mars could not so easily be dismissed
as the fantasies of an amateur (1980, p82).

As Hoyt recognised, Lowell was attracted to broad scientific questions and big issues wit
vast potential prestige. W h a t better than demonstrating the existence of life on another planet,
except perhaps finding a n e w planet? It would certainly impress the press and the general
public. But more than half a century after the successful location of Neptune, with Newton's
laws more in need of challenge than of verification, and no n e w hypotheses undergoing
testing by means of the exercise, a repeat performance would probably only strike scientists
as good luck and/or proof of dedication to tedious mathematical calculation. O n e can only
wonder whether Lowell could have realised this, for as Hoyt noted, he was not up with the
cutting-edge scientific issues of the day, such as Relativity a few years later.

Lowell's Martian canal irrigation hypothesis never convinced the majority of professional
astronomers, although there was a time when the weight of expert opinion seemed to favour
the objective existence of the canals. But while numerous observers reported canals, m a n y
did not; and unfortunately for Lowell's side of the argument it was often the leading
observatories with the biggest telescopes manned by the most experienced and professional
astronomers w h o saw fewest or none. Lowell's reaction was to question the environmental
conditions of their observations, emphasising the importance of the location of telescopes.
This was not an ad hoc amendment, but rather something he had been saying all along. H e is
today generally credited with being thefirstto consistently draw attention to the important
factor of seeing, and the need for still clean air away from the smoke and light haze of cities.
The prophecy he made in the Preface to Mars (1895) has been fulfilled:
W h e n this is recognised, as eventually it will be, it will become the fashion to put up
observatories where they m a y see rather than be seen.
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In 1897 Lowell and colleagues went to Mexico with a large telescope and m a d e numerous
worthwhile observations, but he was disappointed not to be able to see the canals. At this
time he suffered a nervous collapse which stopped him from doing any serious work for
three years (A. L. Lowell, p98).

It was convenient for Lowell that there was, at this time, a genuine debate about the rela
merits of large and small telescopes (Lankford, ppll-28). H e joined the debate to argue that
small telescopes were best for specific aspects of planetary observation. H e clearly believed
that as he and m a n y others could see the canals, they obviously existed; so it was not his fault
if certain well-equipped observatories could not see them. The question of the credibility of
observations, as m u c h as their interpretation, is crucial to understanding Lowell, and is basic
to the account of Lowell's work and legacy to be developed in the following chapters.

Reading Lowell's books on Mars, and considering the crusading zeal with which he
promoted and defended his canal irrigation hypothesis, it is clear that he not only believed
what he was saying, but needed to believe it, and considered it important for others to
believe. For most earthlings cl900, the question of whether or not Mars was inhabited, and
by what sort of beings, however fascinating a topic for speculation, would seem to have little
practical significance unless the Martians were interested in us. Lowell never claimed that
they were, and abhorred sensational scare stories based on any notion that Martians could
have hostile intentions towards Earth.

Given Lowell's literary ability, and the continuing maturation of his style which will be
traced, his use of books to communicate his great idea is unsurprising. With or without
speculations on extra-terrestrial life, astronomy was a subject of great popular interest in an
age which saw the introduction of compulsory primary school education, the rise of workers'
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educational associations, and the women's education movement in most western nations. The
increased literacy of the community created a demand for public lectures and institute
libraries, teach-yourself textbooks and popularisations of what had once been matters of
specialist interest only.

Hoyt points out that Lowell's books were often reviewed at great length, and that these
reviews— even when negative- probably did more than the books themselves to spread his
ideas. Such use of books is, however, often seen as contrary to general scientific practice.
Thomas K u h n has identified certain characteristics of a "mature science", which astronomy
already was in Lowell's time. Amongst these is that it publishes its discoveries and holds its
debates in the medium of articles in professional journals, rather than in books aimed at the
general reader. K u h n also notes that to seek lay public support for theories which have not
found peer acceptance, whether by popular books and articles, public lectures, or other
promotional means, is considered improper and unprofessional behaviour (Kuhn, pi68).
However, as David Knight (1975, pi6) points out, books were often the means by which
major hypotheses of the slightly earlier period, such as Darwin's theory of evolution by
natural selection, had been announced to the world. Lowell, perhaps slighdy behind the times
in matters of professional practice, doubtless considered his integrated hypothesis of Martian
habitation and irrigation was in this category.

Independently wealthy, full of missionary zeal, but unable to win general professional
acceptance for himself or his theories, Lowell decided that the popularising of his message
was sufficiently important to justifyriskingfurther losses of professional credibility. H e had
tried to convert the professionals with a batch of articles in the middleweight journals in late
1894, and he felt that it was not his fault if they were too hidebound in their thinking to accept
the obvious truth of his views- and to acknowledge his brilliance.
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Strongly opinionated, and never one to shy away from controversy, Lowell was a popular
lecturer, a prolific letter-writer, and author of m a n y articles for journals and magazines; but
books were always his main method of presenting fully worked out ideas to the wide public
he sought. Mars (1895) was followed by a slim volume The Solar System (1903), then by
Lowell's fullest exposition of his theory and its implications in Mars und its Canals (1906).
Later came Mars as the Abode of Life (1908), followed by The Evolution of Worlds (1909)
which hardly touches on Mars. Counting Asian and astronomical works, his tally was nine
books published in a period of twenty-four years (1885-1909) which also included extensive
travel and research, numerous public engagements, marriage, and a lengthy illness making
three years completely non-productive. A n y outline of Lowell's life reveals that his Martian
canal hypothesis was, to him and to history, by far the most important effort of his life.

In 1908 when he was fifty-three, Lowell married the girl next door in Boston, Miss
Constance Savage Keith. Later, as his widow, she challenged his Will, thereby reducing the
Lowell Observatory's funds and retarding its work. Lowell's recreational interests included
botany and gardening, wide reading, and politics. H e was a conservative Republican w h o
w h o opposed prohibition and disliked trade unions; and it will be argued later in this thesis
that his much-remarked pacifism has been somewhat exaggerated, or at least misunderstood,
by modern writers. Although his distant cousin the poet Robert Lowell, born the year after
Percival died, gathered from family tradition that he was "brilliant but unsociable" (Hamilton,
p5), Percival had a reputation as a bon vivant w h o welcomed visitors to his observatory at
Flagstaff, and enjoyed parties, picnics, holidays and travel.

In summary, the milestones of his adult life were the establishment and renunciation of
career as an orientalist, an apparently sudden turn to full-time study of astronomy, the
enunciation and sustained enthusiastic defense of a coherent hypothesis concerning life on

Mars, breakdown and recovery of health, a late marriage, and a change in the emphasis of his
astronomical studies without ever abandoning his Mars hypothesis.

The purpose of this first section of chapter one was to introduce Lowell in his social, a
historical context, and also a m o n g his contemporaries in thefieldof astronomy, and identify
some basic positions on the subject of Martian life. Flammarion was particularly emphasised,
because the difference between his views and Lowell's is often underestimated. The next
section will look at Lowell's o w n writings on Mars, in order to identify the essentials of his
hypothesis and the degree of its its originality.

1.2 AN OVERVIEW OF LOWELL'S MARTIAN WRITINGS
The introductory biographical section of this chapter included a very brief summary of
Lowell's Martian irrigation hypothesis, and contrasted Flammarion's ideas with Lowell's.
This comparison has, though in a few particular matters only, anticipated some of the material
which is the substance of this penultimate part of the first chapter: an overview of Lowell's
four major astronomical books, three on Mars and one on planetary evolution. In apology for
what m a y seem a convoluted structure, it is submitted that Flammarion's precedence in
chronology (amounting to more than three decades in terms of publications), and possibly in
other regards, justified introducing him and outlining his position before taking a closer look
at Lowell's Martian books.

The overview here is intended to trace the development of Lowell's presentation of his
hypothesis, which itself changed very little. H e also m a d e use of journal articles, public
lectures and press releases to expound his views, but their primary role in his propaganda
war was for replies to his critics (Hoyt, 1976). Lowell's books were his best-considered and
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most carefully expressed statements; and over the decades they reached the largest and to him
the most important readership: intelligent, educated, progressive upper-middle-class laymen.
For, as it will be argued, Lowell did not want to take over the institution of astronomy for the
sake of it, or merely for the sake of his considerable ego; but he also sought to get a message
to the world, and any take-over bid was a ploy to that end. Getting a message to the world
meant convincing the dominant sector of the population in the advanced nations; and while
this included the professional scientists they were but a small, albeit influential, minority.

This section is designated an overview because it is not proposed to quote extensively from
Lowell's astronomical writings in order to appraise his prose or identify his literary persona;
nor will his argument and rhetoric be analysed in detail yet. This overview does not seek to
uncover any cryptic, hidden or latent content or implications which m a y be present in these
writings; but is quite deliberately restricted to an attempt to read Lowell on the surface, taking
his overtly expressed arguments and ideas at face value, as the less perceptive of his
contemporary readers might be assumed to have done.

Lowell's mode of scientific discourse and literary style, and not-so-hidden messages, are
crucial to the argument of this thesis, and will be addressed in thefinalchapters w h e n the
significance of his writings for turn-of-the-century culture is assessed. The immediate
purpose is to offer a concise paraphrase of Lowell's astronomical writings, so that what m a y
seem quite extravagant claims for the persistence of his influence can be established in
chapters two and three, where the major problem being addressed in this thesis is delineated.

At the start of this exercise, it is worth restating that Lowell was not the discoverer of t
Martian canals, nor thefirstto point out that their apparently artificial appearance invited an
explanation surmising intelligent activity. Mars (1895) had been foreshadowed by a number
of Lowell's journal articles, but it was indisputably quite different from all previous books or
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other statements of hypotheses about any planet or about the possibility of extra-terrestrial
life. With some n e w elements and syntheses, it was, in Popper's terms, a highly falsifiable
hypothesis, and this entitles it to be treated as scientific.

The obvious contrast is with Flammarion, who when the canals were reported, easily
incorporated them into his unaltered picture of a wetter Mars with yellow plants, and
surmised that Martians (intelligent or not) could be flying creatures, but presented no overall
vision of Martian life and society- except to assume that it was peaceful. This assumption
was in accordance with his o w n strongly pacifist beliefs, and was not based on any real or
imaginary observational data.

Hoyt has been cited in the previous section of this chapter claiming that Rarnmarion's vie
"in essence, summarizes almost all of the major premises of the subsequent theories and
philosophies..." (1976, p 7); but in fact it does not anticipate the thrust of Lowell's
hypothesis, nor some less well-known alternatives that were still to come. Actually, contrary
to Hoyt, Flammarion summarized most of the major premises of previous European-based
theories and philosophies.

Contrasting their accounts, Flammarion's was so vague as to be unfalsifiable, except on th
specific issues of surface water and thus the basically earthlike nature of Mars. Suggestions
about the biochemistry of the vegetation, the flying creatures, and the mountains (concerning
which he was uncharacteristically inconsistent) were all offered as gratuitous speculation, and
if any or all of these had to be deleted in the light of n e w evidence nothing significant was at
stake. All he proposed in firm terms was a vaguely earthlike planet with continents, lakes,
and adapted forms of life. The difference, quite simply, is that in Mars (1895) Lowell not
only argues from detailed astronomical observations, consistent with what was k n o w n or
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generally believed at thetime,which he construes as evidence of intelligent life on Mars; but
he presents a specific, coherent account of h o w that life m a y be organised.

W. W. Campbell's 1894 spectroscopic tests at the Lick Observatory, indicating an absence o
water vapour on Mars, were potentially a major threat to both Lowell's and Flammarion's
accounts of Martian conditions; but did not force the issue because, perhaps for reasons
which will be discussed later, Campbell's results were not initially regarded as conclusive.
After a rather aggressive preface in which he asserts the probability of a variety of extraterrestrial life throughout the universe, with an allusion to Japan, and an assurance to readers
that pluralism does not imply "real life in trousers" (p6), Lowell's Mars (1895) begins with
some poetic nature writing. Then, like Flammarion and m a n y other writers before and since,
Lowell discusses the place of Mars in humanity's k n o w n universe, and outlines some of the
significant characteristics of the planet. If w e did not k n o w where Lowell was heading, w e
would see these passages as indicative of strong generalised pluralist leanings, for he misses
no opportunity to assert that life on Mars cannot be regarded as an impossibility. Mars is
presented as a planet virtually without weather (p58).

With a rapidity which is reminiscent of Flammarion, and which is not repeated in any of
Lowell's later books, the subject of possible inhabitants and their likely physical
characteristics is introduced. Perhaps Martians would breathe the thin air with gills, perhaps
due to the lower gravity they are very large compared to humans, perhaps lizardlike creatures
would be bestfittedfor the harsh Martian climate. For all that, Lowell assumes that Martians
would be very like humans in their biochemistry and thus their needs: for vegetation as the
basis of a food chain; and above all for water, indirectly to sustain vegetation, and directly to
sustain any and all sorts of life. But Mars is a dry planet and water is increasingly scarce.
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Attention quickly moves from physiological to socio-political issues. While there is no
mention of religious questions, it is assumed, following Proctor and Flammarion, that
becausetittleMars has aged faster that Earth, Martians would be technically and politically
more mature than Earthlings and would thus have abandoned nationalistic and certainly
partisan political divisions. Water resource management, i.e. irrigation, would be the
Martians' supreme priority (pl29).

The canal network (numbering at this stage 183 canals) is purported to exist objectively
to serve the purpose of irrigating a drying planet by maximising planet-wide benefit from the
melting polar caps. Rather weakly, Lowell claims that gravity would cause the flow of water
from polar to equatorial regions over Mars's supposedly unmountainous surface (pl25).

Returning to weather and climate on Earth and Mars, reports of dust clouds 100 miles abov
Earth's surface, and other odd meteorological phenomena, are mentioned, and the importance
of good atmospheric conditions for astronomical observation (pi 39). Lowell's next claim,
that scepticism over the existence of Martian canals has been almost entirely dispelled (pl39),
was either an unsuccessful pre-emptive strike, or evidence that he did not anticipate h o w the
speculative argument he was developing, and perhaps even more its implications, would
force some w h o were previously openminded to take afirmtinefor or against the objective
reality of the canals. Accurately identifying the ground on which he would have to fight, he
directly addressed the power of suggestion and expecttion to distort observation (pl58).

The conclusion of the book is philosophical, and echoes the mediocrity argument which so
distressed earlier divines. Is m a n "of this world" or more, just a detail in the universe, sure to
be excelled elsewhere, but nonetheless "steadily bettering from an immemorial past" ? (p212)
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The least-known and smallest of Lowell's books on astronomy, The Solar System of 1903,
based on his 1902 professorial lectures at M.I.T., devotes one chapter to Mars, in which his
hypothesis is summarised without change from 1895. M u c h of the initial resistance to
Lowell's theory of an irrigated Mars as propounded in 1895 was engendered by its extreme
speculative nature. That sensible principle, Occam's Razor, suggested the desirability of
explanations for the canals (if they were accepted as real) which did not require so m a n y
assumptions or create so many n e w problems. Although it included (and was to some extent
caused by) his lengthy illness, the eleven year gap between Lowell's first two books devoted
specifically to Mars gave him plenty of time to rethink his hypothesis and style of
presentation. In Mars and its Canals (1906) Lowell cut back on speculation which was not
essential to his theory, broadened his terms of reference, and enriched his prose. There are no
more talk of whether Martians might be giant gilled lizards, but there are many more overt
and implicit allusions to Earth.

Part One "Natural Features" begins with a chapter entitled "On Exploration" drawing a
parallel between expeditionary exploration of the Earth's surface and telescopic exploration of
space. Mars is introduced as a world "akin to, yet very different from, our o w n " (p4), "over
the face of it sweep changes that show it to be not a dead but a living world, like ours in this"
(p5). A comment on the astronomer's environment (p8) leads to a protest against man's
pollution of land and sky (pi3). The environmental theme continues with comments on
climatic changes leading to desertification which Lowell calls "desertism" (pl6).

A lengthy resume of Martian discoveries (commencing p20) is summarised as thirty-nine
"articles" in Chapter X I V (pp 159-170). Despite the fact that he n o w sees Mars as having
unpredictable weather (p95) Lowell asserts that the observed changes in colouration of
various areas of Mars are best explained in terms of vegetation. Chapter X H "Terrestriality",
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citing numerous authorities, refers to "planetary evolution" (pl28), geology, and the
evolution of life on Earth with specific emphasis on the colonisation of the land. Mars

presented as potentially habitable by virtue of the presence of air, and water albeit in
quantities. The canals are not introduced until Part Two: "Non-Natural Features".

After describing his canal observations in detail, Lowell confronts and refutes the optic

illusion and other theories which sought to deny objective reality to the canals, return
theme of human conservatism and resistance to new ideas which was raised earlier (pp39,

195) and canvasses the limitations of photography in the study of Mars. Part Two conclude
with the claim that C.O.Lampland's total of seven hundred photographs of Mars taken in

1903 show thirty-eight canals including a double, plus spots at their junctions which Lo

called "oases", and even the first snowfall of the season (p277); but the photographs are
reproduced. The illustrations include Lowell's drawings reproduced in delicate colour.

"The Canals in Action" discusses the kinematic character of these markings, presenting th
as an operating system of some sort, rather than a mysterious variable pattern. The tone

changed little since the beginning. Despite occasional defensive and aggressive digressi

Lowell presents his very personal canal observations as simply the latest additions to t
knowledge of centuries. He is going through the motions of assembling and appraising his

"data", and identifying the questions it raises, before proposing an explanatory hypothes

In view of the notoriety he had achieved for himself and his Observatory, and the often

sensational newspaper interest in the matter, it is likely that most of Lowell's contemp
readers knew where he was taking them. In 1906, and even more in 1908, he was arguing
and defending a well-known and much debated contentious theory, not suggesting some
surprising new possibility, but he presents his material with disingenuous directness.
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Part Four is "Explanation" and after proffering the view that the essence of science lies in
imaginative interpretation of data (p337), Lowell restates his original irrigation hypothesis
with a few minor amendments, the most significant of which concerns the flow of water.
Lowell's canal irrigation hypothesis as enunciated in Mars depended on gravity moving
water over a flat surface, and could have been falsified by the unmistakable detection of
mountain ranges. The longer Lowell looked at Mars, the more canals he saw and mapped.
Mars (1895) lists some 70 more than Schiaparelli's 113, and the total had grown to 437 by
1908 (pl51). Before Mars and its Canals appeared in 1906, some had been reported (1906,
p373) crossing the equator— which is after all only a convention, or a concept, of
cartography— "as if it did not exist" (p375). Consequently, the water in the canals must m o v e
"irrespective of gravity. N o natural force propels it, and the inference is forthright and
inevitable that it is artificially helped to its end." (p374)

The idea that the water was pumped through the canals themselves reduced the falsifying
potential of mountain ranges; though in 1906 Lowell still insisted that Mars had none,
claiming that all reported projections on the terminator were temporary and explicable as
clouds (pp 102-7). There could be some difficulty in rationalising the straight (or rather, grand
circle) routes of the canals, and continuous bands of vegetation, if canals crossed rather than
avoided or tunnelled through mountain ranges, but the issue was no longer absolutely crucial.
With hindsight it is ironic, because huge mountains on Mars were among the major
discoveries of the Mariner fly by s of the 1960s, and as of 1992 Olympus M o n s on Mars is
believed to be the highest mountain in our solar system.

In the conclusion of Mars and its Canals Lowell asserts, quite unjustifiably, that the pl
inhabitation is "certain" because no other hypothesis explains his observations (p376). The
global nature of the system is used to show that war is there a thing of the past, and Lowell
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openly expresses his o w n pacifist sentiments (p377-8). Thefinalnote is melancholy: due to
the inevitable process of planetary evolution, Earth must one day face a similar fate (p384).

Mars as the Abode of Life appeared in December 1908, just two years to the month after
Mars and its Canals.. A n increasing assertiveness in the titles of Lowell's trilogy, which
began with just Mars in 1895, is immediately apparent. It is worth noting that while Mars
was allowed to go out of print after a second edition in 1896, Mars and its Canals was
reprinted at least three times after 1908, and was advertised in the later volume.

The anonymous Preface to Mars as the Abode of Life refers in the third person to "Professo
Lowell", w h e n explaining that the book is based on a series of six lectures he gave in 1906
for the Lowell Institute, by invitation of its trustee, his brother A. Lawrence Lowell. In
founding the Institute, to further public education, in particular popularization of science,
Percival and Lawrence's great-uncle John established a tradition which both his greatnephews continued in their o w n v/aysMars as the Abode of Life is dedicated to Lawrence,
the likely author of the Preface, unless Percival wrote it himself. It would be wrong to see
this as a cosy arrangement indicative of Percival's social and academic connections giving
him easy access to forums not always available to others. The Lowell Institute provided a
forum for m a n y contentious thinkers, among them Henry D r u m m o n d and Petr Kropotkin
w h o will both re-appear later in the argument of this thesis.

Percival's lectures were first published as six articles in the Century Magazine, and then
appeared as the six chapters of Mars as the Abode of Life, comprising Part One:
"Planetology". Eighty-odd pages of technical and mathematical "proofs" follow as Part T w o .
These "proofs" and "notes" are for the specialist reader, as:
the general reader has not the necessary technical education. Yet there are many,
professional and unprofessional alike, capable of comprehending provided the steps are

m a d e sufficiently explicit. It has seemed, therefore, worth the trying to attempt to wnte
for both classes of the community in a single volume. (Lowell, 1908, ppviii-ix)

The slightly condescending tone here is reminiscent of the "Preface" to the 1849 first edi
of John Herschel's Outlines of Astronomy, where the author explains, without apologising
for it, the mathematical difficulty of his treatment of perturbations:
It is not— it cannot be made elementary, in the sense in which that word is understood
in these days of light reading. The chapters devoted to it must, therefore, be considered
as addressed to a class of readers in possession of somewhat more mathematical
knowledge than those w h o will find the rest of the work readily and easily
accessible;... (Herschel, p viii)

The conclusion of Herschel's sentence may also point to one of the motivations for Lowell'
search for Planet X at this time:
to readers desirous of preparing themselves, by the possession of a sort of carte du
pays, for a campaign in the most difficult, but at the same time the most attractive and
the most remunerative of all the applications of modern geometry. (Herschel, p viii)

Lowell's 1908 Preface also locates his Martian studies as part of a grander scheme, which:
Professor Lowell has long had in mind... the research into the genesis and development
of what w e call a world; not the mere aggregating of matter, but what that aggregation
inevitably brings forth. The subject which links the Nebular Hypothesis to the
Darwinian theory, bridging the evolutionary gap between the two, he has called
planetology, thus designating the history of the planet's individual career, (pvii)
The chapter headings indicate the unfolding of Mars as the Abode of Life. First, "Genesis

a World", with our solar system beginning in a catastrophe, then an account of the differe

aging process which has made Mars dry and unmountainous (thus suitable for irrigation), in

contrast to Earth. Then "The Evolution of Life", by means of "inevitable" (p37) increase i

molecular complexity occurring "spontaneously" (p67) with "the cooling of a globe, provide

that globe be sufficiently large" (p66). This repeated "inevitably" puts Lowell perilously
to Flammarion's radical or extreme pluralist position; but the proviso suggests somewhat

stronger control of his imagination or a greater determination to be scientifically respec

As life moves from sea to land without losing its dependence on water, Lowell's discussion

of biological evolution emphasises adaptation as an active teleological force, and he says

about the mechanism of natural selection:
Modifications of it [life] follow any and every change of environment, but nature
strives to the last gasp to bring forth this, her highest product. (p64)

An inductive pseudo-proof paralleling the conclusion of Mars and its Canals is now applied
to the generation of life: considering the conditions "one reaches the same certainty through
the probabilities disclosed." (1908, p67) The final paragraph restates this benign version of
natural selection, as variations in conditions are presented as opportunities to be grasped by
the most enterprising organisms, somehow calling forth appropriate adaptations "always
sufficient to the occasion...." (p69) There is little of Darwin and less of Malthus here.
Although it will be seen that he did not endorse Spencer's hard line on social questions,
Lowell's program is Spencerian in that it seeks to apply the broad concept of evolution to
inorganic entities, in this case planets, which m a y perhaps be shown to undergo change
according to certain patterns but are obviously do not struggle for survival. W e m a y recall
that in Mars, Lowell had claimed that "A planet m a y in a very real sense be said to have a life
of its own, of which what w e call life m a y or m a y not be a subsequent detail." (1895, p206)

Chapter Three of Mars and its Canals is "The Sun Dominant" and here again Mars and Earth
are compared and found similar in many important respects, including certain patterns of
weather and climate, and exploring analogies from local (Arizona) geology, flora and fauna.
Thefinalparagraphs return to evolutionary themes and suggest that "as brain develops, it
must take possession of its world" (1906, 109), reshaping the habitat to suit. "Already m a n
has begun to leave his mark on this his globe in deforestation, in canalization, in
communication" (pl09), and w e see the signs of an advanced life-form on Mars.

Parallels between the two planets, which have been cited elsewhere in this and Lowell's
earlier books, and of course by Flammarion and other writers, are extrapolated in time in

"Mars and the Future of the Earth". This fourth chapter builds up towards a threatening
picture of death by dehydration.

"The Canals and Oases of Mars", Chapter Five, begins with Schiaparelli and repeats detail
of the familiar observations, enlivened with aerial photographs of rectilinear patterns of paths
in H y d e Park, London. Lowell had taken these pictures while ballooning with his n e w wife
during his honeymoon earlier that year, much to the amusement of the Press. With more
courage than tactical sense, Lowell also publishes drawings of markings he had observed on
Mercury and Venus, in order to contrast them with those on Mars in the final chapter "Proofs
of Life on Mars". The change of emphasis promised in the introduction, and apparent in the
opening chapters and the allocation of space to various issues in the book overall, is forgotten
in the conclusion. A s the title announces, it is another inductive, anthropomorphic, and
teleological exercise, seeking a motive in cosmic phenomena (pi85). Building up to the
romantic tragedy of hisfinale,Lowell assures the reader that "we have been careful to indulge
in no speculation. "(p214) Towards the end, Mars as the Abode of Life has a faint but
distinct whiff of desperation which was not noticeable in the earlier volumes. Perhaps Lowell
had decided that it would be his last book on this topic, for what more could he add?

Rebutting non-believers in the canals in the final chapter ofMars as the Abode of Life,
Lowell mixes military, legislative and courtroom metaphors. Having used the words
"witness", "character", "proved", and "defence" earlier in the paragraph, he argues:
The lines have not only been amply proved to exist, but have actually been
photographed, and doubt has shifted its ground from existence to character, a half
retreat tantamount to a complete surrender. For without equal investigation, to admit a
discovery and deny its description is like voting for a bill and against its appropriation.
It reminds one of the advice of the old lawyer to a junior counsel: " W h e n you have no
case, abuse the plaintiffs attorney." (p 189)

The courtroom metaphor is apt. In his works on Mars, Lowell acts tike a barrister working
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under the adversary system, with a duty to present his client's case in the best possible light
and challenge or exclude all unfavourable evidence; marshaling every scrap of supporting
evidence, and discrediting anything which threatens the case. This is not to suggest that the
exercise was a sham. Lowell was arguing a contentious hypothesis to which he was strongly
committed, and which he wanted people to believe in.

Lowell is certainly not the only scientist expounding a pet theory who has ever sounded l
lawyer in court, or a politician defending his party's policy, a clergyman preaching, or an
orator enjoying working the crowd. But when a quick reading of a scientist's writings evoke
such images, and clearly reveal commitment to a specific hypothesis rather than to the search
for a better one, w e must ask whether ego and self-identification is the reason, or whether
there are other ulterior motives. Each of these metaphors poses the same question in different
words: respectively, w h o or what is the client, the party line, the gospel, or the demagogue's
desired response? S o m e answers to these questions, in Lowell's case, will become evident.

As a postscript to this overview of Lowell's Martian trilogy, some comments on his one
further book are required. The 1908 Preface indicated that the account of Mars which
followed was a preliminary presentation of a science of planetology (pvii); and the idea of
planetary evolution is proclaimed in thetitleThe Evolution of Worlds (1909). Like its
predecessor, it was based on a course of lectures, this time at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology where Lowell was non-resident Professor of Astronomy.

Nothing in The Evolution of Worlds points to the chief, if somewhat intermittent,
enthusiasm of Lowell's last years- the search for Planet X beyond the k n o w n limits of our
solar system, although there is a reference to the discovery of Neptune and the controversy
created by Peirce (pl25). Only two months elapsed between the publication of Mars as the
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Abode of Life and the delivery of thefirstof these lectures on planetology, so as might be
expected the material is largely familiar. If with the hindsight of eight decades The Evolution
of Worlds

seems as hopelessly misguided as Lowell's Mars books, it is not entirely due to

Lowell adopting unorthodox views, for he was writing during the period w h e n astronomy
relapsed from the understanding that spiral nebulae were "island universes", i.e.: other
galaxies beyond the Milky W a y .

In terms of the knowledge of the time, The Evolution of Worlds was only slightly less
speculative and idiosyncratic than Lowell's previous books. Although his wit and fluency are
still functioning there is little of the intensity— of observation, argument or commitment—
which can still grip the reader of the Mars books, effecting occasional momentary
suspensions of disbelief which allow vicarious participation in the author's vision.

There is still a vision in The Evolution of Worlds, and it has at least one dramatic exp
The opening chapter ends with a vivid, drawn-out scenario for the end of Earth by means of a
collision or close shave between a dark star and the sun. Lowell counts d o w n to the climax,
as the stranger approaches unknown, is detected, and continues on its crash course (p28),
while the Earth waits helplessly for destruction by "being powdered, or deorbited and burnt
up" (p215), after which the cycle of planetary evolution would start again.

Although he admits that the odds of this happening to us in the immediate or even the dist
future are infinitesimal (p30), Lowell also states that such a body might:
well be within a hundredth of the distance of the nearest of our k n o w n neighbours,
Alpha Centauri, at the present m o m e n t without our being aware of it at all. (p26)
This scenario was plausible in the context of a cosmology which did not have the universe
continuously expanding and thus rapidly spreading all major bodies further away from one
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another. (Ironically, it was through Lowell Observatory research, after the founder's death,
that the Hubble Constant was determined.) However, the introduction of this scenario in the
opening chapter of The Evolution of Worlds, as an illustration of a possible instance of the
general principle of catastrophic creation of n e w worlds, is gratuitous and attention-grabbing.
Ironically in thefinallecture/chapter, Lowell complains that his example was misinterpreted:
So strong is the instinct of self-preservation and so pleasurable the sensation of
spreading appalling news, that the press of America, and incidentally Europe, took fire,
with the result, so I have been written, that by the time the pictured catastrophe reached
the Pacific "it had assumed the dimensions of afirstmagnitude fact" (p216)
Now that Lowell, his ideas and writings about Mars, have been introduced in the context of
relevant aspects of nineteenth-century planetary astronomy, the final section of this chapter
will give a brief critical survey of the specifically biographical literature concerning Lowell.

1.3 A BRIEF SURVEY OF THE BIOGRAPHICAL LITERATURE
ON LOWELL
Having introduced Lowell, his ideas and writings about Mars, and placed them in the context
of relevant aspects of nineteenth-century planetary astronomy, thisfinalsection of the first
chapter is devoted to a brief critical survey of the specifically biographical literature
concerning Lowell.

While there was serious debate over both the objective reality of the canals of Mars, and
Lowell's irrigation hypothesis, a considerable number of books and innumerable articles on
the subject appeared. That debate, and those publications, are not overtly relevant to this
attempt to identify the reasons for the survival of certain of Lowell's ideas about Mars and the
persistence of his influence in the years after the debate w a s supposedly settled- against him- to the alleged satisfaction of the majority of the scientific community. In this later periodfrom circa 1920 until the present- m u c h has been written about Mars and related topics,
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consciously or unconsciously reflecting or reacting against his views to some degree. There
has been a steady trickle of books and articles about Lowell himself and his life.

This latter body of literature, which is scrutinised in this section, can be seen as perf
dual role: simultaneously recording and promoting Lowell's influence. It is of course prima
facie evidence of Lowell's impact on our culture, as are certain biases in research programs,
and favourite themes in sciencefiction.At the same time, it has also been one of the chief
means by which Lowell's m e m o r y has been kept alive and his legacy transmitted, for better
or worse. This "dual role" applies as m u c h to analytical and historical studies of Lowell as it
does to those numerous textbooks and popularisations of astronomy which betray his
lingering presence although not necessarily always mentioning his name.

The matter is further complicated by the fact that in many of the most influential popula
works, their reputable authors have approached their topic using a mixture of historical
account and belief current at the time they wrote. This "growth of knowledge" line usually
results in "whig" or teleological history. Books and essays of commentary and criticism do
not stand apart from the tradition they discuss, but inevitably become a part of it or of a
closely related corpus of work. This thesis is itself a part and a continuation of one aspect of
the Lowellian tradition.

A comprehensive survey of the several thousand histories, textbooks and popularisations of
astronomy published during the twentieth century would be an almost impossible task, and
unnecessary as m u c h of the material is repetitive. Over a hundred representative volumes and
articles, spanning the 110-odd years since the canals of Mars were first reported (but
excluding journal articles directly contributing to the canal debate during Lowell's lifetime)
have been consulted for this study and are listed in the bibliography. But while the historical
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studies of Lowell and his era have in one sense done the same work as the textbooks and
popularisations, they are consideredfirsthere, on the basis of their authors' different
intentions, priorities, and avowedly historical perspective.

A representative sample of the textbooks, popularisations and general histories, which beg
to define the nature and demonstrate the anomaly of Lowell's ghostly hegemony over Martian
studies for m u c h of this century, is examined in the next two chapters. The present section is
concerned with a survey of the m u c h smaller body of mostly more recent literature which, as
the substance or a major part of its program, has sought to provide biographical information
about Lowell, an account of the canal debate, or directly addressed the question of Lowell's
rightful place in the history of astronomy.

No full or satisfactory biography of Percival Lowell exists, and one is definitely needed.
the time of writing, Professor David Strauss of the History Department of Kalamazoo
College, Michigan, is researching a biography which he categorises as "inevitably,., a study
in failure", the story of "the struggle of one N e w England patrician tofinda leadership role in
the cultural life of newly industrialized America." (Strauss, pi)

During Percival Lowell's lifetime, newspapers carried numerous reports of his activities,
a few pen-portraits. O n e of the latter, by Hector Macpherson junior, is worthy of notice, as it
achieved extended life and readership when reprinted in his book Astronomers of To-day
(1905). Furthermore, it can be regarded as as an at least partially authorised version, for
according to its author's "Preface" the "distinguished astronomers" it profiles supplied their
o w n biographical details and corrected the text.

Although most of the biographical information it contains appeared later in other places,
particularly A. L. Lowell's life of his brother, Macpherson's account of Percival makes
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several points deserving of separate mention here. H e states that "Lowell became devoted to
astronomy in 1870, when he began to observe the planet Mars" (Macpherson, 1905, p207),
but unlike most later writers (A. L. Lowell 1935, Hoyt 1976, Crowe 1986) makes no
mention of a decision or personal commitment to continue Schiaparelli's observations. The
significance of this claim of adolescent interest is that it locates Lowell's interest in Mars prior
to the first reports of canali in 1877. Macpherson repeats Lowell's consistently m a d e but
unconvincing claim that "unlooked-for discoveries were disclosed" (Macpherson, 1905,
p207) when Martian observations began at Flagstaff in 1895. Also of note is the language in
which Lowell's Japanese experience is described: "During his residence in Japan his love for
the people and their customs gained for him in return their honour and confidence." (p206)
Macpherson's presentation of Lowell's Martian irrigation hypothesis, and his o w n estimation
of Lowell's place in the history of science, are examined in the next chapter of this thesis,
which deals specifically with such questions.

Other than a hagiography revealingly entitled Percival Lowell: an Afterglow, in which hi
secretary-mistress Wrexie Louise Leonard depicts him as "buoyant with strength, ambition,
love, sincerity, nobleness of purpose, in fact all that was highest in life... a dynamic force,
yet gentle as a child" (Leonard, 1923), only one book-length biography of Percival Lowell
has appeared in almost a century-and-a-half after his birth. The author was Percival's
younger brother, Abbott Lawrence Lowell, retired ex-President of Harvard University.

A. L. Lowell's Biography of Percival Lowell (1935), is evasive, defensive, uncritical, a
heavily padded with lengthy paraphrases and excerpts from Percival's o w n works and from
the writings of close friends and sympathisers. Lawrence Lowell was either a true believer in
his big brother, or else was willing and could afford torisksome academic credibility, at the
very least, to sustain the honour of the family name. In addition to undertaking the
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Biography, he funded a telescope at the Lowell Observatory for the specific purpose of
searching for Planet X , and it was with this equipment that Pluto w a s discovered in 1930.

The Biography reads as though its purpose was to neutralise the perception of Percival as a
eccentric or dilettante, lacking understanding of scientific method or of what was then seen
as scientific objectivity. While acknowledging the hostility which Percival's Martian canal
hypothesis aroused in certain quarters, Lawrence Lowell constantly emphasises Percival's
intelligence, mathematical ability, capacity for hard work, and thorough observational work.
Almost alone among those w h o have written about Percival, Lawrence says nothing about the
dramatic quality of Percival's vision of Mars. In view of the whiggish nature of history of
science in his era, it is less surprising that it also says nothing about the social and political
principles Percival believed were demonstrated by the state of affairs on Mars. Percival's
Martian studies are presented as purely, objectively, and narrowly scientific. Although
Percival's interest in politics is briefly mentioned in the context of unsuccessful moves to
encourage him to run for the Senate, there is no overt statement of his party affiliation.

A most interesting point which has not been picked up by the many writers who have used
the Biography is that it is silent about Percival's supposed pacifism. This silence is
somewhat surprising in view of Lawrence's o w n support for the concept of the League to
Enforce Peace, and his continued although ultimately unsuccessful advocacy of U.S.
membership of the League of Nations. In fact the Biography goes so far as to tell us that
young Percival actually tried to see some action in the 1877 war between Serbia and Turkey,
"fortunately without success" (A. L. Lowell, p6).

Lawrence gives a clear concise account of Percival's attitudes to his scientific work, and
conceptions of imagination and science, but there is really nothing that could not be deduced
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from reading Percival's books. Everything of a personal nature is either bland or flattering.
Mrs Lowell's contribution eulogising the dedication of Percival and his colleagues is bizarre
in view of her efforts during the 1920s to enrich herself at the expense of her late husband's
observatory. Lawrence's family solidarity and consequent evasiveness is understandable in a
brother writing during the lifetime of Percival's widow. Stranger, in the work of a sibling, is
the lack of any real feeling of closeness to the subject. Apart from a few anecdotes, most of
them relating to childhood, this Biography could have been assembled by any competent
researcher. At least half the text is lifted from other, mostly published, sources.
With all its faults and limitations, Lawrence's Biography

was extensively used by later

writers. In particular, it seems to be the chief source consulted by Hoyt and others for
Percival's early life and Japanese years. There is no evidence that Percival's Asian books,
except perhaps Soul of the Far East, have been read in full by most writers w h o cite them.

"Biography of Percival Lowell, by A. Lawrence Lowell, is an authoritative source of facts.
The author believed that biography should concern itself, not with what the subject was, but
with what he did." That apology for the superficiality of the Biography appears in a footnote
(p304) in The Lowells and Their Seven Worlds, by Ferris Greenslet. Although it contains
very little which is not taken from the Biography, Greenslet's chapter on Percival is almost
as frequently cited as A. L. Lowell himself. Greenslet vouches for Percival's extraordinary
charisma, and also for his fiery temper:
A n unimpeachable witness once saw him personally eject his butler d o w n the steps of
his house on West Cedar Street and hurl a steamer trunk after him. (p323)
Other than a couple of quotations from letters, Greenslet's few brief concluding personal
reminiscences of Percival are the only reason for citing this slight work published in 1947.

Antonie Pannekoek's A History of Astronomy, first published in Amsterdam in 1951,
appeared in English ten years later. Pannekoek discusses Lowell's canal hypothesis in a
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chapter entitled "Plurality of Worlds" which quotes at some length from Flammarion's 1892
La Plan&te Mars. The references to volcanoes and tempests, seas and shores, as well as
active waterways (canals), remind us of the difference between Flammarion's old-style
continental wet Mars and Lowell's Proctorian vision of a planet dying by dehydration.
Pannekoek juxtaposes Flammarion and Lowell, as chronology dictates, but while not falling
into the c o m m o n error of equating their views, he does not point out the major differences.

Pannekoek describes Lowell as "wealthy,., enthusiastic, gifted and well- versed in many
fields" and credits him with "assiduous and continuous study" (p379) and the discovery (sic)
of 180 n e w canals, but after summarising his irrigation hypothesis expresses a harsher
judgment by contrasting the "morefruitfuland dependable" work of Antoniadi (p379).

The most provocative account of Lowell's lifework is a brief posthumous Freudian analysi
in the British Journal of Medical Psychology by the psychiatrist Charles K. Hofling (1964).
Lowell's nervous breakdown, subsequent changes in lifestyle, and his overwhelming
eagerness to prove that Mars was inhabited, are adduced to support the hypothesis that his
obsessive interest in Mars was a refined, displaced and intellectualised form of voyeurism. In
this scheme, the older wiser bigger Martians which Lowell envisaged are parent figures.

Hofling's interpretation may seem comparable to Lowell's canal hypothesis in the demand
makes on credulity, though it is similarly internally consistent. Its weakness is its assumption
that in in Lowell's day, and specifically in Lowell's case, there was no extra-marital sex. In
fact, Lowell had a reputation as a ladies' man, which got him involved in a bizarre triangle of
jealousy with his unstable friend John Jay Chapman and Chapman's fiancee Minna Tirrimins.
C h a p m a n suspected that Lowell's friendship with Minna v/as not as innocent as she claimed,
and sprung upon Lowell when he was arriving at a party at M r and M r s Walter C. Cabot's
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house in Brookline in Autumn 1886, brutally bashing him with a cane,rightoutside the front
door (Birmingham, p265; also Chapman's 1931 autobiographical fragment "Retrospections"
in H o w e , 1937). It is not surprising that Lawrence Lowell omits this story, but itfitshis
chronology which has Percival back in the U.S. in 1884-8, working on Soul of the Far East.

Despite its dubious assumptions about Lowell's sexual inexperience, Hofling's analysis h
considerable explanatory power, and is suppored by several other facts apparently unknown
to (or unused by) Hofling. Crucial to Hofling's analysis are Lowell's strong affection for his
mother, coupled with fear of his father (both documented by his brother), the urgency with
which Lowell undertook his observations, the speed with which he announced his
(preconceived ?) conclusions, and the vehemence with which he defended them.

Hofling sees Lowell's supposed lack of interest in women during his early manhood as
symptomatic of a rejection of adult sexuality, and notes that he began courtship a few years
after recovering from "neurasthenia", and only married when he was 53 years old. Though it
strengthens his case, Hofling does not mention that Lowell's marriage co-incided with the
publication of his third andfinalbook on Mars and a shift of interest to other astronomical
topics: the search for a ninth planet, and developing a "science of planetology" as expounded
in his last book The Evolution of Worlds (1909).

Lowell's involvement in the debates on the relative merits of large and small telescopes
the importance of location of observatories, can also be reconciled with Hofling's account.
Lowell joined the small telescope lobby when the observations which underlay his Martian
canal hypothesis were challenged. H e quietly withdrew from the telescope size debate later
on, when looking for Planet X , and as time passed the Lowell Observatory acquired larger
instruments. The specific technical theme of atmospheric conditions for astronomical
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observation was also less emphasised in Lowell's later writings, although as will be shown
the imagery of seeing and vision always remained part of his rhetoric.

The reader's willingness to accept Hofling's account of Lowell's career is likely to dep
his or her attitudes to Freudian theory itself. A less provocative answer to the question of
w h y Lowell was so desperately committed to his most famous and contentious hypothesis of
the inhabitation of Mars will be developed in later chapters of this thesis.

Robert Ellwood's "Percival Lowell's journey to the East" (1970), the first ever extended
consideration of Lowell's Asian studies,will be considered in the chapter (5 below) devoted
to that aspect of his work. W . G. Hoyt's Lowell and Mars (1976), written with access to
unpublished material in the Lowell Observatory Archives, gives a full account of the canal
debate in the press and amongst the professionals. Hoyt's Planets X and Pluto (1980) carries
the story of the Lowell Observatory's planetary research beyond its founder's death. Hoyt's
works were generally well received by the reviewers. Deborah Jean Warner credited him with
having "reconstructed the outlines and magnitude, and recaptured the flavor, of the great
debate" (p492). Reviewing Planets X and Pluto, Paul Herget of the University of Cincinnati
worried that "At first glance, one might get the impression that this book is a glowing
panegyric on Percival Lowell", but thought it "a splendid book" for its "excellent style and
even-handed treatment" (p55).

Marc Rothenberg criticized Hoyt's use of poorly-selected secondary sources for the conte
of the search, and his narrow focus, but rated the 1980 work "an important contribution to
the history of American astronomy." (1981, pi48) In a survey article "History of
Astronomy", he recommended that Hoyt's "two studies on the Lowell Observatory should be
read... as possible models for structuring observatory histories." (1985, pl24)
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Hoyt's two books are likely to remain, for a long time, the chief secondary source on the two
key aspects of Percival Lowell's astronomical research and the management of the Lowell
Observatory in its first four decades. In addition, they add significantly to the published
information about the later part of Lowell's professional and personal life, filling m a n y of the
holes left by A. L. Lowell, though some of these still gape. T h e value of Hoyt's close focus
on Lowell is reduced by his lack of familiarity with other scientists and writers of relevance,
especially Flammarion and the Germans.

Hoyt correctly diagnoses a lack of rigour in Lowell's inductive methods, and his suggestion
about Lowell's motives are always well founded, but he adheres to a simplistic dualistic
production-diffusion model of science and its exposition. Thus although he is well aware of
their importance at one level, he nonetheless considers Lowell's literary skills and the
dramatic character of his vision of Mars as cream on the cake, separate and separable from the
"purely scientific" content of his writings. It will be contended below that the episode of the
Martian canal debate, and the hangover it caused for astronomy, provides a clear-cut
illustration of the theses advanced throughout Shinn and Whitley: that popularization is
inextricably intertwined with the history of research programs, thus it is more fruitful to
consider scientific texts holistically. Hoyt also shows awareness of number of other issues
which are of greater significance and complexity than he seems to have realised, and some of
these will be taken up, explored and exploited more fully later in the following chapters

Hoyt's chief failing is a lack of historical perspective on Lowell, which coupled with a c
understandable affection for his subject, leads him to credit Lowell with greater originality
than is justified- or originality in the wrong areas. B y doing this Hoyt himself reinforces and
augments the Lowell legacy, although he is honestly trying to get it in proportion. He, of all
people, frequently falls into the standard trap of writing as though Lowell was the only turn-
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of-the-century advocate of intelligent life on Mars. In 1986 Hoyt's lack of historical
perspective was made up, in one important dimension at least, by Michael Crowe's The
Extra-terrestrial Life Debate 1750-1900: The Idea of a Plurality of Worlds from Kant to
Lowell, which documents that belief in extra-terrestrial life was so widespread as to be
practically orthodox in European cultures- with m a n y Christians among the believers.

Crowe, whose acknowledgment of Hoyt is full and even generous, has nothing radically new
to say about Lowell, but the section of Crowe's book devoted to Lowell provides an accurate
if unsympathetic brief account of his later public life. H e concludes that Lowell, Schiaparelli
and Flammarion were the causes and victims of the Martian canal debacle- as he sees itwhile the sceptical unemotional Maunder and Campbell were its heroes. O n Lowell's mid-life
career change, from Asian to astronomical studies, Crowe draws attention to the fact that
"despite a number of biographical studies, this question has remained largely unanswered."
(p507) The twofinalchapters of this thesis will suggest that part of the answer to this
question can be established through an analysis of the relationship between Lowell's earlier
and later writings; not so much in terms of their oft-remarked c o m m o n evolutionary
underpinning, but through tracing changes and developments in Lowell's literary persona.

While Crowe provides a fuller historical perspective on Lowell, and to a lesser degree
Hammarion, than had previously been available, his account does inevitably and subtly
distort the picture. Though it does not pretend to be a history of astronomy— rather a part of
the history of a particular belief of both astronomical and religious interest— the reader could
be left with an exaggerated idea of the importance and potency of this strain of belief. For
example, Crowe shows that Sir John Herschel was sympathetic to pluralism, but does not
m a k e it obvious h o w tiny a fraction of his life's work was influenced by this interest.
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O n e could conclude from reading Crowe that nineteenth century astronomers were generally
obsessed by pluralism, rather than merely sympathetic towards it in varying degrees, while
mostly working on topics unrelated to pluralist concerns. A s F. R. Moulton put it in closing a
discussion of Lowell's Martian canal irrigation theory:
It is a curious fact that those w h o k n o w but little about astronomy are nearly always
very m u c h interested in the question of whether other worlds are inhabited, while as a
rule astronomers w h o devote their whole lives to the subject scarcely give the question
of the habitability of other planets a thought. (p288)
Crowe tends to minimise the originality of Lowell's program by seeing it only within the
context of the pluralist tradition. Further consideration will be given to Crowe's study of
pluralist thought in the era which begat Lowell's Martian canal irrigation theory, in Chapter
Four of this thesis, to assess the extent to which the perennial popularity and marketability of
pluralist ideas accounts for Lowell's continuing impact on modern science and culture.
Science and Objectivity: Episodes in the History of Astronomy, by Norriss S. Hetherington
(1988) will also be considered in that context.

Twenty-four years after Hofling, another psychiatrist, William Sheehan, published Planets
and Perception: Telescopic Views and Interpretations 1609-1909 (1988). It is based on the
premise that scientific observation is powerfully affected by the observer's preconceptions
and personal concerns. Sheehan considers the Martian canal debate in detail, and inevitably
devotes more attention to Lowell than to any other astronomer.

Broadly speaking, Sheehan follows Richard Ellwood (1970), who presented Lowell as a
seeker after an "other",firstin Japan, and then on Mars via his mouhtaintop observatory.
Sheehan phrases this slightly differently, interpreting Lowell's life as a search for a refuge
from reality, first in the walled gardens of Seoul, then on the hilltop at Flagstaff. Sheehan
makes an extended comparison between the observatory and the "pleasure d o m e " decreed by

Kubla K h a n in Coleridge's p o e m of that name. A s indicated by his chaptertitle"The Visions
of Sir Percival", Sheehan sees Lowell as an Arthurian romantic figure, a knight errant on a
"Parsifalian quest" (pi81). H e makes m u c h of Lowell's previously unpublished p o e m
"Mars" of 1893, which reveals a longing to go bodily to the red planet:
T o mingle with the Martial men,
Enlarging m y Earth-restricted ken,
A m i d their pageant-seeming show,
Learning a little of what they know,
G r o w n by m y travel in some wise then
Myself a cosmic denizen. (Sheehan, p223)
It can equally be argued that Lowell's poem, consistent with almost everything else he
and wrote, reveals him as a seeker after truth which he could impart to the world— an idealist,
certainly, but with a strong practical desire to contribute to the understanding and
management of the real world. The major aim of this thesis is to show h o w Lowell operated
within the tradition of politically oriented sages like Carlyle and Ruskin (not with romantic
fantasy literature, not even the scientific fantasy of Flammarion), h o w his interpretation of
Mars was motivated and shaped by urgent terrestrial concerns, and h o w he articulated his
vision of Martian conditions to give us a message about h o w w e should live on Earth.

The purpose of this last section of this first chapter was to identify the emphases, st
and weaknesses of the few texts which have directly addressed Lowell's life and work, rather
than the m a n y which knowingly or unknowingly incorporated aspects of his ideas into their
views of Mars. The treatment has been kept brief because specific points from these works
will be cited, acknowledged and disputed as the argument of this thesis develops. Also, two
historically oriented popularizes of astronomy have referred so often and positively to Lowell
in their books and T V programs that it is necessary to mention them in this particular survey
of the literature. In the interim between the works of A. L. Lowell (1935) and Greenslet
(1947) and the more critical and scholarly writings of Hoyt (1976,1980) and Crowe (1986),
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Patrick Moore in England and Carl Sagan in the U.S.A. did more than anyone to keep
Lowell's n a m e alive; and their relevant writings and possible motivations will be considered
in greater detail in Chapter Three. Chapters T w o and Three of this thesis will analyse over a
hundred selected representative volumes and articles, spanning the century since Lowell
announced his hypothesis, to document the ways in which that hypothesis was kept alive,
despite the c o m m o n claim (Hoyt, 1976, inter alia) that it had no professional scientific
credibility after about 1912.

CHAPTER TWO
LOWELL IN THE LITERATURE: BEFORE THE SPACE AGE

Scientific and other speculations, some of which deserve to be called hypotheses, operate i
the moving gap between our intellectual reach and grasp; i.e.: where observations are not
understood, or between problems identified and problems solved. S o m e speculations are
more or less rapidly abandoned, when apparendy conflicting evidence or an unacceptable
inconsistency (or consequence) is discovered. Popper (1963) has pointed out that the
significance of abandoned hypotheses is not measured by h o w closely they approximate
current views.

Lowell's canal irrigation hypothesis was proffered to fill the gap opened in 1877 by puzzli
telescopic observation of Mars, and closed by Mariner and Viking almost a century later.
During period it was open, this particular gap between observational reach and intellectual
grasp attracted some imaginative, and therefore highly culturally revealing, speculations.
Like a work of creative art, a scientific hypothesis is, inter alia, a source of insight into the
individuals and community which develop and entertain it. Different individuals,
communities and eras will propose different hypotheses to account for similar phenomena:
consider the variety of ancient notions about the weather. T h e kinds of hypotheses which are
developed, the ways they are received, embraced or challenged, the arguments advanced for
and against them, and the aspects repressed, andfinallywhether they are eventually accepted
as truth or rejected as nonsense, are all significant indicators of the values, pre-occupations
and limitations of scientists and their societies.

The mid-late nineteenth century was noted for widespread, although not unanimous,
optimism about the progress of scientific knowledge, and belief in the imminent perfectibility

of technology. Flammarion saw the day not far off, when w e would have definitive
knowledge of the other inhabitants of the universe: "En attendant, perfectionnons nos
telescopes" (1885, p490). In fact it was not by this means that our knowledge of Mars was
most dramatically advanced. The dispute over the existence of Martian canals went on so long
because w e were already close to the limits of earthbound optical telescopic observation.

It is usually stated (e.g. Hoyt, 1976; 1980, p82) that belief amongst scientists in Lowell
canal irrigation hypothesis had dwindled to almost nil by the 1920s, but it will be shown
below that experts' popular accounts of Mars persistently concentrated heavily on the
question of life and possible inhabitation. Even when their final verdict was negative,
reputable authors often gave Lowell's hypothesis lengthy and sympathetic coverage in
popular astronomy books and elementary textbooks. Analysis of these texts will reveal that
belief in both canals and Martian life existing in some shape or form survived even among the
professionals, right up to the moment that the first close-up pictures of Mars were received.

Each generation, in this century at least, has taken it for granted that it has seen a
breakthrough which has qualitatively as well as quantitatively changed our knowledge of
Mars. Patrick Moore wrote in The Development of Astronomical Thought:
Between 1900 and 1920 it was considered that Mars might support life of fairly
advanced type,... B y the start of the Second World W a r the intelligent Martians had
been firmly banished to the realm of sciencefiction,...Between 1950 and the first
successful planetary probes, Mars was assumed to be well able to support
vegetation,... Now,.. it seems that outside the Earth, the only life in the Solar System
takes the form of very primitive organisms on M a r s - and there is a growing body of
opinion that even Mars m a y be utterly sterile.... (Moore, 1969, ppl08-9)

Moore's summary above is consistent with the accounts given by Pournelle and Benford in
their chapters on Mars and Venus in Bova & Bell (pp31-106). Pournelle divides the history
of Martian hypotheses into three periods, the "Old Mars" dominated by Lowell's ideas, the
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"Lunar Mars" of the Mariner-Viking interim, and the " N e w Mars" (pp 33-59). Moore's 1969
image of Mars as "more lunar than terrestrial in nature, and m u c h more hostile than had been
thought in the ^re-Mariner period" (1969, pl07)fitsneatly into Pournelle's second era.

Lowell's attempts to prove the existence of advanced life on Mars had created intense
controversy. Although his canal irrigation hypothesis never w o n general endorsement from
professional scientists (Hoyt, 1976; 1980, p82), it should be remembered that it was not
definitely and conclusively falsified until the Mariner spaceflights of the mid-1960s, half a
century after Lowell's death in 1916. Nonetheless, it initially seems remarkable that it
received the amount attention that will be documented below. For during thattime,although
not literally falsified, it was allegedly not being taken seriously in scientific circles. Authors
of textbooks and popularisations grappled with it when it was d o w n but not out— a few
trying to keep it alive, others trying to deliver the knockout blow, some apparently unsure or
unscrupulous about what they were doing.

In the survey of the literature which follows, scrutiny of a range of texts will identify v
writers' contributions to shaping popular perceptions of Mars and of Lowell, and sometimes
their possible motives. It is also intended to test the hypothesis that the falsification of the
Martian Irrigation theory by the probes was real (i.e.: by no means inevitable), rather than
merely a forgone conclusion.

There are two distinct, although obviously linked, subjects of interest in the scrutiny of
which follows. Documenting and identifying Lowell's influence is the simpler part of the
task, but it is necessary in order to establish that there is here an anomaly in the history of
astronomy, manifest in a contradiction between the explicit and the implicit content of m u c h
of the literature, in which authorities w h o claimed not to take Lowell's hypothesis seriously,
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often reported and debated it at extraordinary length. The main aim of this thesis is to account
for the anomaly, which this and the next chapter aim to document.

Towards that end, an intertwined parallel glossing will be offered on the linked but
distinguishable theme of Lowell's personal, literary and historical reputation within scientific
circles and amongst the educated or interested public. It will be seen that throughout this
period, Lowell personally received remarkably fulsome treatment for a scientist whose
theories were never generally adopted by the professionals. Particular attention will be paid to
the tone of contemporaneous and subsequent assessments of Lowell's personal and
professional achievement, historical reputation, and literary persona.

It is sometimes suggested that as far as professional astronomers were concerned after abo
1910, the canal debate was just "noises off", with no real impact on planetary astronomy.
This and the next chapter will seek to show that this is an inadequate interpretation. It is n o w
becoming increasingly accepted that Lowell influenced attitudes to Mars long after his death,
in fact for as long as interest in his hypothesis could be sustained, in the absence of clear
refutation. Evidence will be presented in this and the next chapter, that Lowell's m e m o r y
went on exerting an identifiable influence on research programs, which are the very business
of science, and not just on science fiction or sensational stories in the news media. Reading
the literature, it often seems as though more scientists than would admit it openly, hoped or
expected to find advanced life on Mars.

An attempt could also be made to argue that the continued coverage of Lowell's theory in
reputable popularizations and elementary textbooks was necessary because of continued
public interest, and to counter ill-informed speculation. However, this coverage was itself a
major factor in keeping public interest and speculation alive. W h e n a respected professional

endorses an hypothesis, the reader, whether lay person or student, is entitled to accept it as
reliable knowledge, and m a y be presumed to do so. Considering evaluation processes and
different m o d e s of publication in Invisible Colleges, Diana Crane suggests "knowledge that
enters textbooks probably has survived all of the previous hurdles in order to attain scientific
respectability" (pi6). Furthermore, when an hypothesis is discussed at considerable length
in such a context, particularly if it is not clearly shown to be have been falsified, it m a y
appear at the very least to be a candidate for the "reliable knowledge" category.

To some extent this study will proceed within the time-frame of reference suggested by the
Martian historiography of Moore and Pournelle, filling in relevant detail, proposing
alternative accounts where necessary, but not setting out either to vindicate or dispute with
them. Pournelle's opinion that Lowell's bad influence lingered well into the 1970s is
considered in the next chapter, as are the development and significance of Moore's views.
The main burden of this chapter is the examination of the treatment of Mars and particularly
Lowell and his canal hypothesis, in a diverse selection of serious and responsible popular
astronomy books and textbooks of the late nineteenth and early-mid twentieth century.

Finally, some comment is required on the selection criteria: what counts as a "serious and
responsible popular astronomy book" for these purposes? Value judgments are inevitably
involved here, and perhaps, to some extent, so is fashion. W o r k s by astronomers of
unquestioned distinction (e.g.: Bok, Jeans) are automatically included, along with wellrespected popularisers (Moore). O n the other hand, works written to promote religious,
mystical, personalised, or highly unorthodox speculative theories, and/or writers distinctly
persona non grata with the scientific community (e.g.: Velikovsky) have generally been
omitted, because they are not part or representative of the mainstream tradition within which
w e are trying to locate Lowell's standing and identify his influence. S o m e academically

distinguished non-scientists w h o m a d e specific reference to Lowell have also been included

(e.g.: the literary philosopher Walter Murdoch, and Nobel Prizewinner Maurice Maeterlinck)

Although science fiction is a rich field, providing a telling commentary on social and sc

issues, it has reluctantly been omitted from this study. The chief reason concerns the ai

scope of this thesis, which is a case study in the implanting, transmission and adaptation

ideas in a branch of scientific literature. Science fiction is another genre. While evide
science fiction would support aspects of the argument, it is in this context a secondary
source, which need not be drawn upon, as there is a superabundance of original source
material- basic textbooks and popularisations by recognised authorities. Reliance on
evidence from science fiction could muddy the waters, and perhaps even be seen to weaken
an argument about what scientists were saying in their public utterances.

2.1 LOWELL IN THE LITERATURE: cl830-1924
In Guide to Mars, Patrick Moore divides Martian studies into four convenient periods:
(1) Very early days, pre-1830, when only the main features were known— that is to
say, dark areas and white polar caps. (2) 1830 to 1877, when maps became at least
reasonably accurate, and telescopes were powerful enough to show h o w Mars behaves.
(3) 1877 to 1965, when the canal controversy raged, but modem-type techniques
provided information which was thought to be reliable. (4) 1965 to the present time,
when unmanned probes have been to the planet and have caused a complete change in
our outlook. (Moore, 1977, p69)

The first period identified by Moore does not concern us here, for while Lowell occasional
cited eighteenth-century observations, they were not crucial to his hypothesis, nor does

pre-1830 scientific or political context contribute significantly to his framing or promo

it. This chapter begins with a brief consideration of Martian literature in the decades b

Schiaparelli announced his observations of canali in 1877, and then in the years until the

major Martian opposition of 1924. It was during this latter period, that Lowell's hypothes

aroused unprecedented popular and professional interest in Mars.

The second period of Martian studies identified by Moore above, comprises the background
or pre-history to Lowell's hypothesis. The widely disseminated views of Flammarion in this
era have already been considered, inasmuch as they relate to Mars. The treatment of
knowledge about Mars in popularizations and elementary textbooks on astronomy, and in the
encyclopaedias of science that were so popular in that era also, provides a basis for assessing
the penetration of Lowell's hypothesis, by providing a background against which to compare
treatment of Mars in similar books in the next period- after Lowell's unexpected emergence.

(i) 1830-1877
Prior to first reports of Martian canali in 1877, the question of whether Mars was habitable or
inhabited was open, but not generally regarded as particularly crucial. Flammarion, insisting
on life being almost everywhere, including Mars, represented the extreme pluralist position
and occupied a territory of his o w n largely out of bounds of the "invisible college" of
professional astronomy. Most of the elementary textbooks and authoritative popularizations
from that time strongly emphasise Newtonian celestial mechanics, with A d a m s and Leverrier
providing a direct link to the great English genius and thus to Kepler and Copernicus who,
when one reads these books, all sometimes seem a matter of decades rather than centuries
away. M a n y works, such as Popular Astronomy

by the Astronomer Royal, Sir G.B. Airy

(first published 1844, still in print in a slightly revised seventh edition in 1891), and
Cincinnati Observatory Director O.M. Mitchel's The Orbs of Heaven (cl845, sixth edition
1856), wisely avoid speculating on Martian surface conditions.

Along with Flammarion, many scientists, particularly in Europe, still believed that the
and green-gray areas were respectively continents and seas. Sir John Herschel's Outlines of
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Astronomy, which first appeared in 1849 and remained in print until at least the end of the
century, was based on encyclopaedia articles published in 1833. It was last revised by the
author in 1869, two years before his death. The "new" 1893 edition had not caught up with
Mars' canals or moons, but still averred that "we frequently discern, with perfect
distinctness, the outlines of what m a y be continents and seas." Herschel went further and
commented in passing on the appearance of Earth to "the inhabitants of Mars", but in context
this device falls far short of a claim that any such exist (pp 338-9).

In his only reference to Martian conditions in Lectures on Astronomy (1854) Henry Mosele
Professor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy at King's College, London, follows John
Herschel almost verbatim (pl96). M.E.S.Lyle in What Are the Stars: A Treatise on
Astronomy (1869) cites Sir William Herschel, dead 47 years, on Martian continents and seas.

In 1876, the year before Schiaparelli saw the canali, Sir Edmund Beckett produced the si
edition in ten years of a work which, he warned: "does not profess to be an easy book of
'popular astronomy' because it is called Astronomy Without Mathematics"(-pm). Beckett
agrees the colours of Mars suggest surface water (p214), but does not speculate about life.

(ii) 1877-1924
T o make a very large body of material more manageable, the third period identified by Moore
in the opening quotation will be further subdivided into four time blocks: 1877-1924* 192548, and 1949-57, and 1958-65. The rationale for these dates is explained in the introductory
and concluding notes of the subsections. 1877 is an obvious key date, though Schiaparelli's
reports of canali did not require an immediate or extensive rewriting of the literature.

George F. Chambers' A Handbook of Descriptive and Practical Astronomy was first
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published by Oxford in 1867, and with revisions grew to 2000 pages. Its four-volume fourth
edition (1888-9) included contributions on spectroscopic analysis and astronomical
photography from E. W . Maunder, w h o was to emerge as Lowell's chief English antagonist
when the canal debate began. It was not u n c o m m o n for popular astronomy books to remain
in print for decades and go through many editions, but not all were kept up to date like
Chambers', as the publishing history of Herschel's Outlines of Astronomy shows. Along
withfrequentciting of out-of-date sources, this tradition suggests a slow pace of discovery:
Beckett stated in 1876 that in recent years "there have been no important astronomical
discoveries or events except the long looked for transit of Venus on 4 Dec. 1874,..." (piii)

One of the classic handbooks of the nineteenth century, which was still being reprinted
more than a hundred years, is T. W . Webb's Celestial Objects for Common Telescopes,
which first appeared in 1859. Like many experts of his day, W e b b believed Mars had free
surface water and was possibly inhabited. The "revised and greatly enlarged" fourth edition
cites Hall's and Schiaparelli's 1877 observations, but refers to "channels" and does not use
the word "canals" at all (Webb, 1881, pl42). Webb's usage is significant in view of the
c o m m o n and simplistic claim that mistranslation of "canali" as "canals" was the main source
of the canal myth and Lowell's hypothesis. This assertion is repeated in most m o d e m
histories, as though Lowell's entire edifice would not otherwise have been built. So-called
"canals" (though their doubling was specifically denied) m a d e their first appearance in
Celestial Objects for Common

Telescopes in 1917, when T. E. R. Phillips, T. E. Espin et al

revised the book after its author's death.

Like Webb, some writers considered the first reports of canali not worth mentioning, tho
their absence from some post-1877 books m a y be evidence that the book was prepared long
before the publication date, rather than the result of an authorial or editorial decision. A n easy
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test is to check whether there is any reference to the m o o n s of Mars discovered by Hall in the
same year. Richard Proctor, in Flowers of the Sky (n.d.) refers to the Martian moons and

also to observations of Saturn in 1878, but makes no mention of canals, suggesting that he

preferred not to comment on Schiaparelli's reports. Similarly, later, not all writers fel
to respond immediately to Lowell. The cautious views of A. M. Clerke (1885) and Sir John

Lubbock (1892) have been quoted in the previous chapter, but it is worth noting that in th
1897 edition of Lubbock's Beauties of Nature, two years after Lowell had announced his
irrigation hypothesis, the passage on the canals was repeated verbatim from 1892 (p391).

Perhaps because of the accessibility of his writings, the prolific Proctor, whose loss of
in pluralism is traced by Crowe, was frequently cited in general reference books and
encyclopedias. An example is The Royal Treasure-House of Knowledge (1882) translated
from the French of Gaston Tissandier, editor of La Nature. The account of Mars in the
astronomy section of this massive volume extends to four pages with three engravings,

including a pre-Schiaparellian map. It begins with material reworked from John Herschel, b

inserts the caveat "if, indeed, it is now inhabited" into the standard speculation (see a
the appearance of Earth from Mars (p524).

The text mentions Asaph Hall's 1877 discovery of Mars' moons, and the ruddy-coloured
vegetation speculation of Flammarion (p525), but nothing about Schiaparelli or canali. On

the subject of surface conditions, Proctor is given the last word with the unsubstantiated

"evolutionary" speculation that despite lands, seas, water vapour, and rivers, Mars is now
too deteriorated to support advanced life:
I do not think there is much vegetation on Mars, or that many living creatures of the
higher types of Martian life as it once existed still remain. All that is known about the
planet tends to show that the time when it attained that stage of planetary existence
through which our Earth is n o w passing must be set... perhaps hundreds of millions of
years ago. H e has not yet, indeed, reached that airless and waterless condition, that
extremity of internal cold, or in fact that utter unfitness to support any kind of life,
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which would seem to prevail in the moon. The planet of war in some respects
resembles a desolate battle-field,... (p526)

This passage has been quoted at some length here because it also serves to clarify Lowell'
context and position. O n the question of habitability, Proctor's image of a dying Mars is in
strong contrast to Flammarion's vision of a planet bristling with life, but it is precisely the
setting into which Lowell's canal irrigation hypothesis was to be fitted. In Crowe's words,
Lowell espoused "a Proctorian solar system and a Schiaparellian Mars" (p508).

In 1893, before Lowell announced his hypothesis, Sir Robert Ball, Lowndean Professor of
Astronomy at Cambridge, discussed Schiaparelli and the canals in his In the High Heavens.
Ball expresses strong belief in the reality of the canals, and acknowledges "speculations have
naturally been m a d e as to the explanation of these wonderful canals" (pl44). H e mentions
only one speculative explanation- rivers- but dismisses it; although unlike Proctor, Ball then
believed that Mars had plenty of surface water. H e thought it possible that there was some
sort of life on Mars, and alludes to the possibility of red-hued vegetation without
acknowledging Flammarion, but considers intelligent life "highly improbable" (1893, pl46).

The enunciation of Lowell's hypothesis was a pivotal episode in the third of Moore's eras
the history of Martian discovery: "1877 to 1965, when the canal controversy raged, but
modem-type techniques provided information which was thought to be reliable" (Moore,
1977, p69). The actual "canal controversy" in Lowell's lifetime, consisting of his running
debate with Campbell, Maunder, and other non-believers, has been chronicled by Hoyt and
Crowe and there is no need to repeat the story here. Hoyt tells of Lowell's "massive,
sustained effort" to win acceptance for his theory-- in vain. H e describes the "bitter climax to
the worldwide furor":
initial scepticism among astronomers soon turned into sharp criticism of his work and
the conclusions he had drawn from it. This criticism steadily mounted in intensity,

until, by 1909, scientists in other disciplines, from which Lowell had eclecncally
borrowed concepts to support his n o w embattled theory, joined the attack, decrying not
only his theory but his methods and even his personal integrity. (Hoyt, 1980, p82)

In the same passage Hoyt notes that "a credulous public remained fascinated by his idea
observations for many years". This study of popularisations and elementary textbooks of

show that fascination with Lowell's theories was not confined to the "credulous public";

the concluding chapters of this thesis will argue that the persistence of his influence
reputation was more than a memory of "the worldwide furor" in his lifetime.

While recognising Lowell's skills, Donald E. Osterbrock pus the commonly repeated modern
view that "professional astronomers of his time never took Lowell seriously. To them he

a rank amateur who did not understand the methods of science" (p80). This thesis disputes
the sweeping generalisation that Lowell was never taken seriously and was regarded by

professionals as a rank amateur. Osterbrock is, however, chiefly concerned with the Mart
work of W. W. Campbell, whom he describes as a "rigid" thinker and personality. Crowe

claims that Lowell's theory would have been considered falsified, and perhaps forgotten,

Campbell's spectroscopic results been generally accepted. But it is possible that Campbe

failure to win unanimous acceptance for his findings was at least partly due to personal

Campbell probably detested Lowell even more than did most other contemporary
professional astronomers. A s a poor boy who... had achieved his education and
position only by tremendously hard work andeffort, Campbell undoubtedly started off
with a good deal of antipathy for the wealthy N e w England aristocrat. Lick
Observatory, where Campbell had begun his research career, had been strongly antiLowell from the beginning.... Campbell believed that the famous Boston author, w h o m
he called 'a private astronomer...' needed to be taught a lesson, and that he was the
m a n to do it.... Campbell regarded the search for water vapour in the atmosphere of
Mars as an important scientific problem, but it is also clear that he wanted to prove
Lowell wrong and take him d o w n in public estimation. (Osterbrock, p80)

It is undoubtedly true that some of Campbell's colleagues in the American anti-Lowell cam

encouraged him in this, as Osterbrock states (p81). However, the international profession
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astronomical world was small in these years, and Campbell's attitude would have been
known to many— and as will be shown there were many— who were sympathetic to Lowell

and his ideas. In this context it was easy and tempting for the pro-Lowell or even neutra
camp to regard Campbell's findings with suspicion, in view of the fact that Campbell was
more objective and no less personally or egotistically involved than Lowell.

Certainly the anti-canal brigade, as Crowe calls them, did not have it all their way. Rob
Toquet's Life on the Planets (pi30) quotes Mercier saying at about this time:
It is no longer permissible to doubt that the planet Mars is inhabited by a race of
intelligent beings; all the observations made in the last half-century furnish perfectly
reasonable support to... the thought that these beings execute works, that they possess,
in consequence, industrial means, that they k n o w science, the arts, and also astronomy.

A s will be seen, Lowell's Martian canal irrigation hypothesis soon managed to attract the

interest of Cambridge's Ball; but Herbert Hall Turner, Savilian Professor of Astronomy at
Oxford, urged caution in his Modern Astronomy (1902):

there is no doubt at all that certain straight markings on the planet's surface have been
detected. M a n y of us have sufficient faith in that wonderful observer Schiaparelli, to
believe that these are occasionally seen double. But as regards the interpretation of such
markings,-- the notion that because they are called canals it is implied that there are
inhabitants in Mars w h o have dug them for irrigation purposes,— w e must exercise
m u c h more caution, (p 206-7)
Nevertheless, Turner reveals pluralist leanings by referring, without giving any reason f
their attractiveness, to "conclusions, however attractive, about the habitability of the

(p208). Perhaps he was attracted by the terrestrial implications of Lowell's quite unattr

- for the Martians- picture of conditions on Mars. Turner reproduces drawings by Barnard,
which show plenty of markings but no fine canals:
They represent all that Professor Barnard, one of the keenest sighted observers, could
see with one of the largest telescopes under the very best conditions. With these
pictures and this information anyone of intelligence is in practically the same position as
regards drawing conclusions concerning life on the planet. Does it seem likely that
ingenuity of interpretation will avail anything? No:... (pp213-4)
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"Ingenuity of interpretation" is probably a shot at Lowell, although he is not named in the

discussion. Incidentally, frankness such as Turner's should not be construed as proof of
Lowell's alleged pariah status, for Turner led a party from the International Union for

operation in Solar Research on a friendly visit to the Lowell Observatory in 1910, and i
he who suggested the name Pluto for the ninth planet (A. L. Lowell, pl52).

Cambridge tutor Arthur Berry, a fellow of King's College and of the University College o

London, was confident the canals were real, but in his Short History of Astronomy (1898)

he avoids comment on their character, significance or interpretation (p383). Simon Newco
(1835-1909) consistently opposed Lowell's theory. Wis Astronomy for Everybody, first

published in the U.S.A. in 1902 and then in England in 1903 with an introduction by Ball

asserts the superiority of the Lick telescope and notes that markings observed by Barna
others "do not quite correspond to the channels of Schiaparelli and Lowell" with their

"smaller telescopes" (1903, pl83). More than almost any other writer cited in this secti
Newcomb is firm in the simple view that the canals are illusions which "grow out of the
spontaneous action of the eye in shaping slight and irregular combinations of light and
too minute to be separately made out, into regular forms." (1903, pl84)

Newcomb hopes "the reader will excuse me from saying anything...about the possible

inhabitants of Mars. He knows just as much of the subject as I do, and that is to say no

at all" (1903, p 188). Newcomb's position was rarely adopted, as this and the next chapt
will show. An ironic and telling example, is the new edition of Newcomb's Astronomy for
Everybody produced in 1942 by Robert H. Baker, Professor of Astronomy at the University

of Illinois Observatory. Baker cites Lowell's observations, while alluding indirectly t

hypothesis, but one of his interpolations added in order to present the classic text "r

edited and brought up to date", gives more credence to the canals than Newcomb had forty

years earlier. Baker states:
There is no longer any doubt as to the existence of the canals of Mars. They have been
observed by m a n y astronomers, and have been photographed successfully. In all
probability they are somewhat broader and less regular and artificial in appearance, than
they seemed to earlier observers. W e accept the canals as natural features of the Martian
surface. ( N e w c o m b & Baker, 1942, pi54)

Throughout the first half of the twentieth century, reputable astronomers kept on allo
canals some basis in fact, and kept on grappling in one m o d e or another with Lowell- thus
keeping Lowell's m e m o r y and his theory alive in their readers' minds. The latter part of this
thesis will seek to show h o w Lowell had managed to bias the question, so that disavowals
like Newcomb's were not able to knock his irrigation theory out of consideration.

The sensational publicity for Lowell's theory, and perhaps also Lowell's appeals to th
and public over the heads of his professional colleagues, clearly irritated some of his
contemporaries who, unlike N e w c o m b , did believe in the canal network. George C.
Comstock, Director of the Washburn Observatory and Professor of Astronomy in the
University of Wisconsin, noted cynically in his A Text-book of Astronomy (1903) that "Mars
has in recent years received more attention than any other planet, and the newspapers and
magazines have announced marvellous things concerning it:..." (p239)

Comstock reproduced drawings by Lowell and included a map of Mars showing "faint dark
lines which are generally called canals,., running in narrow dusky streaks across the face of
the planet according to a pattern almost as geometrical as that of a spider's web" (p244).
Although he accepts even the doubling of the canals, which to non-believers was clear proof
of their illusory nature, Comstock reminds the reader that composite maps "must not be taken
for a picture of the planet's appearance in a telescope. N o m a n ever saw Mars look like this,
but the m a p is useful as a plain representation of things dimly seen" (p244).

Referring again to sensational publicity, Comstock patronises Lowell (without naming him)
by refusing to take his theory entirely seriously:
It is extremely difficult to to frame any reasonable explanation of these canals and the
varied appearances which they present. The source of the wild speculations about
Mars, to which reference is m a d e above, is to be found in the suggestion frequendy
made, half in jest and half in earnest, that the canals are artificial watercourses
constructed upon a scale vastly exceeding any public works upon the earth, and
testifying to the presence in Mars of an advanced civilization (p245).

Comstock describes Schiaparelli's suggestion that the canals may be vegetation-lined
watercourses (without any assertion that they are artificial structures) as "plausible enough"
(p245). Given the unlikelihood of straight natural watercourses, single let alone double, it is
hard to see w h y this idea is plausible and Lowell's is wild. Comstock's effort to discredit
Lowell's hypothesis, while retaining belief in canals including doubles, is unconvincing.

A few popular astronomy books published during the Martian canal furor ignored it
altogether; but they were the exceptions. O n e was Gore's Studies in Astronomy (1904). A
civil engineer w h o built canals in India before turning to astronomy, J. Ellard Gore F R A S
was active in international professional societies, and translated Flammarion into English.

In contrast, when Hector Macpherson junior published a compilation of his journalistic
portraits as Astronomers of To-day in 1905, he described Lowell's irrigation hypothesis as
"the most comprehensive and probable theory yet advanced to explain the phenomena of the
red planet" (Macpherson, 1905, p210). W h e n Macpherson's piece on Lowell m a d e its
original appearance in an Edinburgh newspaper, the collection of lectures The Solar System
(1903) was Lowell's latest and current publication. The wide scope of that slim volume
perhaps partially explains Macpherson's emphasis on the full range of Lowell's astronomical
work and thought, not only his Martian hypothesis, while claiming that "Mr Lowell's theory
is gradually gaining popularity" although it "has not been cordially received by astronomers"
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(p210). Macpherson separately acknowledges the dissent of Maunder and N e w c o m b , then
lumps most of Lowell's opponents together and dismisses them as "minor writers" (p210).

Macpherson drew attention to the cosmic evolutionary and meta-historical prophetic aspects

of the Martian canal irrigation hypothesis, noting that "the system of water-ways is pla
wide, and Mr Lowell humorously remarks that party politics has had no part in its

construction" (p209). Macpherson concludes with a shrewdly phrased tribute to Lowell, who
"has done much for Martian observation":
His ingenious hypothesis of intelligent life on Mars, even supposing it is ultimately
rejected, remains a monumental contribution to m o d e m speculative thought A n d
should it be confirmed, M r Lowell will take his place beside the great astronomical
speculators.... At all events, w e m a y assert that M r Lowell, by his unwearied devotion
to astronomy, has already gained for himself an enduring reputation. (p216)

Walter W . Bryant of the Royal Observatory at Greenwich published his History of

Astronomy in 1907. He considers the reality of the canals unproven, and his precis of the

irrigation theory, which includes reference to Lampland's photograph supposedly showing a

double canal, strongly emphasises both the possibility of optical illusions and the cruc
of drawings in underpinning Lowell's hypothesis. He concludes that:
In fact, so far as the argument depends on terrestrial and human analogy the
assumptions involved are so great that Professor Lowell's very plausible explanation
cannot be called convincing. This is especially the case since practically the whole of
the elaboration of the details,., depend on drawings m a d e at his o w n observatory by his
o w n staff; and it is difficult for those w h o have looked in vain with different
instruments under different conditions to admit the full deductions at once to be drawn
from their failure and his success. Admitting his evidence,... his deductions are
scarcely if at all credible. It is, therefore, easier to doubt the reality of the evidence,...
although this attitude is more human than logical. (p216)
The participation in the canal debate of Alfred Russel Wallace, co-developer of the concept of
evolution by natural selection, has not been fully documented by Hoyt and Crowe, who do

not seem to know that Wallace was initially sympathetic to Lowell's hypothesis. He calle

"very remarkable discovery" in his The Wonderful Century: Its Successes and Failures, also
describing double canals as "a curious fact" (1898, p95). Wallace endorses Lowell's claim to
superior observing conditions, adding:
If future observations should confirm the views as to the artificial nature of these
features... it must be considered the most sensational astronomical discovery of the
nineteenth century, and that which opens up the most exciting possibilities of
communication with beings w h o are sufficiently advanced to execute such widespread
and gigantic irrigation works. (Wallace, 1898, p96)

In Man's Place in the Universe (1904), Wallace refers only briefly to Mars without
mentioning Lowell or the canals, and makes no comment on the possibility of life there
(pp266-7). This was perhaps the silent beginning of a climb-down prior to the publication in
1907 when he was aged 84, of his best-known and only extended contribution to the canal
debate: the weakly argued book Is Mars Habitable? which concluded— the emphasis is
Wallace's- that Mars "is absolutely U N I N H A B I T A B L E . " (Wallace, 1907, pi 10)

Despite Newcombe, Wallace, and their camp, Lowell's theory was finding its way into
books which would be around long after the fight was supposedly over, and the detailed
arguments pro and con half-forgotten. In most of these books the treatment of the canal
irrigation theory is inconclusive, because Lowell was still undefeated, and the question could
fairly be regarded as open at the time they were written. Before returning to the task of
scrutinising books, it should also be noted that even in the journals least sympathetic to
Lowell, the opponents of his theory did not have it as m u c h their o w n way as it m a y seem
from reading Hoyt's and Crowe's retrospective accounts of the debate.

Publications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific was the organ of the society ba
San Francisco, but openly acknowledged its role as the "semi-official journal of the Lick
Observatory" (Volume V, no 29,1893, p61) which became the headquarters of American
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opposition to Lowell. Before Lowell appeared on the scene, the Astronomical Society of the
Pacific kept its pages open to believers in the canals, which were observed at the Lick in
1892. Schiaparelli was eulogised on a number of occasions, and awarded the Bruce Medal,
the Society's highest honour (Vol. 22,1910). The passage quoted above from Ball's 1893 In
the High Heavens appeared in Publications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific
(Volume V, no28), reprinted from Goldthwaite's Geographic Magazine where it had
appeared in late 1892.

After 1894, Publications printed many of the most frequently cited hostile reviews of
Lowell's books, and other material critical of his methods and his claims to superior seeing
conditions. But there were also items supportive of Lowell, such as E. E. Hale's enthusiastic
account of Lowell's successful 1895 Boston lecture, "reprinted from the Boston
Commonwealth", although with a cynical footnote from Lick director E. S. Holden (Vol.7,
ppl 16-118). Volume 8, in 1896 reprinted from the Boston Herald an article in which
Lowell's theory was described as "plausible" and "a not absurd hypothesis"(Vol.8, p312) by
Professor C. A, Young, whose comments on Mars in his 1888 A Text-Book of General
Astronomy for Colleges and Scientific Schools and 1902 Manual of Astronomy: A Textbook are considered below.

In 1899 A. M. Mattoon treats Lowell's hypothesis as possibly correct in a technical ar
Mars's Axial Velocity Changing?" (Publications, vol.11 pl9) Most remarkably, in a passing
reference introducing an article on Saturn in 1907, Arthur B. Turner is allowed to state as fact
that "we look out upon the planet Mars with its surface covered by canals in the straggle of
the inhabitants to get water to supply their needs." (vol.19, pi89) In a paper "Life in Other
Worlds" read to the Society in 1911, H. C. Wilson reviews Lowell's hypothesis at length
when considering Mars, and finds only a lack of "adequate proof (Vol.23, pi 17}
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Lick staff m e m b e r Robert G. Aitken contributed Lowell's obituary to Publications, and while
noting that "many astronomers have been unable to adopt" the canal irrigation theory which
Lowell "advocated so skilfully" (vol.28,1916, p267), extensively listed and warmly praised
his contributions to science. This cannot be dismissed as merely a case of not speaking ill of
the dead, as is shown by comparison with Flammarion's m u c h briefer obituary a few years
later, which notes tersely that the Frenchman was k n o w n for his prolific writing "rather than
for his scientific contributions." (vol.37, 1925 p233)

Hoyt (1976) has been quoted above pointing out that the full weight of the scientific— no
the astronomical— establishment only descended on Lowell by 1909. Yet in 1909 Lowell's
theory was given distinctly positive treatment in several volumes. H. P. Hollis F R A S of the
Royal Observatory at Greenwich, president of the British Astronomical Association, gave
prominence to the Martian canal debate by making it the subject of the closing chapter of his
Chats about Astronomy. After cautioning that planetary observation was not the professional
astronomer's chief concern, Hollis emphasises the ideal location of the Lowell Observatory
and its special fitness for planetary work. H e summarises Lowell's hypothesis, admitting that
it does not enjoy unanimous acceptance, and cites Wallace w h o m he reprimands for "arguing
from data which is perhaps not more sufficient than that on which Professor Lowell bases his
opinion. Dr Wallace's statement is hard to believe." (p220) Hollis ends on a strongly
pluralist note: "It seems impossible to think that of all the members of the solar system only
the Earth is blest with human life;...." (p221)

Also from 1909 is History of Astronomy by George Forbes, a pupil of Airy who had gone
on to become Professor of Natural Philosophy at Anderson's College, Glasgow. In his
preface, Forbes distinguishes between practical, theoretical, descriptive, and speculative
astronomy, allowing that "something of each of these is essential... for tracing the process of

thought and knowledge...." (p vii). H e explains that:
the unfinished researches and untested hypotheses of m a n y well-known astronomers of
today cannot be included among the records of the History of Astronomy. The writer
regrets the necessity that thus arises of leaving without mention the names of m a n y w h o
are n o w making history in astronomical work, (p ix)
This did not, as might be thought, exclude Lowell. After citing Schiaparelli, Forbes adds:
The existence of these canals has been doubted. M r Lowell has n o w devoted years to
the subject, has drawn them over and over again, and has photographed them; and
accepts the explanation that they are artificial, and that vegetation grows on their banks.
Thus is revived the old controversy between Whewell and Brewster as to the
habitability of the planets. The new arguments are not yet generally accepted. Lowell
believes he has, with the spectroscope, proved the existence of water on Mars, (p 112)

One mystery of the canal debate is how anyone- even Lowell, for all his commitment— co
see canals in the blurry Lowell Observatory photographs, yet they w o n C. O. Lampland a
professional photographers' award medal for technical achievement, which Forbes endorses.
Forbes's understatement that Lowell "accepts the explanation" that the canals are artificial is
staggering. The use of tenses: "the existence of these canals has been doubted" but "the new
arguments are not yet generally accepted" reveals that Forbes saw Lowell's side of the
argument in the ascendancy. The sole work on Mars listed in Forbes's extensive bibliography
is Lowell's of 1906, providing an example of one way in which, even in the year of his
supposed defeat, the mechanisms for transmission of Lowell's vision were in operation.

Astronomy (cl560-1911) by Arthur R. Hinks, chief assistant at the Cambridge Observator
appeared two years after Forbes's History, and went through five printings by 1928.
Chapter three begins: "For many people there is just one question in astronomy: Is there life
on Mars?" (p67), and the question is examined at length. After equivocating about the
objective reality of the canals, Hinks suggests w e admit them and proceed. H e states "the
arguments, as they n o w stand, for asking the world to believe that Mars is inhabited, must
always be associated with the name of professor Percival Lowell."
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Hinks has difficulty with Lowell's assumption that planets tend to lose their water and to dry
up: " W e do not think that this principle is accepted by geologists, nor does the evidence
which Lowell brings forward convince us that he is right." (p83) His main objection to
Lowell's theory is that the attenuated irrigation system does not seem logical, and what began
as a sympathetic account concludes that as "we do not, with the best intentions in the world,
understand h o w the irrigation scheme would work.. W e can say only that there is as yet no
proof at all of the actual existence of intelligent life...." (p87)

The reference to geology in Hinks' 1911 account supports Hoyt's (1976) claim that some
specialists' attacks on Lowell were beginning to tell. Yet though not endorsed, Lowell's
hypothesis, aptly called "an appeal to reasoned faith" (p81), is carefully considered, to the
extent of half the chapter on the solar system. T o say the least, Lowell and his "argument of
high interest" were politely treated by Hinks in 1911. In the same year, Bruno H. Biirgel
endorsed the reality of the canals and the probability of Martian life in his Astronomy for All.

In his bibliography, Hinks nominates Princeton astronomy professor Charles A. Young's A
Text-Book of General Astronomy for Colleges and Scientific Schools as "by far the best
text-book" (p253), a view shared by some m o d e m authorities (e.g.: David Hughes of
Sheffield University; see Hughes, 1988, p51). Young's first edition (1888) cited Schiaparelli
and the canali but was too early for Lowell's hypothesis.

However Young's 1902 Manual of Astronomy: A Text-book cites Flammarion as well as
Schiaparelli, and expresses the view that the canals are real but their doubling is probably an
illusion. Y o u n g reproduces a number of Lowell's drawings and gives a precis of his
irrigation theory, gently discounting it without closing the door, for "at present, and until the
temperature problem is solved, such speculations appear rather premature;..." (1902, p371)
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Hinks's choice for the best small book is A Primer of Astronomy

(f.p. 1900) by Sir Robert

Ball, whom Crowe claims as a closet pluralist (pp457-9). Primer was reprinted in 1906, an

reissued at the end of 1911 with an additional chapter and maps. Reprinted without furthe
updating in 1912, 1918 and 1920, its text in 1920 was almost unaltered since 1900.

The chapter on Mars moves quickly to a discussion of surface markings, and Lowell's is the

first name cited. When he is rather too generously given credit for finally establishing

dark areas are definitely not oceans, it gives the impression that he is the leading aut
Mars, and the "favourable circumstances" of the Flagstaff observatory are acknowledged.
Water seems to be a very scarce element, and in connexion with it Mr Lowell has made
some suggestions as to the probability of the existence of inhabitants of Mars which it
must be admitted are borne out to some extent by the observations he has
succeeded in making, (pi06, emphasis added)

Ball states unequivocally that the existence of the canals has been confirmed, and goes
the section on "Lowell's Theory":
The view which he puts forward is connected with the remarkable circumstance
n o w certainly established that there are no wide seas or oceans on Mars. Water
there is on the planet, but that water is not of sufficient abundance.... T h e
consequence is that if there be inhabitants on Mars the provision of the supplies of
water necessary for their welfare is a matter involving skilled organisation. Each winter
the planet sees, as I have explained, the accumulation of a cap of ice.... In summer
that icy mass... is restored to the form of water. M r Lowell has detected around the
Poles of Mars what he believes to be the masses of water thus accumulated, (pi 10,
emphases added)
There are several qualifications ("to some extent borne out", "if there be inhabitants", and

"what he believes") in Ball's discussion of Lowell, but the emphases added to Ball's wor
above identify implied endorsements of the premises of Lowell's theory. Readers who
encountered the book, kept in print by Cambridge University Press up to and during the
1920s, could be excused for thinking that Lowell's theory was still far from discarded.

In fact A Primer of Astronomy was badly out-of-date before the 1911 re-issue: the lack of
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oceans on Mars, for example, was very old news indeed, unless you were in Flammarion's
dwindling and ever more marginal camp. Readers w h o bought the Primer because Hinks
recommended it in print until 1928 as "excellent" (1911, p253) m a y not have realised that
Ball was Hinks's boss at Cambridge.

In the decade before the Great War, many beautifully illustrated volumes were produced
Marvels of the Universe (1912) exemplifies the lavish colour encyclopaedia, and among the
contributors to the astronomy component of its two volumes on "the heavens, the Earth, plant
life, animal life, the mighty deep" were Chambers, Phillips, Maunder and Flammarion.

The segment "Mars as a Home for Men" in Marvels of the Universe was written by Lowell'
opponent Maunder, w h o devised the oft-cited "small boy" experiment (A school class was
asked to copy a spotty photograph of Mars, shown at a distance. Most students incorporated
lines in their drawings, which according to Maunder proved that the Martian canals were
illusory.) Four of the black-and-white illustrations in "Mars as a H o m e for M e n " are from
the Lowell Observatory, but Maunder does not discuss Lowell's theory. The only mentions
of Lowell or the "much-discussed canals, accepted as such by some astronomers and rejected
by others", are in the blocklines to these illustrations (vol 1, p58). Not surprisingly, Maunder
concludes that "for life in any of its highest forms, Mars is quite unsuited." (vol 1, p61)

That is not this book's only reference to the subject, however. One of the handful of
and-white pictures accompanying the anonymous inspirational introduction is a m a p of Mars
by Lowell, with the blockline " M A R S . The lines on the m a p represent the numerous canals
which appear to irrigate the otherwise barren land of Mars" (pii). A spectacular full-page
colour plate depicts "An Ideal Landscape on Mars According to Prof. Lowell":
In this picture an attempt is made to visualize Professor Lowell's ideas as to the
condition of the planet. The general desert character of the surface is shown, with the
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dust storms that frequently arise. The canals arefilledby the melting of the snow at the
poles, which is followed by the growth of vegetation in their vicinity. The canals are
here shownfilled,with the vegetation in vigorous growth, (facing p48)

In the accompanying article, Maunder ignored Lowell's canal irrigation theory, and dism
descriptions of dust-storms on a wind-swept Mars (which Mariner 9 was eventually to prove
do in fact occur) as "the creatures only of an unscientific imagination" (vol 1, p61). But there
can be little doubt which vision of Mars would be retained in the m e m o r y of any young or lay
person looking through the book, even if they carefully read the all the relevant text.

Maunder published Are The Planets Inhabited? in 1913. There was a copy in the library o
the Sydney Observatory, which also hadfirsteditions of Flammarion's La Planete Mars
(1892) and Lowell's Mars . Maunder argued consistentiy and effectively against Lowell's
hypothesis that the canals were real and gave evidence of intelligent life; yet in the context of
the controversy, aspects even of his writings helped indirecdy to sustain the idea they were
expressly intended to destroy. Maunder surveys earlier Martian observations, and gives the
opinion that "the canals of Mars are not merefigmentsof the imagination, but have a real
objective basis." (p64) H e then introduces M r Percival Lowell and his observatory,
acknowledging Lowell has "continued his scrutiny of the planet... with the most unrelaxing
perseverance." (p65) Maunder summarises Lowell's observations, and quotes Lowell's o w n
summary of the irrigation hypothesis which he notes has been "supported with much
ingenuity and skill,..." (p65) Chapter VIII, "The Illusions of Mars" carries the bulk of
Maunder's argument against "Prof. Lowell" as he is n o w calling him, and concludes
(correctly, as w e h o w know) that the artificiality lay not with the markings on Mars but with
"the m o d e in which, under given conditions, w e are obliged to see them." (pi 10)

Ir will be noted that Maunder's argument against Lowell has occupied three chapters out
twelve, amounting to about a third of the book. T w o other elements contribute to the
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unintended effect of sustaining Lowell's credibility even while demolishing his hypothesis.
O n e is Maunder's unfailing courtesy towards Lowell, w h o m he treats in print as a respected
expert rather than "a rank amateur". T h e other is the fact that the conclusion to the book,
quoting at length from the Bible and urging readers to find their answers there (pl62), reveals
that Maunder has another agenda, even though he claims in his preface that he sees no
theological significance in the pluralism debate. Christian readers m a y not have minded, but
non-believers were likely to re-assess all that had gone before in the light of this conclusion.

The year 1913 also saw the seventh and final revised edition of Sir Robert Ball's Story
Heavens. At least 70,000 copies of this classic of English popular astronomy books were
printed during its 27-year lifetime, according to estimates by Hughes (p48). Thefirsttwo
editions of The Story of the Heavens reproduce Schiaparelli's m a p of Mars but unlike Ball's
other main text of this period, In the High Heavens (1893), do not mention him or canals in
the chapter on Mars. Later editions retain the m a p by Schiaparelli, w h o is n o w described as
"illustrious" (p220), and also reproduce Lowell Observatory drawings by W . H. Pickering.

In the 1913 edition of The Story of the Heavens, the first revision since 1910, the cana
discussed at some length although more cautiously than in his Primer text which was still
being reprinted unchanged with regard to Mars. Ball cites the spectroscopic results of
Campbell and others, and opts for a thin Martian atmosphere. Though he does not k n o w
what they are, Ball believes the canals real, and considers their doubling "the most difficult
problem which Mars offers to us for solution" (p221). There is no mention of Lowell or his
hypothesis, although Ball's Recollections reveal that at thistime,he was friendly enough
with the supposed professional outcast for other members of the Lowell family as well as
Percival to give dinner parties for him when he visited the U.S.A. (Ball, 1915, p329).
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O n e further example of an apparently authoritative popularization bring us to the year of
Lowell's death in the midst of the Great War. The professor of Astronomy at the University
of Chicago, Forrest Ray Moulton, w h o criticised Lowell's somewhat half-baked "science of
Planetology" (Lowell, 1909) so effectively as to m a k e him cease his efforts to develop it
further (Hoyt, 1976,1980), had published An Introduction to Astronomy in 1906. There
followed an extensively revised edition in 1916, reprinted in 1923, in which Moulton's
description of Mars takes fifteen pages. A third of these are devoted to the canals, and most
of that to Lowell's theory. Moulton agrees that water is not abundant on Mars, but notes that
"the history of the observations of the markings of Mars since the time of Schiaparelli is filled
with the most remarkable contradictions." (1923, p284)

After citing those who denied the artificial-looking network fundamental to Lowell's t
he adds "but it must be remembered... that reliable positive evidence ought to outweigh a
large amount of negative evidence." (p285) H e considers it possible that some sort of life
exists on Mars, but predictably in view of his debunking of Lowell's evolutionary
planetology, he does not subscribe to the Proctor/Lowell notion that Mars is "older" than
Earth so Martian life would necessarily be further d o w n the track to superiority or extinction.
Moulton gives a full and fair account of Lowell's theory, and his conclusion that it "seems
highly improbable and m a y be altogether wrong" (p287, emphasis added) is both restrained
and relatively favourable to Lowell. A s will be seen in the next chapter, Moulton treated
Lowell's hypothesis even more kindly in a later work.

The Destinies of the Stars by the 1903 Nobel prize-winner for chemistry, Svante Arrheni
w h ofirstdeveloped the concept of the "greenhouse effect", appeared in English translation in
1918. Chapter vi, "The Planet Mars" begins:
Through the works of Schiaparelli, Flammarion and Lowell the vivid interest of the
public has been directed toward our neighbour planet Mars. (pl80)
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Although aware of their differences over water on Mars, Arrhenius quotes Harnmarion
against Lowell: "no doubt sentiment and the desired result play a part in all such deductions,
as indeed the words chosen by Flammarion would indicate." (pi81) Arrhenius accepts
photographic evidence for the reality of the canals, uses a Lowell's map, and draws
conclusions from Lowell's estimate of the length of the Phison, but rejects Flammarion's
reddish vegetation and also Lowell's green variety on the basis of frigid temperature estimates
(p202). Although praising Lowell's "diligent" observations w h e n citing him on the matter of
Mars's flatness (p216), Arrhenius opts tentatively for the earthquakefissuretheory rather
than waterways. H e concludes the chapter with his oft-quoted but actually illogical
observation that theories of intelligent activity can "explain everything, and therefore nothing"
and adds a further warning, against the trap of assuming "purposiveness" (p226).

In disallowing Rammarion's occult mysticism, Arrhenius rules out basing our conceptions
as does Flammarion, on the assumption of natural forces unknown to us, no matter
h o w m u c h such a course m a y appeal to mystics. Only forces with which w e are
familiar can be resorted to, if w e really are to understand nature. (pp226-7)
In hindsight, this is doubly ironic, because it not only excludes a possibility which was so
soon to become a reality (in the form of atomic energy), but it blinds Arrhenius to a
fundamental weakness in Lowell's account of Martian culture and engineering; namely that
while the Martians were supposedly more advanced than w e on Earth, they were assumed to
have no more technically advanced (as opposed to larger-scale) means for dealing with
problems of food production and supply. In its reliance on canals, earthworks and
agriculture, Lowell's idea of Martian technology was firmly based on the culture of his o w n
terrestrial era. This is a point of major significance for the explanation of both the persistence,
and the changing treatment, of Lowell's hypothesis (as documented in these chapters) which
will be developed in this thesis.
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For as long as m a n y reputable scientists accepted the reality of the canals there was an
incentive to develop rival theories which might gain wider adherence than Lowell's irrigation
hypothesis. Their chances were presumably maximised if they seemed less speculative, and
respected Occam's Razor more. Lowell's former associate and supporter, and later rival
searcher for a trans-Neptunian planet, Harvard professor William H. Pickering, agreed with
Lowell that the canals were strips of vegetation, but gave an alternative account of their
origin, which did not assume intelligent activity. His aerial deposition theory of 1918
suggested strips of vegetation were created by d a m p prevailing winds of up to 300 mph,
blowing on regular paths from regions of higher pressure around the melting polar cap to the
equatorial regions. The rotation of the planet and atmospheric resistance held these wet winds
on a set track, marked by linear marshes fed by nightly precipitations of moisture.

Pickering's theory did not attract many supporters, but one writer who did repeat it was
Isabel Martin Lewis of the Nautical Almanac Office of the U.S. Naval Observatory. Her
Splendours of the Sky (US 1919, U K 1920) refers to "the much-disputed canals":
It is only when w e come to a consideration of the Martian 'canals' that w e meet with a
divergence of opinions among astronomers. Though there are still astronomers w h o
have never seen the canals and astronomers w h o deny their existence, there seems to be
fully as m a n y w h o have observed them and are firmly convinced of their actuality. The
theory of the late Prof. Lowell concerning them.... (p41, emphasis added)

Lowell's theory is summarised in two non-committal sentences, followed by over three pag
devoted to Pickering's hypothesis which was, after all, the very latest idea. Lewis ends by
noting that it is unknown whether the fainter canals, not necessarily explained by aerial
deposition, are "artificial or an illusion, or mark the path of occasional local storms." (p44)

Pickering's aerial deposition theory did not appear in his collection of earlier essays
as Mars (1921), which he claimed in the unpaginated Preface "represent very satisfactorily
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the latest m o d e m views on the physical conditions of the planet's surface." In m a n y of these
essays, Pickering writes cynically of his former colleague Lowell and his "indefatigable
industry" (pl46). H e credits Lowell with proposing the artificial formation of the canals
(pl08), and describes his ad hoc adoption of a pumping hypothesis "courageous" (pi09, see
also pp 147-8). Pickering believes the doubling of canals "must be some optical illusion" and
offers the view that the reader willfindLowell's claims of visual discrimination beyond "the
hmit for other observers" to be "quite impossible" (pi 15). Pickering thinks it wrong "to
insist on a Martian civilization at all hazards" (pl49):
W e do not definitely deny that that some form of civilization under these circumstances
might be possible, but w h y invoke its aid to explain the various observed phenomena,
such as the canals, if w e can furnish a better, or even nearly as good, explanation of
them by some other hypothesis? (pi56)
The answer to that basic question will be found to lie not in niceties of theory development or
theory choice, but in the didactic implications of Lowell's whole vision of Mars.

Perhaps the most extended treatment of the canal controversy in a general astronomy book
the period occurs in Splendour of the Heavens (1923), a lavish volume edited by the
Secretary of the Royal Astronomical Society, the Rev. T. E. R. Phillips, and D r W . H.
Steavenson, F R A S . R. L. Waterfield F R A S wrote the chapter on Mars, illustrating the
Lowell Observatory and its equipment, including the 24-inch Clark telescope, "reputed to be
one of the most optically perfect telescopes ever made. The atmospheric conditions at
Ragstaff are probably superior to those of any other observatory." (p295)

The scepticism which the canals met in some quarters is described as "unwarranted" (p298
and Schiaparelli's early drawings with fewer, non-geometric canals are reproduced to show
that their regularity was not preconceived, but "was forced upon Schiaparelli with increasing
experience" (p300). Lowell is cited as an authority on therifts,so it is hot surprising to read:
Probably the most important work in this connection is that of Lowell and his
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associates at Ragstaff, where the planet has been under regular observation since 1892.
Their evidence alone is absolutely definite in showing that m a n y of the
changes are seasonal. (p300, emphasis added)

A portrait of Lowell appears along with Dawes, Green and Schiaparelli. The blockline tel

that "no man ever had more experience in the observation of Mars than had Lowell. His wo
represents one of the greatest steps in Martian discovery." (p305) Using a number of
Lowell's maps and drawings, Waterfield defends not only the existence of the canals but

also their doubling. He considers that if Lowell's observations are accepted, the canals
be artificial in nature (pp310, 321). As regards his hypothesis, "there are no really
insurmountable difficulties to be brought against it." (p321,emphasis added) But

Waterfield's final verdict is: the artificiality of the canals is not proven, and "until

forthcoming we have not the least right to assume the existence of intelligence." (p321)

Waterfield then moves on to a discussion of the moons of Mars, but at the very end of th

chapter, in a brief poetic addendum, separated from the preceding text by a row of aster
his sober and apparently reluctant verdict on the canals is virtually reversed:
We now leave the planet Mars and its moons. We shall take away with us the memory
of some things seen certainly: mists and clouds, snow, water, vegetation and deserts.
But there is something else that w e cannot forget, a something seen as through a glass
darkly. For outlined upon the sand of the desert and stretching away into the regions of
fertility w e have found strange tracks— the footprints, m a y be, of an unknown
intelligence. (p323)

In The Wonders of the Stars, the prolific science writer Joseph McCabe hesitantly conced
the reality of the canals, dismissing as "fanciful" a suggestion (adapted from Wallace)

they could be furrows created by a small moon falling onto Mars's surface (McCabe, p40).

He introduces his discussion of Mars with a reference to the question of whether the can
are regular and indicate intelligent life, and wisely cautions "We must wait." (p40) In
McCabe's opinion "the question of life on Mars,., is still open." (p43)

Although he accepts negative spectroscopic results for water vapour in the Martian
atmosphere, M c C a b e does not reject Lowell's hypothesis:
Mars,., is very imperfectly known, and nearly every feature that bears upon the
question of its habitability is disputed. A s is well known, the late M r Percival Lowell
held strongly that there are hundreds of "lines" on the surface of the planet, and that
these are broad beds of vegetation fed by open or covered streams of water directed
from the polar oceans. Other astronomers strongly oppose this idea,... W e have as yet
not sufficient knowledge to settle the question. (p41)
McCabe's accepts the Proctorian notion, basic to Lowell's irrigation hypothesis, of Mars as
an "older" globe, and thus "if there are living things on Mars they are probably more
advanced than the inhabitants of the Earth.... Intelligence w e m a y justly expect." (pp41-2)

In the light of arguments to be developed later in this thesis concerning the politica
of Lowell's Martian hypothesis, it is interesting to note here a rare cross-reference between
astronomy and politics. Discussing the fate of red giant stars, M c C a b e uses oppression in
Tsarist Russia as "a political illustration" (p97), but seems not to realize that his political
illustration is in fact itself a metaphor drawn from the physical world.

The temptation to completely dismiss Rammarion after the turn of the century is perhaps
strong, for there is a nationalistic or perhaps regional element in the astronomy books of this
era (Pannekoek, 1953). Flammarion died in 1925, but the family publishing firm, built on the
popularity of his works, kept some of his books in print and thus kept his ideas before the
reading public in Europe. Continental and especially French writers continued to cite
Rammarion, then almost forgotten in the English-speaking world.

In 1923, Professor Henri Berget published Le del, a large, copiously illustrated and
authoritatively presented volume which embraces Einstein's n e w physics and sees some of its
implications, which escaped or did not interest Lowell and Rammarion. Yet Berget
frequently cites Flammarion as an authority on a variety of questions, while dismissing his
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red-toned vegetation as "fantaisie" (pill), and giving him credit for Lowell's hypothesis!
Lowell is only mentioned in the text in regard to his attempts to photograph the canals, which
Berget suggests are apparent alignments of minor markings rather than linear structures. His
illustrations, including one of Lowell's maps but especially a full colour page of four Martian
hemispheres with linear canals marked and named, strongly suggest otherwise.

Summarising this section, it has been shown that during and soon after Lowell's lifetime,
opponents of extra-terrestrial life and particularly of Lowell's Martian hypothesis were often
on the defensive. The frequent claim that Lowell was never taken seriously, and was
generally regarded by professionals as an amateur and a nuisance, is inter alia a misleading
oversimplification of inter-institutional scientific politics. Scrutiny of their writings reveals
that m a n y of his most eminent contemporaries praised and esteemed Lowell highly, even
when they disagreed with his theories. Furthermore, with the exception of a few committed
opponents, their disagreement and that of later writers was often muted, or expressed
ambiguously, allowing the reader to conclude that the question was wide open.

A start has been made, towards showing that there are continuing patterns of inconsistenci
in the treatment of Lowell and his theory in the literature, which constitute an anomaly and a
puzzle in the history and literature of astronomy. Later chapters will offer an explanation of
this anomaly. The remainder of this chapter, and the next, will extend the analysis of the
treatment of Lowell and his hypothesis chronologically, up into the contemporary space age.
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2.2

L O W E L L IN THE LITERATURE: 1925-57

Lowell died in 1916, leaving behind an observatory and staff whose morale was low. Not

only had they lost their charismatic leader and employer, but disputes over his Will cr

uncertainty about the institution's future. The Great War, which the United States ente

also in 1916, slowed down publishing activity for a time. The Lowell Observatory's stat

was somewhat marginal in this era, and none of the staff had Lowell's commitment to th

irrigation hypothesis, his literary and rhetorical skills, or his exceptional self-conf

In the popular mind, and the popular media, Lowell or at least his theory, still set th

The myriad newspaper articles on Mars are beyond the scope of this thesis, but it is wo

considering a single typical— in fact a far more sensible than average— example, to sho
sort of argument and information which readers whose interest stopped short of buying

book were getting. 1924 was the year of a particularly favourable Martian opposition, a

there were hopes that new observations would bring the question further towards resolut

In the Australian federal capital city, the responsible broadsheet The Canberra Times r
item of four long paragraphs under the triple headlines "Canals on Mars. Reasons for
Construction. Martians' struggle for life".

Three and a half paragraphs give an excellent summary of Lowell's theory, but without a

indication of the date of its origin, or the fact that "the eminent United States astro

Lowell was dead. The canal irrigation hypothesis is described as "intensely interesting
believed to be probably by many competent scientists." After asking "Is it true? Shall

question ever be settled for certain?" the report concludes with a statement from Dr Ro

Aitken of the Lick Observatory regretting that no telescope on Earth is large enough, a
one adequate to resolve the issue would cost twenty-five million dollars.

Thousands of press articles like this, all around the world, were not the work of irres

journalists beating up the mystery of the Martian canals w h e n short of a story. Journalists
w h o did their research from reputable current books in the decades after Lowell's death were
in most instances perfectly entitled to conclude that the question was very definitely still open.

Books first published after about 1920 can generally be assumed to have been prepared a
written after Lowell's death, which meant the departure from the scene of the most vocal,
determined and skilful advocate of the theory associated with his name. These books are,
thus, in a sense, the products of a different era. Their authors are not contending with
Lowell, but with his reputation, which in their turn they are helping to shape.

However, the practice of reprinting out-of-date books without modification continued
unabated. T h e discovery of Pluto, in 1930, provides an easy check in the subsequent decade.
For example, in 1931 Funk and Wagnalls reprinted Charting the Universe by H. S.
Williams, from their 1923 Story of M o d e m Science series, with Neptune still "the remotest
m e m b e r of the sun's planetary family" (p60). The omission is particularly noteworthy
because, as its title suggests, this book emphasises the history of astronomical discovery.
Thus readers could assume, only at their o w nrisk,that books first published in or after 1925
take the observations at the 1924 opposition of Mars into account

Williams introduces the topic of the inhabitation of other planets by acknowledging tha
cannot fairly be said to be settled even in our o w n day", but stating his belief that the views of
Lowell's opponent Maunder "may be considered a fair presentation of the attitude of the
generality of astronomers towards this interesting subject "(pi 12). Life on Mars is:
almost a matter of tacit belief. It has become quite customary to speak of our
neighbours the Martians quite as if they had assured existence. Every one has heard,
too, of the canals of Mars, and most readers are probably familiar with the claim made
by Professor Percival Lowell that these canals can not possibly be of natural origin but
must represent the work of intelligent beings..(pi 14)
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Williams gives a brief, fair summary of the irrigation theory, adding:

Nor does the photographic plate reveal anything more than vaguely suggesting an
intricate system of canals. But it is conceded that these canals, if they exist, lie almost a
the limits of vision, and it is probable that the question of their existence will long
remain a matter of controversy. Professor Maunder, however, believes that he has
settled the question definitely, and it must be admitted that he presents very striking
evidence against Professor Lowell's theory, (pi 14)
This is a reference to the "small boy" experiment. Williams concedes that Lowell's
observations "are made in an atmosphere of great clearness", but nevertheless agrees
Maunder's explanation is "more than probable" (pi 16). This tentative verdict against

does not change the implication of Williams' handling of the question, namely that Lowe

is the theory which has to be answered: Lowell has set the agenda for discussion of Mar
and despite a strong challenge from Maunder, he is as yet undefeated.

Hector Macpherson's 1925-6 Thompson Lectures in Natural Science, delivered in Aberdeen,
were published by Oxford University Press as Modern Astronomy: Its Rise and Progress
(1926). Macpherson reports the achievements of a wide range of astronomers, from the
sixteenth century through to leading contemporaries such as Barnard, Campbell, Hale,
Eddington, Hubble, Jeans, Maunder, Moulton, Newcomb, and Russell. The book gives the
impression of being an up-to-date summation of the state of knowledge, citing research

recent as July 1925 (p52). Lowell and his former colleague Pickering are among the most

frequently Cited; and there are numerous references, including a special acknowledgeme
the preface, to the work of V. M. Slipher and others at the Lowell Observatory.

Lowell's views on every planet except Neptune are quoted as authoritative; and he and

asteroid photographer Max Wolf are the only astronomers of their generation included in
elite twelve-man portrait gallery with Newton, Copernicus, Brahe, Kepler, Galileo, W.

Herschel, Schiaparelli, Bessel, Huggins and Shapley. The select bibliography lists all
Lowell's astronomical titles, along with Pickering's flailing Mars (1921).

Lowell is credited for recognising "what was previously but dimly understood": the
importance of good air for observation. The historical account of Lowell's hypothesis which
follows is full of favourable language. Lowell "carefully" (twice !) observed, "was able to
state with confidence", "detected independent phenomena", "demonstrated" and "clearly
showed" their significance (p59). It is obvious that Macpherson respected Lowell as a source
of information on the planets, and his account of the early stages of the canal debate is
consistently favourable to the irrigation hypothesis, which "was not cordially received by the
scientific world at large":
It is to be feared that the significance of Lowell's work as an observer and collector of
data was somewhat under-rated, because of the unpopularity of this hypothesis.
For twenty-two years, until his lamented death in 1916, Lowell, ably assistedfirstby
Douglass, and later on by Lampland and the brothers Slipher, followed the planet for
long periods.... (p60)
The language asserts Lowell's authority: he "announced", "drew attention". In summary:
Apart from the hypothesis which he so ably championed, Dr. Lowell's conclusions as
to the physical condition have been on the whole abundantly confirmed, not only by
Professor W . H. Pickering in recent years, but also by M r . E. C. Slipher, w h o carries
on the Martian work at the Lowell Observatory, and w h o claims that his recent
photographic work gives 'faithful support to the conclusions reached by Lowell
concerning the physical conditions existing on Mars'. (p60)

It is not necessary to comment on Macpherson's selection of authorities. He then goes on
take issue with those w h o oppose Lowell's hypothesis "on theoretical grounds". Again
choosing his experts, he decides that the latest (1924) measurements of Martian temperatures
"have fully confirmed the theoretical results of Lowell and Pickering" (p63), and adds: "the
illusion theory" of the canals "did not survive Dr. Lowell's searching criticism." (p65)

Pickering's incompatible alternative explanations get the last word: "During the past de
Professor W . H. Pickering has suggested a number of hypotheses in turn." These are his
artificially induced fog theory of 1915, and the aerial deposition theory which is given a twist:
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Pickering's work during the last decade suggests that, if intelligence is really behind the
canal system, the method adopted has not been world-wide construction of waterways,
but some form of atmospheric control."

With cavalier disregard of the anti-pluralists, Macpherson closes with the claim that
Pickering's work has taken us to the point where "astronomical opinion has come round full
circle to the view expressed by Herschel that 'the planet's inhabitants probably enjoy a
situation in m a n y respects similar to ours.'" (p66) This conclusion m a y come as a surprise
after Macpherson's lengthy and supportive account of Lowell's theory, but in the wider
context of 1920s scientific opinion, it can be seen less as a choice for Pickering over Lowell,
than for the pluralists over those w h o believed Mars devoid of canals, water and life.

The symbolist poet and playwright Maurice Maeterlinck referred to the possible habitabi
Mars in a book-length metaphysical essay La Grande Fierie (1929), which appeared the
following year in an English translation by Alfred Sutro entitled The Magic of the Stars,
which is of particular interest because it shows Lowell's and other astronomical ideas finding
their way into general culture at a high intellectual level

Born in Belgium in 1862, Maeterlinck was gready influenced by Emerson, who will appear
briefly later in this thesis. Maeterlinck tried to keep up with m o d e m scientific ideas, and like
many in this era, was intrigued by the superficial resemblance between the pattern of the
solar system and that of the atom. H e saw that "astronomers and physicists are all, whether
they like it or not, under the influence of Einstein, whose doctrines hold sway at both
extremes of the cosmos...." (1930, pll)

In his introduction, Maeterlinck refers the great telescopes of America, "by the side o
ours appear medieval" (pl4), and the Lowell Observatory is one of the handful mentioned.
W h e n he proceeds to a lengthy list of the leading astronomers of the day, headed by Jeans,

Eddington, Moulton and Shapley, the ranks include Pickering and Slipher (ppl6-19).
Lowell, of course, had been dead for well over a decade. Nonetheless, he is remembered
when the specific subject of Mars is raised in a later chapter:
A s for the famous canals., their existence is being regarded as ever more doubtful. The
late Professor Lowell, of the Ragstaff Observatory in Arizona, claimed that they
covered the surface of the planet in a strictly geometrical network and formed veritable
oases. H e counted and named 400 canals and 200 oases. (pl22)
Against the canals, Maeterlinck cites Barnard and^Antoniadi, but maintains Lowell's
credibility, for "there is nothing to choose between the different astronomers; they are of
equal eminence and attainment." (pl23, emphasis added)

Maeterlinck's doubt about the extensive canal network needed for Lowell's irrigation
hypothesis is not surprising for 1929, but it is noteworthy that in the context of his m o d e m
relativistic cosmology, he mentioned Lowell at all, and gave him such generous treatment.
Contrast a loosely comparable but briefer essay "The Expanding Universe" first published a
couple of years later by J. W . N . Sullivan, one of the few science journalists of the time w h o
understood that the role of science in m o d e m culture was not just to exalt technological
wizardry. Sullivan never bothered to discuss Lowell or the canals:
In our o w n system, for instance, there is no good evidence that any planet but our o w n
could support life. Mars is a possible exception, but for the majority of the planets in
the solar system, w e can say definitely that life on them is impossible. (1934, p27)

Another example indicating the extent of interest in Mars among literate non-scientist
time is a speculative volume entitled The World in 2030, by the senior Tory politician and
former Lord Chancellor, F. E. Smith, Earl of Birkenhead. H e prophesies space travel,
mentioning that while "astronomers assure us that the m o o n is certainly not inhabited, it is
possible that Mars supports not only a luxurious flora, but also a fauna whose most highly
developed specimens m a y prove an analogous order to the h u m a n species." (1930, pi32)
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Sir James Jeans was among the most important of the leading scientists of this era w h o
devoted considerable effort to popularisation. A collection of his radio talks was published in
1931 as The Stars in Their Courses. Lowell is mentioned by n a m e only once, when he is
credited with predicting the existence and position of Pluto. It is n o w k n o w n that the mass of
Pluto is too small for it to have had the effects assumed in Lowell's calculations to locate a
ninth planet, on the basis of perterbations in the orbit of Neptune, but in 1931 the mass of
Pluto was not even vaguely estimated, so there was no reason for Jeans to deny Lowell any
of the glory. The fact that this passage was not revised for the popular Pelican 1939 edition
(p79) is another instance in which the mechanisms of publishing impinge directiy on what the
reader is told. In this case, the effect is to enhance and sustain Lowell's reputation.

Discussing the question of life on Mars, Jeans states his consistently held view that th
of the canals is highly dubious, citing older reports of linear markings on the moon, which
"are certainly not canals", and hopes that "most scientists will suspend judgment on the
supposed evidences of life on Mars until the camera confirms that they really exist" (p65)

Without raising any objection to it, Jeans cites, inter alia, the theory that colour chan
observed on the Martian surface m a y be "caused by rain falling and watering a lifeless desert
of volcanic ash." (p66) This proposes a Mars far wetter than Lowell's, and the fact that it is
allowed into contention here shows that absence of water vapour from the Martian
atmosphere- which if accepted would falsify Lowell's hypothesis- had not yet been
generally agreed upon. Jeans cannot completely rule out Lowell's theory, and concedes that
"the case for life existing on Mars,., can hardly be called a strong one, although there is still
room for m u c h difference of opinion,..." (p66)

In 1933 Oxford University Press published another historical work by Dr Hector
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Macpherson: Makers of Astronomy . Macpherson states that Flammarion's La Planite Mars,
"which unfortunately was not translated into English", would have become the standard text,
but was "superseded by the works of Lowell" (pl95). Better informed about Rammarion's
views than m a n y later writers w h o appear never to have read him for themselves,
Macpherson knew Rammarion believed in an inhabited Mars with real canals "while not
definitely committing himself to the Lowellian interpretation of their nature" (pi96).

Macpherson's 1933 treatment of Lowell involves no retreat from his supportive 1926
position. Macpherson still accepts the validity of the then thirty-year old Lowell Observatory
photographs of the canals. Lowell is credited with many major Martian discoveries as well as
his canal irrigation hypothesis:
Perhaps the startling nature of the theory, and the manner in which so m a n y
astronomers dismissed it as incredible, somewhat distracted from Lowell's standing in
the astronomical world, (pi99)
This reveals Macpherson's bias towards Lowell— for prior to the announcement of his
theory, Lowell was unknown to the astronomical world, and so had no standing at all in it.

Macpherson adds that "even opponents of his theory latterly regarded him as the chief
authority on Mars after Schiaparelli's death." (pi99) Macpherson gives Lowell the last word
on the subject of Mars, leaving the impression that his theory is effectively unchallenged. H e
moves on to brief mentions of Lowell's other work, and concludes that "perhaps Lowell's
greatest discovery was a posthumous one" (p200): a trans-Neptunian planet Although aware
that "Lowell believed he was locating a giant... but Pluto has proved to be a dwarf (p201),
Macpherson defends Lowell's claim to full credit for its discovery.

Macpherson's biases are further revealed when he claims, contrary to the received view,
since Lowell's death (W. H.) Pickering "has been generally regarded as the chief authority"
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on Mars. In this context it seems as though Macpherson is praising Pickering for returning to
the Lowellian camp. He states that Pickering's "most recent view" is that while:
the more prominent canals are strips of ground fertilized by 'shower-tracks'... the finer
and straighter canals seem to imply the existence of intelligent life, which 'need not be
so very unlike ourselves as w e have heretofore been led to surmise'. (p205)
It is clear that Macpherson was among the strongest supporters Lowell and his theory ever

had, and his contribution to maintaining and enhancing Lowell's reputation was considerab

Before and during the second world war, Professor A. M. Low was one of the best-known

popularisers of modern science and futuristic technology. Discussing interplanetary trave
Our Wonderful World of Tomorrow (1934) he suggested the sensible precaution and

reconnaissance that "before voyages to the planets are undertaken, attempts will probably
made to get into communication with the inhabitants, if any, of other worlds." (p69)
Although not committing himself here to Lowell's or any other specific hypothesis, Low is
prepared to seriously consider the possibility of a similarly advanced form of life:
Probably, the first signals to Mars will be made in some comparatively clumsy form,...
If there are inhabitants on Mars, and they are intelligent beings, they probably have
already noticed the change that takes place every spring. They would be able to see a
smokescreen of sufficient size and answer in a similar fashion, probably marvelling at
the primitiveness of life on the earth which made necessary such ignorant forms of
signalling. (p70)

J. W. N. Sullivan was co-editor, with Walter Grigson, of Outline of Modern Belief [1934],

an impressively thorough-looking three-volume encyclopaedia illustrated in colour, inspir
by the efforts of Eddington and Jeans to construct a less materialistic and deterministic
philosophy out of modem science (vol 1, pp7-8, 15; vol 3, pp773-7). The seasonal changes

on Mars are described as "in fact, very much the same as the forest-clad earth would prese

if seen from a distant planet. It would not be rash to conclude that we have here evidence

the existence of vegetation on Mars." (vol 1, p40) This notion, which can be traced back a

least as far as John Herschel, continued in favour until the first photographs of Earth fr

space. It was based on a severe underestimation of the light-diffusing power of planetary

atmospheres. When Earth is seen from space, cloud patterns are far more conspicuous th

continental outlines. Similarly, many of the "seasonal changes" on Mars are now believ
be atmospheric rather than surface phenomena.

As for the canals, despite many independent confirmations: "there is no convincing evi

that they exist." (vol 1, p41) Jeans is quoted saying "the supposed canals on Mars dis

when looked at through a really large telescope", but is said to accept the probabili

as only one possibility among many in 1931, q.v.) of Martian vegetation watered by sea

rains (Sullivan and Grigson, vol 1, p42). Accompanied by two drawings by Lowell and on

by Schiaparelli, the canal irrigation theory is discussed under the sub-heading "No Pr
It would seem that there is no conclusive proof of life on Mars. But perhaps none of
the objections to it are insuperable. A defender of Lowell's theory, which
maintains that there are intelligent 'Martians' on Mars, could fairly say that there are
probably local conditions on Mars of which w e k n o w nothing. Also, as Mars has
probably been able to support life for a longer period than the earth, it is possible
that any intelligent beings that exist on Mars are further advanced than w e are, so that
w e need not be surprised if w e are puzzled by some of their proceedings. In any case,
Lowell's theory must be regarded as highly interesting and even fascinating.
But, when all is said and done, w e have to admit that w e have not yet any conclusive
proof...." (Sullivan and Grigson, vol 1, p42, emphasis added)
This takes the argument in the opposite direction from that foreshadowed by the quote

Jeans. Despite the fact that Lowell's hypothesis is irrevocably predicated on the rea

canal network, it renders a verdict, not even of "unlikely" but rather of "not proven"

context of a substantial and apparentiy definitive book of 1934, the anonymous author

passage (which does not read like Sullivan) uses loaded language to suggest quite stro

that it may only be a matter of time before Lowell is proven right! The echo of Procto

notion of Mars as an older planet is consistent with the strong Huxley/Haldane evolut

emphasis of the text as a whole, which unfortunately includes a photograph of the site
discovery of Piltdown Man, facing a view of Yerkes Observatory (vol 1, ppl8-19).
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The Australian literary critic, essayist and popular philosopher Professor Sir Walter Murdoch
was probably representative of the majority of non-scientists when he wrote that the

discovery of Pluto in the predicted location "filled us with admiration and awe and wo
the stupendous power of the human brain." (1940, p401) But because it involved no new

principles or methods, and with mounting evidence that tiny Pluto was not really Lowel

big Planet X, the professionals were not greatly excited, although Tombaugh's original

methods with the blink-comparator were of some technical interest. After 1930 up-to-da
elementary and introductory texts on astronomy acknowledged Pluto, and some

encylopaedias, like The Marvels and Mysteries of Science [1940], found an implicit mor
lesson in the persistence of the farm-boy Tombaugh apparentiy vindicating Lowell's
ambitious mathematical exercise:
Dr Percival Lowell, whose original work on Mars we have already mentioned,...
attacked the problem.... Notwithstanding great difficulties, Dr. Lowell discovered
sufficient evidence to warrant a belief that there was a planet beyond Neptune,... Early
in 1930 a long search- carried out appropriately at the Lowell Observatory- resulted in
the discovery of an object in the predicted position. (p40)

This comprehensive but anonymously authored O d h a m s publication discusses Mars at greater

length than any other planet. In addition to the reference to Pluto quoted above, Lowe

quoted authoritatively on Mercury (p32), so the discussion of his Martian theory is fra
two favourable mentions. Mars, illustrated by means of a Lowell drawing, is described

perhaps the best-known of all the planets, because of the mysterious markings-- the so
called canals- that have been seen on its surface and the suggestion that the planet m a y
be inhabited by intelligent creatures.... W e can see that the surface of the planet is
practically level, mountains being unknown,... (p33)
The text goes on to assert that spectroscopic tests have confirmed the presence of:
the aqueous vapour... so necessary to life. The climate would appear to be very mild.
The surface of the planet has been closely studied over m a n y years by m a n y observers.
M a p s have been made, together with thousands of drawings and hundreds of
photographs, showing the planet under all conditions year by year. (p34)

Schiaparelli's observations are recounted as a factual discovery. The canals:
appear always to run in straight lines, taking the shortest route from point to point
They maintain a uniform width of about six miles and vary in length from a few
hundred to 3,000 or 4,000 miles. The late Dr. Percival Lowell,., believed the canals to
be of artificial origin and that they have been made by the inhabitants of Mars to lead
water from the melting polar caps through the Martian deserts.

The reason for the prodigious enterprise of this complicated canal system (if such it i
is found in the fact that as there are no mountains there can be no rain and consequently
norivers.In view of the permanent water famine, water must be brought from the
melting polar caps to irrigate the Martian deserts with the semi-annual unlocking of the
polar snows. (p34)

Thus the segment ends, with no suggestion that the canals might be illusory, that there

any problems with Lowell's theory, or that it was rejected by many scientists. Nor have

alternative theories or accounts of Mars been advanced, although concern is expressed t

"no satisfactory explanation has yet been advanced" for certain observations of the red

on Jupiter (p35). The impression is given that Lowell's hypothesis is the currently acc

version of Mars (in 1939-40 !) This appears so irresponsible, that some justification m

seem to be required for the inclusion of this anonymous work in a survey from which boo
with no scientific pretensions are as a rule excluded.

Marvels and Mysteries of Science was written for teenagers and adults with little or no
secondary education, and appears aimed at the school library and home study market. A
cheaply bound wartime edition, it lacks the colour plates of more expensive works like

Outline of Modern Belief. Yet despite its slightly sensational title, anyone picking up

Marvels and Mysteries of Science would be impressed by its up-to-date statistics, numer
relevant black-and-white photographs, careful diagrams, and meticulous technical
explanations. It feels authoritative, and is in fact generally reliable. Going through
the section on Mars seems without parallel in what is otherwise a commendable work.
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The impact of books such as this, in propagating Lowell's theory among the general public
more than three decades after the canal debate was supposedly decided against him, is
obvious. It is significant that m a n y of the books in all categories (popular astronomy by
experts, elementary texts and histories, and science encyclopaedias) quoted in these chapters,
were collected, for the purpose of researching this thesis, w h e n de-accessioned by school and
municipal libraries— only in the 1970s and 1980s. The significance of their all-too-frequent
disinformation on the Martian question will be considered at the end of this survey.

The Biography of Percival Lowell by his brother has been criticized in the previous chapt
but its specific references to the canal irrigation hypothesis and its credibility in 1935 are
relevant here. A. L. Lowell wrote with the unequalled social, political and academic prestige
of a former President of Harvard University, ex officio '"topmost oak' of N e w England"
(Tuchman, pl46). A. L. Lowell used extracts from Percival's writings to summarize his
Martian irrigation theory, and concluded:
The hypothesis of artificial construction of the canals by intelligent beings has met with
m u c h resistance. It runs against the blade of Occam's razor, that nothing should be
attributed to conscious intelligent action unless it cannot be explained by natural forces.
Percival seems to have made a very strong argument against any natural cause yet
suggested, and a rational case for an intelligent agency if no natural one can be found.
There, for the present, his hypothesis m a y be said to rest (A. L. Lowell, p90)

A more conservative but not incompatible view was put more briefly in the same year by
Robert H. Baker, professor of Astronomy in the University of Illinois, in his college
textbook An Introduction to Astronomy. Baker cites Lowell Observatory research, and uses
an illustration (fig.8.7, pl69) clearly based on Lowell's maps, but Lowell himself is not
mentioned, although the phrase "the abode of life" (pi66) echoes thetitleof his book of
1908. Baker considers the "canals" (he always puts inverted c o m m a s around the term)
"amply confirmed" though "observers today place little emphasis on the formerly suggested
possibility that the 'canals' of Mars might be artificial waterways." (pl69)
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This is tantamount to saying that the irrigation hypothesis is out of favour but not necessarily
falsified or even seriously discredited. Baker has a section on the possibility of life on Mars,
which he concludes with the opinion that "it seems wisest to leave the whole question of life
on Mars open for the present." (pl70) W h e n Baker comes to Pluto, he acknowledges
Tombaugh and cites Lowell's 1915 calculations, but draws no inference from the fact that
Pluto is a very small planet (pi84). Seven years later Baker was to revise and update Simon
Newcomb's classic Astronomy for Everybody, and as shown in an earlier section, assert the
objective reality of the canals which N e w c o m b had originally specifically denied in 1902.

1935 also saw the first edition of Worlds Without End by Harold Spencer Jones, of the
Royal Observatory, Greenwich. L u m p e d together at the beginning of the cheap edition of
1938 are thirty-two black-and-white plates, including a "drawing of Mars by Lowell,
showing intersecting canals and oases" (plate vi). The text reveals Jones believes that "the
canals, as described by Schiaparelli, do not actually exist and that their appearance is due to a
subjective phenomenon...." (p51) Nevertheless, he later devotes several pages to a summary
of Lowell's irrigation hypothesis, before concluding that "the theory is a fascinating one, if
only w e could be certain that the canals are really there!" (p91)

Science Marches On: The Origin, Progress and Significance of Scientific Knowledge by
Walter Shepherd (1939) seems aimed at the educated public. Shepherd, a university
extension lecturer in physical geography, puts philosophising and history before description;
and Pluto, presented almost as a footnote to Neptune, is reached before Mars. "The American
astronomer Lowell" (p314) is acknowledged, and nothing is said about Pluto's mass, which
was k n o w n to be a problem in 1939. Shepherd hesitantly considers Mars and Venus
"possible supporters of life", but breaking from what w e have seen to be the norm, does not
expound Lowell's irrigation theory:
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The so-called "canals" on Mars, which were discovered by Schiaparelli and studied and
mapped by Lowell, have been explained by Kuhl as optical illusions, and w e have no
positive evidence whatever of intelligent life on Mars. Seasonal changes in the colour of
parts of the surface, but... there is as m u c h reason to doubt the existence of Martian
vegetation as to accept it (p319)

Concluding the strictly pre-war sample, a second edition of Hinks' Astronomy appeared in
1936, by which date its author was Gresham Lecturer in Astronomy at Cambridge. The
Introduction cites the Theory of Relativity and the work of the Mount Wilson telescope as the
most important astronomical events of the quarter-century since the 1911firstedition (see
above). The initiative for the search for the trans-Neptunian planet which led to the discovery
of Pluto is credited to "the enthusiastic and imaginative Percival Lowell", and Hinks seems to
patronise the astronomers at Flagstaff who:
found an extra-Neptunian planet, Pluto, which they loyally claimed as in accordance
with Lowell's prediction. There is little doubt that the prediction was badly founded and
the success due to enthusiastic hard work combined with good fortune. (p75)

The first sentence of Chapter three now begins: "For many people there was 25 years ago ju
one question...." (p60); but Schiaparelli's famous observations are still just over "thirty (sic)
years ago" (p68), evidence of hasty or careless revision. The discussion of Lowell's Martian
canal irrigation hypothesis is abbreviated almost by half, by removal inter alia of the negative
reference to geology, but its tone is the same. The charitable judgements "an appeal to
reasoned faith" and "argument of high interest" are still there (p70), and the conclusion (p74)
is verbatim from 1911. This 1936 edition was reprinted unchanged eight years later in 1944.

The first edition of Our Wonderful Universe by Clarence Augustus Chant, appeared in 1928.
In 1940, when Chant was Emeritus Professor of Astronomy and Director of the David
Dunlap Observatory at the University of Toronto, a revised edition was produced "in order to
include recent discoveries and investigations" concerning the solar system (plO), implying
the treatment of Mars was up-to-date knowledge in 1940.
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Most of a page (p93) is taken up by fig.62, a photograph of "Dr Percival Lowell observing
Venus in the Daytime", with a blockline and reference in the text stating that this is the best
method of observation. This first appearance of Lowell in the book serves to establish his
credibility. The chapter on Mars opens with a reference to popular interest in the planet and
particularly the question of its habitability. After a brief discussion of orbits and physical
characteristics comesfig.65"A Drawing of Mars" as seen in 1924, attributed to R. J.
Trumpler and the Lick Observatory. According to the blockline, "the straight streaks are
'canals'" (p97). Figures 67 and 69 are drawings by Percival Lowell, and 68 and 70 are
photographs by E. C. Slipher credited to the Lowell Observatory. A segment of text headed
"The Canals of Mars" refers to Lowell's drawings, and accepts that the canals exist. Nothing
is said about the melting snows and other elements of Lowell's irrigation hypothesis. In
Chant's account, the canals might be there for transport or some other purpose; and Lowell
is not specifically acknowledged in respect of beliefs that they m a y have an intelligent origin:
S o m e people think that these straight lines are real canals which have been built by
intelligent persons on Mars, but the majority of astronomers are very doubtful about
that(p99)
Chant thinks that in view of summer surface temperatures in the 45° to 65° F range, "it is
quite possible that some vegetable, and perhaps animal, life m a y exist on Mars." (pl04)

Chant only mentions Lowell again when one of his drawings of Saturn is reproduced, for
when Chant comes to Pluto there is no acknowledgment of Lowell or Tombaugh. A s has
been noted, Lowell's canal irrigation theory was not expounded in the chapter on Mars,
despite considerable emphasis on the canals and use of Lowell's drawings. The effect of all
this, is that Lowell is presented as a reputable astronomer, but not directly identified with his
two main- and, in different ways, contentious- hypotheses. Although not unprecedented
(e.g.: Baker, 1935) this is in contrast to the standard treatment which exaggerates Lowell's
role as if he had been the sole proponent of an inhabited Mars.

Although A. M . L o w did not mention Lowell in his 1934 Our Wonderful World of
Tomorrow, the irrigation hypothesis is considered in Science Looks Ahead (1943), a
decidedly war-oriented volume which L o w edited and wrote most of, for Oxford University
Press. A m o n g Low's contributors were Julian Huxley and Sir Harold Spencer Jones, by
n o w Astronomer Royal and Honorary Fellow of Jesus College, Cambridge, w h o wrote the
section on the planets. Jones endorses the Lowellian view that Mars is prophetic of future
conditions on Earth, but repeats his opinion that the canals are probably illusory, as they are
not seen under the best conditions with the best equipment. According to Jones, "it seems
doubtful whether there is sufficient oxygen for any animal life to exist on Mars." (p447) Yet
on the basis of the c o m m o n but unsubstantiated speculation that observed Martian colour
changes indicate plant life, he proceeds to state unequivocally that w e have "direct evidence of
living matter, so that w e can be certain that our o w n Earth is not the only h o m e of life in the
universe" (p447). This last sentence is a typical formulation of a c o m m o n position, which left
room for Lowell's hypothesis while admittedly falling far short endorsing it.

As seen in the previous section, F. R. Moulton had expressed a sceptical but not alto
hostile attitude to Lowell's hypothesis in An Introduction to Astronomy (1906, revised
1916, reprinted 1923). In 1937 Moulton produced the wider-ranging The WorldandMan

as

Science Sees Them, of which he was editor and author of the chapter on astronomy.
Lowell's hypothesis is explained with the comments that:
If this theory is correct, w e see at the distance of about forty millions of miles, at the
nearest approach of Mars to Earth, the consequences of engineering works surpassing
any ever produced on our planet.... All these suggestions m a y be mere dreams, for
there m a y be no life on Mars. But even if they are dreams, they are not useless ones,
for they raise us to heights from which w e m a y view mankind from a better perspective
than w e should otherwise have. (Moulton, 1937, p 17)

In Astronomy (1942), W. M. Smart, Regius Professor of Astronomy in the University of
Glasgow, implies that the late nineteenth century was not an exciting time for astronomy by
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stating that Schiaparelli's canali "stirred n e w interest in the planet and introduced
considerable excitement into the generally placid atmosphere of astronomical thought." (p42)
Lowell is credited with realizing the importance of location and atmospheric conditions for
good seeing (p42). Smart says quite categorically, in a w a y not previously encountered in
this survey, that "no astronomer to-day supports Lowell's speculation that they [canals] are
the visible evidence of the labours of intelligent beings." (p46)

Many writers who refused to endorse Lowell's hypothesis nonetheless contributed,
unintentionally or otherwise, to keeping it alive. Despite what was said about its
implausibility and lack of support, Lowell's theory was often the only coherent explanation
left in the reader's mind at the end of the section on Mars. A n example of this is Life on Other
Worlds (1940) by Sir Harold Spencer Jones, w h o had stated in 1935 that "the canals, as
described by Schiaparelli, do not actually exist" and described Lowell's irrigation hypothesis
as "a fascinating one, if only w e could be certain that the canals are really there!" (1935, p91)

In Life on Other Worlds, Jones seems to be more inclined to believe in the objective reali
the canals. The chapter entitled "Mars- the planet of Spent Life" is by far the longest in the
book. Schiaparelli's observations and Lowell's ideas are discussed in detail, with extensive
paraphrases and quotations from Lowell's writings. M a n y of Lowell's Martian observations
concerning phenomena other than canals, but essential to the irrigation hypothesis, are
accepted as correct. The verdict is m u c h the same as in 1935: Lowell's hypothesis is
"attractive, ingenious and logical, provided that the observational basis can be accepted. But
that is where the rub came,..." (Jones, 1940, pl89) Jones states that since "the controversy
has died down; there is n o w a general consensus of opinion about what can be seen on Mars.
Let us take stock of the situation and see what w e can fairly accept as established beyond the
possibility of doubt....":
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The question at issue is not whether the canals exist or not There can be no question
about the existence of at least the most conspicuous of them. S o m e can be seen in
telescopes of moderate size and a few have been photographed. The photographs
reproduced in Plate 14, perhaps the best photographs of Mars that have been obtained,
show some of the canals clearly. The question about which there has been so m u c h
controversy is whether these features of the Martian surface are the straight, narrow,
sharply defined lines which they appear to be in Lowell's drawings, (pi90)

The blockline to Plate 14 refers to the "finer markings which some observers have inte
as artificial canals", but Jones takes the majority view that the canals are broad and

while insisting that there is no question of "dishonesty or bad faith" on Lowell's part

and decides "we must abandon Lowell's theory of an artificially constructed network of

channels and accept the canals as natural formations." (pl95) However, Jones believes th

on Mars "we find clear evidence of changes taking place which we can only attribute to t
growth of vegetation." (p210) Jones remains firmly within the Proctorian camp. As the

chapter title indicates, Jones accepts Lowell's premise that Mars is now "a dying worl
difference being only that Jones puts it further along the path to total decrepitude,

may in the past ages have been the home of animal, and conceivably of intelligent, life.

(p210) While Jones rejects Lowell's hypothesis, he treats it with respect and at great
than any other specific theory or account of extra-terrestrial life:
The observations and deductions of Lowell have been described in some detail because
of their great interest for the purpose of considering the evidence for or against life on
the planets, (pi95)

Earth, Moon and Planets by Fred L. Whipple was published in 1941 in the Harvard Books

on Astronomy series, edited by Harlow Shapley and Bart J. Bok, and reprinted in 1944 and

1945. Students' annotations in the copy consulted for the present research indicate tha

being used as a textbook at least from 1948 until 1960. Lowell is first mentioned in the
context of an illustration taken from A. L. Lowell's biography, and the book has many

photographs credited to the Lowell Observatory among other sources. The portrait of Per

Lowell "whose predictions and enthusiasm led eventually to the discovery of Pluto" appea

along with those of Herschel snr., Leverner, Galle, and A d a m s (but not Tombaugh) in the
chapter "The Discoveries of Neptune and Pluto" (fig32, p42) which takes the positive line:
It would appear ungenerous and rather futile to present the arguments which attempt to
prove that the successful predictions by Lowell and Pickering were fortuitous. Their
predictions led to Pluto's discovery. The relentless search for the planet and its
consequent discovery represent a crowning achievement in scientific progress. All of
the members of the Lowell Observatory staff deserve the highest praise for the
painstaking work and the consequent result (p43)

The chapter devoted to Mars states that "Lowell based his interpretations on his own

extensive observations" (p201), which are cited and quoted as authoritative. Whipple regr
that the canal debate "has not received a thorough historical treatment" (p206n). Among
Lowell's observations accepted by Whipple is the controversial "wave of darkening". Like
most writers, Whipple believed in vegetation on Mars. However, "the question of the

straightness and duplicity of the canals and their interpretation is still controversial

Lowell's irrigation hypothesis is summarised, and Whipple comments that the canals may be
chance markings or continuous curves:
That the canals on Mars are actually narrow and straight is considered unlikely by the
majority of observers. The existence of a continuous network of canals is questioned
by several. Thus w e find that Schiaparelli's and Lowell's interpretation of the seasonal
changes on Mars is n o w generally accepted although their arguments for intelligent life
on the planet are generally questioned. (p225)

Whipple does not hesitate to indulge in some self-confessed speculation about higher form
of life on Mars, reminding the reader of the power of evolutionary adaptation, and even

speculating on underground cities (p229). Although he has not refuted the canals, Whipple
makes it clear in his conclusion that he is personally unconvinced by Lowell, although
admitting that the question is open and "the reader may form his own opinion...." (p230)

The Universe Around Us by Sir James Jeans was first published in 1929, just before his

collection of radio talks The Stars in Their Courses, considered 'earlier in this chapte

Universe Around Us wasfrequentlyrevised; discussion of the canals of Mars was updated,

with references to observations made that same year, in the fourth edition (1941). Lowe
mentioned by name only in regard to Pluto, but his Martian hypothesis is remembered:

The famous "canals" on the surface of Mars are still the subject of debate, but less so
than in the past. S o m e observers believe they have seen straight lines on the planet's
surface; these generally seem to join up projecting features in the colour-scheme of the
surface, and there has been a tendency to interpret them as the handiwork of intelligent
beings w h o either inhabit the planet now, or did so in some past, and possibly warmer
epoch. M a n y considerations combine to cast doubt on this interpretation. (p269)

The reader could be excused for thinking that the question was wide open, as Jeans

concludes the section with a reference to recent observations and photographic techniqu
but without saying clearly what details— canals or non-linear features— are revealed:
The observers consider that these composite photographs confirm the details they had
seen visually and put into their drawings, and with these observations the Mars
problem obviously enters upon a n e w phase of existence. (p270)

In 1941 Jeans also gave a lecture to the Royal Institute of Great Britain, reprinted in
anthology A Treasury of Science, edited by Harlow Shapley, Samuel Rapport and Helen
Wright, first published in England in 1954. Here he takes a firmer line, summarising

Lowell's hypothesis, but concluding that as "evidence suggests that the canals are mere
illusions" and furthermore (wrongly, we now know) "that the polar caps are not of ice,

probably clouds consisting of some kind of solid particles" (p76), there are other "mor
promising" lines of enquiry (p77).

New Handbook of the Heavens, by Hubert J. Bernhard, Dorothy A. Bennett and Dr Hugh

S. Rice first appeared in hardcover in 1941, and had its first unabridged paperback edi

1954. Lowell is cited as a presumably reliable observer of Mercury, mentioned along wit

Schiaparelli and Barnard. The Martian canals are introduced after a reassurance that cu

knowledge of Mars is reliable, for reasons which are ironic in retrospect, including "M

air is so transparent as to permit excellent opportunities for study of surface detail." (p56)

The authors do not discourage speculation on the possibility of life on Mars. In view of

fact that this volume was still in print just a couple of years before Mariner, its acco
canals and Lowell's hypothesis is worth quoting in full so its nuances are not lost:

Nor does this suspicion of life on Mars necessarily remain outside the world of science,
for m a n y reputable astronomers- possibly a majority of them- believe that there is at
least some plant life on the planet. A n d the existence of vegetation presupposes
conditions which might possibly support some kind of animal life.
The question of life on Mars probably got its start when the Italian astronomer
Schiaparelli observed strange markings on the surface and termed them canali, which in
his language meant channels. H e was misinterpreted, though, and the lines became
k n o w n as canals, a term which carried with it the implication of artificiality, of
something which had been constructed by intelligent beings.

Percival Lowell observed these canals and expressed the open belief that they were
constructed by an advanced race of beings w h o dug them to bring water d o w n from the
poles. But the character and extent of the canals is debatable, for to see them is a
question of seeing detail at the extreme limit of visibility. Future telescopes m a y settle
the questions about their nature for all time, although observers n o w report that they
have seen sections near the canals turn blue-green in one season and dark brown in
another. (p57)
There is no attempt to refute Lowell, nor to indicate the vintage of his hypothesis, nor

extent of opposition to it. He is left unchallenged, while the authors give a supportive
of Martian conditions including water vapour and equatorial temperatures "which would

probably support life as found on the Earth" (p57). Lowell re-appears twice in connectio

with Pluto, but no doubt is expressed about the validity of his calculations (pp 62,225)

In An Easy Outline of Astronomy (1943), Martin Davidson echoes the title of Lowell's 1908

volume when he introduces Mars as "probably the abode of life, and this life may possibl

of an intelligent form" (p38), although Davidson does not consider the canals real, belie

"it is practically certain that some eminent astronomers have been misled by appearances
It would require too much space to discuss this matter fully, but it may be briefly
summarized by saying that the notion of artificial canals, so strongly held by the late
Professor Lowell and others, is n o w discredited. (p40)
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Davidson concludes, as a matter of logic (and perhaps wishful thinking), that "the absence of
the so-called canals does not necessarily imply that intelligent life is non-existent on Mars."
(p40) H e does not go into detail about the discovery of Pluto, and his two brief references
leave "the distinguished American astronomer" Lowell's claim to it undisputed (pp 49,98).

In Frontiers of Astronomy, Dr David Evans, of Oxford and Radcliffe (South Africa)
Observatories, does not mention Lowell in his comments on Mars, Pluto, or the likelihood of
extra-terrestrial life, preferring to m a k e light of the matter:
W e can at once rule out all the planets as abodes of life except perhaps Venus and Mars.
Neither offers an agreeable h o m e and w e can certainly rule out the 'Men from Mars' of
fiction and film. (p52)
Nor does Evans contribute even indirectly to the maintenance of Lowell's vision:
Its surface is of a distinct red colour and shows a number of dark markings. The
famous 'canals' linking these have never been photographed and are probably due to a
well-known optical illusion. (p48)
A s the survey so far has shown, Evans was unusual less in the clarity of his denial, than in
matching it with a refusal to treat the matter at length. Although Lowell always had a few
outright supporters, enough to refute claims that literally no-one in the scientific community
believed him, a larger group sat on the fence, perhaps justifiably in view of the fact that no
absolutely conclusive falsification of Lowell's hypothesis was yet available. Furthermore,
many w h o overtly disavowed his hypothesis emerge under scrutiny as covert supporters, and
many of these deal with him ambiguously. Equally important for the argument of this thesis,
is the large group w h o effectively contradict themselves, by making an apparently clear
denial, but in the context of a lengthy, sympathetic or inconclusive account of the hypothesis.

Among the events which have most dramatically changed our world was the explosion of
atomic bombs in Japan, ending the second world war. The peaceful and military uses of
atomic energy became, and remained, one of the most important issues of the subsequent
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decades. There was also an implication for Lowell's hypothesis. Lowell stated more than
once that the more scientifically and culturally advanced Martians probably had technologies
superior to those k n o w n to Earthly humanity; but his hypothesis is cast in terms of canal
digging and irrigation on a larger scale but technologically no more advanced than on Earth in
his time. Our discovery of atomic energy revealed the inconsistency in this position, and
though this is not spelled out in the literature, it m a y have contributed to a feeling that
Lowell's hypothesis was the dated product of a past era. Nonetheless, there were those w h o
had their o w n reasons for wishing to keep interest in Mars alive, and discussion of Lowell's
hypothesis w a s one w a y to do this.

The next subsection will consider the treatment of Mars, Lowell and his hypothesis in
comparable books of the post-war period until the Sputnik launch of 1957.

2.3 LOWELL IN THE LITERATURE: 1949-57

This section continues the analysis of the treatment of Mars, Lowell and his hypothesis i
apparently reliable and authoritative books by reputable authors, through the post-war period
up to the Sputnik launch of 1957. It has already been shown that Lowell's irrigation
hypothesis had received sympathetic treatment,-and some overt overt support, in the years up
to the second world war. Even some hostile expert writers gave it lengthy and serious
consideration, which was not always countermanded by their brief closing disclaimers. The
use of illustrations derived from Lowell's books not only reinforced his authority, but must
also have helped to precondition observers.

In the survey of the 1949-1957 literature which follows, scrutiny of a range of texts wil
identify various mid-century writers' contributions to shaping perceptions of Mars and
Lowell, and in certain cases their apparent motives for so doing. It will be seen that most of
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this generation of writers still accorded Lowell an honourable place in their accounts, though
m a n y clearly did not accept his Martian irrigation hypothesis. H e had very few overt
supporters a m o n g "pure" astronomers, but still some covert sympathisers. Most of the
favourable references to his ideas appear in writings by the n e w breed of space enthusiasts.

Few writers who rejected Lowell's hypothesis even tried to make a case that it had been
conclusively disproved. A s in the earlier period, the discussion often bogs d o w n in the same
inconclusive old arguments about whether the canals are narrow or broad. S o m e of the
authors w h o firmly reject Lowell's hypothesis are vague or evasive about why, relying on
bland assertions that no-one believes it any more. At the end of this section, some reasons
will be proposed on the basis of the Kuhnian model; and while these m a y be acceptable in
hindsight, they were neither stated nor implicit at the time.

There were no dramatic new astronomical discoveries during this time which refuted or
supported Lowell's hypothesis, but political and scientific developments on Earth allowed
Lowell's hypothesis to continue influencing attitudes to Mars, almost half a century after his
death in 1916. There is no question that the idea that Mars might be inhabited by intelligent
creatures retained a hold on the popular imagination in the years immediately after World W a r
T w o . Patrick Moore's report of responses to observations in 1951 of a bright spot near
Mars's south pole has already been cited. Robert Tocquet tells a similar story:
O n January 28, 1950, the Japanese astronomer Sadao Saeki observed on the planet a
cloud in the form of a mushroom 60 miles in height and 1,000 miles in diameter, and
certain authors immediately identified this as the explosion of a very powerful "Martian
atomic b o m b " In reality the phenomenon, if correctly observed, was probably caused
by the fall of an enormous meteorite. (Tocquet, pl41)

These reactions document the inevitable tendency to interpret Martian events in terms o
current earthly technology, something which has already been mentioned as integral to
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Lowell's hypothesis, which possibly counted against it as time passed. N o r are these

reactions surprising, considering that during this period Lowell's arguments for life o

still received lengthy and careful, albeit overtly negative, coverage in many authorita

popular astronomy books. Analysis of these texts reveals that belief in both canals and

Martian life, existing in some shape or form, remained widespread among scientists, rig
to the moment that the first pictures from Mars were received.

The date 1949 has been chosen as the break between this and the previous sections on th
basis of a suggestion in Martin Caidan's Worlds in Space :

Prior to the year 1948 space travel was still a matter of interest only to professional
and enthusiastic amateurs. W e have no specific date to mark the occasion when the
attention of the general public focused on space travel, but December, 1948, m a y be
accepted as an arbitrary turning point

In that month the possibility that space satellites might some day girdle the earth was
discussed in almost every newspaper in the U S A and carried to the public on radio,
television, and in hundreds of publications. (p3)

This sudden interest was the result of announcements by the US Defense Department, that

was conducting a space program. The program began slowly, but suddenly accelerated afte
the successful launch of the Russian Sputnik satellite in 1957.

The relatively small number of books and articles which came out in overt support of
Lowell's hypothesis, during this immediate post-war period, were almost invariably the

of rocket enthusiasts whose background and training was usually in engineering rather t

astronomy. The lay reader could not be blamed for accepting such works as authoritative

certainly they played a part in keeping Lowell's ideas current in general culture, so t
be considered in any study of his reputation and continuing influence.

Throughout these years, the vast majority of astronomical popularizations and basic

textbooks continued to discuss Lowell's Martian irrigation hypothesis in more or less d
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The general claim that there was no scientific or professional support for this hypothesis is
supported by its absence from the scientific journals and collections of papers through and in
which working scientists communicate amongst themselves on the current and contentious
issues of the day. However, as in the earlier period, these same authorities, w h e n they wrote
for a wider public readership, almost invariably referred to Lowell's hypothesis. Their
approaches to dealing with itfitinto two broad categories. S o m e mentioned it only to dismiss
it as unfounded, outdated, and without support or credibility a m o n g professional scientists.
But a considerable number, perhaps even a majority, were deliberately or accidentally
ambiguous, dismissing the hypothesis somewhat half-heartedly for these same reasons,
while acknowledging that in fact it had not actually been falsified, and conceding it some
degree of plausibility. A few in this latter group emphasised this ambiguity or doubt, perhaps
out of strict regard for the truth, or m a y b e sometimes just to add spice to their writing. Some,
especially those engaged in space exploration and the development of rocketry, exploited
"mysterious Mars" to arouse interest in their projects, and at times their style and technique is
barely distinguishable from that of the space enthusiasts mentioned in the previous paragraph.

Their opinions usually allow them to be classified into one of three groupings: (i) the sp
enthusiasts w h o generally were not professionally trained astronomers, (ii) the astronomy
experts w h o clearly denied Lowell's hypothesis and rejected his influence, and (iii) the
experts w h o sent mixed messages. It might seem that the second group, w h o might be
characterised as the heirs of the anti-Lowell brigade from the early days when the canal debate
raged, contributed nothing to the continuance of Lowell's influence. But analysis of their
texts reveals that although their intention m a y have been to bury Lowell and his canalbuilding Martians, this was not necessarily always the effect of their words.

The Oxford Junior Encyclopaedia (1949), was "a basic book of reference for school librarie
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(vol3, pv), and the copy belonging to the author of this thesis was formerly in the library of
the Glenroy Technical School. The volume on The Universe includes a m a p of Mars with
straight lines, and advises that "the fainter lines are the 'canals'" (p342). The text is confused
and ambiguous, reviving the outdated idea that different coloured areas m a y be land and sea,
though the 'sea' does not reflecttightlike water, and the canal irrigation theory is queried
because canals are "also found in parts which look like seas" (p342). This is an ironic
reversal of Pickering's argument (he was right for the wrong reason) that the dark areas were
not seas because sharp straight lines could not exist in a sea. Other aspects of the hypothesis
are described as "strange" but the matter is left open: "If there is any life on the planet, it must
be capable of withstanding conditions very different from those on Earth." (p343)

Sir Harold Spencer Jones contributed chapters on astronomy to two Odhams self-education
volumes, Marvels of Modern Science [1949], and Physical Science [1951] described on its
title page as "A general course in astronomy, chemistry,..." Physical Science includes a fullpage photograph of Jones using a telescope at the Royal Observatory at Greenwich, with the
immodest caption "Great scientist at work" (Jones et al, [1951], pl6). Both books emphasise
the importance and potential of the new Mount Palomar telescope, which "will deal initially
with confirming, if possible, certain theories" including "whether or not there are canals on
Mars,..." (Jones et al, [1949], p9) There is no mention of Lowell; and Jones states "it is not
possible to say at this stage whether any forms of animal life exist on Mars." (p20) In the
later volume, Jones describes Lowell's theory as "fanciful" and "not n o w generally
accepted"; but Lowell is the only individual named in this section ([1951], pp35-6).

The Conquest of Space by Willy Ley and Chesley Bonestell is often listed among the
classics of popular astronomy, and its popularity (seven printings between 1950 and 1953) is
credited to Bonestell's impressive coloured illustrations, which had aroused great public
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interest w h e n previously reproduced in Life magazine. Ley insists an image by Bonestell "is
not an 'artist's conception' but a picture which you might obtain if it were possible to get a
very good camera with perfectly colour-true film into therightposition." (plO).

Ley, who held that there was water and simple vegetation on Mars, recounts Lowell's idea
and those of his opponents, and claims that both were mistaken. H e advises that in looking at
Mars w e should "forget what went before" (pi 10). O n the canals, Ley cites both believers
and unbelievers, quotes Drs Robert S. Richardson and E. Pettit, and concludes that "as of
1949: the canals of Mars do exist. W h a t they are will not be decided until astronomy has
entered into its next era." (pi 14)

This pro-canal position is not surprising when it is noted that the Introduction includ
acknowledgment of "advice on a number of specific points" (p9) from Richardson, whose
enthusiasm for Mars and canals is evident from his o w n books considered below. However,
as with several books from the Edwardian period examined in the last section, the
illustrations and their blocklines carry a different message from the main text Bonestell gives
several views of Mars as it might appear from its moons, showing Loweltian linear canals,
and notes that the painting has been "checked for 'canals' by Dr. Edison Pettit" (ppl26, 128).

Most remarkable is a landscape "Surface of Mars" showing "what an explorer would see...
standing on the thin snowdrifts of the polar cap, looking towards the setting sun." (pl25). A
relatively sharp-edged absolutely straight canal stretches to the horizon, intersecting others on
the way. Although no Martians or cities appear, the canal conforms to the Schiaparelli-Lowell
description and certainly suggests artificiality.

A Concise History of Astronomy by Peter Doig, editor of the Journal of the British

Astronomical Association, and with a foreword by Harold Spencer Jones, considers
discoveries concerning each of the planets in the twentieth century. The last word on Mercury
is given to Lowell, w h o correctly believed, contrary to some other observers, that Mercury is
"without an atmosphere of any kind" (p229). W h e n Doig comes to Mars, he cites Lowell
authoritatively on the relationship between changes in the polar caps and changes in surface
markings, so "in spite of the apparently small amount of water in the atmosphere, these
darker regions m a y be regarded as possibly vegetation." (p232)

Doig cites reports by Edison Petit of Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories among ot
authorities in support of the existence of the canals, and concludes mildly:
Opinions differ considerably. The existence of markings of the kind is n o w universally
agreed to; but on their number and nature there is still diversity of opinion.... A s to the
question of life on Mars, the verdict would still appear to be "not proven", and perhaps
one m a y add "not likely" with regard to theories such as that of Lowell. (p233)

Df Hector Macpherson, whose strong support of Lowell in the pre-war years has been
documented in the previous chapter, was among those acknowledged by Angus Armitage,
lecturer in History and Philosophy of Science at University College, London, in his A
Century of Astronomy. Armitage introduces Lowell with the understated caveat that "certain
of his claims and conclusions have been matter for controversy" (p89). Armitage cites
Lowell with approval on Mercury and Venus, and with qualification on Pluto, giving him an
aura of authority. Lowell's Martian hypothesis is summarised, but Armitage quickly
dismisses the canals as in "the nature of an optical illusion...." (pl03)

Sir Harold Spencer Jones, as Astronomer Royal, contributed an Introduction to The Univ
(1951) by J. Robinson, which contains one of the oddest drawings of M a r s - "made by the
author from an actual photograph"- ever published (facing pi 12). The drawing shows no
canals, but in introducing Mars, Robinson alludes immediately to "the canal-like streaks"

while claiming that Mars "has lost a good deal of its glamour as a possible life-bearing world,

and now has to play second fiddle to Venus." (pl26) He summarises "the romantic theory o
Professor Lowell, the distinguished American astronomer" (pl28), and notes that:

While it is true that to-day hardly a single astronomer shares this belief of Prof. Lowe
it ought to be said that no disproof has yet been forthcoming. There is no doubt
whatsoever about the reality of the fine dark lines; it is only their precise nature
and cause that remains in question. Sometimes most of the whole visible surface is
covered by a network of dots and streaks and lines, often 15 to 20 miles broad and
stretching up to 3,000 miles in length or a quarter of the circumference of the planet.
But the majority of experts see them as far less straight and regular than Prof. Lowell
did, and ascribe them to a natural and not artificial cause. (pl29; emphases in the text)

Robinson is aware of data which casts serious doubt on Lowell's hypothesis, but rejects

because of the existence of polar caps and rust deserts, and claims there has been no d
Strange to relate, the spectroscope fails to find any oxygen or water-vapour in the
Martian atmosphere. Yet both undoubtedly exist there. Almost every astronomer says
so." (pl29)
In concluding his discussion of Mars, Robinson notes that the canals have not been

satisfactorily explained by anyone else, and leaves the reader with the idea that Lowell

theory, along with the notion that Mars provides a preview of the future of Earth, is a
if unfashionable possibility: "Who knows?" (pl29)

It has been noted that Hoyt's acquaintance with Flammarion seems to be second-hand and
derived from Pannekoek (1961), which was originally published in 1951 as De Groei van
ons Wereldbeeld. Flammarion makes his only appearance in the book with a translated
quotation (pp 378-9) which Hoyt repeated in 1976 (p7), and Lowell and the canal

controversy are treated briefly. Immediately subsequently, the observation that "for the

present, mankind on earth was restricted to a lot of stories about the Martians and to t
assiduous and continuous study of science" opens a paragraph in which Lowell's

contribution is summarised fairly, despite emphasis on his amateur status: "Percival Low

a wealthy New England aristocrat, enthusiastic, gifted and well-versed in many fields...

(Pannekoek, p 379) Pannekoek's judgment on Lowell is implicit in the opening of the next

paragraph which assesses the work of Antoniadi as "more fruitful and dependable" (p379)
Inexplicably, Pannekoek does not mention the search for Planet X, Tombaugh, or Pluto,

although there are numerous references to other discoveries and publications of the 193

Sir Fred Hoyle is one of the most important, and latterly controversial, astronomers an
popularisers of astronomy in the twentieth century. When he wrote The Nature of the
Universe in 1950, he was a Fellow of St John's College, Cambridge. Hoyle opens

discussion of the possibility of life on Mars with a tentative observational report wh
transformed, in the next sentence, into a fact requiring explanation:
There are darks markings on the surface of Mars that seem to vary from time to time.
The changes in these markings m a y well be due to the growth and decay of plants
similar to the rock lichens found on the Earth. It is not surprising that plant life on Mars
should be confined to such a low form, for lichens require little moisture and they can
survive at lower temperatures than the more usual terrestrial plants. Both these
properties would be important requirements on Mars. (pl9)

On two occasions in the chapter "The Sun and the Stars", when predicting that the sun w
become increasingly hot, the possibility that there is life on Mars is reinforced:
So life will perish in the solar system as a whole, for the same considerations also
affect Mars, not because the Sun becomes too feeble, but because w e shall be roasted.
The blaze of radiation produced would be as large as the total emission from the Sun
added up throughout a whole year, and if there is life on Mars, it would rapidly be
reduced to ashes, (pp 34, 38)

Unlike most writers of the time, Hoyle makes no reference whatsoever to canals or linea

markings. He declines to assess the probability of higher life forms on Mars, but refu

rule out the possibility, saying "I do no think that any other answer can be given to t
question but to say that we must wait and see." (pl9)

Our Neighbour Worlds by V.A. Firsoff is an impressive substantial volume with extended
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mathematical appendices. Firsoff wrote in full awareness that "we m a y soon receive the
freedom of the solar system" and thus "exploration of Mars is a technical possibility." (1952,
ppl3,248). H e admits that due to the controversies "one cannot quite escape a feeling of
embarrassment in writing about Mars." (p217) Nonetheless, he treats Mars in great detail,
citing numerous observations including a few of his own. Quite justifiably, as shown by the
excerpts from numerous texts in this thesis, Firsoff complains that "many astronomers have
taken refuge in impartially reporting the opinions of others." (p217) H e then goes straight to
the heart of Lowell's problem:
For all that m e n have said or unsaid, the Red Planet is a world cast in its o w n mould,
not an annex to our hopes or fears, a prop or otherwise to our theories about the
evolution of life, a goal for our Utopian longings, or merely an excuse for venting our
spleen. (p217)

Firsoff considers that the Martian irrigation hypothesis "expounded with great eloquen
Percival Lowell, is not without merit But it has one great weakness", namely that the
different chemical composition and consequently different "evolution" of Venus, Earth and
Mars undermines analogies between them (p220). Although he uses drawings of Mars
depicting several major canals, he does not mention them in the extended blocklines. H e
believes in the "wave of quickening" (p237), and quotes Lowell approvingly on the colours
of Mars as seen through the telescope (pp232-3). A s to the irrigation hypothesis:
Lowell gives a gripping picture of this gradual desiccation of Mars which a moribund
civilization is trying to stave off by an elaborate irrigation system. This sounds exciting
and m a y yet be true, but there are doubts,... (p236)

Firsoff admits that, against the weight of all opinion since Lowell's time, "I should
all surprised if it were found that, after all, he has a few minor seas, or at least large lakes,
possibly in Syrtis Major." (p236) Firsoff is unusually conscious of the political implications
of Lowell's hypothesis, including the organization of "a world-wide commonwealth" (p241).
Accepting the reality of the canals, Firsoff maintains that "the system as a whole appears,
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even on the most unfavourable view, far too regular and purposeful to be due to a mere
interplay of chance forces." (p244) He concludes:
Animal forms are by no means unlikely and there is no reason why these should not
include creatures endowed with intelligence comparable or indeed superior to our own.
Lowell maintained that Martian environment would foster development of foresight,
restraint, and collective action, and there m a y be something in this view. T h e onus of
proof falls on those w h o dispute it, for, as things n o w are, all
indications point to the existence on M a r s of an advanced order of life.
(p245, emphasis added)
Firsoff pleads that our first visits to Mars, in the near future, should be undertaken

as it is "a strange, remote world and a likely home of a superior civilization." (p248
In 1952 James C. Hickey expressed a sentiment common to many who were unable to share

Firsoff s belief in Lowell's hypothesis. What makes Hickey's brief treatment unusual i

he not only credits Lowell with sincerity, but also with "scientific restraint", a qua
his most loyal early supporters rarely claimed for him:

No-one who has read the writings of the late Percival Lowell on Mars can fail to regre
that time has dealt so severely with the theories regarding our neighbour world which
he expounded with such eloquence, yet with scientific restraint, scarcely more than a
generation ago. Lowell sincerely believed that Mars was the abode of a high form of
life. (p60)

Jonathon Norton Leonard published Flight into Space in 1953, and it appeared in paperback
three years later. Looking forward to a manned Mars mission, Leonard notes that:
Von Braun and his fellow planners do not consider, at this stage, what will be the
counteraction, if any, of the inhabitants of Mars. They plan to stay a short time,
investigating interesting features that have been observed from the satellite. They will
gather samples of the Martial air and soil and examples of its flora and fauna, if they
can find or catch any. <pl32)

Chapter 20 is called "Fruitful Mars". Leonard alludes humorously to the retreat of supposed
extra-terrestrial life, after "spoilsport astronomy" banished the selenites:
But the wise and beautiful inhabitants of the moon did not die entirely; they merely
moved to Mars, which cannot be studied accurately enough to disprove their existence.
The Martians w h o live so persistently in space fiction are a product of this uncertainty.
N o one can prove conclusively that they do not exist, and the vague information that
trickles d o w n from Mars suggests to the hopeful that perhaps they do. (pp 144-5)
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Leonard introduces Lowell and gives a two-page summary of his hypothesis, elaborating on
it in the process, acknowledging "Lowell's competence as an astronomer" but suggesting
perceptively that his temperament "resembled that of his poet sister more than that of his
staid, Harvard-president brother. H e let his imagination overpower his scientific judgment."
(pl47) According to the back cover of the 1956 edition, Leonard had been science editor of
Time magazine for ten years, and was a graduate of Harvard, so he would have been a
student sometime in the two decades when A. L. Lowell was head of the university. Leonard
discusses other aspects of Martian observation, admitting the "wave of darkening" but
refusing to attribute it to natural irrigation, although assuming the existence of some sort of
life. Yet again, a reader is left with the view that it is still really an open question.

Flight into Space was unashamedly aimed at stirring up interest and support for a US
program, claiming that the satellite proposed by Werner von Braun would cost little more
than "many useless military 'empires' constructed by the Pentagon to give employment to
Mgh-ranking officers." (pl84) The international tensions of the cold war era are reflected in
repeated unflattering references to the Russians, assurances that a U S spy satellite would be
"a warning to international troublemakers" (pl91), and prophetic warnings that the Russians
might do it first. Sputnik must have disappointed Leonard, w h o shared V o n Braun's notion
that "an 'American star'risingin the West will make an enormous impression on the peoples
of Asia." (ppl91-2) In this context, the lure of discoveries on mysterious Mars was cream
on the cold war cake, making the space program more saleable to the taxpayers. Flight into
Space was popular enough to go into a second paperback edition in 1957.

Worlds in Space by Martin Caidan promoted the ideas of the British Interplanetary Soci
and supported von Braun's "extensive publicity campaign in favour of space travel now."
(pi 16, emphasis in the text) The acknowledgements note "assistance in planning and
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reviewing copy" from the Hayden Planetarium, and several members of the U.S. military

forces. Again, east-west rivalry is a sub-theme, with the probability of Russian activit

allegedly, and as it turned out correctly, "emphasized by the complete lack of publicit
attends their efforts." (ppl-2) Mars is discussed under the heading "A Hope for Life":

The most startling single fact about the red planet is that in centuries past intellige
m a y have existed and just possibly have managed to survive to this day." (pl92)

Caidan endorses the notion of Mars as "an old and dying world", and admits that there is
"good reason to assume the existence of some life forms on the red planet, although

astronomers disagree as to the type of life...." (pp 192-3) Caidan overtly supports Lowe
Lowell's theories have been supported and derided with equal vehemence. It is
interesting to note that the latest observations made with greatly improved astronomical
instruments support m a n y of Lowell's claims, and that they have failed to disprove
many of the more controversial contentions. There is yet no agreement as to whether or
not intelligent life once inhabited the red planet and whether it m a y continue to exist. O n
one controversial point, however, m o d e m astronomers agree with Schiaparelli and
Lowell: The unexplained parallel lines on the surface of Mars do exist. That admission
is the strongest argument for past or present intelligent life on Mars,... (pl94)
Caidan admits the sceptical views of "the realistic dissenters" w h o believe only in lower

forms of life on Mars (pp 195-7), but concludes with a reminder that Lowell may be right
We cannot now reach any definite conclusion as to whether or not intelligent life once
existed on Mars; even less can w e determine whether it manages to survive the bleak
conditions,... W h a t w e do k n o w is that the surface lines on Mars cannot be explained
by any natural causes, and that the evidence strongly favours a belief in the existence of
past civilization. (pl99)

Hubertus Strughold's The Green and Red Planet is an investigation into the question of life

on Mars from a biological point of view. A pioneer of aviation medicine, Dr Strughold he

the chair of physiology at Heidelberg University from 1945-7, before becoming head of th
U.S. Air Force department of space medicine. Strughold is sympathetic to Lowell, his

observatory, and those loyal canal-mappers, the Slipher brothers (pxiv). Without endorsi
Lowell's hypothesis, he treats it with great respect, implying it still has adherents:
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The most impressive, most original, and- so to speak— classical work on the subject is
that of Percival Lowell. The opinions of the different writers vary between an
enthusiastic affirmation and a flat denial that such life exists. (p6)

In 1954, veteran Lowell Observatory staff member Earl Slipher persuaded the National
Geographic Society to co-sponsor an expedition to observe Mars from where "we would

have the longest and best possible type of seeing, through the shortest path of clear,

South African air." (pp426-436) Slipher admits in his published report: "Mars has been

favorite target for our telescopes since the days of our founder, Percival Lowell." (p

keeping with Lowellian tradition, the article emphasises the expedition on Earth's sur
almost as much as the photographic exploration of Mars. Slipher, as always, maintains

the canals are real and confirmed by photography, claims that "all the various Martian
markings betoken that it is a living planet" (p431), reproduces one of Lowell's maps,

summarises his hypothesis. Though he cites alternative theories, he never directly con
Lowell, and concludes that Mars is "a world in a sad state of decrepitude, still able
a struggling form of vegetation but nearing the end of its planetary life." (p436)

William T. Skilling, a retired professor from San Diego State College, and Robert S.

Richardson, a member of staff of Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories, co-authored A

Brief Text in Astronomy. First published in the U.S.A. in 1954 and in the U.K. the nex

year, the book is aimed at junior undergraduates or perhaps even final-year high schoo

students doing "a one-semester course in the subject." (p v) What would they learn abo

Mars, Lowell, and his hypothesis ? After mention of the canal and oasis observations o

Schiaparelli and Pickering, Lowell is introduced as the founder of the Lowell Observat

All astronomers admit that there is a vast amount of detailed markings on Mars, but no
all have been able to see the long,finelines on the planet depicted by Schiaparelli and
Lowell. This m a y be due to the fact that few astronomers observe Mars as long and
patiently as these two men. Visibility of the canals seems to depend primarily upon a
perfectly calm state of our atmosphere rather than upon a large telescope or any
particular kind of eyesight. (p!67)
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Lowell's irrigation hypothesis, which "makes a strong appeal to the imagination" is
summarised, and ambiguously dismissed, as "in our present state of ignorance it
seems too farfetched to be taken seriously" (pi67, emphasis added). The authors prefer
Tombaugh's impactfracturetheory of the canals, but allow there m a y be vegetation on Mars.
Regarding the discovery of Pluto, Lowell's calculations arerightlyacknowledged as the
starting point of the search, but in disregard of the generally accepted state of knowledge at
the time of writing, their validity is never questioned. Skilling and Richardson are
consequently obliged to explain the "unreasonably high density of Pluto", which must be
assumed in view of its small size and supposed mass "calculated from its gravitational
attraction on Uranus and Neptune" (pl72). Lowell is thus left in possession of this particular
field. In the exercises at the end of the chapter are two which assume the existence of the
Martian canals, and seek explanations incompatible with Lowell's irrigation hypothesis,
which has been so ambiguously dismissed.

In the (British) Commonwealth, amateurs and students who sought expert guidance and the
possibility of recognition for their observations looked to the British Astronomical
Association. B A A guide-lines for Martian research were included in J. B. Sidgwick's
substantial and technical Observational Astronomy for Amateurs, [1955], including criteria
for reporting canal observations (pi33).

At the same time as collaborating with Skilling on A Brief Text in Astronomy, Richardson
was writing Man and the Planets, which appeared in the U.K. over the imprint of the
Scientific B o o k Club in 1956. Mars occupies a disproportionately large segment of the book,
and dominates the opening chapter. Richardson looks forward to an era of space exploration,
which in the Lowellian tradition, he sees as an extension of the exploration of Earth, noting
that the " M o o n and Mars are still far away, but it is doubtful if they seem any more remote to-
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day than the South Pole seemed to people of the last century." (pi6) Richardson then turns
to space flight, and, admitting conservatism, predicts manned flight to the m o o n "is a good
fifty years away yet and probably m u c h more" (1956, p28).

When Mars comes back into consideration, Lowell is mentioned first in terms of his
spectroscopic work, which (along with his professional ethics) is contrasted favourably with
that of his Lick opponent Campbell (p82). The canals have already m a d e an appearance in an
illustration of a globe of Mars painted by Chesley Bonestell, one of several illustrations
credited to Paramount Pictures, and relating to the recent film The Conquest of Space.

Lowell is quoted on the extensive deserts of Mars, and in a tribute to his literary ski
Richardson notes that "Professor Lowell was the brother of A m y Lowell, the poet, and
seems to have shared the family gift for self-expression." (p89) Richardson considers Mars
impossible for animal life as w e k n o w it, but concedes the possibility of other potentially
intelligent life forms, for like Rammarion he believes that "animal life has seemingly limitless
powers to adapt itself to all types of conditions" (p91). Schiaparelli's m a p is illustrated,
observations of colour changes discussed, and Lowell is cited against himself:
The descriptions of patient observers such as Lowell lead one almost certainly to the
conclusion that what grows on Mars is well adapted and thriving, instead of waging a
desperate struggle for existence. (p98)

Chapter Seven is called simply "The Canals", which reveals the Mars bias of a book
ostensibly about all the planets. Schiaparelli's observation is said to have been confirmed
(pl09), although it is admitted that m a n y astronomers never saw canals. S o m e passages are
paraphrases of parts of A Brief Text in Astronomy which Richardson had co-authored with
Skilling, suggesting that Richardson was the author of the section on Mars in that book.
Richardson quotes his former Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories colleague D r Edison
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Pettit, w h o reported having seen the entire canal network as well as m a n y individual canals
(pi 12), and also Clyde Tombaugh (pi 14) among others w h o saw them.

Richardson considers and dismisses three explanations; optical illusions, natural surfa
markings as per Pickering's aerial deposition theory which "never received m u c h support
from other observers", and meteorites scars, but considers Tombaugh's 1950 fracture theory
"plausible" (pp 115-6). Richardson recounts Lowell's theory at length, admitting that as a
youth he "believed it absolutely. In fact, it was inconceivable to m e h o w anyone could not
believe in it." (pi 18) (The author of this thesis felt exactly the same as a child in the late
1950s.) The Richardson of 1954 dismisses it as too detailed and "too farfetched for serious
consideration" (pi 18), while admitting that it appeared "rather convincing" (pi 18) when
Lowell first advanced it, because Mars was then believed to have more oxygen in its
supposedly thicker atmosphere. The section ends with a poetic quote from Lowell, and the
hope to one day "see the canals clear and sharp as Schiaparelli and Lowell saw them." (pi 19)
Lowell is quoted in the title of the chapter (Nine) on Mercury "The Bleached Bones of a
World" (pi35). The problem of Pluto's inability to exert the gravitational force of Lowell's
Planet X is treated as in A Brief Text in Astronomy, again leaving Lowell's predictions and
claims unchallenged (pi68).

Dr A. F. O'D. Alexander, author of the chapter on the planets in Astronomy for Everyman
(f.p. 1953, revised 1954), begins his discussion of "The Earth-like planet" with a quote from
Lowell, and reproduces Antoniadi's 1901 map.Consideration of the difficulty of observing
Mars is followed by a brief account of the history of telescopic observation, which gives
equal prominence to Hall's discovery of the moons and Schiaparelli's canali.

Lowell is introduced with the statement .-"Generally repudiated in Europe, the canals f
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support in America", (p 133) This strikingly ignores, inter alia, Rammarion; and reference to

the index oi Astronomy for Everyman reveals that he is mentioned only once in the main te

of the book (in the chapter on The Moon, by H. P. Wilkins), although he also appears in a

foot-note as the founder of the Societe Astronomique de France and a "celebrated historia
Mars observations" (pl40). Lowell's hypothesis is summarised; then dismissed:
This sensational theory was strenuously opposed, and now has few, if any, adherents.
It fitted the phenomena, including seasonal changes and gemination [doubling] of
canals, but this was no proof of the theory,... (pl35)

After citing Antoniadi firmly against, and G. de Valcouleurs cautiously for, the reality

canals, Alexander claims that the dispute was "about different styles of drawing: Antonia
natural-looking soft shadings and Lowell's artificial-looking sharp lines...." and hopes

the 1956 opposition cinephotography "might reveal the structure of faint canals." (pp 136

The contrast between Alexander's strictly "astronomical" handling of the issue and that o
many space exploration enthusiasts is exemplified by the difference between Alexander's
comments and the views expressed by Werner Buedeler in the same year in To Other Worlds.

Buedeler opens his discussion of "Mars, the True Brother of Earth" with reference to popu

interest in Mars, and an admission that theories of its inhabitation will remain untested

the first space-ships have landed on our red neighbour and decided the question one way o
the other" (p201), as modern methods and research findings have been unable to repudiate

belief in Martian life. Buedeler describes Lowell's theory as controversial, and acknowle
his observational experience with a backhanded compliment:
Only someone who has observed the planet for several years will be able to visualize
the planet as Percival Lowell was able to- plus one or two exaggerations. ( p203)
Buedeler notes that the "debatable" (p204) canals "still cause much discussion, and new

explanations of them appear from time to time." (p206) His own view is that "their very s
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rules out the possibility that they are artificial" but perhaps "they are m a d e up of vegetation on
the banks of some sort of waterway." (p204) While acknowledging that some scientists do
not believe in the canals at all, and asserting that canals of the "sharp, linear variety... cannot
be seen on any photographs" (p207), Buedeler leaves the verdict open:
Whether one believes that life on Mars is limited to ants, crabs andfrogs,or whether
one likes to assume that still more highly developed forms of life dwell there, or
whether one thinks that the planet contains nothing more than low-life vegetation, is a
matter of personal opinion- and will not be cleared up until such time as the first
landing party from Earth sends back its report. (p210)

Bearing in mind that the two categories overlapped, the difference in the approaches of t
space exploration enthusiasts and the traditional astronomers of the 1950s, can be exemplified
here by contrasting Buedeler with Alexander in the work discussed immediately beforehand.
It was not just a difference of emphasis, or preferred means of investigating the nature of the
universe, between those w h o saw themselves as "real astronomers", and the others they
sometimes denigrated as "space cadets". For the astronomers, knowing the fact about the
canals of Mars was an intellectual and methodological challenge, and often also a source of
frustration w h e n decades of Earthbound observation failed to resolve them. But it was not
with resignation, rather with determination, that the space exploration enthusiasts claimedquite rightly, as it turned out- that nothing would be certain "until the first space-ships
have... decided the question one w a y or the other." (Buedeler, p201) For the "space
cadets", the persistent mysteries of the solar system, a m o n g which Mars always ranked first,
were not merely a challenge, but a positive boon, an incentive, a rationale and a raison d'etre.

A dramatic title did not always signal a strong view. The emphatic title of the Earl Nels
There IS Life on Mars suggests a sensational work, but its conclusion that Mars supported at
least vegetable life was held nearly unanimously by conservative scientists in the 1950s and
early 1960s. Nelson accepts the reality of the canals, but admits their structure is a matter for
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debate. H e then states truthfully: "To-day, although few, if any, astronomers would agree
with Lowell's opinion, no actual disproof of his theories has ever been obtained." (p85)
Mysteries of Time and Space (1955), by D r H. Percy Wilkins F R A S , director of the B A A
Lunar Section, was an up-to-date publication with more than half of its thirteen illustrations
depicting observations from 1953-4 and an unusual drawing including a couple of canal-like
lines, captioned "Mars as observed by H.P. Wilkins on June 17th, 1954, with the 60-inch
M t Wilson reflector" (facing p64). After declaring the existence of the canals "confirmed",
Wilkins confusingly introduces "Professor" Lowell as "an American amateur" (p83), and
praises his observatory's equipment. Lowell's "very startling" ideas about Mars are not
refuted, though "scientific m e n have not accepted them in their entirety":
This fascinating idea captures the imagination, for if true it means that w e see on Mars
markings m a d e by an alien but intelligent race." (p83)

Wilkins first agrees with Antoniadi and others that the canals are "in reality made up o
discontinuousfragments",but adds in italics: "Unless there is some underlying linear
arrangement, no suggestion of continuous streaks would be recorded." (p94) H e then
proposes aversion of Flammarion's "straightenedrivers"compromise, for:
even if Lowell's theory should be proved, it might be found that the artificial portions
are extensions and adaptations of previously existing natural features. (p95)

Wilkins' next paragraphs take the Proctorian line that Mars is a dying world, surmising
w e m a y be seeing the last phases of life there, a view completely compatible with Lowell's
hypothesis. Wilkins dismisses McLaughlin's revival of Wallace's suggestion that volcanic
rifts and/or volcanic ash blown by prevailing winds might explain the linear markings (plOO).
His conclusion (emphasis added) favours Lowell, stating that the observations:
all combine to suggest that Mars is largely a waterless desert and that the dark areas are
really tracts of vegetation which owes its life to what water can be conveyed along the
natural waterways or canals. Perhaps the future will s h o w that Lowell, with
his imaginative but magnificent idea of their having been dug in the past by a race of
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intelligent beings in a vain effort to ward off the inevitable drying-up of their world,
w a s right after all; but this is not likely to happen until the first space-ship has
touched d o w n on the alien and strange landscape of the red and green planet (plOl)
This material was reprinted without alteration, and with an introduction which emphasised
Wilkins's excellent professional credentials, in the Smithsonian Report of 1956. W h e n
revised in 1959 for reprinting in a Smithsonian anthology, no change was made in either the
sections relating to Lowell, or to the conclusion, as quoted above. (True, vol 1, ppl 14-136)

Russian scientists A. Oparin and V. Fesenkov reject Lowell in The Universe (1955), which
accepts the likelihood of extra-terrestrial life somewhere in the universe. In his chapter on the
planets, Fesenkov notes that "the idea of life on Mars is most widespread among astronomers
today irrespective of their ideological tendencies." (pl88) Fesenkov cites the "idealist"
Smart, the "materialist" Jones, and the "well-known idealist" Jeans (pi89), outlines Lowell's
theory, illustrates one of his maps, and concludes firmly that the canals are not fine lines, and
that Lowell was not a good observer. Like almost all his contemporaries, Fesenkov considers
that Mars probably supports some simple vegetation, and regrets that the false idea that Mars
is inhabited by higher organisms "leads to unhealthy sensations even today", citing "stories
about the Tungus Meteorite claimed by some Soviet writers to have been an inter-planetary
[Martian] ship, wrecked in landing" (pi89).

The bottom end of the basic science book market, in terms of price structure, was occupi
by the "Made Simple" series which sold for only $1 each. The limp covers of these quarto
format volumes were their o w n advertisements, drawing attention to their extensive contents
and numerous diagrams in a flurry of exclamation marks. Astronomy Made Simple was
written by Dr. Meir H. Degani, head of the science department of the State University of
N e w York Maritime College. First published in 1955, it w a s in its tenth printing by 1959.
The question of life on Mars is left open, with water vapour and real canals of some sort
accepted. Alternative theories are cited, but no fault is found with the Lowellian view:
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S o m e argue that the apparent structure of the canals on its surface could only be
achieved by intelligent creatures, and add that the black dots at the junction point of the
canals are reservoirs, and that the variation in color from dark green to brown are due to
the annual change in color of highly developed vegetation in the Martianfields.(pl61)

The Modern Universe (f.p. 1956, paperback edition 1960) by Dr Raymond A. Lyttleton,
then a lecturer at Cambridge University, was based on a series of six BBC television
programs. Briefly describing Mars, Lyttleton states:
Under the best conditions of clear-seeing these dark areas, according to some
observers, sometimes seem to be joined by even more elusive darkishtines. It is these
that are termed the 'canals', and have been the source of so m u c h speculation. (p65)

Lyttleton warns against "the impression that they are actual canals, or that the fine li

necessarily exist." (p65) He outlines Lowell's theory without naming him, and claims the

canals are now generally considered to be optical illusions, but does not rule out primi

life forms, nor the possibility that there was some advanced form of Martian life long a

Dr I. M. Levitt was Director of the Pels Planetarium of the Franklin Institute in Phila

when he wrote A Space Traveller's Guide to Mars. A British edition, with an extra forewo
extolling the merits of his Institute and Planetarium, appeared in 1957. Levitt's title

topical in the year of Sputnik. He predicted a manned satellite by 1968, an orbiting spa
station by 1978-80, and trips to the moon and planets by 2000AD (pl47).

Levitt opens his first, unpaginated Foreword with a quote from Lowell's Mars and its Can

(1906) about the excitement of exploration. In the first sentence of the text itself, Lo

described as "the great explorer of Mars" who "completed an exhaustive telescopic survey

the red planet" Chapter Four, "The Face of Mars", begins with an account of canals brief
glimpsed from the Franklin Institute during the favourable opposition of 1939 (p52).

In the historical discussion of Martian observations which follows, Lowell is given cred
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Pickering's discovery of "complex detail in the dark areas that completely denies the
possibility that seas exist". Lowell is also credited with discerning that the red areas on Mars
are deserts: "just bleak, unbroken tracts of sand." (p54) A s each aspect of the Martian
surface is considered,-- dark areas, mountains or the lack of them, changes in apparent colour
of certain areas, polar caps- Lowell is cited along with m o d e m authorities, but Levitt
concludes "the overwhelming majority of the canals must be simply random surface markings
and most certainly not the product of a superior intelligence inhabiting the planet" (p82)

Four of Lowell's globes of Mars 1901-7 are used to show the increasing number of canals
saw, and the presentation of these illustrations is consistent with the argument of the text on
the same question. Levitt leaves the reader with the impression that although Lowell's
hypothesis is not accepted, he was a genuine expert on Mars and an important astronomer.
Levitt list all four of Lowell's major astronomy books in his relatively select bibliography.

Rudolf Thiel's history of astronomy Und Es WardLicht was first published in German in
1956, and was quickly translated into English. The Mentor paperback quoted here appeared
in 1960. In the tradition of earlier continental European writers (Pannekoek, 1953,1961),
Thiel credits Schiaparelli and Rammarion with most elements of Lowell's hypothesis, and
Lowell is confined to a minor role. Thiel cites discrepancies between various observations,
which "led most professional astronomers to consider the canals of Mars as optical illusions"
(p245). Thiel's confused account of the discovery of Pluto (p246) does not mention Lowell.
In conclusion, it can be seen that while opposition to Lowell's hypothesis was still no more
unanimous than in earlier periods, its opponents cited a variety of mutually inconsistent
reasons. S o m e denied the canals; others admitted them but preferred alternative explanations,
often no more plausible than Lowell's. S o m e rejected the irrigation hypothesis because Mars
had insufficient oxygen, while others conceded oxygen but denied water vapour, most
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considered the dark regions were vegetation, a very few continued to think they really were
seas, and so on.... S o m e offered no reasons at all for their disbelief, blandly asserting that
Lowell's hypothesis was not credible without saying why. And, surprising as it m a y seem,
there were apparently still a few true believers.

In Kuhn's terms, the paradigm view of Mars was that though it displayed strange markings
and seasonal colour changes, it was Earthlike and probably supported at least simple life
forms. The inability of m a n y observers to see these markings and changes constituted a threat
to the paradigm, but it was a tolerable anomaly, insufficient to put it in crisis. This was at
least partly because few observers were prepared to make a challenge by setting their o w n
often brief and infrequent observations against almost a century of accumulated data, and
because this paradigm included and allowed for mysterious elements, as paradigms can
(Barnes, 1982, plOO). In this situation, Lowell's hypothesis still had to be taken into
account, although it was not essential to the paradigm.

Increasingly too during the period surveyed, writers whose chief interest was in the fu
space travel and exploration, were regularly citing the mysteries of Mars as the classic
example of a a problem which could only be solved by actually going there. Over the next
twenty years, after Sputnik in 1957, when the "space race" was on in earnest, and lunar and
Martian flights became a matter of w h e n rather than if, this use of Mars and the Lowell
tradition would continue and grow, as will be shown in the next chapter.

CHAPTER THREE
LOWELL TN THE SPACE AGE

This chapter extends the consideration of the treatment of Lowell and his hypothesis in
popularisations and elementary texts, into the space age. The launch and successful operation
of Sputnik took the world by surprise, and stimulated the U.S. space effort which was to
peak with the manned m o o n missions of the late 1960s and early 1970s. After 1957, writers
on astronomy and particularly on the solar system were operating in n e w circumstances- it
was n o w highly likely that within a few years their claims and theories would be put to the
test by close-up observation of the m o o n and planets. For thefirsttimeever, they wrote in
the light of a real and imminent, as opposed to theoretical, possibility of falsification. A s
previously pointed out, neither the existence of the canals nor Lowell's hypothesis were
actually falsified until the Mariner fly-bys of the mid-1960s.

3.1 SPUTNIK TO MARINER: 1958-1965

The fact that closer observation was imminent, during the period under consideration here,
did not, however, of itself provide any extra information to writers obliged to commit
themselves to opinions about Mars. Although under more pressure, they were not
significantly better informed than their immediate predecessors. Doubts and disputes about
earlier observations, both optical and spectrographic, continued; and, disappointingly, "the
1956 close approach of Mars brought very little n e w evidence...." (Bok, 1958, p7) The
relatively small number of books and articles which came out in overt support of Lowell's
hypothesis, during this period, were again mostly the work of space enthusiasts whose
background and training was more often in engineering than astronomy, but these semiscientific writings played a part in keeping Lowell's ideas current in general culture.
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The c o m m o n modern claim that there was no scientific or professional support for this
hypothesis is supported by its absence from the scientific journals and collections of papers
through and in which working scientists communicate amongst themselves on the current and
contentious issues of the day. However, as in the earlier period, these same authorities, w h e n
they wrote for a wider public readership, almost invariably referred to Lowell's hypothesis.

Their approaches to dealing with it fit into two broad categories. Some mentioned it only
dismiss it as unfounded, outdated, and without support or credibility a m o n g professional
scientists. But a considerable number, perhaps a majority, were as before deliberately or
accidentally ambiguous, dismissing the hypothesis somewhat half-heartedly for these same
reasons, while acknowledging that in fact it had not actually been falsified, and conceding it
some degree of plausibility. A few in this latter group emphasised this ambiguity or doubt,
perhaps out of strict regard for the truth, or maybe sometimes just to add spice to their
writing. S o m e , especially those engaged in space exploration and the development of
rocketry, exploited "mysterious Mars" to arouse interest in their projects, and attimestheir
style and technique is barely distinguishable from that of the space enthusiasts mentioned in
the previous paragraph.

Because the Sputnik-to-Mariner timespan is so short (less than ten years), consideration o
texts from this period here will not proceed in chronologically, as in the previous chapter.
Representative examples from the literature will be grouped and considered according to their
authors' messages, in three categories: (i) the space enthusiasts w h o generally were not
professionally trained astronomers, (ii) the astronomy experts w h o clearly denied Lowell's
hypothesis and rejected his influence, and (iii) the experts w h o sent mixed messages.
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3.1(1) T h e heirs of Crowe's "anti-Lowell brigade"
Australian material concerning Lowell and Mars is relatively scarce, although New South
Wales Government Astronomer H. C. Russell had corresponded with W. H. Pickering in the
1890s, and supplied him with reports of Mars observations at Sydney Observatory

(Pickering, p98). Chieflly concerned in the earlier period with with timekeeping and later
with mapping the southern skies, Australian observatories were not greatly interested in
planets, and even less concerned with disputes involving the prestige of American

institutions. In the 1950s Bart Bok, whose writings were cited in the previous chapter, wa
appointed Professor of Astronomy at the Australian National University and Director of
Mount Stromlo Observatory. A series of lectures given by Bok in Canberra in 1957-8 was
published as The Astronomer's Universe (1958). Bok found that whatever his topic:
I can be almost certain that at the conclusion of my lecture someone in the audience will
rise to ask a question about the possibilities of life in other worlds. It seems therefore
proper that a brief factual statement... be included.... (pi)

Bok portrays physical conditions on Mars much as Lowell did, emphasising the lack of liqui

water, the low atmospheric pressure, earth-like axial tilt, tolerably cool surface temper

and lack of mountains, and considers that the evidence suggests "the presence of extensive

lava beds, covered in part with a thin growth of lichens, possibly somewhat of the type fo
in our polar regions." (p6) Bok's first reference to the possibility of intelligent life
a laugh at the science fiction picture of "a race of Martians with pointed toes and noses
cruising about in comfortably appointed flying saucers!" (p6), and though he does not put
Lowell's canal-builders in the same comic-book category, he comes down just as
emphatically against "Percival Lowell's famous observations and theories":
It must be understood that these features have never been clearly photographed and that
their existence is conceded only by a small fraction of the total number of skilled visual
Mars observers. The... consensus of opinion is that the existence of even the very
broad features of channel-like appearance must be doubted. O n e must rule out
completely the existence of a race of Martians w h o have built an extensive system of
canals for irrigation purposes. (p7)

B o k concedes Lowell's standing as the chief proponent of extra-terrestrial life in our solar
system when he concludes his discussion of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune: "none of

the four major major planets rates as a candidate for Percival Lowell's 'Abode of Life'.

Introduction to Astronomy, a textbook by Dean B. McLaughlin of the University of
Michigan, briefly summarizes and gently but firmly discounts Lowell's hypothesis:
Photography confirms the presence of darker shadings in the position of many of the
canals but does not settle the question of their precise character. The supposed
geometric nature of the canals is not demonstrated.... Certainly real features of some
kind exist where the canals have been mapped, but there is no ground for the belief that
they are artificial, (pi88)

Otto Struve and Velta Zebergs devote a separate section to "The life and work of Percival

Lowell" in Astronomy of the 20th Century (1962). Lowell is depicted, and quoted at length

and the authors note perceptively that "the dispute between those who could and could no
the canals seems to occasionally have been an inter-institutional controversy." (pi45)
Lowell's hypothesis is not specifically refuted, though the authors conclude that:
the general concensus now is that, while there are certain distinctive linear markings,
they are neither as numerous nor as regular as seen by Lowell, w h o sincerely believed
he had reported his observations accurately. The main difficulty m a y have resulted from
individual differences a m o n g observers. (pl45)
Struve and Zebergs credit Lowell with almost singlehandedly refocussing the attention of
twentieth century astronomers onto planetary studies; and the important achievements of
Lowell Observatory in the decades after its founder's death are emphasised.

"The most famous Martian features are, of course, the canals, but their story is one of a
climax." warns James Muirden in The Sun's Family (1962, p77). He describes Lowell as a
wealthy amateur, and his vision as "a superbly organized planet whose inhabitants worked

with one aim: to preserve their water-supply for as long as possible." (p78) Muirden does

not dispose entirely of the canals, life, or the mystery of Mars when he says that today:

Lowell's artificial structures have been replaced by broad streaks,., with no appearance
of being anything but natural features. The suggestion is that they are wide, shallow
valleys filled with vegetation, for their visibility follows the seasonal cycle. W e do not
know h o w these valleys came to be formed, but at least it seems certain that there was
no intelligent thinking behind them.(p79)

Of one thing we can be sure: Mars is not a dead world, and life still has a foothol
its surface.... The ever-spreading deserts are the bleached bones of a once fertile
planet... In ages past,... it m a y have k n o w n a thriving community. (p80)

Like so m a n y of the writers of this era w h o did not endorse the Lowellian vision, Muirden

still accepted most of its foundations. A degrading environment, the canals in some form
vegetation, and the seasonal cycle sometimes known as the "wave of darkening" are there
those tempted to believe Lowell. Muirden makes his disbelief clear, but presents no new

hard evidence against Lowell's hypothesis— only the long-standing alternative view of th

canals as broad rather than fine lines. While Lowell's hypothesis depends on their being

there is really nothing more in dispute between Lowell and writers like Muirden in 1962
their descriptions of the appearance of the canals and the matter of time-scale.

Muirden's comments in The Pan Book of Astronomy, two years later, during which interval
he was elected a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society, are also generous to Lowell:
Looking at Lowell's maps, his conclusions are not only sound but inevitable. But
unfortunately for his theory, his maps are the only evidence for an 'organized Mars' in
existence. Even in his day few observers could confirm even his more obvious
canals.... This is more or less the state of the canal controversy today.
What is to be made of this mass of conflicting evidence? The main, and regrettable,
conclusion must be that Lowell was not a reliable observer... he was no crank, but his
eyes must somehow have misled him. (Muirden, 1964, pp88-9)

W h e n Astronomy Explained was published in 1963, its author Dr A. E. Fanning, formerly
of the London Planetarium, had become deputy director of the Admiralty Compass

Observatory. He cites Schiaparelli and introduces Lowell's irrigation hypothesis, noting
Fantastic stories were circulating towards the turn of the nineteenth century about a
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beleagured Martian population w h o had constructed an extensive network of canals in
order to preserve and m a k e the best use of their woefully short water supply, (pi04)
Fanning was also sceptical about the existence of Martian lichens, though at this time
was almost unanimous belief in Martian vegetation. He considered speculation futile; we
would not know "until someone actually goes to Mars and brings back a sample!" (pl04)

One of the last astronomy books published before the Mariner flights was sponsored by the

US National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), according to its title page. Mor
a textbook than a popularization, A Sourcebook on the Space Sciences (1965) by Samuel
Glasstone is a large, dense and thorough compendium of information collected from a wide

variety of sources. Glasstone mentions Schiaparelli's observations of 1877, understating

controversy by adding that "other astronomers confirmed the existence of these darker li

markings... but there was not always complete agreement concerning their identity." (p704
Lowell's hypothesis is not so much refuted as excluded:

Whatever the nature of the canals may be, it is certain that they do not carry liquid wat
from one place to another. For one thing, it is doubtful if there is enough water on Mars
to produce any significant volume of liquid, and for another, it is probable that, if ice
exists at the poles, it is converted into water vapor, rather than liquid, during the
Martian spring and summer....
Although there is no unanimous opinion concerning the existence of the canals, most
astronomers would probably agree that there are apparently linear [or approximately
linear] markings, perhaps 40 to 160 kilometers or more across and of considerable
length. According to A. Dollfus [1948], attimesof perfect seeing these linear markings
can be resolved into a large number of small and irregular discontinuous areas.... A n
explanation is still lacking, however, for the existence of large numbers of this unusual
type of surface formation. (pp704-5)
3.1 (ii) The space enthusiasts
Over the years some extraordinary hypotheses had been posited to explain the canals,

including Pickering's aeriel deposition theory of linear rainstorms which enjoyed a brief
vogue in the early 1920s. In this tradition, mention must be made of the 1959 Marsitron
animal-track hypothesis of Donald Lee Cyr, who first entered the lists in 1944, as selfpublished author of Life on Mars. This booklet endorsed Lowell's irrigation hypothesis,
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with the amendment that the oases were fertile meteor impact craters. Cyr suggested that
members of a highly-organised co-operative Martian society grew most of their crops in these
damp low-lying oases, rather than alongside the canals, which irrigated the oases and served
as transport routes. Cyr's Life on Mars attracted some attention, including a sceptical review
in Sky and Telescope by Edward Burke of Harvard.

Cyr later dismissed his first "Mars caper" as "a feint" {Annular Newsletter, vol 6, no 2,
Spring 1972, pl4), and repudiated Lowell's Martian engineers; but he always praised
Lowell, whose observations "exceed in accuracy any that are readily available to the layman"
(Cyr, 1959, p9). In Mars Revisited (1959), Cyr hypothesised that the canals were strips of
greened land, the migratory paths of animals he called "marsitrons", which travelled
seasonally where the dung of their predecessors ensured plant growth for food supply.

Cyr does not acknowledge Elihu Thompson's unsuccessful proposal of an animal track
theory seventy years previously, perhaps because he did not k n o w of it, for despite his
penchant for reviving old theories, Cyr was not an historian. A parallel case, telling because
he had less at stake, is his claim that the hollow Earth theory originated with William Reed
circa 1905 (Stonehenge Viewpoint, vol 7, no 6, second quarter 1975, plO), though it had
been canvassed in the U.S.A. by S y m m e s sixty years earlier, and by others before Symmes.

During the 1960s and 1970s, Cyr made a family business of publishing broadsheets entitled
Stonehenge Viewpoint and Annular Newsletter, which appealed inter alia to alternative
lifestyle seekers in California and elsewhere. These journals of esoteric archaeology and
astronomy promoted the planetary canopy theories of Isaac N . Vail (1840-1912), and fought
an intermittent rearguard action defending Lowell's Martian canal and oasis observations,
although not his irrigation hypothesis.
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After Mariner, Cyr tried to have it both ways, blaming Mariner's failure to discern canals on
the shortcomings of its equipment (Annular Newsletter, vol 5, no 3, p6), while gloating over
the confirmation of craters on Mars, and reiterating his marsitron theory (ibid, vol 5, no 4,
ppl-4). A trained engineer w h o called himself an amateur astronomer and archaeologist, Cyr
does not meet our criteria for a "reputable authority", belonging rather with theorists like
Velikovsky and V o n Daniken. Cyr is worthy of mention here, however, because his work
passed as scientific in some quarters, and he achieved a considerable following, influencing
elements of the lay public at a time of intense popular interest in space exploration.

Prolific astronomical writer Willy Ley provided an agressively pluralist preface to Life o
other Worlds by John Rublowsky (1964, fp 1962), assuring the reader that it was "an
expression of the current beliefs and a statement of our knowledge about life in the universe."
(pv) Telling the story of Schiaparelli and Lowell, Rublowsky suggests that "lurid attention"
to astronomy caused by the high level of popular interest in Lowell's hypothesis prejudiced
scientific opinion against it. A s Rublowsky tells it, Lowell's hypothesis was soon abandoned
by scientists, but Pettit's reports of canals brought it back into consideration in the 1950s.
The theory that they are, indeed, canals constructed by an intelligent race in order to
conserve a dwindling water supply, fits most of what w e k n o w about Mars. (p38)

Like many other writers of this era, Rublowsky anticipates the question being resolved whe
astronauts visit. His text is illustrated by photographs depicting the action of a Martian
sandstorm, and a loose drawing of a section of the surface of Mars dominated by a vast
cruciform forest with nodules (oases ?) at the ends of its arms, captioned: "Some astronomers
believe that the canals of Mars m a y be long lines of living vegetation" (pp 36-7). The picture
has no direct indication of animal or intelligent life, and begs the question of w h y vegetation
would grow in such a formation. It is another example of the (conscious or unconscious)
presentation of an alternative theory against which Lowell's can be contrasted favourably.
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In 1963 the Scientific Book Club produced the second edition of an extraordinary book
entitled The Living Universe which took an almost Rammarionesque extreme pluralist
view. The authors were two amateur astronomers: James D. Hebwynd, an American physics
graduate w h o worked as a radio technician in Britain, and V. A. Rytov, U.S.S.R. Air Force
Officer, technician and science populariser. Their professional standing was somewhat
marginal, but they had at least some qualifications, and a reputable publisher. They also had
another, apparently political, agenda, and also perhaps chips on their shoulders, judging by
the statement of aims on the dust-jacket flap: "to break the inhibiting East-West Scientific
'ice', and to pierce... the long successful, yet blatantly misleading measure that some
scientists have used to preserve their theories." The Living Universe is worthy of brief
mention here, because it endorses the full canal network and Lowell's hypothesis; even citing
and illustrating n e w supporting observations; for example, the gemination of the NepenthesThoth canal in 1960, where "it seems likely that the volume of surface water was too great to
be contained in the normal dykes, and that additional channels had to be constructed." (p56)

The Living Universe will serve as the example of a book which does not meet the criteria
textbooks and popularizations by academically reputable authors, but which is certainly not
science fiction, nor yet belonging to the "crank, ratbag or religious cult" category. The Living
Universe was not unique: a few writers on or beyond the fringes of the scientific
establishment made similar efforts to revive the full-blown Lowellian vision during these
years; e.g. Cyr in 1944 (see above), and W . A. W e b b in Mars, the New Frontier: Lowell's
Hypothesis (1956). S o m e such efforts m a y have had an impact on the lay public, while
others m a y well have been counter-productive, but the argument of this thesis does not
depend on them. There is sufficient evidence that the popular writings of academically
reputable authors, not exercises in special pleading like The Living Universe , were sufficient
to reinforce Lowell's memory, and sustain popular interest in his Martian canal hypothesis.
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3.1 (iii) Having a bet both wavs: or. ambiguous experts and covert supporters
Although Sputnik certainly stimulated interest in astronomy and space exploration, many
authors and publishers w h o responded to this interest did not seem to feel any need to revise
their texts. For example, Life on Other Worlds , by Sir Harold Spencer Jones, first published
in 1940, and considered in the previous chapter, lived on into the post-Sputnik period. After
five unchanged hardcover printings, the last in 1955, it appeared in paperback in 1959. It was
endorsed by Sir James Jeans as "a model of what such a book should be, popular and
scientific at the same time" (quoted from Nature on the cover of 1959 paperback edition).
The 1959 paperback includes some new material and different photographs, and the chapter
on Mars is retitled "The Planet of Ebbing Life", but the account of Mars and of Lowell's
hypothesis is virtually unchanged, with all the passages quoted in the last chapter of this
thesis remaining as they werewritten in 1940.

The economics of publishing are probably to blame for the practice of keeping out-of-dat
books in print, often with updated covers which can mislead the casual reader into believing
that the book is less dated than it actually is.This problem is exacerbated by jacket flaps and
back covers which quote undated endorsements or excerpts from favourable reviews.
Looking at the publishing history of New Handbook of the Heavens, by Hubert J. Bernhard,
Dorothy A. Bennett and D r H u g h S. Rice, the content of which has been discussed in the
previous chapter, one wonders just when Arthur Draper, director of the Buhl Planetarium,
decreed it to be "one of the best introductions" and "dependable" as quoted on the back of the
1962 Signet Science Library softcover edition. New Handbook of the Heavens first
appeared in hardcover in 1941, and the only changes mentioned on the reversetitlepage of
this seventh printing (1962) concern two new illustrations. This is the book in which
Lowell's hypothesis was set forth without comment!

Raymond A. Lyttleton, whose The Modern Universe (1956) was considered in the previous
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sub-section, published Man's View of the Universe, in 1959. Lyttleton devotes a whole
chapter to Mars, saying exactly the same few things about the canals, and repeating the view
that Mars is unsuited for earthlike animal life. However, he then trivializes his cautious view
of the "life on Mars" question with an almost Flammarionesque aside, to the effect that "for
all w e know" the Martians could have tried to comunicate with Earth by radio in past
centuries but have given up the task, having formed the conclusion that there was no life
here, which information they n o w "print in their text-books" (p45).

Dr N. J. Berrill, London-educated professor of zoology at McGill University, Canada,
presented his philosophy of life and science, from atoms to galaxies, in You and the
Universe. H e speculates light-heartedly on the possibility of one day discovering Martian
engineers, for "the canals of Mars m a y of course exist in spite of no-one having seen them
for certain." (p!35) M o r e soberly, he admits that recent Mars observation has been "a story
of progressive disillusionment." (ibid, pl40) The canals are seen as requiring explanation:
"are they canals of a constructed nature implying the existence, present or past, of intelligent
animal-like beings, or are they natural markings relating to Martian geology?" (pl40)
Dr Berrill has contributed to keeping Lowell's vision alive, despite concluding the discussion
with the relevant point that "the h u m a n mind is wonderfully imaginative and inventive and
much too readily sees what it would like to see."(pl41)

French astronomer Robert Toquet's Life on the Planets, first published in France, was
written in late 1959 (see pi35) and appeared in English in 1962. In keeping with its historical
approach, both R a m m a r i o n and Lowell (1906) are listed in the bibliography. Toquet admitted
to having "fleetingly" seen canals (pi30), and cites the analysis m a d e by mathematician W .
A. W e b b which supported the belief that the canals were artificial. After recounting Lowell's
ideas, Toquet cites conflicting results of Martian observations at the 1956 opposition and
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concludes (strictly speaking, illogically) that as far as the canals are concerned "a veil must
n o w be thrown over this persistent optical illusion born of inadequate instruments."(pi35)

Toquet's denial of the liklihood of intelligent life on Mars is ambiguous and unconvincing,
and the afterthought has a decidedly Lowellian ring to it:
In conclusion, w e can say that vegetable life on Mars is very probable, that animal life
is possible, but that no observations permit us to affirm that the planet is inhabited by
thinking beings.
If they do exist they must have protected themselves against the progressive
disappearance of water and oxygen, which were probably abundant during a much
earlier epoch, by constructing subterranean cities... Perhaps the near future will tell.
(pl41)

Gerald S. Hawkins, associate professor of astronomy at Boston University, director of the
Boston University Observatory and research associate of the Harvard College Observatory,
described the Martian surface in almost Lowellian terms in Splendour in the Sky (1962),
accepting the existence of vegetation, the wave of darkening, and the "Lowell bands"
(without using that name), and suggesting that although there is next to no surface water
"conditions... would be a little worse than placing the Gobi Desert on top on Mt. Everest."
(Hawkins, pi25 ) Like almost all experts writing before the later Mariner missions, Hawkins
agreed that Mars lacked mountains. H e introduces Lowell as:
not a professional astronomer, though he had obtained a thorough education in many
subjects including mathematics and physics. H e might be described as an intelligent
intellectual with independent finances. In his o w n words, he was a m a n of m a n y
moods, and his interests ranged from flowers and trees to Esoteric Shintoism in Japan.
Finally his imagination was caught by the planet Mars,... If Dr. Lowell m a d e any
mistake, it was in the science of what w e n o w call public relations. (pl28)

After outlining it, Hawkins claims that Lowell's "theory of intelligent beings finally met an
argument impossible to answer." (pi29) D u e to the low atmospheric pressure, "long, open
cuts with rushing water are out of the question":
N o water is pumped d o w n to desert oases but a moisture wave swells out during the
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summer months to darken the desert life.... A definite answer will only come when w e
are able to visit Mars in person and tramp over the surface. It m a y take m a n y years, and
by that time our o w n water supply m a y have disappeared and two giant artificial
satellites will be circling the dying Earth, (pi29)

Although denying Lowell's irrigation hypothesis, this account is one of many which
maintained most elements of the image of Mars on which it depended. At another level, it also
reinforces Lowell's broader concerns, and the reference to Shlovoskii's artificial Martian
satellite hypothesis admits an element of speculation.

Keats's famous lines:
Then felt I like some watcher of the skies
W h e n a n e w planet swims into his ken
are believed to have been inspired by Sir William Herschel's discovery of Uranus. In
borrowing from them to provide the title of his "informal history of astronomy" Watchers of
the Skies (1963), Willy Ley indicates his intention to structure his history around the
activities of individuals, and as a result of this approach, a number of names which are
missing from other histories appear in it. S o m e of its material relating to Mars is repeated
from The Exploration of Mars by Ley and von Braun (1956).

Ley frankly acknowledges that in the canals of Mars, possible evidence of intelligent bei
on another planet "the philosophical speculations of centuries [themselves secret desires in
hiding] had found a focal point", so the years from 1880 to 1914 saw a flood of publications
on Mars, "scientific, popular, speculative, and purely crackpot" (p293).

This account follows European tradition, by not presenting Lowell as the prime mover of th
debate, and refers to others before him w h o presented contentious interpretations of
Schiaparelli's observations, including Mars, eine Welt im Kampfums

Dasein (1901):

"Kampf urns Dasein" is the phrase coined by Darwin's German translator to represent
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"Struggle for Survival"; hence this title means Mars, a World Engaged in the Struggle
for Survival. The author was an Austrian named Otto Dross.... The report, circulated
in 1892, that a n e w dark area had appeared on Mars's surface gave Dross a chance to
describe the struggle of Martian engineers to rescue another piece of arable land from
the desert. It was all very dramatic and inspired in every sensitive reader the wish to
donate half an ocean to the Martians if there were any w a y of doing it. (p 293)

After this slightly facetious start, Ley takes Lowell far more seriously than Dross, or
who propounded embroidered or alternative theories. Ley is reasonably kind to Elihu

Thompson, the first to propose an animal track theory; and understandably finds Wallace'

1907 rebuttal of Lowell "slighly embarrassing" and flawed by "faulty logic". After citin
Opik, Kuiper, and E. C. Slipher, Ley quotes Frank B. Salisbury, professor of plant
physiology at Colorado State University, who cited "rocket photographs of our western

deserts" in arguing for "a very flourishing life form on Mars,..." (p 311; quoted withou

page reference from F. B. Salisbury, "Martian Biology", Science no. 3510, April 6th 1962

Closing the section, Ley confirms that he believes in a living Mars, at least abundantly

vegetated in the dark areas; and expresses the view that long-distance investigation has

as far as it can, so the debate is on hold until the planetary probes go into action. At
has he specifically and clearly ruled out Lowell's hypothesis.

Like Lowell's, V. A. Firsoff's writings fall into the two categories of astronomy, and t

and exploration (in Firsoff s case, particular regions of Europe including especially th

British Isles). In Life Beyond the Earth (U.K. 1963, U.S.A. 1964), Firsoff makes light o

the lack of hard evidence for life of any sort on Mars, preferring to believe in the exi
least of Martian vegetation, based largely on Lowell's observations, widely but never
unanimously accepted, of dark bands around the icecaps in spring (commonly known as the
"Lowell bands"), and the subsequent "wave of darkening".
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In Exploring the Planets (1964), Firsoff cites "G. A. Titkhov and collaborators in the

U.S.S.R.", before leaping to the assertion that the debate has been made obsolete by W. M

Sinton's 1956-8 discoveries of particular absorption lines in the infrared spectrum of Ma
indicating that "the basic pattern of life on Mars is the same as on the Earth. In other

there can hardly be any reasonable doubt that the maria are vegetated areas, some 11 mill
square miles in extent" and speculating on "large plants with hairy cuticles" (p 176).

Although few authorities believed in 1964 that there was any such thing as "surface water" on

Mars, Firsoff asserts that the polar caps are the most important source of "surface water
186) during his discussion of ice, water and vapour:
If there are intelligent Martians, they would, no doubt, be well advised to tap the
precious liquid from the polar caps, as Lowell suggested in painting his dramatic
picture of Mars as a dying "world athirst" with a stupendous system of canals
spreading and husbanding what little water remained on the parched surface. W e have
seen that the so-called "canals" contain moisture, so that there is at least this m u c h truth
in Lowell's idea. Yet it seems more likely that the "wave of quickening" is due to
airborne moisture rather than to any flow of liquid, (p 187)
In the next section "The Structure of the Surface", Firsoff confirms the impression that

wants to believe in a living Mars. After admitting that the question has been controversi
since 1877, and eagerly asserting that it is still open, he confesses:
I have never seen any "canals" myself, at best only hazy streaks. But, observing as I
was with instruments of moderate aperture in the hazy skies of Britain, I a m prepared to
believe those w h o were better placed, instrumentally and geographically; and there are
always people w h o resent anything unusual and... ridicule it... The "canals" are not
imagination; there is something there, (p 187)

Firsoff cites observations and drawings by E. C. Slipher and John S. Hall of the Lowell
Observatory, as well as Richardson and Pettit. The common argument of individual
differences in observation and drawing style is turned against Lowell's critics, (p 187)

Firsoff s preferred explanation of the canals is as "natural features, tectonic clefts, no
softened by wind but extensively eroded and deepened by water", but he seems to weaken it
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by saying "the artificiality of the canals m a y be illusory" (pp 191-2).

Firsoff s inconsistent and speculative approach was not unique; as shown by examination o
the writings of Robert S. Richardson, whose Mars (1964) m a y have been encouraged by the
imminent despatch of Mariner probes to Mars.

Voyages of exploration into space fit into a particular category of eagerly anticipated
along with sporting contests, elections, and the visits of popes, popsingers, royalty and
comets. Writers and publishers are tempted to produce an advance "book of the event", to
cash in on public interest. S o m e such books are purpose-written, while others m a y derive
from manuscripts which had been searching in vain for a publisher, until they suddenly
became topical. In either case, it is a g a m e of double jeopardy. If the anticipated event
proceeds, the results m a y m a k e a mockery of the author's predictions. Alternatively, the
event m a y not proceed, and the book is left stranded. That happened to Peter Haining's
Eyewitness to the Galaxy (1985), which anticipated British participation in 1986 Shuttle
flights, suddenly cancelled when Challenger exploded in January of that year. Eyewitness to
the Galaxy, incidentally, is another text which positions Lowell in the pre-history of space
flight, but its ill-researched account of the canal controversy is so garbled as to defy analysis.
W h e n Mars appeared in 1964, R. S. Richardson was Associate Director of the Griffith
Observatory and Planetarium in Los Angeles. Richardson's observations of Mars were
mentioned by H e b w y n d and Rytov (q.v.), among m a n y others w h o continued to believe in
the canals. Notwithstanding its date, Mars is obviously a product of the nineteen-fifties, with
many passsages repeated from Richardson's Man and the Planets (1955), and is aimed at the
younger reader and/or amateur observer. Thefirstchapter addresses the question of the
liklihood of life on other planets, and here as elsewhere (e.g. in discussing of the moons of
Mars) the author adopts a deliberately teasing tone.
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Richardson absolutely accepts the reality of the "wave of darkening" reported by Lowell and
many others. The emphasis in the following quotation is in the text:
Although we find considerable difference of opinion regarding details in these changes,
there is one point upon which all observers agree : the darkening in the
spring begins around the polar cap and spreads toward the equator.
(p47)

In view of the fact that not only many contemporaneous opponents of Lowell's hypothesis

but also later observers including Moore and others not unsypathetic to Lowell, have di
the very existence of this phenomenon, Richardson's statement is and was simply untrue

deliberately misleading. The ony alternative explanation would be unfamiliarity with th
literature, and Richardson's other writings discount this.

The key chapters for the purposes of this study are 12 and 13, entitled "The Canals: Evidence

for Animal Life?" and "The Canals Constructed by Intelligent Beings?". The opening passa

tells of the impact of Orson Welles's radio production of H. G. Wells's War of the Worl
just over 20 years before, and contrasts the contemporaneous view:
Recently we seem to have developed a rather contemptuous attitude toward the
existence of life on Mars. The feeling among scientists today is that in the present stage
of the planet's history it is very unlikely that highly developed exotic life forms exist
Should w e soft-land a life-detection device on Mars it will be designed to seek out
micro- rather than macroorganisms. (p 60)

This accurate prediction of Viking's tasks leads to a discussion of costs, priorities an
risks of contamination. Then, quite suddenly:

The canals have been interpreted as evidence for creatures of high intelligence on Mars.
I k n o w of no reputable scientists today w h o are willing to accept this evidence. The
origin and nature of the canals is still almost as much of a mystery as when they were
discovered nearly a century ago. It seems doubtful to m e if w e will learn anything new
about them by repeating the same sort of observations that have already been made. For
a breakthrough some powerful n e w observing technique is essential. This might consist
in photographing the planet by a probe or even from a balloon in the stratosphere.
Regardless of when and h o w this m a y come, however, thefirsttime you see the canals
through a telescope the same old way they wil be n e w to you . Each person has to
discover the canals for himself. (p61)

The chapter ends without answering the question in itstitle:"The Canals: Evidence for

Animal Life?" Chapter thirteen, "The Canals Constructed by Intelligent Beings?" opens with
a very brief comment on Lowell's life, spiked with a controversial judgment which reveals
distinct sympathy for the amateur "who quit business in early life to go to work on his
hobby. As events turned out, it was a very wise choice indeed." (p 64)

Richardson calls Lowell's "semi-popular" books are "modern classics of science" (p 64). Hi
empathy with Lowell is evident in the justification offered for this claim:
They are required reading for everyone interested in planetary exploration. It doesn't
matter in the least whether you agree with Lowell or not. If for no other reason they
should be read for their style. In a more liesurely era a scientist could put a little of
himself into his writing, and this Lowell did not hesitate to do. Scientific papers today
are written in a style that might be called Neo-Robot. They sound as if they were
written by the same person; or rather, as if they were all written by some machine....
Out of Lowell's old-fashioned circumfluent prose there occasionally c o m e passages of
genuine emotional content.... (p 64)

This is an extremely revealing passage, despite its apparent naivite, which is partly expl
by the youthful readership Richardson is addressing. While it could be taken as a defence
Richardson's own provocative speculative style, it also expresses some attitudes towards

science which were less widely accepted in the pre-Kuhn early 1960s than today; specifical

that scientific literature can have a value independent of its "correctness" in terms of c
belief, that writing about science is a humanistic activity, so scientific literature can

literary and philosophic merit, and that personality and emotional or political committmen
acceptable in a scientist. On the other hand, a reader unsympathetic to Lowell could find
this passage a perceptive, if unintentional, summary of Lowell's flaws as a scientist.

A summary of Lowell's hypothesis follows, including a seemingly credulous reference to the

gemination or doubling of canals reported by Lowell and others, but after a quick survey o

recent observations, including the author's own, he agrees "it is not surprising therefore

astronomers in general are extremely sceptical of the reality of these alleged markings." (p65)

In Richardson's only personal observation of canal-like markings they did not look artific
but gave the impression of being a "natural surface feature" (p66). Richardson also refers
an astronomer who told me of the view he got of Mars one night through a big reflector
when the planet was close. Seen through a red filter, the surface apeared covered all
over with- not canals, but grooves. From the way he told it, the sight evidently made
a powerful impression upon him. H e never published this observation. (p66)

The anonymous astronomer cited perhaps feared that his observation, if published, would be
misreported or misused. Richardson demonstrates the reality of the danger, by immediately
adducing this report of "not canals, but grooves" to a discussion of canal observations:
Such markings, once seen, exert a fascination that is hard to resist. As Lowell said of
the canals, although they are insignificant objects in themselves, the possibility that they
demonstrate life on another world makes them of profound significance. (p66)

Ignoring his own observations of natural looking surface markings, Richardson affirms that

the marks on Martian maps look artificial, and proposes that analysis of their pattern shou
reveal whether they are of natural or artificial origin, adding in parenthesis, "assuming,
course, that you are willing to admit the reality of the canals in the first place." (p66)
Richardson embarks on an extended comparison between the canals and marks of various

sorts, including cracks in ceramic glazes, on the moon, and in terrestrial mud, Dutch canal
patterns of roads, etc.. He legitimises this procedure by reminding us that:

If there is a mind behind the canal pattern it will reveal itself. It is not at all necessa
for us to m a k e any assumptions about the nature of the canals or for what purpose they
were constructed, (p 70)

The amount of attention Richardson gives to the canals in Mars (1964) is much greater than

in the vast majority of other books of the same period, as is the author's willingness to a

against the standard refutations to defend the possibility of their existence. The attitude

expressed in the text is almost self-contradictory, as if the author wants to have it both
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H e enjoys exploiting popular and boyish interest in the canals, while claiming that for most
scientists the dabate was long over, and Lowell was the loser.

Richardson states that the idea that the Martians satellites are artificial was revived,
mathematical investigtions by Kerr and Whipple, by Shklovskii in 1959, with the
modification that Phobos was a hollow metal sphere. Chapter 17 ends with the suggestion:
Perhaps Martians are the explanation. But until w e go to Mars and find out from
firsthand investigation let's keep on pretending Phobos and Deimos are just a couple of
rocks, (p 95)

An anonymous observation, such as the sighting of "not canals, but grooves" reported by
Richardson (1964, p66), would normally not be worth attention, but it is of interest here.
There is an implication that the astronomer in question considered it unwise to state publicly
what he had seen, presumably because of the continuing sensationalism surrounding Mars,
canals, and the question of life there. This raises the issue of conformity in science, and the
price which m a y sometimes have be paid to retain professional credibility. The matter is
particularly relevant to this thesis, which develops a claim of anomaly for the treatment of
Lowell's hypothesis, based texts chiefly by academically credible authors.

As an exercise, let us imagine that there was a distinguished astronomer of the mid-twenti
century, w h o privately believed in Lowell's hypothesis, and wanted to endorse it. This
hypothetical scientist would surely have wondered if (s)he could endorse Lowell without
risking a loss of professional status? Is it possible that the statement: "no leading astronomer
of the mid-twentieth century directly endorsed Lowell's hypothesis" is virtually tautological,
(like, say: "no sincere Muslim worships Krishna")? Perhaps w e find that no leading
astronomer of the mid-twentieth century directly endorsed Lowell's hypothesis, because
anyone w h o did so was thereby disqualified as a leading astronomer? W h e n Sir Fred Hoyle
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propounded his version of a germs-from-space theory in the early 1980s, his heresy was
widely regarded as evidence of professional senility.

One obvious solution to the dilemma faced by a hypothetical distinguished astronomer who
agreed with Lowell, would be to overtly dispute the irrigation hypothesis, or deny the
likelihood of advanced Martian life, but discuss the issue in such a way that the total message
of the text was ambiguous or subversive. A s has been shown, this is precisely what m a n y
writers did, consciously or otherwise, and for whatever reason.

A less confused and confusing example of an ambiguous rejection of Lowell is provided by
M . W . Ovenden in Life in the Universe (1964), which includes an illustration of "Mars as
observed and mapped in 1905", derived unacknowledged from Lowell. The blockline refers
to the canals "which some astronomers can see but others can't" (p55) This form of words,
using the present tense, virtually implies that the canals are real but not always visible.

Like most experts at that time, Ovenden considers Martian vegetation likely, but describes
conditions on Mars as such that "no highly developed forms of terrestrial life could exist there
without artificial aid" (p54). Perhaps fortuitously, this leads onto a passage about the canals,
and specifically their artificial appearance as reported by early twentieth century observers.
The canal irrigation hypothesis is described, in this context, as "not unreasonable"; and then
Ovenden drops the subject, after reminding readers that "the reality of thefinenetwork of
lines remains a matter of controversy." (p59) Despite discussing the hypothesis that was so
distinctly Lowell's, Ovenden never mentions Lowell's name.

Patrick Moore, bom in 1923, is one of the two most influential modern popularisers of
astronomy in the English-speaking world, the other being Carl Sagan. Moore has written

more than sixty books; while The Sky at Night, which he began in 1957, had by the late
1980s become the longest-running programme on B B C television, with a weekly audience of
four million. Moore has been so prolific and wide-reaching as a popular science writer, that
his role as an interpreter of Lowell and his ideas justifies detailed consideration, as does the
comparable work of Carl Sagan. The next few pages analyse the treatment of Lowell in those
of Moore's books in which Lowell figures most prominently.

Tracing the development of Moore's ideas on Mars, it is clear that he was initially stro
influenced by Lowell, w h o m he cites and discusses at length in m a n y of his books. In the
early nineteent-fifties, Moore thought that "of all the members of the Sun's family,., it is on
Mars alone that w e m a y possibly find life of a form not entirely alien to our o w n " (1954,
p84). Moore accepted the reality of the canals although believing "the artificial aspect of the
network as drawn by Lowell is exaggerated out of all proportion" (1954, p84), based on an
optical illusion "occuring because the human eye tends to join up disconnected spots and
streaks into hard lines...." (1954, ppl03-4 ) Moore insisted, however, that "the canals... are
definitely not pure illusions, and they need explaining." (1954, pl04)

In his earlier books, Moore presents Lowell's hypothesis as unlikely, but is at great pa
to completely rule it out:
Though Lowell's theory of intelligent beings has not a scrap of proof, w e cannot
dismiss it entirely; a strip of irrigated land, to either side of a piped waterway would
indeed show up in m u c h the form described by Dollfus. The doubling of the canals,
too, remains a mystery. If the canals are not artificial,what are they? Probably they are
natural features... long, shallow valleys.
Though it is true to say that w e have no proof of intelligent life upon it, it is equally true
to say that w e have no proof that advanced forms of life do not exist.
(1954, pp 104-6, emphasis added)

Although in discussing possible future Martian exploration, Moore reluctantly relegates
Martians... to the land of make-believe (1954, pplll-2), he later reminds the reader:
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it must be admitted that there is no theoretical bar to the existence of higher forms of life
upon either Mars or Venus; w e m a y consider it unlikely, but w e cannot reject it
out of hand. It is almost certain that Mars possesses plants, at least- and where
plants can exist, it would be no surprise tofindanimals and even intelligent beings.
(1954, pi84, emphasis added)

In his contribution to Realities of Space Travel (1957), Moore casts Lowell as a pioneer,
"like all pioneers, right or wrong, Lowell was hotly attacked." (1957, p329) Moore's view
was still that "it is no longer possible to dismiss the canals as pure illusions." (p329)
mystery of the canals was cited as a justification for space travel: "There is something
and we must find out what it is." (p329)

Moore admitted in Space in the Sixties \(1963) that for him, Lowell's "picture of a highly

organised Mars is attractive", but thought that although "the last word has by no means be

said, Lowell's 'Martian engineers' have faded into the tantalising distance." (1963, pl67)
Yet, the door is still left open:
We cannot obtain final proof so long as we have to observe across a minimum distance
of over thirty million miles. It is natural, then, to look forward to the time w h e n rocket
probes can bring back information from close quarters. It would be misleading to
suggest that the vehicles n o w being planned are designed to tell us whether there are
any Martians or not,... (pl67)

Ironically, this last statement was to be falsified by the Viking project, the public pro
of which, at least, played heavily on popular interest in the question of life on Mars.

Comparison of Moore's treatment of the possibility of advanced Martian life and particula

of Lowell's theory in his publications of 1954 and 1963 reveals that there are few signif
changes in his position, but his tone is more cautious in the later book.

Moore's historical study The Development of Astronomical Thought (1969) makes a brief

reference to Mars which shows that at this time Moore shared the prevalent lunar view of t
planet. He gives a brief account of changing ideas about Mars:
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Lowell's ideas were violently criticised even during his lifetime, and only a minority
supported his more extreme views. Later, it became apparent that the canals were not
nearly so straight and narrow as he had believed, and their artificial origin was almost
unanimously discounted. O n the other hand, it was still thought overwhelmingly
probable that the dark patches on Mars were due to organic matter of some kind or
other, and to refer to 'vegetation' was quite permissible. The vegetation was regarded
as being of lowly type, perhaps no more advanced than our lichens or mosses, but its
actual existence was tacitly accepted.
Then, in 1965, the United States probe Mariner 4 approached Mars to within a few
thousand miles, and sent back the n o w famous photographs showing that the surface is
covered with lunar-type craters.... These results do not disprove the existence of lowly
organic matter on Mars, and this is still the majority view, but most scientists are far
less confident than they used to be. (1969, pp 106-7)

Moore's later views will be considered in the final section of this chapter. To complete

account of the Sputnik-to-Mariner era, it is necessary to consider the early work of Carl
Sagan. With Moore, Sagan has long been one of the most influential modem popularisers of
astronomy in the English-speaking world, and certainly the most influential and visible
U.S.A.. Sagan's television series Cosmos, shown repeatedly in many countries including
Australia in the 1970s and 1980s, and which led to his appearance on the cover of Time
magazine, found an even wider audience than his many books. As will be demonstrated,
Lowell has had a conspicuous and important place in Sagan's books and scripts. Sagan's
prominence as a popular authority on astronomy and his invoilvment with NASA justifies
extended consideration of his use and interpretation of Lowell and his ideas.

In 1962 Sagan, then David Duncan Professor of Astronomy and Space Sciences, and director

of the Laboratory for Planetary Studies, at Cornell University, began a collaboration wit

Iosif Shklovskii (best known for the suggestion that Phobos could be an artificial satel
Mars) which resulted in Intelligent Life in the Universe (1966). Sagan's strong interest

extra-terrestrial life and enthusiasm for the search for it is evident throughout In thi
specialised punctuation system distinguishes Sagan's interpolations from Shklovskii's

original material (pp vii-x). Their discussion of Mars and extraterrestrial life illumina

Lowell's relevance in the political context of science in the U.S. and U.S.S.R. in the 19
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The possibility of extraterrestrial life has caused some ideological embarrassment in the
Soviet Union. There used to be, at A l m a Ata... an Institute of Astrobotany, some of
whose members argued that the existance of extraterrestrial life was required by
dialectical materialism, and implied strongly that the absence of life on Mars, or even
Jupiter, would be a clear disproof of the philosophical basis of C o m m u n i s m . This
dangerous situation prompted an article in the September-October 1958 issue of the
Soviet astronomical journal Astronomicheskii Zhurnal... in which Perel points out that
both the materialist and the idealist philosophical schools seem to strongly support the
liklihood of extraterrestrial life. H e argues that dialectical materialism is a method, not a
body of knowledge, m u c h as Shklovskii does on p. 136 of this book... and that even if
Mars or Jupiter is lifeless, dialectical materialism is not disproved. This debate has been
echoed by other discussions in the United States which, while on a different ideological
basis, rum out to have very similar content, (p viii)
Chapter 19 "The Planet Mars" has an introductory quote from Huygens's New Conjectures
Concerning the Planetary Worlds, Their Inhabitants and Productions of c 1670. The text,

mostly by Sagan, briefly mentions the problems of telescopic observation and proceeds to a

outline of physical conditions including "there seems little chance that lakes of pure wa

exist on Mars." (p 262) In Chapter 20 "The quest for life on Mars" Sagan cites G.A.Tikhov:
former director of the world's first and only Institute of Astrobotany at Alma Ata,
Kazakhasstan, U.S.S.R. This institute, n o w defunct, was an early focus of Soviet
enthusiasm for extraterrestrial life, at a time when the subject was lacking both solid
observational techniques and the support of the scientific community, (p 275)
Sagan's description seems calculated to distance his o w n work from the Russian's, and

further to insinuate that, in contrast to Tikhov, Sagan enjoys "solid observational techni
and the support of the scientific community". The subsequent paragraph introduces

Schiaparelli; then Lowell comes next. His canal irrigation hypothesis is introduced and hi
success in disposing of immediate objections to his observations "with arguments which
retain their validity today" (p 275) is noted. Sagan's analyses Lowell's theory as:
an inverted pyramid of deductions upon the apex of the canal observations. The canals
were a massive engineering work; therefore, the Martians are in substantial
technological advance of contemporary h u m a n society. The canals obviously cross
what w e would term international boundaries; hence, a world government exists on
Mars. O n e of Lowell's followers went so far as to place the capital in Solis Lacus....
The hydraulic engineering required was discussed, and Lowell painted moving verbal
portraits of a race of superior beings, engaged in heroic efforts to maintain their
civilisation on a dying planet... Edgar Rice Burroughs... introduced Lowell's ideas to
an even larger public.

Lowell developed a long chain of argument, ultimately based on the reality of the canals
as genuine Martian surface features. But were the canals really on Mars, or as with
other beauty, in the eye of the beholder? A n acrimonious scientific debate ensued,
stretching over decades in time. Although largely resolved, it can still be heard echoing
occasionally in contemporary scientific literature. H a d Lowell been less articulate, had
he not directed his eloquence to the general public, the debate would probably have
terminated m u c h earlier. It became so bitter, and seemed to m a n y scientists so
profitless, that it led to a general exodus from planetary to stellar astronomy... (and) the
present shortage of planetary astronomers.... (p 276)
This passage is worthy of close attention, not only because of its plausible account of
Lowell's methods, but also because it is itself an example of what it purports to discuss
detached terms- i.e. a contemporary echo of the canal debate, and because it subtly seeks

prolong this by admitting that the debate is only "largely" resolved. Sagan may deplore th
effects of Lowell's style, but he is himself affected by it, as was often noted by 1980s
commentators looking with hindsight at his earlier professional position.

Sagan assesses the cause of the canal observations as "largely psychophysiological rather

than astronomical" and notes that linear canals have not been photographed because "wishfu
minking" will not affect a photographic plate, (p 278) He expects that space probes will:
obtain for us an accurate photographic representation of the features formerly
interpreted as canals. The features must have some significance; although there is
disconnected detail on the Moon... no-one has ever reported canals on the Moon....
There are characteristic features on Mars, unlike the canals of Lowell, but which are the
basis of the canals reports. O n e recently suggested possibility is that they are strings of
sand dunes. Thus, while the canals are almost certainly not the massive engineering
works of an advanced Martian civilization, their study m a y yet give us some further
indights into the Martian environment (p 279, emphasis added)

Sagan insists that life on Mars is compatible with the evidence, even though this means

accepting the "wave of darkening", and eagerly anticipates the first pictures from the sur

despite the possibility that they might be "unspectacular - rocks, lava flows, sand dunes.

occasional scraggly plant would not be unexpected. But there are other possibilities— foss
footprints, minarets." (p 293) Here, Burroughs's echo is even stronger than Lowell's.

Shklovskii begins with the usual b o w to Swift's Gulliver's Travels, mentions the discovery
of the moons by Asaph Hall in 1877, and describes their unusual orbits and periods of
revolution. Sagan interpolates:
In the early decades of this century, the English author Edgar Rice Burroughs
published a series of Martian romances... based in large part on Percival Lowell's
views of Mars, and served tofixLowell's ideas of the Martian environment in the
minds of an entire generation. A m o n g other preconceptions which are, even today,
sometimes difficult to shake, Burroughs populated Mars with an intelligent race of
indigenous h u m a n beings, breathing an oxygen atmosphere, living in the dry bottoms
of oceans long ago evaporated, and drinking water p u m p e d by Lowell's elaborate
planetary canal system. (p364)

On Shklovskii's idea that the the moons of Mars may be artificial satellites, Sagan refer
"more bizarre suggestion" by F. Zigel (U.S.S.R.) that the timing of the discovery of the
moons of Mars indicates that they were launched between 1862 and 1877. Sagan admits:
the unlikelihood of an extant civilization on Mars. If the moons of Mars are artificial- and w e have at best only a plausibility argument to support this contention— they are
much more likely mute testaments to an ancient Martian civilization than signs of a
thriving contemporary society. (p374, emphasis added)

Sagan's other collaboration at this time was with Jonathan Norton Leonard, whose Flight

into Space (1953) has been considered in the previous chapter of this thesis. Planets, "f
its conception to final editing, was under the professional direction of Carl Sagan. The

chapters were written by Jonathan Norton Leonard, the picture essays by the editorial sta
(Sagan & Leonard, p6) In a short preface to Planets, Patrick Moore foreshadows one theme
of the book with an assertion of the probability of extra-terrestrial life (p7).

The chapter on Mars goes to the question of life in its second paragraph, and introduces "the
great canal controversy, perhaps the gaudiest episode in the history of modem astronomy."
(pl32) Lowell's "beguiling concept" of Martian conditions is summarised, and then gently
repudiated in a manner which presents Lowell as a legitimate forbear:
The canal enthusiasm died down when better instruments and subtler means of
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interpretation showed that conditions on Mars are far from compatible with a high
civilization of earthly type. But the pictures transmitted to earth by Mariner IV showed
that Mars isricherin detail than even Percival Lowell claimed it to be. (pl32)

After speculating on possible Martian life-forms, the section concludes mildly that "any s

of intelligent, civilized life still flourishing is considered extremely unlikely. But exp

Mars will certainly look for archaeological evidence of long-dead civilizations." (pl39) A
historical "picture essay" entitled "The changing image of Mars" states "today, most

astronomers believe that canals do not exist on Mars, at least in the form depicted by Low
(pl40). His ideas and maps feature prominently, with a still "from a Russian film that
discussed Lowell's hypothesis, as well as others" (pl43), credited to Sovfoto.

Sagan also aired his speculations on possible Martian life-forms in several magazine arti
of the mid-1960s. For example, in National Geographic in 1967, a Sagan article includes a

photograph of Lowell, a summary of his irrigation hypothesis, a mild disclaimer ["although

we do not now believe in intelligent Martians, we still must explain..."], a nod to Sliphe

and an illustration of Martian plants and animals which "the author conjectures" might exi
(Sagan, 1967, pp 820-841).

In summarising the literature of the Sputnik-to-Mariner era, it can be said the existence

canals was still widely conceded, and while some experts dismissed them as illusions, many

were not sure. These latter were often unable to offer their readers alternative explanati

plausible as Lowell's. One feels that more scientists than would admit it openly, hoped or

expected to find advanced life on Mars. The majority of authorities proclaimed belief in s

simple sort of Martian life, on the flimsy basis of apparent changes in surface colouring.

explaining these, most authorities strongly preferred vegetation to duststorms or chemical

changes. Many still accepted and claimed to have seen "waves of darkening", and blue zones

around the polar caps in spring. These latter were often assumed to be temporary polar sea
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of free surface water, and were k n o w n as the Lowell Bands after their discoverer. The very
name should have been a warning, if Lowell's observations were to be regarded with
suspicion. In hindsight, those w h o reported "waves of darkening" and Lowell Bands were
like their earlier and contemporary colleagues w h o kept on seeing canals. Finally, m a n y w h o
rejected Lowell's description of the fine linear canals, continued to describe him as a good
observer and praise his work overall.

Any reader- student, researching journalist, political adviser, or interested layperson— w
conscientiously looked into several books on the subject, would have noticed that the experts
also disagreed amongst themselves on the key methodological questions. S o m e stated that
there was insufficient information, and w e would have to wait for bigger telescopes,
telescopes above the Earth's atmosphere, or space travel. Others, assurning the reliability of
telescopic observations to be far greater than w e n o w k n o w it to have been, continued to
believe, with Jones in 1940, that w e were in possession of facts "beyond the possibility of
doubt..." (pl90). Overall, this weakened the supposedly united professionalfrontagainst
Lowell, which can be seen to have been far from unanimous anyway.

While the most uncritical accounts of later date appear in anonymous encyclopaedia articl
and books by space travel enthusiasts, rather than professional astronomers, it must be
acknowledged that professionals holding observatory or university teaching posts are among
those w h o speak most highly of Lowell's work and sometimes of his Martian irrigation
theory. Adjectives and phrases used to describe it include "attractive", "marvellous",
"exciting" and "of high interest", asfrequentlyas "speculative" or "unproven".

Throughout the early years of the space age, as in the previous decades, Lowell continued
receive remarkably full and sympathetic treatment for a scientist whose theories had
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supposedly- according to m a n y of these same texts- been abandoned decades before. It
could seem remarkable that Lowell's dated mechanical 1895 hypothesis received as m u c h
attention as it did during the early years of the "space race". In fact Lowell's ideas were kept
alive by the writings of m a n y experts, w h o usually stopped short of endorsing them. One
reason for this, as noted in the section on the 1950s, was that Lowell's hypothesis was an
effective means of sustaining public interest in space exploration- a subject close to the
hearts, and chequebooks, of m a n y scientists.

In conclusion, the examination of texts in this and the preceding chapter has shown that
standard statement that belief amongst scientists in Lowell's Canal Irrigation hypothesis
dwindled to almost nil after about 1910, and to zero after the 1920s (e.g. Hoyt, 1976), is
misleading and a gross oversimplification. The evidence assembled for this claim is so
overwhelming, that the "standard statement" might almost be suspected of being a "straw
man", were it not so often encountered, as seen above. Most significantly, there is,
repeatedly, a blatant contradiction between the explicit and the implicit content of those texts
in which Lowell is purportedly dismissed. M o r e often than not, the attention they devoted to
him undermines these authors' claims that his hypothesis had no credibility. N o other
supposedly discredited hypothesis is given the extensive treatment that Lowell's received in
the majority of books which overtly reject it.

It is fundamental to this thesis, that Lowell's reputation is an anomaly in the literature
astronomy. This claim is grounded primarily in his treatment by those w h o repudiated him.
This is more telling than the other surprising fact, uncovered by the preceding analysis of
text, namely that Lowell retained more covert support than has previously been recognised.

After the Mariner flybys, it was no longer possible to hold Lowell's irrigation hypothesis

Mars in senous consideration, as even a long-shot possibility. It might have been expected to
disappear entirely from all but specifically historical writings published after 1965. A s the
remainder of this chapter will show, that this was not to be the case. Lowell and his ideas still
found a place in m a n y works with a contemporary focus. Although they could no longer be
even covertly supported, they were still frequently reiterated and put to use. The next
generation of science writers recast the falsified canal irrigation hypothesis as a useful myth,
or as part of the legitimising pre-history of space exploration.

3.2 MARINER TO VIKING AND AFTER: 1965-1990

This section completes the record up to the end of the 1980s. As has been seen, the rate of
increase in our knowledge of Mars had been slow, prior to the Mariner flybys. Year after
year, the literature kept on citing the s a m e - often old and disputed- observations and
arguments. The interval between oppositions, and the fact that not all twentieth- century
oppositions provided good observing conditions, meant that the arguments against Lowell's
hypothesis stagnated. The question of the very existence, let alone the character, of the
canals, could not be resolved to unanimous satisfaction. In the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century period, the astronomical profession pinned its hopes on ever larger
telescopes, but development slowed in that field. The 2.5m refractor installed at Mount
Wilson in 1916 remained the world's largest telescope for over thirty years, until 1948 when
the Mount Palomarfive-metrereflector came into use.

During the 1940s and 1950s it had become increasingly obvious that observers were at, or
close to, the limit of what could be learnt by earth-bound observation, and unmanned space
probes were seen as the opportunity for the first real breakthrough in m a n y decades. It is not
always necessary to read between the lines of popular astronomy books of the 1950s to
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recognise "mysterious Mars" as part of the armoury of scientists and other writers with an

interest in arousing and sustaining public interest, and thus political support, for an e
and arguably useless space program. The importance of Lowell's Martian irrigation

hypothesis in this campaign is remarkable, considering that it was supposedly discredited
and requires some explanation, which it is the main purpose of this thesis to offer.

There were numerous delays and disasters after the decision was made to send probes to
Mars. The sun's gravity makes it easier to go towards Venus and Mercury, so these were

attempted first. The U.S.A.'s Mariner 1 crashed into the Atlantic, but Mariner 2 flew clo
Venus in 1962 and sent back much surprising information. In 1966 a Russian probe crashed

uselessly onto Venus, followed by at least two more hard landings, and it was several yea
before the U.S.S.R. and U.S.A. achieved soft landings and obtained pictures of Venus's
surface. Both the U.S.S.R. and U.S.A. had several failed Martian missions in the early

sixties, before Mariner 4 sent back its pictures on 14-15 July 1965. It was eagerly hoped

Mariner 4 would finally resolve the longstanding mystery of the canals, which as has been

shown were still the subject of dispute. Mariner 4 provided images of Martian craters, bu

little else, and no canals. Although Mariner 4 was able to show only about 1% of the Mart
surface, its images were generally regarded as having delivered the final death-blow to
Lowell's Martian irrigation hypothesis: it was falsified at last, after seventy years.

Ironically, Mariner 4's pictures were responsible for a false image of Martian conditions

because it was not known until later that the areas it photographed were not typical. For

next few years, Mars was assumed to be always dry, "lunar", and without volcanic or other

activity. When this bleak picture was corrected by two more Mariner missions in 1969, and
then Mariner 9 in 1971, the question of the possibility of some form of Martian life was

opened. The U.S.A.'s next goal was a soft landing, which could not only send back surface
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pictures, but perform chemical and other tests on the Martian surface. The Russian Mars 3
probe reached Mars in December 1971, but malfunctioned. With the discontinuation of

manned moon flights after 1972, astronomers interested in the solar system had an interest
sustaining enthusiasm for Mars, to promote these missions.

3.2 (i) 1965 TO THE 1980s

The results of these missions which finally falsified Lowell's irrigation hypothesis did n
mean that it faded, let alone disappeared, from memory. Certainly, it was no longer
mentioned in the textbooks as even a remote possibility; but it lived on strongly, as did

Lowell's reputation, in the more historically and philosophically oriented literature. Aft
Mariner missions, the findings of which were definitively summarised in Sagan et al.
Mariner Mars 1971 Final Report, the canals of Mars continued to be regarded as one of the

great mysteries: not now of astronomy, but of its history. They were relegated to the stat

one of the most persistent and intriguing misunderstandings in the history of science; and

they were not forgotten. Carl Sagan and colleagues attempted to relate the canals, as mapp

over the last century, to surface features revealed by the later Mariner missions. They fo
very few correlations. (Sagan & Fox, pp 602-12)

In a further irony, the same information that abolished the canals also falsified the long
standing favourite theory of those who had disbelieved in them: namely, that they were
optical illusions based on chance alignmentsx>f surface features. Some science historians

have noted this last point, but not its significance. It makes a century of numerous repor

canals in the same locations even harder to explain, adding to one of the great scientific
mysteries. Lowell's hypothesis, safely falsified, now entered the halls of legend; and at
same time Lowell and his role were redefined in ways which will be identified in the

following section. Fewer books will be analysed here than in the previous time periods, no

only because the Mariners ended the era when Lowell's hypothesis was seriously in

consideration, but also because its survival in a different capacity in this post-Marin

be shown to have depended largely on its established prominence in the preceding decades

The earlier writings of Patrick Moore have been considered in some detail in previous pages

of this chapter. Guide to Mars, Moore's only volume devoted solely to Mars, appeared the
year of the landing of Viking 1. Moore (1977) gives an account of Lowell's canal theory
the debate it provoked, in considerably more detail than in either of the earlier more
volumes considered above, and summarises the Mariner findings:

The volcanoes, valleys and craters showed up with crystal clarity, and if there had been
any trace of linear canals they could not possibly have been missed. In fact there was
absolutely no sign of them, and even the valleys and mountain groups did not
correspond with any of the Lowell-type features.
In a very few cases there is some correlation, but in the vast majority of instances we
must, I a m afraid, dismiss the canals as being due to tricks of the eye. The honesty of
the observers cannot be questioned; they were simply misled, and this again underlines
h o w little w e could really find out about Mars before w e reached the stage of being able
to send probes there.
As an epitaph, I have selected part of one of the modem maps of Mars, obtained from
the Mariner 9 pictures, and superimposed upon it the canals as they were shown by the
earlier observers; m y main reference source was a map, published in 1910 by
Rammarion and Antonialdi. I chose this region because it includes... some of the
canals whose existence was regarded as absolutely definite.... It is painfully clear that
none of these even has a 'basis of reality', to use Antoniadi's o w n term....
The canals have their place in history. They will never be forgotten, and most peopleincluding myself- sincerely regret that they have been disproved. But science is
remorselessly logical, and the century-old argument is over, (pp 67-8)
For all its finality, this peroration is not Moore's last word on the subject. In the next chapter,

he refers to some alternative explanations for the canals which were proposed between 18

and 1965. Reasons for believing, before the Mariner flights, that Mars had vegetation, a
also rehearsed. The Opik argument which was quoted with approval by Moore in 1954 is

reintroduced as "a classic example of a theory which appeared too convincing to be anyth

but true, and which has nevertheless been shown to be absolutely wrong." (1977, pp88-9 )
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Looking back from this point to Moore's earlier works discussed above, it is possible to see
two other issues. Not only does Moore always take the most positive possible view of canal
theory, but it is noticeable that he invariably treats Lowell kindly, and it is possible that
respect for the m a n has influenced the handling of his theories. T o consider this notion it is
necessary to look at Moore's comments on Lowell himself, w h o m Moore characterised as "a
mathematician of superlative skill... well equipped...." (1954, pl69)

When dismissing the canal theory in 1977, Moore delivers an unequivocal tribute to Lowe
Yet w e must also remember that he achieved a great deal of immensely valuable work in
other fields, and it was he w h o made the calculations which led to the tracking down of
the ninth planet, Pluto; the discovery of which was made at Ragstaff, though
admittedly not until years after Lowell's death. There can be no doubt that
Lowell w a s a great scientist, w h o will always retain an honoured place
in the history of astronomy. (p55, emphasis added)

It seems not unreasonable to speculate that Moore, who has accepted the description of
"amateur astronomer w h o observes the m o o n and planets... from his private observatory"
(1963, inside front cover) and whose achievement has been as a populariser of astronomy,
may feel a particular empathy for Lowell.

The second issue visible in retrospect concerns space travel. On glancing back at Space
Sixties, more than twenty years after it was written, it seems surprising that so many lines of
text~or any at all— were devoted to Lowell and the canals, even allowing for Moore's
documented high regard for him. There m a y be a clue as to w h y in the undertone of this
book; which, it will n o w be shown, was the celebration the sure imminence (in 1963) of the
vindication of certain positions and attitudes towards space exploration with which Moore
and the British Interplanetary Society had been identified.

Moore quotes Dr Dionysius Lardner in 1838, saying that "men might as well project a voy
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to the m o o n as attempt to employ steam navigation across the stormy North Atlantic Ocean."
(1963, p 7) Moore explains that he quotes this not to m o c k Lardner, but to show h o w
impossible it once was to anticipate the reality of space travel, as the current view:
is more modern than some people realize. Before Hitler's war, anyone suspected of
belonging to an Interplanetary Society was regarded as slightly eccentric... The crank
of 1933 has become the sober scientific prophet of 1963.(pp7-8)

Chapter Two begins "By the beginning of the 1960s, space-travel ideas had become official
respectable." (pi8) The fullest and most revealing account of h o w this came about is given in
the tenth chapter, "Manned Probes in the Sixties?". It consists of summaries of the scientific
establishment's attitudes, as Moore perceived them, to the idea of manned space flight in the
twentieth century; one paragraph per decade, decade by decade, with a reference to official
disbelief or incredulity in every instance until by 1960 "the only people still laughing were
those w h o had been regarded as cranks a few years earlier." (p 172)

In this context, it is better tactics for Moore to present Lowell as a great scientist wh
sometimes happened to be wrong, than to overlook him and thusriskhis error over Mars
being construed as an embarrassment deliberately omitted. The purpose of the 1954 and 1977
books is somewhat different, but it is equally true of them that a sympathetic treatment of
Lowell and the canal theory bolsters the author's o w n position on the future of space flight.

These conclusions were put to Moore by the author of this thesis in a lengthy telephone
conversation in September 1985. Moore denied any tactical or political motive, explaining the
essentials of his attitude to Lowell in terms reminiscent of a passage in Out of the Darkness
which for the present purposes can stand as Moore's last word on Lowell:
In the popular mind Lowell is always associated with his belief in a Martian civilization- not for his outstanding work in other directions. This m a y be natural, but it is grossly
unfair. (Tombaugh and Moore, 1980, p 28)
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Moore agreed that Lowell's perception/observation was distorted by his personal comittment

to the implications of the canal theory, that he was honest but self-deceiving; and not

his associates saw canals when working with him but not always later— although Douglass

had seen them before going to Flagstaff. Moore referred to a division in the rings of S

which went unreported until it had been photographed, and is now seen by everyone. Moor

agreed with my idea of Lowell as an artist manque, more committed to an idea or a visio

that to the relentless or disinterested pursuit of "scientific truth". He cited the nea

belief in the existence of vegetation on Mars, prior to the Mariner pictures, as an exam
how not just one scientist or a group, but everyone can be wrong.

Sagan's The Cosmic Connection, subtitled An Extraterrestrial Perspective, is a collecti
essays first assembled in 1973. In "The Canals of Mars", Sagan shows a lack of detailed
knowledge of Lowell's Asian work, describing him as "a diplomat once posted in Chosen,

(sic) the present Korea...." (Sagan, 1975, pl29) After an account of Lowell's hypothesis
Sagan claims that it was falsified by the discovery of low atmospheric pressures which

rule out liquid water, so: "The idea of advanced forms of life and canals on Mars died.

yet..." (p 130. NB: the final sentence is here quoted in full; the paragraph ends with t

"And yet...".) The "yet" is the discovery, by Mariner, of rifts and other linear landfo
Mars, including what seem to be ancient river beds. Using a double negative, in the sly
of Flammarion and Schiaparelli, Sagan mixes exaggeration and understatement in a
conclusion which positions Lowell as the legitimate forefather of modem Mars:
By no means do all of the channels correspond to the position of the classical canali
drawn by Lowell and Schiaparelli.... There are channels on Mars. They m a y have
biological implications, of a different sort than Lowell imagined
The canals of Lowell do not exist, but the canali of Schiaparelli are there to be seen,
more or less. O n e day in the future, perhaps, the channels will again befilledwith
water, and, for all w e know, with visiting gondoliers from the planet Earth, (pi34)
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It is, therefore, surprising, that Sagan, w h o makes use of Lowell as an ancestor figure, takes
the negative in the debate over whether Lowell's controversial speculations and his manner of
arguing them was a boon or bane to planetary astronomy:
The very enthusiasm with which Lowell pursued the idea of intelligent beings on Mars
and the attention that these ideas received from the m a n in the street repelled m a n y
scientists.... Not only had astronomers been turned off extraterrestrial life, they had
been turned off planetary studies in general. (pl94)

In this essay entitled "Extraterrestrial life: an idea whose time has come", Sagan dist
himself from earlier believers in the idea, apparently in order to show that his version is upto-date and has a far sounder scientific foundation. Several subsequent sentences begin " W e
n o w know..." and, " W e n o w have, for the first time, the tools...." (p 195) B y the work of
Sagan and his contemporaries, the idea of extraterrestrial life "has been removed from the
arena of pure speculation. It is n o w in the arena of experiment" (pl95) It is impossible not
to remember that Lowell said the same thing in his day. Sagan, whose penchant for
speculation is as well developed as that of Lowell or Rammarion, thus completes the cycle.
Lowell the fatherfigurehas been venerated and rejected.

In his popular television series Cosmos (1976), the script of which became a best-sellin
book, Sagan makes a night-time visit to the Lowell Observatory on Mars Hill at Ragstaff,
which is literally Lowell's tomb and monument as well as his erstwhile place of work. The
camera-work and sound effects contrive the atmosphere of a gothic horror story. Sagan again
gives a sympathetic account of Lowell, portraying him as a scientific visionary, but adding
nothing to the views which have been identified above. After summarizing Lowell's beliefs
about Mars, Sagan concludes "he believed too much." In hindsight, Sagan could have been
talking about himself as m u c h as Lowell.

Sagan's close involvment and manipulation of Lowell's legend had its costs as well as
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rewards. The rewards were publicly obvious. H e succeeded in sustaining public interest in
space exploration and biasing the Viking research program towards the search for life. N A S A
awarded him its Medal for Exceptional Scientific Achievement, for his studies of Mars with
Mariner 9, and also its Medal for Distinguished Public Service. But after Viking found no
trace of life on Mars, there was a reaction, which is documented through the words of other
commentators, in thefinalpages of this chapter.

In view of the number of authorities who continued into the 1960s asserting that the can
had at least a basis in reality, it is not surprising that it took some time to adjust to their loss.
P. H. A. Sneath in 1970 considered that the absence of canals in the Mariner photographs
was "a puzzle", so well had their existence been established by observation." (plOl).

The section on Mars in The New Space Encyclopedia of 1969, whose eminent contributors
included Sir Harold Spencer Jones, Sir Bernard Lovell, D r Hubertus Strughold, and Patrick
Moore, seems to mix pre- and post-Mariner perspectives. O n reflection, this is not
surprising, for the word "new" in the title was arguably a case of misleading advertising, as
Jones had died in 1960. O n life:
Despite Mariner IV's findings, it is still regarded as quite likely that the dark areas on
Mars are due to organic material, but higher life-forms seem unlikely." (Jones in
Bizony ed., pi66)
It is bizarre to read on the same page that the canal irrigation hypothesis has been rejected, as:
the canals are not so regular or narrow as they appear in Lowell's drawings. They take
part in the general seasonal cycle,... It must, however, be admitted that they are very
curious features, quite unlike anything else in the solar system. (pl66)

Another publication of the intra-Mariner years was The Promise of Space (1968, paperback
1970) by Arthur C. Clarke, originator of the communications satellite. The Promise of Space
was endorsed by Sir Bernard Lovell as "accurate and well-informed" (back cover of Clarke,

1970). Clarke citesfindingsof M a n n e r 2 and 5, yet describes a generally Lowellian Mars,
relatively flat, with a wave of darkening "so obviously produced by the release of water

the caps that the evidence for the growth of vegetation is impressive" though "the short
water is probably one of the greatest handicaps to Martian life,..." (pp245,7)

After mentioning Lowell's irrigation hypothesis, Clarke notes that:
Few astronomers today accept this interpretation, and most do not believe in the
existence of the canals at all. Yet there can betittledoubt that large numbers of curious
linear markings do exist on the planet... Nowadays, few, if any, astronomers could be
found w h o believe that there is the slightest evidence for intelligent life on Mars. (p247)

Clarke then undermines that conclusion, which was not in fact phrased as his own view but
as an interpretation of general opinion:
If anyone finds this discouraging, we might point out that the Martians could hardly
have detected intelligent life on Earth if their telescopes were no better than ours. (p247)

This old favourite let-out remained popular with many writers in the 1960s; another insta
was its use by US naval missile engineer Captain David C. Holmes, who noted in The
Search for Life on Other Worlds that:
Our greatest engineering structures would be too insignificant to be seen, or perhaps
they would be barely on the threshold of visibility. In this they would appear similar to
the w a y the celebrated Martian canals appear to us. (Holmes, p2)

Holmes cites Mariner 4 at length, calling its evidence inconclusive, and looking forward

soft landings, expresses the view- surely correct at the time- that "most scientists will
surprised if the devices now being developed by NASA do not demonstrate the existence of

Martian life" (pl21). Holmes treats Lowell with respect, referring several times to his s
of Mars through "one of the finest telescopes ever built" (pp42,122), and concludes that
evidence points strongly towards the existence of some sort of organic activity." (pl22)

Even textbooks often had difficulty digesting the Mariner information and relating it to the
optical observation tradition. William K. Hartmann in Moons and Planets: An Introduction

Planetary Science, cited Lowell's "speculative" writings and added: "even before the rece

Mariner photographic spacecraft flights, experienced observers had described the canals n
as narrow lines but as patchy alignments of dusky features." (pi6)

In contradiction or ignorance of Sagan and Fox's easily repeatable exercise, Hartmann
adduced Mariner to the old Maunder-Dollfus explanation:
The photographs by Mariner spacecraft confirm this; from nearby space the canals are
not at all striking, simply aligned dark patches and borders between regions of different
tone. The Martian canal affair came about mostly because visual observers [such as
Schiaparelli and Lowell] are prone to exaggerate alignments of faint markings,
apparently because of a physiological effect whereby the eye tends to interpret rough
alignments as linear streaks. Figure 2.6 shows a m o d e m map, and it can be seen that
the 'canals', at best, are not prominent, (pi6)

Henry Cooper, whose own views are considered below, quotes Dr Bruce Murray of CalTech
at a post-Mariner symposium held in November 1971:
My own view is that we are all so captive to... Lowell that the observations are going to
have to hit us over the head and tell us the answer in spite of ourselves. (Cooper, p 21)
In the post-Mariner years, most writers came to accept that the canal debate could never

been resolved, nor Lowell's hypothesis refuted, while "only telescopic views were possib
i.e.: until Mariner proved "what Lowell saw were optical illusions." (Christian, p42)

Henry Cooper was one of the first to draw attention to Sagan's tactics, identifying him as

"kindred spirit" to Lowell, and accusing him of exploiting the mystery of Mars by the care

use of language, indulging in "easily retractable" speculations, and deliberately keeping
old myths current without actually committing himself to them (Cooper, ppl4, 68). Cooper

describes Lowell as "an imaginative scientist and writer" (pl4), comparing his "persuasive
literary style to Sagan's, and mentioning the poetry of Amy Lowell. Cooper was also aware
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of Lowell's prophetic role, quoting Lowell's wish that "what that other world shall have
taught us will redound to a better knowledge of our own, and of that cosmos of which the
two form part", and adding: "men should take note, Lowell concluded, for someday the Earth
would reach a similarly dessicated state,..." (pl7) Cooper recognised Lowell's extraordinary
- indeed anomalous- influence:
Although Lowell had the misfortune to be wrong, his ideas were enormously
influential, and they weren't finally discounted until a decade ago; indeed, they m a y not
have been altogether laid to rest even yet.... Lowell cast a very long shadow. (pl8)

Looking forward to proposed manned missions to Mars, Michael D. Lemonick wrote:
"Astronomers are no more i m m u n e than novelists to the lure of the Red Planet." (Lemonick,
p27) After outlining Lowell's canal hypothesis, he noted that "photographs from the Mariner
9 orbiter laid his notions to rest, but that didn't stop scientists working on the Viking
missions from searching for some signs of life,..." (p28)

The Viking missions were the most expensive space program to date, costing $US 10 billi
and employing over a thousand people. Viking 1 was launched at the end of the northern
summer of 1975, and after a twelve month journey reached Mars and soft-landed in June
1976. Viking 1 was able to carry only a limited amount of equipment, and there had been a
degree of competition over what experiments it should perform. Sagan was the most
prominent among those w h o wanted- and got- an experiment to try to detect evidence of life
in the Martian soil. W h e n this experiment proved negative in local terms, and arguably
inconclusive in planetary terms, some scientists w h o had argued unsuccessfully for other
(e.g.: seismologieal) publicly criticisedSagan, attacking his well-known enthusiasm for
searching for extra-terrestrial life; and again Lowell's long shadow was blamed too.

The rights and wrongs of this debate are not relevant here, and in any case it may be t

to adjudicate. The point for this thesis is that there was a perception- very probably correct-

that Lowell was still influencing research programs sixty years after his death. That is t
greatest tribute, albeit a backhanded compliment, to the success with which Lowell had
entrenched his ideas despite all the opposition they had encountered.

After Viking, further efforts were made to reconcile telescopic and close-up observations.

The prolific Firsoff, whose sympathetic treatment of Lowell in the 1950s and 1960s is note
above, undertook the task in The New Face of Mars (1980). This ambitious synthetic and

analytic work cites numerous early observations including many of Firsoff s own, and tries

to determine, inter alia, "where have all the maria and canals gone?" (Firsoff, 1980, pi 1

Firsoff still treats Lowell honourably, acknowledging that:
Even failed hypotheses may contribute to the progress of knowledge, and there can be
no doubt that Lowell's speculations about intelligent Martians have greatly stimulated
both popular and professional interest in the 'Red Planet', nicknamed 'A Littie Earth'.
This interest continues unabated, even though it has shifted ground.
It therefore, seems fitting as a tribute to his memory to repeat his vivid description of
the telescopic image of Mars, which is both apt and conveys something of the great
fascination of observing this planet:... (ppl6-7)

In 1980, fifty years after the event, Clyde Tombaugh collaborated with Patrick Moore on an
account of the discovery of Pluto at the Lowell Observatory in 1930. Tombaugh's comments
on Lowell's personality, methods, and in particular his Martian studies are of particular
interest to this study of Lowell's influence and reputation.

Tombaugh achieved a triumph for the Observatory, in recognising a planet in one of
thousands of photographs of one of two regions of sky where Lowell had predicted Planet X

to be. It made the obscure young astronomical assistant a name in the annals of astronomy.
his "Autobiographical Sketch", Tombaugh, born in 1906 and raised on a Kansas farm,

records h o w his interest in astronomy was aroused early in life by an uncle w h o lent him a

telescope and "a very small, popular book on astronomy.... I learned about Galileo, Sir
William Herschel, and Percival Lowell. These men became my boyhood heroes." (pi8)

Lowell had been dead for twelve years when Tombaugh arrived at Flagstaff in 1928, but a

the senior members of staff had worked with him: V. M. Slipher, E. C. Slipher, and C. O

Lampland. Listening to their recollections "I almost felt that I knew Dr Percival Lowel
personally." (plOl) In his subsequent account of Lowell's life, work and motives,

Tombaugh's own opinions and his interpretations of the recollections of the older men a
easily distinguished from material borrowed from secondary sources. His summary of

Lowell's Asian years, i.e.: the time about which no first-hand reports were available t
Tombaugh, repeats the usual, misleading account:
Percival Lowell started out in the diplomatic service and spent several years in Japan
and Korea. There he gleaned a knowledge of the oriental mind and society, which he
described in his book, The Soul of the Far East. (p77)

As soon as Tombaugh moves on to Lowell's astronomical activities, we are aware of his o

personal voice, saying things not always in accordance with the standard version. While
Lowell himself maintained that he took up the study of Mars without any preconceptions

about the canali, and was forced to his controversial conclusions by overwhelming evid
Tombaugh revealingly varies the sequence, and thus the motives:
The discovery of the line-like markings on Mars by Giovanni Schiaparelli in Italy in
1877, particularly captured Lowell's interest. These linear markings became known as
canals through a mistranslation of Schiaparelli's reports. These unnatural features
on the disk of M a r s suggested to him that they were constructed by a
race of intelligent beings. Lowell took a telescope with him to the Far East to see
for himself s o m e of these strange things on M a r s . W h e n he heard of
Schiaparelli's failing eyesight a decade later, Lowell resolved to take up a vigorous
observational study of Mars and left his diplomatic career. (p79, emphasis added]

In accounting for the controversial nature of Lowell's astronomical career, Tombaugh

advances three hypotheses. Thefirstof these is that the inaccuracy of the observations upon
which Lowell built his picture of an inhabited Mars was demonstrably due to quite specific
flaws in the design of the Ragstaff 6 1 c m refractor telescope and in Lowell's m o d e of using
it Tombaugh's account of the observational issues involved in Lowell's long and thorough
study of the non-existent canals of Mars appears, out of context, to beg one question. W h y
did Lowell refuse to consider the views of experienced astronomers with better equipment,
and react so angrily to all w h o disputed his claims? In Tombaugh's words:
Lowell's theories regarding the so-called canals soon came under severe criticism by
other astronomers in the United States and Europe.... Lowell replied to his critics in
counter-criticisms. The controversy grew worse and worse, and the Lowell
Observatory became virtually an outcast in profesional astronomical circles. (p83)

Obviously considering that an explanation is required for Lowell's "unscientific" attitu
Tombaugh says: "There was also another factor. Lowell had an ideological axe to grind. H e
hated war,..." and quotes in evidence the conclusion of Mars and its Canals.. The importance
Tombaugh ascribes to this factor is emphasised by an aside he makes when referring, later in
the book, to Lowell's disappointment that Planet X was not found in his lifetime: "In
addition, World W a r 1 was a great source of pain to Lowell, a pacifist. Lowell died... a
discouraged and exhausted man." (p'91)

Tombaugh's third hypothesis is that Lowell's determination to discover the ninth planet
motivated by rejection of his ideas about Mars. At Flagstaff, Tombaugh became aware of a
problem which had begun during Lowell's lifetime:
The long legacy of the Mars canals controversy had seriously demoralised the staff. A
few times the two Sliphers and Lampland poured out to m e the anguish in their souls.
One time, Dr. V. M . Slipher told m e , "The lot of the older m e n here is not a happy
one," because of the ostracism from the astronomical community, (p 101)

A specific instance of stress is cited by Tombaugh in his discussion of the photographic

techniques employed at Ragstaff:
I asked Lampland w h y they mounted the telescope in that manner. His response was
somewhat evasive and I got the impression that I was treading on somebody's toes.
Apparently, it was one of the observatory's sorrows, so I pursued the subject no
further. Perhaps someone in the earlier days thought this plan would keep the
temperature of the mirror more constant (p 88 )
In this context a spectacular success was required. Tombaugh agrees with Hoyt (1976), that
"the prestige of mathematically predicting a new planet apparently was sought by Lowell in
order to gain more respectability for his theories about Mars." (Tombaugh, p83)

Tombaugh had the closest thing to an insider's view that was possible after Lowell's deat
His interpretation can be summarised as follows: Lowell was excited by the possible
implications, some ideological rather than scientific, of Schiaparelli's reports. Using inferior
equipment with insufficient knowledge of its limitations, he mistakenly confirmed and
extrapolated from them. His response to criticism was antagonistic and worsened the
problem. The arduous attempt to discover Planet X was undertaken in order to boost his
credibility and that of his observatory, and thus of his Martian hypothesis. Far from
eulogizing Lowell, Tombaugh claims he was an amateur at observation and in the protocol of
scientific debate, and that his obsession to prove Mars was inhabited (with certain ideological
implications for Earth) motivated his search for a ninth planet. Like any scientist's opinions
and observations, Tombaugh's views are influenced by a personal equation.

On 16 June 19861 attended a public lecture at the Australian National University, Canberr
"Creation: predicting the past" by Alan Sandage, then of M o u n t Wilson Observatory.
Sandage's major discoveries include the first identification of a quasar (3C48) in 1960, the
explosion at the centre of galaxy M 8 2 in 1963, thefirstradio-quiet quasars in 1965, the
variable bright X-ray star ScoX-1 in 1966, and radio sources without optical counterparts (at
Mount Palomar) in 1974. The main theme of his lecture was the application of the Hubble
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Constant and related concepts to determining the time elapsed since the creation event or big
bang. Early in the lecture, Sandage discussed various optical and radio telescopes and their
locations. H e did not mention the Lowell Observatory in this context, but later referred to the
studies of V . M . Slipher on the red shift, and other work undertaken there.

After the lecture I asked Dr. Sandage whether he was familiar with the equipment used by
Lowell himself, and whether he had any comment on the canal observations. H e stated that
the telescopes used by Lowell were perfectly good, and was surprised when I outlined
Tombaugh's analysis of their optical flaws in Out of the Darkness.: "Tombaugh said that?"
Sandage found this account unsatisfactory because so m a n y other people had seen canals,
therefore the explanation must be in the functioning of the human eye, not in any particular
telescopes. Sandage said he had seen Martian canals himself once, as an undergraduate,
under "rather peculiar" seeing conditions: "When you see them, they look so clear and real,
but w e k n o w they're not there."

With Lowell's Martian hypothesis totally discarded, a new role was shaped for him in the
scientific literature. After Mariner and Viking, his ideas were no longer needed to encourage
interest and support for space probes to explore the solar system: the purpose for which they
had been used successfully in the 1950s and early 1960s. But as the texts examined here
show, he was still not forgotten. For some, he was an embarrassing inheritance w h o could
be made a convenient scapegoat; while others redefined him as a kind of patron saint of the
search for extra-terrestrial life, forgiven for being wrong so long ago, but nonetheless an
honoured ancestor to be invoked. Sketching the historical background to Viking in Mars at
Last (1977), M a r k Washburn treated the canal irrigation hypothesis and its chief advocate
with respect, presenting him as an inspiration rather than a heretic.

Lowell s prominence in the earlier literature and the tradition of planetary astronomy was
such that he could not be abandoned suddenly and without ceremony. If this was no more

than a hangover of his earlier prominence, it is still a tribute to the success with whi
originally entrenched his ideas and persona.

Closeup: New Worlds (ed Bova & Bell,1977) is a basically serious and occasionally

speculative collection of essays on the solar system. The contributors are varied, though
most, including Dr. Jerry Pournelle, could be described as widely published speculative

science writers. In this era, it was not unreasonable for lay persons to accept the claim
expertise of the many writers on astronomy and space whose authority was grounded in
limited practical experience with space technology, often through employment with
contractors to NASA.

In his chapter entitled "The Old and New Mars" Pournelle develops a simple model of the

history of Martian discovery, and treats Lowell's influence with an ambiguity which cont
with the admiring tone not only of Patrick Moore and Carl Sagan, but which distinguishes

picture from the vast majority of writers whose works are being scrutinised here. He regr
that "the Old Mars influences us yet":
It was one of our most cherished astronomical theories, and played a crucial part in the
development of our space program. The Viking spacecraft probes grew out of the
popularity of the Old Mars, and their very orbits have been determined by expectations
more emotional than scientific. If w e look at what has been known about Mars all
along— as opposed to what w e believed- w e should not be surprised that the earliest
spacecraft found no signs of intelligent beings. Yet m a n y were not only surprised but
shocked. The Old Mars never existed, but it was a planet that m a n y believed in deeply
and passionately, (p 32)

The naive hindsight of this argument, with its glib separation of "what has been known al
along" from "what we believed" reveals that Pournelle has not worried by the scientific
historian's problem as expounded by Kuhn:
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Historians confront growing difficulties in distinguishing the 'scientific' component of
past observation and belief from what their predecessors had readily labelled 'error' and
'superstition'. The more carefully they study, say, Aristotelian dynamics, phlogistic
chemistry, or calorific thermodynamics, the more certain they feel that those once
current views of nature were, as a whole, neither less scientific nor more the product of
h u m a n idiosyncrasy than those current today. If these out-of-date beliefs are to be
called myths, then myths can be produced by the same sorts of methods and held for
the same sorts of reasons that n o w lead to scientific knowledge. If, on the other hand,
they are to be called science, then science has included bodies of belief quite
incompatible with the ones w e hold today. (Kuhn, p2)

Lowell is introduced following a brief reference to the "appealing image" of its being an

world than Earth and particularly Venus, and a report of sightings of "canali" by Schiapa

and then "French observers". Pournelle wrongly gives Lowell the credit [due to Pickering]

for first seeing canals in the "seas" and thereby proving them to be dry regions. Lowell'

irrigation hypothesis is then outlined and also described as an "appealing image". Thanks
"popularisers" including Rammarion, H. G. Wells and Burroughs, "the Old Mars took root

and grew. For many the planet of ebbing life was as real as the interior of Africa." (Pou
in Bova & Bell, p35)

Pournelle is correct in citing Flammarion as a populariser of the image of his Old Mars,
defined in general terms. But as has been shown, Flammarion did not in fact believe that
Mars was as dry as Lowell required it to be for his irrigation theory.

Lowell and his supporters are virtually accused of cheating in the debate that followed,

distorting their evidence and, though Pournelle does not use the phrase, making convenien
ad hoc modifications. Barnard and Hale are cited as contemporaneous doubters; but it is
noted that books by respected professional astronomers like Sir Harold Spencer Jones and

Dr. I. M. Levitt routinely discussed the canals and disputed Lowell's theory until relati
recently. Pournelle argues at length that Lowell's influence was chiefly responsible for
continuing interest in Mars as an environment for life:

The canals were indeed the product of intelligence- intelligence on the terrestrial end of
the telescope. The human eye, aided by the legacy of Percival Lowell's persistence,
tended to organise faint markings on the Martian surface and link them into straight
lines and complex patterns that never existed.
There was a side effect of the canal controversy. The debate raged so bitterly,
particularly in the period just prior to World W a r II, that according to Carl Sagan of
Cornell University it affected all of astronomy: M a n y astronomers were so dismayed by
the polemics of what appeared to be a profitless debate that there was a general exodus
from planetary to stellar astronomy.
At last the canals were gone from serious scientific discussion. Lowell's legacy,
however, remained. The idea that there was life on Mars was firmly established and it
outlived the canals that had been its principal evidence. Even though Jones, Levitt and
the authoritative Space Encyclopedia of 1957 all held that there were no canals, they
nevertheless flatly stated that there was a great evidence for the existance of vegetation
on Mars, although, sadly, it was 'now k n o w n that conditions were unfavourable to
large animal life.' (p 38)

W h e n arguing on specific points, Pournelle, deliberately or otherwise, subtly distorts his
account to diminish Lowell:
The canals had done other work. It would have been impossible to pump large
quantities of water from the poles to the equator of Mars if there were high mountains
on the red planet. Therefore, Lowell had reasoned, there were no high mountains. Mars
was a land of rolling plains and low hills. This too outlived the canal theory. Science
fiction stories almost universally assumed gentle Martian terrain. Levitt could state that
'the surface of Mars must be monotonously flat.' There were observations suggesting
otherwise, but they were ignored, (p 38)

Pournelle's use of "Therefore" to begin his claim that "Lowell had reasoned, there were no
high mountains" is quite misleading. Reference to Lowell's books (eg: 1908, pp 16-22)
reveal that his belief in the flatness of Mars was based on documented observations and
coherent reasoning from them. Exception can also be taken to Pournelle's introduction of
science fiction as evidence. Concluding his section on the Old Mars, Pournelle recaps:

"Lowell's legacy has been far reaching, and we have not seen the end of its influence. Ou
very space program was structured by it." (p 40) He quotes a NASA statement of 1964

which acknowledged that Mars was more likely to support life than the other nearby planet
and implies that this was by then just wishful thinking:

A s contrary evidence poured in it was just as quickly explained away. The Old Mars
retained its foothold with astonishing tenacity. The Old Mars was a dying world that
had once possessed a thick, earthlike atmosphere and still possessed remnants of it a
world that had once had flashing seas and running rivers.... It was a world that had
once been h o m e to Martians w h o built canals, the grandest survival effort in the solar
system. It was a world where m e n would one day stroll along the Grand Canal and see
in the distance the fragile towers built by a race long dead.
It was the world of Lowell's Legacy. Life could exist on Mars, and since it could exist
it did exist. A n d because it did exist, Mars was by definition a world where life could
exist. It must, (pp 41-2)

Lowell's hypothesis was entirely dependent on the canals being in use; there is no credib

way it could be revised to claim that the canals he and others observed were disused rain

But despite his misrepresentations, naiivite, and hindsight; there is some truth in Pour
poetic exaggerations. However, Lowell never suggested that the existence of life on Mars

was some kind of indicator or token of its universality. It was Flammarion's idea that Ma

provided the first and key proof of the truth of the doctrine of the plurality of worlds:
n'est ni une ehirnere ni une utopie, mais qu'elle est l'expression de l'une des plus
grandioses, des plus magnifiques verites enseignees par la Nature. (1884, p 18)

In keeping with Pournelle's view of the longevity of Lowell's legacy, his name is mention

several times in the following sections on the Lunar and the New Mars. Lowell is blamed f
the compromise orbit of Mariner 9, thus retarding scientific progress. Human interest in

extraterrestrial life is here seen by Pournelle as entirely of Lowell's creation, making

his fault if NASA felt obliged to seek life on Mars in order to maintain popular and pol
support for its funding (Pournelle, p44). In 1974, Richard C. Hoagland had expressed the
fear that the emphasis on finding life on Mars in NASA's public relations campaign could
counter-productive, because failure would doom the Viking program (pp51-70).

Pournelle cites Sagan's theory that Mars has vast amounts of atmosphere and water locked
away frozen, and that only a few thousand years ago Mars may have been more earthlike in
climate and terrain. The passage quoted from Sagan includes a romantic evocation of a

Martian landscape, in language remarkably reminiscent of Rammarion: "balmy temperatures,

soft nights, and the trickle of liquid water down innumerable sreams and rivulets...." (
quoted Pournelle, p 63) But the link Pournelle sees is that with Lowell:

It is an attractive theory and was eagerly seized upon by both science and science fictio
writers. Like Lowell's Mars, w e want to believe in it. (Pournelle, p 63)
The final reference to Lowell's distorting influence is another quote from Bruce Murray:
"The search for life on Mars is a remnant of Lowell's Legacy. We don't think of
looking for life on Venus or Mercury." (p 66)

In their four-page "Introduction" to the volume in which Pournelle's chapters appear

(Closeup: New Worlds), its editors Bova and Bell sketch the history of planetary studies

without mentioning of the discovery of Pluto, but repeat only one of Pournelle's confuse
and confusing charges— namely that Lowell's influence was bad for planetary astronomy:

By the beginning of the twentieth century... astronomers turned their curiosities to the
stars. For several reasons.... The popular press had seized on the pronouncements of
astronomers such as Giovanni Schiaparelli and Percival Lowell, concerning sightings
of "canals" on Mars, and trumpeted all over the world the news that Mars was inhabited
by intelligent creatures w h o had built planet-spanning aqueducts. The result was a
tremendous upwelling of interest among the general public, fanned by works of fiction
such as H. G. Wells' War of the Worlds, in which the super-intelligent but coldblooded denizens of a dying Mars invade the Earth for lebensraum.
The general public might have been "turned on" by speculations about life on Mars and
other worlds, but the astronomers for the most part were turned off. They found it
impossible to conduct serious, sober research in a circus atmosphere. Every time that
an astronomer reported that he could find no evidence for the canals on Mars, he was
drowned out by those w h o followed Lowell's optimistic reports, (pp xii-xiii)

This distorted account of the early canal debate adds nothing to Pournelle's chapter, but is

noted here because it reinforces Pournelle's view and also increases the probability th
skim-reader would encounter Lowell in the scapegoat role.

But despite the fact that they utterly falsified his hypothesis, Lowell simply could not be left

out of accounts of the Mariner and Viking missions because he, or his ghost, had been par

them, as m a n y more responsible wnters admitted:
Since planning and interpretation of the Viking life search were heavily influenced by a
long tradition of dubious and often unconscious assumptions about Mars, w e will
begin our description with a short summary of the history of speculation about what is
or is not present on Mars. (Feinberg and Shapiro, p258)

Feinberg and Shapiro recount Lowell's vision of Martians "fighting nobly for survival",
repeat the unfair claim that other features of Mars "were chosen by Lowell to be compatible
with his theory. Extensive canals required the surface of Mars to be very flat" (p259)

Here, Lowell is once again made to take the blame for the misconception, long unanimously
held until falsified by Mariner, that Mars was mountainless. This belief was certainly
important to Lowell's hypothesis, and he considered he had investigated and confirmed it,
but he cannot be held solely responsible for it. This presumably unconscious conflation of the
Lowellian view with the general view represents an ironic testament to his influence. The
same blame-shifting occured with regard to Martian cratering, with some scientists tryng to
blame Lowell for their o w n failure to expect craters, on the grounds that craters were not part
of Lowell's vision of Mars:
Lowell's influence had been so great that up to that time only a few astronomers had
suggested the planet would turn out to be cratered by meteors- a fact that would
indicate little planetary evolution had taken place. (Cooper, pl9)

In New Worlds for Old (1979), Duncan Lunan, president of the Association in Scotland to
Research into Aeronautics [sic], noted that even before Viking, cynics called its priorities "a
last tribute to Lowell's Mars" (pl23). The frequent use of Lowell as a scapegoat was
obvious to the more perceptive writers of this era, w h o saw what their o w n contemporaries
were really doing, more clearly than anyone had given evidence of seeing in say the 1950s.
Perhaps it was a forward extrapolation from the hindsight provided by Mariner. In Cooper's
words: "they could only blame Lowell for their shortsightedness." (Cooper, p 19)

Although understating the level of contmuing belief in Lowell's hypothesis in the years after
his death, Norman Horowitz of NASA acknowledged Lowell's powerful influence in less
carping terms in To Utopia and Back:
The idea of a Martian civilization, although embraced enthusiastically by the public,
was viewed with skepticism by scientists even in Lowell's day, and it did not survive
his death. The 'canals'— always controversial and n o w k n o w n not to exist— were
probably an illusion caused by viewing difficulties. The rest of Lowell's theory,
however- the polar ice, the movement of water, the vegetation- not only survived
him, but took on n e w life. It was as if, relieved of its burden of heroic Martians, the
Lowellian thesis of an earthlike Mars had acquired scientific respectability and could be
accepted as a reasonable aproximation to the truth. Lowell's views would eventually be
disproved in every significant detail. Yet- and this is the strange part of the story- as
observations of Mars continued, they seemed increasingly to show that Lowell was
right A s a result, the Lowellian view was widely accepted for most of the twentieth
century. (p82)
Isaac Asimov's Mars, The Red Planet (1977) does not pretend to present any n e w

knowledge and is apparently written for the young, but is noteable for its fair and hin

free account of Lowell and the canal controversy in simple language, concluding: "as la

the 1950s it seemed as though there would be no way, ever, of settling the matter. Most

astronomers suspected that the canals did not exist, but they could not be certain." (p

Asimov focuses on personalities, including the oft-forgotten Flammarion, to w h o m he

devotes two sentences, describing him as "particularly enthusiastic about the canals", a

citing his 1892 book on Mars (Asimov, 1977, pi30). Barnard, Wallace, Maunder and briefly

Hale are discussed as opponents of Lowell's views (ppl33-6). Arrhenius's theory that col

changes on Mars could be due to chemical impurities in liquid water settling out as it f
and going back into solution when the ice thawed is mentioned, as is G. J. Stoney's

suggestion that the polar caps consist of C02. In a strongly anti-imperialist passage, H
Wells' War of the Worlds is claimed to have been inspired by analogy with European
colonisation of Africa (pi32).

In Asimov s Biographical Encyclopedia of Science and Technology, Lowell is given

sympathetic treatment, presented as a serious and dedicated researcher despite his errors
acknowledged as "the patron saint of the intelligent-life-on-Mars cult (p 556). Asimov on
Astronomy, first published in 1959 and reprinted many times (including London, 1974)
does not mention Lowell or canals at all, and he barely figures in Asimov's The Planets:
Twentieth century discovery (1969).

Richard S. Lewis, science editor for the Chicago Sun-Times, who covered the U.S. space
program with unmatched thoroughness and understanding, saw Lowell's legacy more
positively. From Vinland to Mars: A Thousand Years of Exploration, written just after the

Viking landings, gives a brief account of Lowell's hypothesis as the background to the se
for life. Lewis notes that the canals had their defenders well into the 1950s, adding:
Lowell's conviction that the canals represented the efforts of an intelligent species to
survive adverse climatic conditions had a profound influence, both in science and in
literature. (Lewis, 1978, p355)

Linking Lowell with the science fiction of H.G. Wells and Edgar Rice Burroughs, he argued:
I do not believe that these fantasies can be dismissed as irrelevant to the scientific
investigation of M a r s — and also of Venus, Mercury, and Jupiter. They are part of a lore
that has played a part in motivating the study of these realms beyond the Earth. That
lore was unquestionably part of the boyhood reading of some of the senior scientists in
the space program. It is an essential ingredient of the romanticism that led to the
invention of space flight- the romanticism that has characterized exploration for the last
millenium. (Lewis, 1978, p356)

During the post-Viking decade new issues and causes arose, which could use Lowell in a
decidedly positive role. Prominent among these was "terraforming", the anticipated
restructuring of earth and other planets to support human life. Its initially marginal
professional standing was signalled when the program committee of the Tenth Lunar and
Planetary Science Conference, meeting in Houston in 1979, approved an unofficial session

on the concept but declined to include it in the formal program, because it was speculati

supposedly insufficiently related to current issues in planetary exploration (Oberg, pi6). The

chief populariser of the concept, James Edward Oberg, refers twice to the canal irrigatio
theory in New Earths. In the introductory section headed "The First Visionaries", Lowell
linked with science fiction:

The first alien world to have its climate altered was Mars, at least in the imagination o
Percival Lowell. This wealthy Boston astronomer became fascinated with the canals of
Mars, and in three books published between 1895 and 1908 he expounded his main
thesis: Mars was a dying world, but its inhabitants were engaged in maassive planetary
engineering to stave off ecological disaster. This fantastic image became the stage for
the Barsoom novels of Edgar Rice Burroughs, which first appeared in 1912. O n
Barsoom, giant machinery was used to maintain the atmosphere in a breathable
condition. All Burroughs would have to have imagined was this planetary engineering
being conducted by people from Earth, and he would have invented the m o d e m concept
of terraforming. (p20)
The link with sciencefictionis here reinforced by the description of Lowell's image as

"fantastic". In a later and longer reference to Martian irrigation, Lowell's theory is p

as different from earlier and mythologically influenced scientific ideas of Martian life:
A countercurrent to this philosophy emerged at the beginning of this century. Instead of
picturing a Martian culture shaped and molded by the harsh Martian conditions,
Percival Lowell preferred to believe in an intelligent race of creatures w h o could build
tremendous worldwide irrigation systems- the infamous canals- in order to counteract
the effects of a deteriorating Martian climate.
Lowell's hypothetical Martians were engaging in planetary engineering. They were, in
a word, terraforming their o w n planet. They were not adapting themselves to changing
conditions, but were acting to counterbalance the change in the climatic conditions.
(pp 149-150)

This presentation of Lowell's theory is ambiguous. In addition to the repeated link with
science fiction, the canals are described as "infamous"; but the clause "Percival Lowell
preferred to believe..." is counterbalanced by the use of the word "mistake", with its
connotations of honest error.

Oberg's grasp of Lowell's hypothesis is faulty; for Lowell was committed to Darwinian
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notions of evolution, and quite emphatic that Martian life would be adapted to the climate in
which it had evolved (1908, pp64-5, and elsewhere); but he conceived the Martian climate as
changing and deteriorating too fast for evolutionary adaptation to keep up. Given that, it is of
course true that his Martians "were not adapting themselves to changing conditions, but were
acting to counterbalance the change in the climatic conditions." In order to emphasise this
point, which contains a measure of truth, Oberg exaggerates the contrast between Lowell's
vision and earlier concepts of adapted Martian life forms. His crusade wants Lowell for an
ancestor-figure: not as a scapegoat or a weaver of fantasy, but rather as a scientific visionary.

The 1980s was not a good decade for NASA, with the Challenger disaster symbolising and
resulting from the organization's decline during the Reagan presidency. During these years,
N A S A staff and former staff have been involved in some curious* sensational and often
almost disreputable exercises. Perhaps the most bizarre of these was the "face on Mars"
episode, involving Vincent Di Pietro and Greg Molenaar, two computer scientists formerly
on contract to N A S A , and N A S A remote sensing specialist James Hurtek. In October 1986
Hurtek was in Australia, giving seminars at Melbourne University and other institutions, on
remote sensing techniques and synthetic aperture radar, while promoting his book The Face
on Mars: Evidence for a Lost Martian Civilization, co-authored with Brian Crowley (1986).

In a telephone conversation with Dr. Hurtek, on 2 October 1986,1 challenged him on the
intellectual integrity and professional ethics of The Face on Mars, which might be described
in journalistic terms as a "beat-up" with a half-hidden apocalyptic religious message. Hurtek
tried to distance himself from its sensationalism, which he blamed on his Australian journalist
co-author, and on the publisher w h o wanted a popular work. H e claimed, for example, that
the second part of the book's title was meant to be followed by a question mark, which was
omitted by the publisher. H e also expressed interest in Oberg's ideas on terraforming.
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The Face on Mars gives a brief account of Lowell's life and work, which Hurtek attributes
entirely to Crowley. N o further consideration of this bizarre episode is justified, except to
note it as another instance in which the visionary aspect of Lowell's work is used to
legitimise a marginal aspect of current scientific speculation.

A final example can be cited to make the point that this process, which is not confined t
medim of the printed word, is still continuing. In early 1991, the extended television series
The Conquest of Space (research and script by J-M. Carpentier, Radio-Quebec, Canada,
1987) was being shown for the second time on Australian television. The episode broadcast
on S B S channel 0-28 from 8 to 8.30pm on Wednesday 30 January 1991 concerns unmanned
space probes. Older ideas about the planets, based on telescopic observation, were covered
briefly as background to the Venus and Mars missions of the 1960s and 1970s. Lowell is
described as an "amateur astronomer" and his canal irrigation hypothesis dismissed as having
"no scientific foundation". However, in the whole of this episode, no other individual is
named, nor is any other specific hypothesis about extra-terrestrial life mentioned. This
treatment, in the context of other episodes which document the pioneering work of von Braun
et al, presents Lowell as a significant figure in the pre-history of space science
notwithstanding the falsification of his hypothesis.

3.2 (ii) Summary
In conclusion to the last two chapters, it can be said that in the post-Mariner and Viking era,
there was afrankerrecognition of the extent of Lowell's influence, although little attempt to
analyse the source of his power. Sky and Telescope in July 1986 exemplified this by
beginning a ten-years-later story with the angle:
Percival Lowell, that great champion of Martian canals, would have been pleased. In
the mid-1970s, after a decade of careful reconnaissance, N A S A finally took up the
search for life on Mars. (Sky and Telescope, vol.72, no.l, pl4)
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In this chapter and the one before, a representative selection of over a hundred books
published over more than a century have been examined for their treatment- if any- of the
question of life on Mars, and in the case of the later works, of Lowell's hypothesis. The
sample comprised numerous popularizations of astronomy by professional astronomers or
well-respected amateurs, seven encyclopaedias of science, and several works of a more
philosophical or metaphysical nature. The sample does not include books or articles written
specifically to answer Lowell during the period 1895-1916, when he was actively promoting
his theory. The later writings of active participants in the Martian canal debate have not
however been rigidly excluded. The basic principles of selection have been explained in the
introduction to the previous chapter, and it is reasonable to assume that the sample is
reasonably representative of the m a n y hundreds of similar books published over that span of
a hundred years. All books are of a type or style which the general reader could reasonably
have assumed to be authoritative and reliable, and most were published by reputable imprints
including the older university pressses.

The treatment of the topic in question naturally varies considerably, in the light of the
observational reports and hypotheses. Books published prior to Schiaparelli's 1877 reports
of canali often left the question of life on Mars open, without seeming to consider it a special
issue. Between 1877 and Lowell's announcement of his irrigation hypothesis in 1895, the
mysterious nature of the canals was sometimes remarked upon, often without offering any
hypothesis as to their nature. After 1895, very few books which discussed the solar system at
all failed to cite Lowell's hypothesis. Although it has generally been held that Lowell's theory
won very few converts among professional scientists including astronomers, and specifically
that Lowell had clearly lost the debate in expert circles by 1909 and in the popular m i n d by
1925 (Hoyt, 1976 and 1980), the picture that emerges from our sample is not so simple.
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The majority of texts before the 1960s would leave the average reader with the impression
that Lowell's theory, although contested- like the very existence of the canals- was still very
m u c h in consideration. Lowell is cited far more often than anyone else w h o hypothesised
about the canals or conditions on Mars. It generally seems as though judgment is suspended
while his irrigation hypothesis is still awaiting confirmation or refutation. S o m e writers call it
improbable, while othersfindit plausible; it is frequently described as interesting, and almost
always treated as worthy of consideration. Yet, though some commentators mention the
"struggle-for-life" aspect of Lowell's vision of Mars, few refer to, or seek to elicit, the
political or philosophic basis or implications of the theory, or express any idea about a
possible message or relevance to h u m a n life on the Earth.

One longstanding division of opinion about Lowell, between those who blamed him for
creating a sensational atmosphere in which planetary astronomy was unsavoury and
unattractive, and those w h o credited him with increasing professional as well as popular
interest in it, grew in the later years. The other difference of position, between those w h o
needed him as a scapegoat for directions which appeared wrong in hindsight, and thus had
cause to denigrate his life's work, and those w h o still wanted him as a patron saint, and
therefore sought to honour his memory, can perhaps be seen as a variation or extension of the
first dichotomy. Active members of both camps are still ensuring that Lowell is not forgotten.

Looking back over the century between Schiaparelli's first reports of canali and the Vikin
landing, it is possible to see that Lowell's influence was dominant since hefirstentered the
lists in 1895. His prominence in the literature of recent years, examined in the section
immediately above, was an indirect result of his real or perceived influence over the preceding
decades. During the 1950s and early 1960s, his ideas had been manipulated, sometimes it
seems quite cynically, to sustain public enthusiasm for space programs. In the era of big
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science, w h e n government funding is essential, popular interest and publicity cannot be
separated from research programs, nor treated as an irrelevant sideshow. The use m a d e of
Lowell's legacy in this period is further evidence for the increasingly widely recognised
reality that:
Scientists regularly engage in such political manoeuvres as 'marketing, salesmanship
and manipulation'.... These activities are not regrettable and infrequent lapses by
otherwise disinterested scientists, but are vital aspects of the process of scientific
enquiry. (Michael Mulkay, citing Marian Blissett; Mulkay, 1984, p 3)

Lowell and his supposedly discredited canal irrigation hypothesis were available and useful
to the post-war promoters of space exploration, precisely because they were so strongly
entrenched in the public mind. Otherwise, some other hypothesis concerning extra-terrestrial
life, or another astronomical topic, would have been utilised. Examination of the literature
reveals that Lowell and his ideas were the preferred vehicle, and had no real contenders for
this role. Both manifestations of Lowell as patron saint (first of space exploration, then of
new speculative space sciences) depended on the pre-eminence he already enjoyed, despite
sustained opposition from certain professional quarters.

While it has been shown that opposition to Lowell's ideas in the pre-World War Two era was
not nearly as unanimous as is generally alleged, and that m a n y distinguished scientists gave
his hypothesis tacit support or otherwise contributed to keeping it alive, this pre-eminence
still constitutes an anomaly. The frequently ambiguous treatment of Lowell's hypothesis by
those w h o repudiated it, is itself even more telling than the fact that Lowell retained so m u c h
covert support. The question which the second half of this thesis sets out to answer is: H o w
did Lowell entrench his ideas so strongly, despite opposition during his lifetime, that they
became an inescapable part of the environment in which subsequent planetary astronomy and
space science operated? T o answer this question, it is necessary to consider Lowell's practice
as a writer and thinker.

CHAPTER FOUR
LOWELL AND THE LITERARY PERSONA OF THE SAGE

The extraordinary impact of Lowell's Martian canal irrigation hypothesis, demonstrated by
persistence in popular scientific culture and its continuing influence on research programs,
has been documented in the two previous chapters. Such impact and penetration has rarely, if
ever, been achieved by any scientific hypothesis which failed from the very start to c o m m a n d
widespread professional endorsement or general peer acceptance. At no time did Lowell's
hypothesis c o m m a n d the public allegiance of the majority of professional astronomers, yet
reputable popular writers on astronomy repeated its details, often giving it sympathetic
treatment, even w h e n asserting their disbelief. In their commentaries on Lowell and Mars,
they sometimes attributed the staying power of his hypothesis— which they were extending
by their ambivalent treatment— to its dramatic qualities, and more particularly to the popular
appeal of speculation on extra-terrestrial life. However, it is clear that certain writers had their
o w n reasons for wishing to keep Lowell's memory, and aspects of his vision of Martian life,
alive in the public mind. It would seem that this situation is an anomaly, although not
necessarily unique, in the history of science.

Until spaceprobes proved the canals non-existent, writers on astronomy felt a legitimate
obligation to account for them, or at least to express a view on their reality or otherwise.
Lowell's was not the only explanatory hypothesis advanced in the heyday of canal
observations, i.e.: from 1877 to the mid-1920s. Wallace, Pickering, and others offered
alternative accounts, none of which gained even as m u c h professional acceptance as
Lowell's. Yet reading the literature, it is Lowell's hypothesis and usually Lowell's alone
which is discussed; and even though that discussion frequently led to a disavowal, each and
every instance reinforced the tradition that Lowell's was the only hypothesis even worthy of
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consideration. Only those authorities w h o completely denied the reality of the canals,
believing them illusory, could refuse to consider Lowell's hypothesis; but as has been shown
most writers of this opinion chose to mention him, often favourably. In the early years of the
space race, the promoters of rocketry retained Lowell's hypothesis as an essential ingredient
of "mysterious Mars", which became a major grail of planetary exploration. After Mariner
finally falsified all canal theories, Lowells hypothesis was stillfrequentlydiscussed, but as
an aspect of astronomical history, rather than as a more or less probable hypothesis. T o adopt
the jargon of marketing, M o o r e and Sagan "repositioned" Lowell, n o w the great astronomer
w h o unfortunately happened to be wrong, as a legitimising forefather. B y all these successive
means, Lowell's hypothesis retained— for most of a century— a prominence denied to any
other which was ever advanced to explain the contentious canal observations.

The purpose of this, the fourth chapter of this thesis, is threefold. Firstly, to establish
historical comparison that the longevity of Lowell's hypothesis, and its sustained high
visibility in the literature, is indeed an anomaly, even in the context of the popular pluralist
tradition in astronomy; and secondly, to account for this anomaly by identifying uniquely
powerful aspects of Lowell's presentation of his hypothesis. It is argued that these aspects
can be recognised through a study of a particular nineteenth century literary tradition upon
which he drew; and the third task of this chapter is to place him within that literary tradition,
identifying his links with two key figures w h o belong to it.

4.1

LOWELL AS AN ANOMALY IN THE PLURALIST TRADITION

The popularity and strength of the pluralist tradition in earlier centuries has been studied by
Steven J. Dick in Plurality of Worlds: The Origins of the Extraterrestrial Life Debate from
Democritus to Kant (1982), and in later centuries by Crowe (1986).

Placing Lowell in a busy and popular pluralist tradition shows immediately that there are
indeed some questions to answer in regard to his success in entrenching his name, reputation
and ideas. For while Lowell's n a m e and some version of the tale of the canals of Mars
appear, as w e have just seen, in almost every serious popular astronomy book and basic
textbook of thefirstthree-quarters of the twentieth century, the specific views of most of the
other pluralists discussed by Dick and Crowe have been forgotten or omitted by the authors
of these same books. If, like the Herschels, their names are generally remembered, it is in
other contexts and for other reasons. In view of the major changes which took place in
astronomy in the nineteenth century, it is Crowe's post-1750 account which is relevant here.

Crowe seeks to establish that the idea of a plurality of inhabited worlds has been central
rather than peripheral, to astronomy in recent centuries. Thus today's widespread interest in
extra-terrestrials, and belief that terrestrial humanity is not the only intelligent life-form in the
universe, is not a product of modern astronomy, but actually the continuation of an old
tradition. Crowe does not pretend to offer a history of astronomy, but rather of a particular
idea which has long been a concern of some asnonomers, philosophers and theologians.

It is one of the outstanding features of Crowe's work that it makes accessible, in many ca
for thefirsttime, a vast amount of material which has been both rare and obscure in the
decades or centuries since its original appearance. H e also offers convincing n e w accounts of
well-known episodes such as the N e w York Sun lunar life "hoax" of 1835, which he
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interprets as an effort to satirise John Herschel, rather than just an irresponsible and crude
attempt to increase newspaper circulation by sensationalism. H e notes that pluralism
produced s o m e unlikely alliances and fallings-out; and shows that in the vast majority of
cases it is impossible to completely separate individuals' scientific views from their religious
beliefs or philosophical motivations, or even to maintain these categories as watertight
compartments of ideas. The Martian canal debate is the subject of the final historical section
of Crowe's book. Crowe's patient accumulation of documents and impressive scholarship
greatly increased our understanding of pluralism 1750-1900. The publication of his book,
over a year after research for this thesis began, markedly altered its direction and emphasis.

While analysing the impact of new discoveries in astronomy and other fields on the basic
pluralist idea, and identifying the variety of different forms pluralist belief has taken, Crowe
inevitably stresses continuity and parallels more than breaks and differences. H e records the
gradual diminution, during the nineteenth century, of belief in the likelihood that life is widely
distributed in our solar system, In Crowe's overview:
the continuing erosion near the end of the nineteenth century of the confidence,
widespread at mid-century, in the existence of intelligent life on most or all solar system
planets was offset in the hearts of some by an increasing conviction that
compelling evidence for life on Mars was becoming available, (p 480)

In this context "The battle over the planet of war" is presented as sober scientific rejec
the pluralists' attempt to salvage their "last, best hope" (p501), "the century's most
extensively developed evidences for extra-terrestrial life" (p521). Antoniadi, Campbell, and
Maunder, w h o led the anti-canal brigade, are "the heroes of the canal controversy, whereas
Schiaparelli, Flammarion, and Lowell were its chief causes- and victims." (p 546)

Crowe draws extensively on Hoyt's (1976) Lowell and Mars , which looks closely at
Lowell's tactics during the progress of the canal debate, which it carefully chronicles. While
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Crowe provides some n e w information, he does not offer a radical or revisionist

interpretation of Lowell, his work, or his place in history. He presents invaluable mate

the pluralist tradition, which is a major part of the background against which Lowell ne

be seen. Specifically, he implies that Lowell emerged from, revived, and sustained the l

established but besieged pluralist tradition. Lowell is similarly positioned in other hi
for example, David Knight notes that:

Beliefs in uniformity and in teleology thus combined to make plurality of worlds seem a
natural and almost axiomatic belief. A s late as 1908, Percival Lowell published Mars as
the Abode of Life. (Knight, 1986, p78)

Crowe places Lowell in the pluralist mainstream, not only chronologically in terms of his

presentation of the Martian canal debate as pluralism's last stand in the nineteenth cen

also thematically. One thematic link is implied in terms of the much-remarked suddenness

Lowell's entry into the astronomical world. When Crowe considered three French pluralist

tracts from the 1890s he noted they exemplified "a remarkable feature of the pluralist d
the frequency with which otherwise almost unknown individuals, usually situated far
from the centers of culture, became consumed with a compulsion to contribute not an
essay, not a modest memoir, but an immense tome treating, and often, in their eyes, at
last resolving, the question of extraterrestial life. Invariably with boundless energy and
usually with a deficiency of sense and sophistication, they offered their vast volumes to
the public, which- almost invariably- paid scant attention. Appearing in both pluralist
and anti-pluralist strains, this mania led to books sometimes strange in their conclusions
and always bizarre in some of their arguments, and frequently of little value to their
times but interesting to the historian concerned to observe the pluralist debate at its
fringes. These symptoms were seen before in such authors as Nares, Maxwell, Knight,
Simon, Hequembourg, Williams, Girard, and perhaps Boiteux, but in few cases were
the symptoms more striking than in the writings of G. Prigent, R. M . Jouan, and F. X.
Burque" (p 419)
An echo of this passage occurs when Crowe introduces Lowell:
Whereas in mid-1893 he had been conceptually and geographically thousands of miles
distant from the Mars debate, by mid-1895 Percival Lowell had positioned himself at its
very center, (p 506)

and is not diminished by an immediately subsequent comment in which personal celebrity i
equated with distinguished ancestry:
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F a m e was nothing n e w to Lowell, the oldest offspring of parents so prominent that
their lineages had been memorialized in Massachusetts town names...." (p 507)

Lowell was a child when Whewell published his famous study Of the plurality of worlds
(1859), and pluralist debate was endemic throughout his student years. His o w n awareness
of pluralism is demonstrated by his familiarity with the writings of Proctor and Flammarion,
whose books he owned and quoted. His sympathy towards pluralism, prior to devoting
himself to Martian studies, is noted in the next chapter of this thesis which considers his
Asian work, and passages which border on a public statement of his acceptance of pluralism
are identified. The ongoing pluralist debate was obviously relevant to Lowell's intellectual
development and career choices— as were various other forces.

Given the authority of Crowe's study, this thesis requires a critique of his treatment of
Lowell, not out of defensiveness, to show Lowell as hardly done by, or to boost his
reputation, but because this thesis and Crowe's book have quite different aims and
parameters. Crowe's presentation of Lowell is not, and could not reasonably be expected to
be, fully relevant to and entirely sufficient for our present purposes.

None of Crowe's material or conclusions are disputed here. It is, however, contended that—
as a study of an strain in intellectual history in which Lowell is but one character— it does not
give a comprehensive or definitive interpretation of Lowell's work. Extending its cut-off date
a couple of decades beyond the stated 1900 to cover the decisive rounds of thefightover the
canals, it refers only briefly to Lowell's continuing influence later in this century; and does
not seek to measure its extent, or analyse its causes. Crowe cites Lowell's Asian studies and
writings at second hand, in passing, and for their darwinian aspect only- again,
understandably, in terms of the book's scope.
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It is often said in Lowell's defence that he did m u c h to popularise astronomy, even ifthe
science suffered some loss of corporate credibility from the sensationalism associated with
his Martian theories and modes of argument. Crowe repeatedly links the market appeal of
popular astronomy books with pluralism, rightly observing that over the centuries "one of the
techniques mostfrequentlyemployed by popularizers of astronomy has been to embellish
their writings with pluralist passages." (p 248)

Publication is one of several aspects of Lowell's approach to his work in which he can eas
be seen to differ fundamentally from Flammarion, or Proctor. Unlike, for example, the
financially unlucky R. A. Proctor, w h o wrote professionally about astronomy to earn a
living, and for w h o m sales were economically crucial, Lowell wrote to spread his particular
message. Sales were important to him only because publication was part of his evangelical
crusade, and also part of the means by which he defined his identity and asserted himself as a
publicfigure.H e wanted to m a k e his books attractive to readers so they were read— read and
believed, that is, rather than just bought and put on the shelf after a quick glance.

Lowell's great theme and message was that Mars was inhabited- in very particular
circumstances- and the implicit sub-text was that this is important for us on Earth to
understand. Admittedly, in this he is like the provincials with their revelations, mentioned by
Crowe. Lowell's books sold well because of their content or message, appearance and
presentation, and his literary style and m o d e of discourse, which will later be identified.

Lowell's pluralism, in the form of the Martian canal irrigation hypothesis, was the subst
and the temptation to embellish it with gratuitous speculation about whether or not Martians
had wings was easily resisted. In Marshall McLuhan's terms, the m e d i u m was the message.
In Lowell's astronomy books, aimed at a popular audience, and in the majority of his
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magazine and journal articles for lay or professional readerships, there is no question of
pluralist embellishment to generate sales.

Substantial and pleasant to handle though they are, Lowell's books are modestly produced
compared with the gilt-embossed and extravagantly illustrated productions of Rammarion
and numerous other authors of the era. In m a n y of these books, wild speculation is not
confined to to pluralistic themes, or even to the text, but manifests itself in bizarre
astrological, archaeological and historical fantasies, and horrific apocalyptic imagery based on
the death of the sun, like Rammarion's "last h u m a n family frozen to death".

Probably nowhere else is the contrast between Lowell and Rammarion so evident as in the
text and illustrations of their publications. They were friends, they borrowed occasionally
from one another's research, and provided mutual moral support; but the differences between
their styles of work were very considerable. It does Lowell an injustice to bracket him too
closely with Rammarion, as just another late nineteenth century pluralist but with a particular
interest in canals and intelligent life on Mars.

The differences in their beliefs about the canals and forms of life on Mars, as examined in
introductory chapter of this thesis, involve major issues rather than details. Analysis of
Rammarion's m o d e of discourse (Dolan, 1988) shows it too as quite different from
Lowell's. Lowell's stylistic affiliations will be identified and located somewhere else
altogether, outside thefieldof astronomical writing— pluralist or other.

Briefly here, it can be noted that while both were influenced by Darwinian evolutionary idea
as most other popular science writers inevitably were at the time, Rammarion often echoed
the old pluralist teleological arguments like objections to wastage- although Darwin might
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have been thought to have invalidated that particular appeal. Lowell was never in the old
pluralist tradition, of which Flammarion represents the last robust thrust Wrong though
Lowell may have been, and sympathetic to certain pluralist ideas, and as capable of selfdeception as any of the earlier pluralists whose crazy notions (e.g.: life on the sun, or
transmigration of souls) were based on wishful thinking unsupported by any scrap of
observational or other evidence, he belongs to another, a newer, era, and to a different,
specifically nineteenth-century, tradition.

Lowell also deserves to be separated from the horde of pluralists in regard to the potentia

falsifiability of his hypothesis; although this applies, to a lesser extent, to Rammarion t
Crowe notes that Whewell, in writing his Bridgewater treatise on natural theology,
encountered the problem that astronomy, as William Paley had suggested:
is not the best medium through which to prove the agency of an intelligent Creator
[because we] are destitute of the means of examining the constitution of the heavenly
bodies...," (Paley, Natural Theology 15th edition, London 1815, pp 378-9; cited
Crowe, p268)

Crowe nominates unfalsifiability, flexibility, and richness in explanatory power, as the ma
sources of the appeal of pluralist theories; noting that the general pluralist position is

unfalsifiable, for after each specific disappointment it allows for indefinite further retr
other as yet untested places and times (Crowe, p 548). Citing the cl860 withdrawal of the
selenites to the far side of the moon, Crowe claims that "even specific pluralist theories
shown remarkable resistance to falsification." (p 548) He identifies as a fallacy:
the assumption that the question of other worlds is purely a scientific issue. Although
the claim that extra-terrestrials exist is, in principle, verifiable, and despite the fact that
scientific considerations enter into most discussions of it, it is not... empirically
falsifiable. (p 554)

Certainly there were practical difficulties involved in putting Lowell's Martian irrigation

hypothesis to the test, but it was quite specific, not only about place and time but also a
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the Martian environment and the organisation of life there, although not about its physical
embodiment. All w e had to do was go and look; which for technological reasons took a
number of decades. Thus it is a properly falsifiable hypothesis in Popper's terms, under
which, it should be remembered, falsifiability is entirely a matter of the framing of an
hypothesis and is not related to ease of testing. Lowell's Martian irrigation hypothesis is
entitled to be regarded as scientific.

This is the crux of one aspect of Lowell's originality, for although he borrowed many of th
ingredients, his was perhaps thefirstcoherent and unified theory of extra-terrestrial life
which can truly be called scientific- and if not exclusively scientific, then basically rather
than incidentally so. In fact, the reason Lowell's hypothesis is not n o w accepted in any form,
and the canal-builders he envisaged on Mars have not been amended or relocated, is because
it has been definitively falsified, specifically by the 1965 Mariner observations. It has been
falsified, ergo it was a falsifiable hypothesis. It should also be understood that widespread
professional scientific scepticism about Lowell's hypothesis in his lifetime was not because it
was then perceived as having been falsified, but because the observations it was based on
were disputed. If there were no canals, there was no need to postulate canal-builders.

This falsifiability defence applies to Flammarion to a variable extent, but the contrast be
Lowell and Flammarion is again significant. Flammarion regularly went far beyond the
simple linguistic abuses identified by Crowe as typical of pluralist rhetoric (Dolan, 1988;
Crowe, p555). Sometimes, Flammarion's cleverness in confusing the issue demands our
reluctant admiration. A typical ploy is to assert w e k n o w a great deal about the conditions of
life on Mars, without saying anything specific or speculative at that point; but later to state
that the most advanced life forms on Mars m a y be flying creatures (emphasis added). There
are, however, times w h e n he makes claims which are falsifiable in logical terms, such as that
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Mars has areas of surface water and abundant life of a sort humans would recognise; but
these statements are never as specific as Lowell's simple clear-cut Martian hypothesis.

Lowell can, therefore, be seen as turning the old problem of natural theology on its head
with intensive observation and his distinctly secular hypothesis. Paraphrasing Paley: the
study of Mars was, for Lowell, an opportunity to try to prove the agency of an extraterrestrial intelligence by examining the constitution of a heavenly body more thoroughly than
ever before; although as is n o w understood, Lowell's observation were severely flawed.
Despite the cautions of Antoniadi and Maunder, the limitations of earth-bound telescopes
were not appreciated by most observers in Lowell's time. Flammarion made his hypotheses
concerning Mars in the hope and expectation that they would soon be verified by improved
telescopes, and w e would distinguish "les grandes villes de ce m o n d e voisin": "En attendant,
perfectionnons nos telescopes." (1885, pp477, 490)

Long after both Lowell and Rammarion had died, it was of course space flights rather than
improved telescopes which ended the situation in which w e were "destitute of the means of
examining the constitution of the heavenly bodies". The close-up view unavailable to Paley
has been achieved; but by a technology and with a result different from those which
Rammarion expected and which he or Lowell wanted.

Clearly the exclusively pluralist perspective does not give a full account of Lowell's
motivations or m o d e of work; but in concluding this topic, w e must try to assess h o w m u c h it
can contribute to developing our understanding of him. Against the background of the strong
pluralist tradition documented by Crowe, Lowell seems less of an eccentric or a renegade
than he m a y appear to be to unsympathetic viewers entrapped by the still popular whig view
of science history. It is clear that pluralism, among other convictions, has led experienced
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mainstream scientists better trained than Lowell into beliefs far stranger and more flimsily
based than his Martian canal irrigation hypothesis. O n the other hand, he cannot be convicted
of m a n y of the failings c o m m o n a m o n g pluralists. Notwithstanding the sensationalism which
surrounded the canal debate, it must be acknowledged that his extra-terrestrial life hypothesis
was more scientific and directly related to observational data, flawed though that data was,
than any other of his era or before.

Of course the clear-cut distinction between observation and hypothesis does not hold. As
Popper reminds us, all observation is theory-dependant C r o w e mentions the need to look
more closely at "the problematic character of observation itself (Crowe, p 551) and the
insights of philosophy and psychology. Yet for the purposes of this thesis the distinction is
not to be abandoned altogether, for w e are not here directly concerned with h o w Lowell and
so m a n y others managed to see nonexistent Martian canals. This is a study of some aspects of
the processes by which Lowell's hypothesis, both underlying and based upon these
observations, w a s published and advertised so as to strike deeper into h u m a n culture and
persist there longer than almost any other scientific theory which failed to gain professional
credibility or peer acceptance.

Seeing Lowell in the context of the pluralist tradition does not explain his impact and the
persistence of his influence, but rather sharpen the question, by revealing the inadequacy of
the view that Lowell's great impact derived simply from the popularity of pluralism. This
emphasises his uniqueness. Perhaps the apparently scientific character of Lowell's
presentation for the layman, and the quality of his publications, w o n some converts in an era
before Popper promoted falsifiability as a criterion of scientific status. T h e obvious points in
Lowell's favour, which have been listed in this critique of Crowe's treatment of Lowell as a
pluralist, are irrelevant or insufficient to explain his theory's immediate popularity and
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subsequent cultural persistence. T o do this w e will have to look elsewhere, beyond the body
of popular astronomy literature and its pluralist tradition. The next section of this chapter will
identify another tradition to which Lowell can profitably be adduced.

The central argument of this thesis is that the anomaly of Lowell's influence can best be
understood by reference to another, basically non-astronomical, tradition. It is assumed here
that astronomical literature does not exist in isolation from other scientific and intellectual
writing, but rather as part of a wider general culture. Furthermore, Lowell's status as a
published writer and influence on his cultural milieu, well established through his earlier
books on Asia, along with his position on the borderline between amateur and professional
astronomy, and his popularising ambitions which are clearly spelled out in his prefaces,
require that his work be considered in a broader literary and intellectual context.

Hetherington summarised Lowell's position in the literary world:
Readers responded enthusiastically to the literary merits of Lowell's writing. H e was
seen as something of a poet turned physical scientist, w h o applied the N e w England
intellectual heritage to a previously desiccated science. In literary circles Lowell was
accepted as the highest living authority on the subject of Mars and America's most
eminent living astronomer. (p62)
A s seen in the previous chapters, m a n y writers since Lowell's time have also commented
favourably on his literary skill. Nonetheless, Hetherington understates the case w h e n he says
that "Lowell's more than competent style no doubt increased acceptance of his theory." (p63)
This section seeks to show that it was not merely a matter of literary competence or skill, but
the use of a particular voice, or the adoption of a particular literary persona, which gave
Lowell a powerful framework for his knowledge claims; and furthermore, one not previously
identified with scientific argument.

Lowell's status as an astronomer is hard to assess, and the fact that he was an untrained
wealthy amateur with aspirations is only a small part of the difficulty. In the nineteenth and
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early-twentieth century period, the professionalisation of even the older sciences was far from
completed. Amateur astronomers had a recognised role, and m a d e m a n y significant
observations, e.g.: comet discoveries, John Tebbut's successes in direct competition with the
Government Astronomer at Sydney Observatory, or the observations of nebulae undertaken
by Lord Rosse with his huge reflector (notwithstanding the fact that the latter were
misinterpreted). Lowell's wealth enabled him to establish an observatory and employ trained
staff to give a semblance of professionalism to his pursuit of his interests; but his wealth was
also the subject of jibes, some of which doubtless sprung at least partly from jealousy.

At the height of the Martian canal debate, Lowell's name was probably better known to
laymen and the Press than that of any experienced professional astronomer; which would not
have endeared him to members of that fraternity. It is clear that many, though not all, of them
regretted the vulgar vehemence of the canal controversy. Lowell cannot be compared to wellestablished mainstream astronomers, w h o have built up a reserve of professional credibility
by a lifetime of Kuhn's "normal science", before adopting a highly contentious or wildly
speculative hypothesis: like Sir Fred Hoyle reviving the old germs-from-space theory in the
1980s. Lowell burst upon the astronomical community with a complete presentation of his
most famous and contentious hypothesis, so the middle-aged outsider was a colourful
character from the start. Yet he w o n significant official and professional recognition,
including an appointment as (non-resident) Professor of Astronomy at M.I.T..

Later writers are divided on his professional credibility. Tombaugh (1980, plOl) presents
harshest statement of what is n o w virtually the standard hindsighted view, the official party
tine of the professionals, i.e.: that the speculative nature of his hypothesis and his relentless
defence of it meant that Lowell had no academic credibility, that he was an embarrassment to
the "invisible college" of astronomy, and that his observatory was almost a joke a m o n g
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professionals, not only during his lifetime but for years after his death. Although the Lowell
Observatory gave Tombaugh the opportunity on which his career was based, he was perhaps

too close to the situation for this assessment, based on the complaints of his disillusio
senior colleagues, to be accepted without demur. Nor is it supported by the literature.

The overall impression of Lowell's standing obtained from reading of the literature asso

with the canal debate is summarised in a review of Hoyt (1976) by Deborah Jean Warner, of
the Smithsonian Institution:
In many ways he was a good astronomer, accepted by the professional community, and
the recipient of some of its highest honours; yet he seems never to have appreciated the
value of scientific scepticism or the difference between possible and probable, (p 243)

Looking at the situation coldly, Lowell might be expected to have remained a marginal fig
- a rich fanatical amateur homo unum libris, whose hypothesis should have been easily
dismissed, allowing everyone to get back to the real business of astronomy. But as Crowe

observes (p506), he rapidly positioned himself at the very centre of the Mars debate; and

the analysis of the subsequent literature shows, for at least the next half-century he a

in hindsight not only as the dominant figure in the whole canal affair, but also as one o
most prominent astronomers of his day, whose utterances could not be ignored, and so

demanded rebuttal from those who would not accept them. No other astronomers or pluralist

popularisers whose major hypotheses had so little overt support from their peers are acco
such sympathetic and extended treatment. In book after book, Lowell's canal irrigation
hypothesis is discussed and (often reluctantly) dismissed, thus reinforcing his memory;
other participants in the Mars debate are unrecognised, and the names of many of his
contemporaries who devoted a career to "normal science" are not even mentioned.

The sense of anomaly is heightened if we accept the thesis of Norris S. Hetherington in

Science and Objectivity: Episodes in the History of Astronomy

(1988), which devotes a

chapter to Lowell as one of seven case studies of situations in which the traditional ideal
scientific objectivity can be seen to have failed badly. Hetherington argues that personal
friendliness or professional solidarity has often prevented astronomers from exposing the

shortcomings of other astronomers' observations and interpretations, thus perpetuating erro

and delaying the necessary corrections. In Hetherington's account, Lowell suffered unusually
harsh treatment from those opposed to his Martian hypothesis, because as an outsider rather

than one of the professional clique, he was "an unusually attractive target for criticism" (

Hetherington clearly has considerable respect as well as sympathy for Lowell, citing his
"impressive" and "outstanding" mathematical skills (p 60), his awareness of the problems

associated with observation at the limits of telescopic power, and praising his literary sk

His "arrogantly confident" (p 56) manner was a contributing factor, but the chief trouble wa
that "Lowell's unproven leaps from possibility to stated hypothesis were objectionable to
astronomers":
In beginning his observations with a preconceived opinion, publicly stated, Lowell had
violated accepted scientific procedure. Lowell's critics seemingly also violated accepted
practice in criticizing Lowell openly, (p 61)
The restraint observed by potential critics in earlier instances of preconception and
failed objectivity was abandoned in the Lowell case. Lowell claimed but weakly
sympathy (sic)fromastronomers and scarcely any collegial feeling at all from
geologists. Lowell was not accepted as a professional scientist by professional
scientists. Marginally, he might be an astronomer; certainly he was not a geologist In
criticizing Lowell, professional scientists were dissociating themselves from a failure of
objectivity, not revealing their o w n failure in the quest for objectivity. They were
cutting out a cancer before it spread, in the public's mind, to science, (p 62)

While "Lowell was not accepted as a professional scientist by professional scientists" is an

oversimplification and exaggeration, Hetherington's perception that the attack on Lowell was
unusually vehement strengthens the sense of anomaly that surrounds the Martian canal

episode, and more particularly the survival of Lowell's influence and reputation. The attack
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of his chief opponents, during his lifetime, seem to have had complex, contradictory and
partially self-cancelling results. Unwilling to grant him undeserved possession of the field,
they drew attention to his hypothesis by attacking it so loudly. Considering the debate from a
strictly academic or "official" viewpoint, they partially succeeded in discrediting h i m - but
only amongst themselves, while actually further publicizing his ideas in the wider world.

If the most hostile professionals assumed that they had dealt Lowell the coup de grace, th
were wrong, for as the analysis of texts from subsequent decades showed, there were still
many reputable scientists and writers w h o respected Lowell and were attracted to his
hypothesis. A more restrained response from those w h o did not believe in canal-building
Martians might have been better tactics; but that is mere speculation which neither removes
nor adequately explains the anomaly. The fact remains, that the supposedly discredited
hypothesis and its promoter lived on in the literature and influenced the research programs of
the next generation. However Lowell had done it, he had managed to entrench his ideas in
general culture strongly enough to withstand his opponents' academic firepower.

Earlier in this section, it was shown that the perennial popularity of pluralist themes ca
itself explain Lowell's endurance, for so m a n y other pluralists have been forgotten.
Attempting to account for the phenomenon, writers frequently refer to Lowell's energy,
enthusiasm and personal charisma, which was manifest, inter alia, in his popularity as a
lecturer. But the most c o m m o n explanations are the dramatic quality of his vision of Martian
life, and inextricably interwoven with this, his literary skill. Again, Warner's Hoyt review
expresses the consensus:
Bringing to his observations a lively [Lowell himself would have said scientific]
imagination, he postulated an advanced extra-terrestrial civilization conserving water on
a decadent and desiccated planet; and he publicized his theory and supporting evidence
in scholarly journals, the popular press, and a series of stylistically elegant books. A s a
result, Lowell's theory c o m m a n d e d an enormous amount of attention, from both
scientists and laymen, in the early decades of the twentieth century. (p491)
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Putting it simply, this thesis contends that the phrase "As a result..." in this representative
quotation does not provide a satisfactory account of a phenomenon in the history of science,
specifically in the history of the popular literature of science, which is so marked and unusual
that some explanation is required. T h e literary merits of Lowell's best writing and the
dramatic presentation of his vision have been justly admired by m a n y of his contemporaries,
and by later commentators; but it might be asked w h y these were not, to a greater extent,
offset by those aspects of his style (for example, his laboured Victorian puns), or of his prewar world view (imperialist social darwinism) which rapidly became unfashionable and
untenable in subsequent decades. Furthermore, it is doubtful whether the purely stylistic
merits of his writing, simply understood, could ever really be sufficient to account for the
very considerable anomaly presented by his reputation. It m a y therefore be helpful to look
outside the narrow tradition to which Lowell most obviously seems to belong: the
popularisation of astronomy, often involving the articulation of pluralist ideas.

Looking broadly at nineteenth century culture, particularly in the English-speaking world,
there are s o m e possible parallels in otherfields.A number of writers on various topics did
what Lowell did, i.e.: entrenched their ideas andpersonae in general culture, to an extent
disproportionate to the depth of their specialist knowledge or the polish of their literary skills,
relative to their contemporaries. They began, or at leastfirstpresented themselves, as more or
less specialised commentators on particularfieldsof interest, but rapidly acquired vast
authority in their society, influencing not only literati and other writers but also the fastgrowing educated middle-class public, and even the aspiring working-classes, thereby
affecting politicians and public affairs in the immediate term, and cultural history in the longer
term. The best-known names are Matthew Arnold, Ralph W a l d o Emerson, T h o m a s Carlyle,
Henry David Thoreau, and John Ruskin. A convenient generic term for these prominent
writers on the arts, education, religion, history, political economy, and nature, is "sage".
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4.2

"THE EYE OF THE MAN

OF KNOWLEDGE'

In 1953 John Holloway of All Souls College, Oxford published The Victorian Sage: Studies
in Argument, in which he analysed the writing and rhetoric of six key Victorian authors
including Arnold, Carlyle, and Cardinal N e w m a n . Holloway did not justify his selections or
omissions or canvass the claims of other candidates to the title of sage. Rather, he left the
category wide open by initially defining it in terms of writers who:
sought (among other things) to express notions about the world, man's situation in it,
and h o w he should live. Their work reflects an outlook on life, an outlook which for
most or perhaps all of them was partly philosophical and partly moral.(Holloway.pl)
A paraphrase of this definition recurs in the conclusion:
For all of them, some concept of h o w mankind should hope or aim to live is a
consequence of what they think the world is like; and they insist more or less
vehemently on their views, according to the quality of their whole philosophy. (p293)
Holloway included the novelists George Eliot, Benjamin Disraeli and Thomas Hardy in his
sample, but admitted that the distinctive characteristics of his loose "Victorian sage" category
were "most clearly seen if one disregards the novelists, whose very inclusion in the book will
need some justification later,..." (p 3)

Holloway's study has achieved the status of a classic in the scholarship of Victorian
literature, though its impact has been more strongly felt in the study of non-fiction than of
fiction. It is cited in almost every section of the standard bibliocritical survey Victorian Prose:
A Guide to Research by DeLaura et al (1973). Holloway did not suggest that the six writers
he used as examples were the only Victorian sages. In his 1981 essay "Ruskin as Victorian
Sage", George P. Landow, author of the definitive study The Aesthetic and Critical Theories
of John Ruskin (1971), outlined the particularly obvious relevance of Holloway's sage
concept to Ruskin. In addition to nominating Ruskin and Thoreau, Landow proposed the
extension of the timespan of this distinct prose category beyond the Victorian era, nominating
D. H. Lawrence, N o r m a n Mailer, T o m Wolfe and other contemporaries as m o d e m sages.

Terry Eagleton characterised the critic-as-sage as one w h o "is able to survey the whole
cultural and intellectual landscape of his age because his "generalized ideological wisdom"
and "synoptic vision" is "undimmed by any narrowly technical interest" (1984, p45). More
recent studies have extended the idea of the art critic as sage to the artist as autobiographer,
citing H o l m a n Hunt's autobiography, largely written in the 1880s but not published until
1905, as "a belated and near-obsolete contribution to this Victorian context" (Marcus, pi8).

Laura Marcus shows that Hunt used the sage's rhetorical devices to "lay claim to a synoptic
vision: association and analogy provide him with the authority to speak for history, charting,
like Gibbon, the decline of empires, or, like Carlyle, a panoply of heroes." (pi8) In his
traveller's tales, Hunt seeks an ideal in the ancient middle east, as Lowell initially did in Asia.

The validity and explanatory power of considering Percival Lowell, orientalist and
astronomer, as a "Victorian sage" is the crux of this thesis. In order first to indicate the
relevance of the sage model to Lowell by scrutinising his work against a key aspect of the
model, and then to explore at greater length the insights the model m a y offer into his work, it
is necessary to clearly identify the chief characteristics of the sage as presented in the writings
of Holloway (1953) and L a n d o w (1981).

Holloway describes his aim in terms which apply exactly to the present investigation into t
work and influence of Percival Lowell. Holloway sought:
a fuller and realler understanding of what these authors wrote. But it also has a purpose
not so m u c h second to this understanding as the twin of it: for a further insight into
their writings unavoidably brings with it fuller knowledge of what it really is to give
expression to notions about the world, man's place in it, and h o w he should live; and
conversely, before w e can begin to get this fuller insight in individual cases, w e are
virtually obliged to equip ourselves with some idea of what it is that any sage is actually
doing, and h o w he can hope to do it. The activity of the sage, a distinctive activity, a
unique use of words, presents difficulties and problems. (Holloway, p3)

It is important to note that the term "Victorian sage" refers to a writer and a public role, rather

than to a literary style. It characterises an attitude towards writing and the writer's p

is not a mere literary device, but a state of mind expressed in, and directing, what is w

Neither is it implicit in a writer's didactic intent or the choice of subject matter whic

seem to facilitate object-lessons. More than almost any other category, writing in person
the "sage" defies naive attempts to separate style and content.

In Holloway's characterisation, sages are earnest, oracular and dogmatic, and do not rely
primarily on logical argument to express their ideas. As in Newman's Grammar of Assent,

"exposition, as it develops, actually becomes proof; and it is easy to see how naturally t
may be said of a knowledge that is somehow both elusive and simple." (Holloway, p8)

When he refers to the role of intuition in the sages' claims, characterising their thinkin
"organic" and citing Newman's famous phrase "the whole man moves", Holloway seems to

grope towards the idea of the complex and supra-rational processes of paradigm-shift which

Kuhn expounded more than a decade later. In the language of subsequent studies in scientif

discourse, the sage's argumentative style and literary persona can be seen as a particula
of articulating a knowledge claim.

Holloway identifies three points about the sages' vision, and as they provide the paramete

of the interpretation of Lowell which is to be developed, a lengthy quotation is inevitabl
The first is that all of these authors insist on how acquiring wisdom is somehow an
opening of the eyes, making us see in our experience what w e failed to see before. This
unanimity suggests that conviction comes here essentially from modifying the reader's
perceptiveness, from stimulating him to notice something to which he was previously
blind. This n e w perception, moreover, is usually allied to ordinary perception by the
senses. It is not of some quite n e w reality; it is seeing old things in a n e w way.
W i s d o m in the sage's sense, that is, m a y not be wholly about experience, but it does
find an adequate sanction in experience. The second of the three points is that w h e n the
outlooks of most of these sages appear in bald epitomes of literary histories, they lose
their last vestige of interest.... This suggests that what gave their views life and
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meaning lay in the actual words of the original, in the sage's o w n use of language, not
in what can survive summarizings of their 'content'. The third point is that to work by
quickening the reader to a n e w capacity for experience is to work in the m o d e of the
artist in words.... The literary artist... is what he is by virtue of an appeal to
imagination as well as intelligence, and by virtue of a wide and subtle control over the
reader's whole experience. (Holloway, p 10)

The correlation between the first of Holloway's three points and Lowell's presentation of

Martian canal irrigation hypothesis is so striking that it can be expounded without the d
reference to Lowell's texts which will be undertaken in the following sections where the
applicability of the sage model to Lowell is explored. Its introduction at this point is

to establish the bona fides of what may seem a strange line of enquiry for an investigati
into an apparent anomaly in the history of science. This is the notion, as Holloway
paraphrases it in his conclusion "that seeing more widely or more deeply into life... is
sage's peculiar gift to give." (p293)

The emphasis on the idea and imagery of seeing in Lowell's Martian writings may not on fi

reflection seem surprising, considering that his starting-point is astronomical observati

Seeing, in the everyday sense of the word, is a constant concern with astronomy, as can b
quickly acknowledged by citing two typical examples, one from about a century before
Lowell and another about a century after him.

William Herschel, who discovered Uranus during a methodical sky-sweep in 1781, often

pointed out what every first-time visitor to an observatory learns: that the simple act o

one's eye to a telescope may not result in seeing anything intelligible, and that it is n

to learn to see with the brain and not just the eye (Sidgwick, 1963). In his account of t
first human landing on the moon, Apollo 11 in 1969, Norman Mailer wrote with more than a
touch of irony that:
If the great brain of NASA were attached to any particular sense, it was the eye. The
eye was the collector of incontrovertible facts (which at N A S A they called data-points).
So the m e n w h o worked off N A S A Highway 1 at the M a n n e d Spacecraft Center were
all clear-eyed and bullet-eyed and berry-eyed.... (Mailer, pp 10-11)
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The idea that an astronomer might be a sage was posited in 1885 by Friedrich Nietzsche in
aphorism number 71 of Beyond Good and Evil; which links sight to understanding:
The sage as astronomer.-- A s long as you still feel the stars as being something 'over
you' you still lack the eye of the m a n of knowledge. (Nietzsche, p73)

At the most obvious level the irrigation hypothesis was, like most "normal science" acc
of astronomical phenomena, an explanation of something seen— in this case, markings on
Mars. However, as the early history of the canal debate shows, the question of the credibility
of canal observations was as crucial as their interpretation, and in fact was potentially preemptive of it There was no need for a risky hypothesis if the canals were optical illusions, as
some of Lowell's contemporaries claimed, and as spaceflight technology has subsequently
confirmed. The history of opinion on the matter during the interim period, as surveyed in
chapters two and three above, was shaped by the fact that m a n y observers thought they could
see some sort of vaguely canal-like markings; and when, as was usual, these were not the
intricate network offinelines reported by Schiaparelli and Lowell these later observers felt
obliged to reject Lowell's hypothesis, and often went on to proffer other explanations of the
markings as they saw them.

In Lowell's life-time, the battle was on both fronts. He was not only offering and then
defending an hypothesis, he was also defending the observations on which it was based, a
tricky situation of double jeopardy for any scientist committed to his position. It is not
unusual for data to be questioned, along the hypotheses drawn from it, when it is unexpected
or has troublesome implications; but in this case it was all or nothing. It was not just the
existence of some sort of markings, or even of some sort of "canali", which was significant.
Ifthe canals were illusory, or existed though not in the artificial-looking configuration that
Schiaparelli and Lowell described, the irrigation hypothesis was unnecessary and needed no
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consideration. But participants in the debate said at the time, and m a n y writers since have
agreed, that ifthe canals not only existed but were artificial in appearance, then Lowell's
irrigation hypothesis was not only the best available but was almost irresistible. The entire
edifice was built not just on the reality of marginally observable phenomena, but on specific
aspects of those disputed phenomena.

Thus the question of the reliability of observation became crucial, and much of the invect
and argument about Mars in the first two decades of this century concerned whose
observations were to be believed. The debate over the relative merits of large and small
telescopes has already been cited. Another topic of argument was the importance of the
location of observatories.

Even the most unsympathetic notices generally credit Lowell with drawing due attention to
the importance of atmospheric conditions for observation. H e was particularly sensitive to
environmental pollution and degradation, at a time when m a n y observatories were beginning
to struggle against s m o g and light haze. H e conducted an extended survey of a number of
sites before choosing Ragstaff, Arizona for his establishment Later he participated in an
excursion to Mexico, and sent a team to South America, in order to find the best conditions
for observing Mars.

This would hardly call for comment, were it not for the fact that, due to the way that
observation, and particular aspects of his observations, were crucial to Lowell's hypothesis,
the questions of w h o sees best, and why, dominates whole sections of Lowell's later Mars
books, making up a significant proportion of their bulk. T h e question of climatic deterioration
and its possible significance will be investigated in detail later when some parallels between
the interests of Lowell and Ruskin are examined. W h a t is relevant here is that the matter of
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the quality of seeing inevitably becomes deeply enmeshed with the integrity of the observer
and the conclusions he or she draws.

At the basic level, claims for superior seeing were based on real or alleged inequalitie
siting of telescopes. Lowell sneered at observatories which were built where they could be
seen, rather than see (1895, p v). W h e n he experienced misgivings about Ragstaff as a site,
he kept them within his o w n close circle (Hoyt 1976, Crowe). His public line never wavered:
The object of the founding of the observatory at Flagstaff was the study of the
planets... the site, chosen for the purpose, enabling it to prosecute this study to more
advantage than is possible at any other observatory at present. (Lowell, 1908, p viii)

Lowell's tendency to ascribe almost mystical properties to the site by emphasising and ev
exaggerating not only its pure air, but also its remoteness, unspoilt natural beauty, altitude
(closeness to the heavens)— and thus by implication its fitness for a prophetic enterprise- will
be examined later, as these themes transcend the immediate issue of seeing and perception.

The Martian canal debate seems to have reached its nadir when Lowell personalized this is
by claiming that not only was he an experienced observer, but that he was possessed of~
presumably b o m with— exceptionally good vision. Here is an anticipation of N o r m a n
Mailer's "clear-eyed and bullet-eyed and berry-eyed" N A S A m e n decades later. Lowell's
claim to superior eyesight was taken literally and seriously, documented and sourced, by
Lawrence Lowell in his biography:
Physically, also, he had a qualification of great importance for the special work he was
to undertake,- that of perceiving on the disks of the planets, very fine markings close
to the limit of visibility; for the late Dr Hasket Derby, then the leading practitioner in
Opthalmology in Boston, told Professor Julian Coolidge that Percival's eyesight was
the keenest he had ever examined. ( A. L. Lowell, p61)

Committed to the reality of the canals, Lowell had a simple test of the workplace, equipm
and skill of any observer. Obviously, if the canals could be seen, these were good; if not,
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then bad. The idea that the canals were of natural origin could only be held by those w h o had

not "seen the lines well" (Lowell, 1895, pl53, Lowell's emphasis). This crucial distincti

between mere seeing and seeing well recurs later in the same book, with the key word agai

italicized, and is expanded in a passage which slides from physical seeing to the metaph
mental blindness:
No one who has seen the canals well— and the well is all-important for bringing out the
characteristics that give the stamp of artificiality, the straightness and fineness of the
lines- would ever have any doubt as to their seeming artificial, however he might
choose to blind himself to the consequences. (Lowell, 1895, pp 189-90)
Those who believed the canals were illusory could of course use the same argument in

reverse, and sometimes tried to do so; but common sense seemed to be on Lowell's side, fo

one person's report of something seen generally carries more weight than another's failu

see it. If A reports a stray dog in the garden, and B goes to look but does not see it, w

not normally conclude that A was hallucinating, but rather that the dog has departed; or,

they look simultaneously under difficult conditions, that A has better sight. If the dis
in observation recurs or persists, we might be led to consider issues of preconception,
Lowell addressed; and physiological, psychological and philosophical problems of
observation. On this, Crowe quotes Lowell, for whom "it was really quite simple":
Negative evidence is no evidence at all, and the possibility that a thing might be
otherwise, no proof whatever that it is not so." (Lowell, 1895, p7)
and:
A n element akin to the comic enters criticism based, not upon what the critics have
seen, but upon what they have not. Books are reviewed without being read, to prevent
prejudice; but it is rash to carry the same admirable broad-mindedness into scientific
subjects. (Lowell, 1895, pi90)

The matter of being a better spotter of dogs or canals is very important when, as in the

optical astronomy, seeing is agreed to be a matter of skill rather than simply acuity of

Here, the simple meaning of the word "see" (forming a retinal image) merges into the semi

metaphoric meanings: imagine, visualise, empathise and understand, as in the phrases "se
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m y way" or "can you see what you're saying?" This is the sense in which the most obvious
identifying characteristic of the sage is his allegedly superior ability first to see,

and interpret the data, and then open the eyes of others to it. Holloway (plO) quotes Jos
Conrad saying that his own purpose was "before all, to make you see. That, and no more,
and it is everything." Conrad's biographer Frederick R. Karl explains:
By 'seeing', Conrad suggested a dimension beyond understanding with one's reason
or logic; he meant comprehension based on total response of viewer and viewed. T o
make you see in Conrad's words is a willed quality, a corollary of his artistic
achievements, and it does not lend itself to a psychoanalytic viewpoint. (Karl, p72)

The metaphor of seeing for perception, understanding, comprehension and acceptance is

among the most common in English, and in fact goes back to Plato's Republic written circa
375BC. Although Plato was dismissive of observational (as opposed to mathematical)
astronomy as a means of achieving knowledge (Republic, 529-530), his Simile of the Sun,
comparing the Form of the Good to the sun, parallels the power of seeing to the eye with
power of knowing to the mind. Plato established the concept of "the mind's eye":
When the mind's eye is fixed on objects illuminated by truth and reality, it understands
and knows them, and its possession of intelligence is evident;... (Republic, 508)

Despite the familiarity of the metaphor of seeing for perception and understanding, it is

impossible not to notice that Lowell uses it constantly, and particularly explicitly an

especially to condemn those who rejected his hypothesis. In a later chapter, when Lowell'

Asian writings are examined, it will be seen that it was always a part of his rhetoric, a
was used in his astronomical writings from their beginnings. The "Preface" to his Mars

asserts the claim to superior observing conditions at Flagstaff, and a slightly broader

"seeing" appears in the first paragraph of the main text Referring to the apparent move
of Mars, Lowell says:
Certainly, no one who had not followed in their courses what the Greeks so
picturesquely called 'the wanderers' would recognize in the apparition an orderly
m e m b e r of our o w n solar family. (1895, p 1)
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After pointing out that in contrast to cloud-covered Venus, Mars "lets us see him as he is...",
Lowell points the irony in that the most easily observed telescopic object, our M o o n , "from
which w e might hope to learn much..." appears upon inspection to be, cosmically speaking,
dead." (p 2) Seeing and seeking to know are presented as inextricably linked, when Mars is
nominated as holding out most promise of an answer to "that question which m a n
instinctively makes as he gazes up at the stars: What goes on upon all those distant globes?",
and reinforced when the plurality of worlds is "an instant and inevitable inference from what
w e see about us." (p 3)

Later, when Lowell is introducing his account and explanation of the canals, interpreta
and knowledge are united and subsumed under the category of seeing as envisioning:
These strange phenomena, together with the inferences to be drawn from them, w e will
n o w proceed to envisage, (p 128)
The same word is used differently in Mars and Its Canals : "It m a y be that while w e here
seem to be envisaging cloud w e are in reality looking at hoar-frost." (Lowell, 1906, p92)

Lowell frequently gives observation itself the status of argument; or, as Holloway put i
"exposition, as it develops, actually becomes proof...." quoting N e w m a n to explain this
further: "One and the same teaching is in different aspects both object and proof, and elicits
one complex act both of inference and assent." (Holloway, p8) For example, Lowell refutes
the claim that double canals are optical illusions by asserting "It looks to be, what it
undoubtedly is,..." (Lowell, 1906, pl92) W h e n a dust-cloud is observed "we must suppose
it to be what it looked,..." (pi06)

When Lowell discusses the polar caps which are the source of all free surface water on M
his typical pun should not distract our attention from the fact that he is giving vision and
observation a "fundamental" role in the process of interpretation:
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It is not a matter of hazard that the most evident of the planet's markings should also be
the most fundamental, the fountainhead from which everything flows. It is of the
essence of the planet's condition and furnishes the key to its comprehension, (p 37)

Seeing with the mental eye as well as the bodily eye come first together and inseparabl

the suitably qualified viewer. Later, we may be "assured by physical properties that ou
visual appearances are quite capable of being what they seem...." (p 41) "In gazing...

history unrolls itself to view,... The bodily eye sees only the glisten of far-off snow

mind's eye, however, perceives something more (p 82). The fact that Plato's "mind's eye

had long ago become a cliche, does not diminish the significance of Lowell's frequent u

it. The coupling of the mental eye and the bodily eye links them, while emphasising the
difference as much as their similarity.

In Lowell's second major astronomical work, Mars and Its Canals (1906), this device is

used more intensively than in 1895. Martian research involves "the bodily eye on the on

hand and the mind's eye on the other...." (Lowell, 1906, p 19) Of sceptical responses t

Schiaparelli's 1877 reports of canali, Lowell says "the blindness of the critics was as
mental as bodily. For they failed to perceive...." (Lowell, 1906, p 28).

The beginning of chapter XIV "Summary" brings together two of the devices already

identified separately; fusing the bodily eye/mind's eye dichotomy with the use of obse

and explication as proof, with the assertion that we will be surprised working as stro
the word "commit" to affect the latter ploy:
If, now, we review with the mind's eye the several features of Mars which we have
surveyed with the bodily one, w e shall be surprised to find to what they commit
us. (p 159, emphasis added)

The following passages occur on the last three pages of the 1906 "Conclusion":

T o some people it m a y seem that the very strangeness of Martian life precludes for it an
appeal to h u m a n interest. T o m e this is but a near-sighted view.
our cherished visions....
the strangeness of the subject should to the far-seeing prove all the greater magnet.
One of the things that makes Mars of such transcendent interest to man is the foresight
it affords.... w e are able to glimpse,.... (Lowell, 1906, pp 382-4)
When Holloway writes "what distinguished the sage... is that he seems to have glimpsed

something not conspicuous to the common eye" (Holloway, pi6), one could justifiably inser

"the significance of after "glimpsed". It is not merely seeing something, but that in se

is also assessed and interpreted, its importance and message recognised. As Holloway puts
it, the sage sees "the important truth which the common eye has missed...." (p 17) The
frequent implication, which the notoriously immodest Lowell would not have disavowed, is
often that the sage may be able to-do this by virtue of some sort of personal merit.

In a passage often quoted to demonstrate Lowell's literary artistry, he tells h o w one morning:

as I was watching the planet, I saw suddenly two points like stars flash out in the midst
of the polar cap. Dazzlingly bright upon the duller white background of the snow, these
stars shone for a few moments and then slowly disappeared. The seeing at the time was
very good. It is at once evident what the other-world apparitions were,-- not the fabled
signal-lights of Martian folk, but the glint of ice-slopes flashing for a m o m e n t
earthward as the rotation of the planet turned the slope to the proper angle; just as, in
sailing by some glass-windowed house near set of sun, you shall for a m o m e n t or two
catch a dazzling glint of glory from its panes, which then vanishes as it came. But
though no intelligence lay behind the action of these lights, they were nonetheless
startling for being Nature's o w n flash-lights across one hundred millions of miles of
space. It had taken them nine minutes to make the journey; nine minutes before they
reached Earth they had ceased to be on Mars, and after their travel of one hundred
millions of miles, found to note them but one watcher, alone on a hill-top with the
dawn. (Lowell, 1895, p87)
It is not the immediacy of Lowell's writing which concerns us here, but the tone of the s
It is manifest in the derision of alternative explanations ("the fabled signal-lights of

folk"), the claim to superior interpretational ability ("It is at once evident what the o

apparitions were"), and most of all Lowell's unique, privileged and romanticised seeing: "
watcher, alone on a hill-top with the dawn."
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W h e n specific canal observations are recounted, a distinction is drawn, differentiating
between mere observation, and the ability "to see them as they are,..." (p 139) "The very
same cause will show us at one time what w e remain callously blind to at another." (p 160)
T o accept Lowell's hypothesis, w e need only learn to see the big picture, to "look at things
from a standpoint raised above our point of view; free our minds at least from the shackles
that of necessity tether our bodies; recognize the possibility...." (p212)

Holloway refers to Carlyle's repeated use of the contrast between waking and sleeping, o
and closed eyes, and quotes his claim that insight was vouchsafed to those of "loyal heart",
for the secret, though "open to all" is "seen by almost none" (Holloway, p22). Holloway also
cites Newman's claim that the truth of Catholicism could only be perceived by "minds in
natural and healthy condition" (p 8). In a similar vein, Lowell uses Beer and Maedler's 1840
survey of Mars with a four-inch glass as self-serving evidence "that there is always room for
genius at the top of every profession and that instruments are not for everything in its
instrumentality" (Lowell, 1906, p 26), and says of Schiaparelli's maps of Mars that "properly
viewed, a pregnant deduction stands forth quite clearly...." (p 28)

Lowell's use of the word and idea of seeing in the extended semi-metaphoric sense which
incorporates interpretation is both deliberate and overt. It continues in his last Martian book,
where he differentiates between "the mere look of the canals" and what "study has disclosed"
(1908, pi85). In a key passage, he contrasts the two linked forms of seeing:
Beautiful as the opaline tints of the planet look, d o w n the far vista of the telescope tube,
they represent a terrible reality. T o the bodily eye, the aspect of the disk is lovely
beyond compare; but to the mind's eye, its import is horrible, (p 134)

Lowell could not "omit the purpose as irrelevant, and rest content with gathering the fa
(pl85), because his concept of scientific activity fused data-gathering and hypothesis-making:
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A s rational science does not rest content with raw results, it n o w becomes obligatory,
by marshalling the facts to suitable discussion, to seek tofindout what they mean.
(1906, p 337)
Unless we can succeed in assigning a sufficient reason for a given set of observed
phenomena, w e have not greatly furthered the ends of knowledge and have done no
more than the clerkage of science (1908, p 185)

The inevitability of a pre-occupation with seeing in a writer on astronomy, especially i

days of the optical telescope, has been noted; as has Lowell's particular reliance on it
directly and metaphorically. It is appropriate here to repeat Holloway's point that the

"new perception... is usually allied to ordinary perception by the senses." (Holloway, pl

Another field of activity for a sage where a pre-occupation with seeing in the simple physical

as well as the conceptual sense is inevitable is, of course, the visual arts. Simply look
work of art does not automatically bring understanding of it, but "we can know with some

assurance when we have seen the point of a painting.... We have an internal, nonverbal, a
infallible sense of the painting's meaning." (Parsons, p71)
This does not mean that we always understand a painting, nor that we are unwilling to
search for it. It means that, w h e n w e do understand it, w e are not in doubt. This is true
even w h e n w e cannot articulate our insight very well. The sense of this is captured well
by the analogy of sight. Either w e see something or w e don't, and w e k n o w which is
which. Sight is a kind of knowledge by acquaintance that is hard to put into verbal
form. Another helpful image is that of an electrical circuit... The point of both these
images- of sight, and of electricity- is that what is expressed is a matter of individual
insight, and need not be articulated. (p72)

This matter will be further considered when aspects of the writings of Ruskin, (whose career

as a sage began when he became the first English writer to make art criticism a major li
form), are examined to establish Ruskin's relevance to Lowell's style and persona. This

preliminary investigation into the applicability to Lowell of the first characteristic o

identified or nominated by Holloway- the sage as seer and interpreter- has indicated some
of the potential of the model for deepening our understanding of what Lowell was doing.
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In addition to claims concerning seeing, perception and understanding, there are a number of
other features typical of the sage's m o d e of discourse. In fact, m a n y of these are indirectly
related to the imagery of seeing, and reinforce mental eye-opening as the sage's chief
distinguishing activity. Holloway also investigates the sage's techniques for taking charge of
the discourse by controlling and modifying the sense of words, and manipulation of paradox
and truism, (pp 16-17) H e divides the writings of sages into two categories: integrated
works- including novels and Carlyle's French Revolution-- where details are subjugated to a
grand aim or plan, and discursive works (p 291).

Later writers have developed and clarified, but not redefined, Holloway's concept of the
sage. L a n d o w emphasises the sage as a non-fiction author, paraphrasing Holloway to note
that sages do not rely primarily on rational or logical argument but on indirect, poetic or
rhetorical means (Landow, p89). The sage adapts techniques of the Victorian sermon, neoclassical satire, classical rhetoric, and Old Testament prophecy. His devices include definition
and redefinition to control the discourse by asserting his o w n meanings.

The title of one of Carlyle's books- Signs of the Times- is especially evocative of Landow
concept of the sage's role. The sage identifies and interprets these signs for the benefit of
those w h o see with duller eyes. The sage's vision is special precisely because he perceives
the central fact that the phenomena he chooses to interpret demand

interpretation. Whatever

else he m a y have been doing, and indeed whatever he thought he was doing, Lowell was
certainly doing just that in defining and interpreting the current and changing appearance of
M a r s - and, as will be expounded, drawing moralistic conclusions for Earth.

Landow describes sages as engaged in the risky enterprise of seeing essential truths
embodied in apparently trivial phenomena. In Lowell's case, the word "irrelevant" might be

substituted for "trivial"; and in the following passage Mars is the "unexpected place".

The writer can easily lose the confidence of his audience, but it also ensures that, whe
successful, the writer will have established his unique claims to authority and
credibility.... B y showing members of his audience that truth resides in unexpected
places and that he, and only he, can reveal it to them, the sage also convinces them to
give a hearing to his views of man, society, and culture that might atfirstseem
eccentric and even insane. (Landow, pp 90-91)

It was acknowledged earlier in this section that, in the language of more recent studies in

scientific discourse, the sage's rhetorical style and literary persona can be regarded a
particular way of articulating a knowledge claim. Holloway's idea of the sage does not,

however, previously appear to have been used to analyse scientific knowledge claims in t
way in which it is now being applied to Lowell's in this thesis.

In utilising the specific model of the Victorian sage in this study of Lowell, a two-pronged

methodology will be adopted. Aspects of Lowell's discourse will be compared not only wit

Holloway's and Landow's model as illustrated in the writings of established sages, but a

with significant elements of their argumentative style, and some debts will be identifie
Simultaneously, key elements of their beliefs will be used to elucidate distinctive and
cases curious features of Lowell's work. This approach is intended to reflect DeLaura's

insight that "the subject of much Victorian prose is precisely certain attitudes of mind
inseparable from highly personal modes of expression." (DeLaura, p8)

Analysis of the use of detail will be very important, for as Holloway says:
we are not studying techniques oi persuasion The methods traced here persuade
because they clarify, and clarify because they are organic to a view presented not by
one thread of logical argument alone, but by the whole weave of a book.... T h e sage
has no standard bag of tools, and there is no recipe for mediating world views. A n y
detail of real life m a y seem to open our eyes and show us everything in a n e w light, and
anything or everything in an imaginatively conceived prophetic book m a y bring h o m e
the living quality of the writer's insight (pi 1, emphasis in the text)
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Following Holloway's approach, the aim will be to show "the exact kind of contribution
which this or that detail m a y make, if it is successful, to the whole book." (pi9)

When Holloway wrote in 1953, the Victorian era and its great writers were generally les
sympathetically regarded than they are now, but he welcomed signs of the revival of interest
in Victorian culture which has been growing ever since:
W e are beginning to see that for all their blindness and taboos, and for all their wildness
and crudity too, the Victorians m a d e a praiseworthy and fascinatingly interesting
attempt to retain and reorganise and even deepen their culture, despite changes in
knowledge, technique, and society which really set them an impossibly difficult task. It
was these changes that m a d e one after another of the more gifted and thoughtful
members of that society decide that traditional outlooks and the traditional credos were
outmoded; that they must m a k e a new start, come to terms afresh with fundamentals.
(p2)

As neatly as this passage describes at least one aspect of what Lowell was doing in his
on Mars, several questions must be asked: firstly, are the sage-like aspects of Lowell's work
merely fortuitous, or an inevitable reflection of a Zeitgeist ?; If it was more than that, h o w
self-consciously did he work in that mode? W a s he seeking to carve a niche for himself in the
pantheon of what were then the modern sages? Did he privately compare himself, in some
way, to Ruskin or Carlyle or Emerson or Thoreau? Or was he simply a skilled writer,
formerly specialising in oriental travellers' tales, but n o w striving to be a scientist and
seeking acceptance of his big hypothesis? Or is the answer somewhere in between: was he a
would-be scientist strongly influenced, consciously or otherwise, by the pervasive influence
and rhetorical m o d e of the great popular thoughtful writers of his time? The answers to these
questions m a y become apparent through a closer analysis of Lowell's texts, and an
examination of some suggestive parallels between his concerns and those of the two bestrecognised sages whose influence is most apparent in his writings.

Those two were, it is contended, Thomas Carlyle, with his cosmic vision, and John Ruskin
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w h o was increasingly concerned with humanity's interaction with the physical environment.

Although Carlyle leant politically right and Ruskin left, both were authoritarian, and bot
sought causes and visions which would redirect humanity away from the materialistic greed
which they saw as the overwhelming problem of modem life. Their links with Lowell, and

their role in creating an intellectual milieu and a prose tradition within which he could
will be examined in some detail later in this chapter. Before that, it is necessary to
demonstrate the pre-eminence of their relevance to him, in comparison with some other,
superficially more obvious, contenders.

Among other numerous nineteenth century English and American candidates for the mantle of
sage, a few have unarguable claims: most obviously (in order of birth) Emerson, Thoreau,

and Arnold. Pater's aestheticism and the relatively narrow range of his criticism, and the
fictional imperatives faced by the novelists (Eliot, Conrad and Hardy) weaken although by
means refute their claims. In view of the importance of Arnold's insight that culture was

filling the vacuum created by the decline of religion, and the inseparability of the fash

Japan from aestheticism, the possibility certainly exists that close reading might reveal
in common between Lowell and Arnold or Pater. Furthermore, it is not possible within the
scope of this thesis to fully explore Lowell's possible relationship with each and all of

major sages. This thesis will concentrate on the two established sages whose interests mos
obviously relate to Lowell's Martian irrigation theory.

Before considering Carlyle and Ruskin in some detail in relation to Lowell, it is necessar

explain briefly why certain other sages are not being treated here as progenitors of Lowel

Newman's specific sectarian affiliation means that the only meeting points between him and

Lowell are in matters of literary style and rhetoric. Some will be identified when the spe
issue of Lowell's usage of the sage voice is considered. The rejected candidates with
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strongest claims are Emerson and Thoreau, the two American sages from Lowell's h o m e
state Massachusetts, w h o were also fellow-graduates of Harvard, and Darwin and Spencer,
whose ideas on evolution obviously played a major role in shaping Lowell's worldview.
Hetherington has been quoted saying that Lowell's popularity was enhanced by the w a y he
"applied the N e w England intellectual heritage to a previously desiccated science" (p 62). The
final chapter of this thesis will demonstrate that the chief N e w England influences on Lowell
were not Emerson and Thoreau, but members of a younger generation. V a n W y c k Brooks'
claim that William James "exerted... a more effective influence than any of these other N e w
England thinkers" definitely applied to Lowell (pp478-9).

Despite Emerson's strong youthful interest in astronomy and the Hegelian attitudes to
he learnt from Carlyle, and Thoreau's lifelong passion for nature, it is hard to see any
significant direct links between them and Lowell. Both were anti-authoritarian democrats.
Both were concerned with American-ness, while Lowell was a cosmopolitan- or to adapt a
serious pun of his o w n invention, a cosmoplanetarian. Hetherington's insight is valid but too
narrow. Lowell was not part merely of the tradition of his h o m e region, from which he was
always happy to escape— whether to Asia, Arizona, or Mars. His endeavour needs to be seen
in the far wider context of the international literary and intellectual heritage of his times.

Emerson's first book Nature (1837) was concerned with the problems of developing a
metaphysical interpretation of the world around us. Lowell, more than half a century later,
was cynical about religion, as his Asian books make blatantly clear. H e wanted to put the
Earth and humanity in its proper, insignificant, cosmic place as a basis for proceeding to
answering the sage's big question "how should w e live?" Emerson spent m u c h of his life
seeking a substitute for religion in a transcendental philosophy, for which it is hard to
imagine Lowell feeling anything other than boredom or contempt: "perhaps a deeper sense of
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our o w n one-ness with nature as w e get on makes us insist on getting the real thing."
(Lowell, 1906, p 383) Emerson's interest in nature might also be cited to m a k e a case for
him, but actually emphasises one of the differences between him and Lowell. Emerson's
attitude to nature was, above all, reverent; Lowell's was not. Despite his well-documented
love of nature, Lowell was interested in manipulating it, not contemplating it, and he believed
that the visible world was real, not a symbol of another, transcendental reality.

In view of the obviously important role of evolutionary notions in the shaping of Lowell
theories, the question "what about Darwin and Spencer?" might seem inevitable. W h y are
they not being considered along with the sages already mentioned? The answer is two-fold.
Firstly; their influence on Lowell is obvious and has been recognised by Hoyt, Crowe and
many others. T o note that Lowell was influenced by the scientific thinkers w h o influenced
every other scientific writer of his time (some n o w forgotten, some remembered) does not
help us to account for his anomalous influence and reputation. It is the same as in the case of
pluralism, discussed in the first section of this chapter. W e are looking for an empowerment,
a shaping impact on discourse, which was shared by few if any of Lowell's contemporaries
w h o wrote on science, and certainly by none of his contemporaries in the field of
astronomical popularising- an influence he felt or a power he manipulated because he was
basically a literary m a n or something more: specifically, a sage of sorts.

This leads to the second part of the answer. Neither Darwin nor Spencer were sages in th
sense that the term is being used here, so a consideration of their stylistic, argumentative or
rhetorical influences- if any- on Lowell would not advance this study of his affiliation with
the sages. Darwin and Spencer used methods of argument distinctly different from those
writers w h o m Holloway, Landow et al have identified as characteristic sages. Darwin
confined himself to his scientific topic, which he had studied at length, and avoided drawing
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sweeping conclusions about "how mankind ought to live". Spencer, in contrast, tried to
develop all-encompassing systems, applying his principle to every conceivable subject to
generate supposed laws of nature too rigid to give general guidance to humans with freewill.
Different as they were stylistically, they both tried to build up coherent structures by arguing
logically, without recourse to the particular rhetorical devices characteristic of the sages. Of
the two, Spencer is closer to being a sage; but his program was, ironically, too coherent, too
clearly worked through in its comprehensive applicability, to qualify. The true sage
canvassed specific topics, usually in an evolving series of related but not strictly parallel
topics, in some detail- Carlyle's history of the French Revolution, Emerson's
transcendentalist concept Of history and nature, Thoreau's life in the woods, Ruskin's
discovery of moral virtue in gothic craftsmanship, or, arguably, Lowell's Martian irrigation
hypothesis- drew conclusions, and invited and assisted the reader to extrapolate from it. H e
then m o v e d on, looking at other topics and developing his message from other angles, often
taking sudden and unpredictable leaps which seem inevitable only in retrospect

It was not the sage's program merely to develop a synthesis of the ideas of others, nor t
out a single grand outline which took decades to fill in, as Spencer did. A sage's message
could not be reduced to one word, like Spencer's "progress"; nor did the sage's method
permit the establishment of a detailed system of supposedly universal applicability like his.
There is a moral here, inasmuch as Darwin is regarded as one of the greatest scientists of his
or any other century, and Carlyle, Emerson, Thoreau and Ruskin are still extensively read,
while Spencer has been relegated to the status of an historical curiosity whose former
authority n o w seems incomprehensible. Spencer's reputation was at its height w h e n Lowell
was beginning his career as a writer in the 1880s, but Lowell was ready to m o v e on; and his
Martian theory reveals an affiliation with a different, newer strain of Social Darwinism, as
will be shown in thefinalchapter of this thesis.
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Just as their specialisations and interests were different and distinctive, so- it is contendedthey are relevant to Lowell in different ways. For example, in connection with the continuity
of the tradition, a comment from E. W . F. Tomlin m a y be relevant to Lowell's cool reception
by the scientific establishment. In a discussion of Arnold Toynbee's career, Tomlin notes that
"through an unremitting effort at understanding current problems, he ended by attaining
something of the status of a sage", and adds "this did not further endear him to the
academies— where sages do not enjoy m u c h favour, at least in Anglo-Saxon countries."
(Tomlin, pp xvii-xviii)

The two final sections of this chapter are not exercises in "spot-the-influence", seeking
matches between passages from Lowell's books and the prose of the various other writers
under consideration. The aim is rather to show the compatibility of his discourse and preoccupations with theirs, to propose that he can legitimately be considered in terms of their
tradition, and to investigate whether this leads to any further insights into his literary persona
or the persistence of his reputation.

The relationships here postulated between Lowell and these two older writers (Carlyle and
Ruskin) are different in nature, and both are specific. T o err on the side of caution, only a
diffused or indirect influence is being assumed here. This does not m e a n a weak influence,
for the major sages were so well k n o w n and widely read that their ideas permeated the culture
of their age, influencing not only their confessed disciples and admirers but the educated
middle class as a whole, and in m a n y cases aspiring members of the working classes too. For
this reason no direct contact, correspondence, or even evidence of readership between Lowell
and these sages is a pre-requisite for this argument, although it will be shown there is
evidence that Lowell read Ruskin.
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In every case, sages' influence outlived them, so it does not complicate this argument that
Ruskin's most productive period was the decade in which Lowell was b o m , that Thoreau
died when Lowell was a child, that Emerson's enthusiasm for astronomy had faded by the
time Lowell could have known him, or that Carlyle wrote his most famous work almost
twenty years before Lowell was born. What is significant is that these writers were in print
and extensively read, admired, quoted and discussed during Lowell's formative years.

In the introduction to an 1895 reprint of Carlyle's On Heroes and Hero-Worship, (first
published 1840) Sir E d m u n d Gosse reported his calculation that over 100,000 copies of a
certain edition of that book had been sold in the previous quarter-century, adding that "this is
one of the most popular productions of an exceedingly famous author, and, at an early stage
in each generation, it is read by practically anyone w h o reads at all." (Gosse, "Introduction"
to Carlyle, 1911, p vii) Popularly known as "the sage of Chelsea", Carlyle was recognised
as the prototype of a distinctive literary personality. W h e n Lowell was a student, Carlyle,
Emerson, and Ruskin were all exerting direct and powerful influence on European and
American thought, although as has been argued in excluding Emerson and Thoreau from
detailed consideration, they were not all equally relevant to Lowell's later concerns.

Nor is it here contended, despite his various identifiable stylistic and philosophical
earlier writers- and not only, of course, the two discussed in some detail, that Lowell merely
filtered or synthesized the ideas of those w h o influenced him. A n y claim, however restricted,
for sage status for him must imply a recognisable personal voice, originality of thought, and a
genuine and distinctive view on the sage's fundamental topic: h o w people ought to live.
While employing some methods similar to his fellows, the sine qua non of having something
to say and establishing a recognisable persona means that any sage worth the name will have
to disagree with other sages on various matters. For the term sage does not describe or imply
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a particular school of thought, nor even a c o m m o n approach to religious, ethical or other
questions. Not only did they obviously all have different, or at lest distinctive messages, they
differed in their mutual regard. Though Ruskin shared Emerson's reverence for Carlyle, he
had little respect for the American himself.

Some aspects of the legacy of the German philosophers can be cited briefly as examples to
iUuminate this claim. While Lowell was influenced by Carlyle and Emerson in certain
regards, his world view was inimical to their German-derived Transcendentalism; and if he
had a philosophical standpoint (in the proper sense) hisfrequentsneers at the naively pious
indicate that it was irreligiously materialistic. Carlyle and Emerson followed Kant, w h o had
eventually despaired of reaching any satisfying conclusions through empirical science, and
turned from astronomy to idealistic philosophy in order to understand the cosmos. Lowell
was also a follower of Kant, in a quite different way: the nebular hypothesis of Kant's early
astronomical years was one of the distant but important starting-points of Lowell's vision of
Mars, and Lowell saw his planetology as "constituting the connecting link in the long chain
of evolution from nebular hypothesis to the Darwinian theory." (1909, p2)

The argument here is not just an opportunistic application of the facts of Kant's particul
career path. The point is that Lowell, taking advantage of m o d e m willingness to accept
probability in lieu of certainty (see chapter six of this thesis), could begin where Kant left off,
but go in a different direction. Lowell sought to m e n d the schism by showing that lessons
could be learnt from the observational study of the physical universe. The manner in which
he did this, moreover, revealed some Hegelian assumptions about the nature and meaning of
history, which Lowell shared with Carlyle (and Emerson). Closer consideration of the
implications of Carlyle's references to the universe and the heavens, inter alia, both provide a
context for and help to define Lowell's achievement- or at least, initially, his project.

4.3

THOMAS CARLYLE (1795-1881): VICTORIAN PROSE; THE
UNIVERSE, SCIENCE, AND HISTORY.

It is difficult to exaggerate Carlyle's intellectual and social impact on the Victorian e
early twentieth century, or his eminence during Lowell's student years. G. B. Tennyson
summarised Carlyle's key role, saying he:
taught his contemporaries how to think as he did about many subjects, or at least that
they ought to think as he did.... Carlyle was the pioneer in non-fiction prose as the
vehicle for carrying ideas to a mass audience. All the other Victorian prose writers of
consequence followed in his wake.... Carlyle with his o w n writing created the taste for
serious works of non-fiction
Beyond creating Victorian non-fiction prose, Carlyle
stands in other ways in an especially determinative relationship to other Victorians, for
he seems not only to have led the way in reaching a mass audience with intellectual and
factual material, but also to have set, or at least exhibited, a career pattern for m a n y of
his contemporaries, especially the social critics and moralists. (DeLaura, p 34)

Though his previous writing had not been ignored, and his later books sold well, Carlyle'
History of the French Revolution (1837) made his name and remained his most popular

work. Carlyle is often said to have invented Victorian non-fiction prose with this epic p
history. His influence on the other sages, especially Emerson and Ruskin who freely

acknowledged it, has been extensively scrutinized. Indicating that his list is not exhaus
Tennyson cites twenty studies of the Carlyle-Emerson relationship published between 1850
and 1970, along with six other studies of Carlyle's American reputation (p64), which he
notes is actually better documented than his English reputation.

What is significant here, at the beginning of an attempt to identify the relationship bet

Carlyle and Lowell, is not any question of agreement or otherwise on specific opinions. I

rather that Carlyle not only believed in a universal principle, but believed that man cou

much, and benefit directly by improving his way of life, from scrutiny of the universe as

evidence. This is the side of Carlyle which looks back to earlier centuries, when natural

philosophers sought to identify unifying principles and natural theologians sought to dis

the mind of God, in the world around and above them. The newer side of Carlyle's thought,
which he developed from the recent (late-eighteenth-century) German philosophers in
particular, was the idea of the importance of history.

Before looking at any specific issues of belief, or even at Carlyle's concept of hist
may be relevant to Lowell, it is necessary to examine carefully Carlyle's references to the
heavens, the universe and astronomy. Though without the specific interest in scientific
astronomy so strong in his American disciple Emerson, "Carlyle cheerfully takes the whole
cosmos for his subject." says Holloway (p 293). His anti-mechanistic revolt was predicated
on the assumption that the cosmos was in some sense alive: "the universe is fundamentally
not an inert automatism, but the expression or indeed incarnation of a cosmic spiritual
life;...", "a universe governed everywhere by relentless necessity...." (p 23) Lowell, and
indeed Rammarion and Spencer, would have agreed in a general way only if they could
qualify it strongly by nominating evolution as the vital principle, rather than anything
traditionally religious, spiritual or metaphysical. Certainly Lowell's Martians husbanding
their scarce water were in "a universe governed... by relentless necessity...."

It is worth noting the words Carlyle used in expressing his belief in the value of all
knowledge, including of course that very important category of historical knowledge:
N o m a n whatever believes, or can believe, exactly what his grandfather believed: he
enlarges somewhat, by fresh discovery, his view of the universe. (1896-99, vol 5,
pH8)

Carlyle played a wild game with words, not only redefining them but inventing many (so
of which have since become familiar, but most of which never went into c o m m o n use) and
changing his o w n usage as it suited his purpose. Sometimes Carlyle's "universal" merely
means world-wide, specifically earth-wide, and in reality often actually means only Europe,
England or perhaps even just London. A n example of this loose usage occurs in his almost

hystencal Latter-Day Pamphlets of 1850: "These days of universal death must be days of
universal rebirth, if the ruin is not to be total and final." (1896-99, vol 20, p2)

This usage is easily recognised and eliminated from consideration. In fact Carlyle himse
an earlier (1829) work, criticised the parochialism of those who thought their own home
patch was all that mattered:
Their little island is gone; sunk deep amid confused eddies; and what is left worth
caring for in the universe? W h a t is it to them that the great continents of the earth are
still standing; and the polestar and all our loadstars [sic], in the heavens, still shining
and eternal? (vol 27, p58)

The universe was an important entity, or super-entity to Carlyle, because its unity was

essential to his "not sufficiently considered" doctrine of inter-connectedness, thus eve

rotting on the highway... is indissoluble portion of solar and stellar systems;... (1896-

5, pl02) In his grandest work he self-consciously adopts the universal perspective, seemi
almost to grope towards existentialism and relativity:
What is this Infinite of Things itself, which men name Universe...? From beyond the
Star-galaxies, from before the Beginning of Days, it billows and rolls,- round thee,
nay thyself art of it, in this point of Space where thou n o w standest, in this m o m e n t
which thy clock measures. (Carlyle, 1911, p264)

Carlyle often discusses the universe in blatantly metaphysical terms, yet specifically

astronomical allusions in support of the universal perspective occur almost as frequently

metaphysical or cosmological references to the universe. The reference to signs of the zo
to indicate the period between spring and autumn, does not disguise its post-Copemican

scientific model nor the basic perception that while the rustic may do without the broade
scientific view, the serious student of life needs it:
The simple husbandman can till his field, and by knowledge he has gained of its soil,
sow it with the fit grain, though the deep rocks and centralfiresare unknown to him:
his little crop hangs under and over the firmament of stars, and sails through whole
untracked celestial spaces between Aires and Libra; nevertheless, itripensfor him in
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due season, and he gathers it safe into his bam. A s a husbandman he is blameless in
disregarding those higher wonders; but as a thinker, and faithful inquirer into Nature,
he were wrong. (Carlyle, 1896-99, vol 27, p90)

Carlyle's alter ego Teufelsdrdckh is accused of the same shortcoming in "Pure Reason",
chapter ten of book one of Sartor Resartus (1831). The irony is inescapable. Carlyle is

these things, repeatedly, in a series of articles and books on different topics which h
one thing in common: his transcendentalism and anti-materialism, which often manifest
themselves in expressions of contempt for science while making use of astronomical
metaphors for idealistic notions. The contradiction does not have to be established by

juxtaposing passages out of context, but often appears overtly. On freedom of conscienc
man's "celestial birthright":
Thus does Nature hold on her wondrous, unquestionable course; and all our systems
and theories are but so m a n y froth-eddies or sand-banks.... W h e n w e can drain the
ocean into mill-ponds, and bottle up the Force of Gravity, to be sold by retail, in gasjars; then m a y w e hope to comprehend the infinitude of man's soul.... (vol 27, p72)
And in Heroes and Hero-Worship :
The Universe, ah me! - what could the wild man know of it; what can we yet know?
That it is a Force, a thousandfold Complexity of Forces.... Atheistic science babbles
poorly of it, with scientific nomenclatures, experiments and what not, as if it were a
poor dead thing, to be bottled up in Leyden jars,... (vol 5, p8)

Carlyle's poetic prose to some degree contradicts Stephen Toulmin and June Goodfield's

claim that while "as late as 1650 poets could still write about the heaven of religious

quasi-astronomical terms", "the points of contact between science and theology... chang
during the nineteenth century. (p293)

More importantly, it is clear on examination that Carlyle's references to the heavens,

universe and astronomy sometimes contrast and sometimes confuse the physical universe a

the metaphysical cosmos. Taking control of the discourse, redefining the terms and usin
them to suit his argument, Carlyle elides the different senses of the words "cosmos",

heavens and universe , surely knowing what he is doing though not always admitting it.

One final example, quoted in full from the conclusion of Signs of the Times, will suffi
It is towards a higher freedom than mere freedom from oppression by his fellowmortal, that m a n dimly aims. O f this higher, heavenly, freedom, which is man's
reasonable service', all his noble institutions, his faithful endeavours and loftiest
attainments, are but the body, and more and more approximated emblem.
On the whole, as this wondrous planet, Earth, is journeying with its fellows through
indefinite Space, so are the wondrous destinies embarked on it journeying through
infinite Time, under higher guidance than ours. For the present, our astronomy informs
us, its path lies towards Hercules, the constellation of Physical Power; but that is not
our most pressing concern. G o where it will, the deep H E A V E N will be around it.
- Therein let us have hope and sure faith. T o reform a world, to reform a nation, no wise
m a n will undertake; and all but foolish m e n know, that the only solid, though a far
slower reformation, is what each begins and perfects on himself. (Carlyle, 1896-99,
vol27,p82)
Carlyle does not, however, say that he believes that people can learn from scrutiny of the

universe in the mode of scientific astronomy. He talks a lot about looking at and lear

from the universe, but he is inconsistent and contradictory and his message is sometime

quite cryptic. At his worst, "Carlyle in fact is talking to himself in a language which

invented and which ultimately only he understands." (Shelston, "Introduction" to Carlyl

1971, p23). Lowell can be seen as resolving, in his practice, the dialectical contradic
Carlyle's references to the heavens, the universe, science and astronomy.

What Carlyle talked of in terms of a metaphoric or ideal universe, Lowell tried to do with the

physical material universe, through his Martian work. Where Carlyle slid back and forth

between the two meanings, eliding, equating and confusing the physical universe with th
metaphysical universe, Lowell in a sense re-unified them, by finding a new scientific,
environmental moral and political significance in the universe observed by modem

astronomy. He did not derive from this a message of materialistic despair, not a sheerl

hopeless vision of "the corpse of nature" (Carlyle, 1896-99, vol 27, pl55), nor the terr

"nothingness" of Jean Paul Richter's dead Christ whose journey "through the worlds,., i
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the suns,., with the galaxies through the wastes of Heaven" so impressed Carlyle (vol 27,
pi57), and, later, Lowell's disciple Lafcadio Hearn (1895, pl81). Lowell sought and found
some practical lessons for us to live better- some direct clues about the nature of the personal
and political reform he believed was needed if Earth is not to be destroyed before its full term
by environmental degradation and war between classes and nations.

At another level, again, Lowell can be seen resolving a contradiction within Carlyle's i
If Carlyle does not seem to believe that m a n could learn m u c h of value from scientific
astronomy, it is clear where he thought the messages w e need are most readily to be foundin history: "Examine History, for it is Philosophy teaching by Experience." (1896-99, vol
27, p85) Unlike his references to cosmology and astronomy, Carlyle's ideas on history, and
their influence, have been expounded at length by several generations of scholars.

Although as has been noted above, Lowell had no time for transcendental idealism, he did
accept the idea of Comte and other German philosophers that history was the all-inclusive
study- that history was everything. Carlyle promoted this view with great success in
English-speaking cultures from 1820 onwards. W h e n Carlyle describes the historian's task
as depicting and scientifically gauging the "everliving, everworking chaos of being, wherein
shape after shape bodies itself forth from innumerable elements" (vol 27, p88), he could be
thinking of Kant's nebular hypothesis. W h a t Carlyle is trying to do here is steal the mantle
and prestige of science for history, while at the same time deprecating science and leaving it
looking like a hollow materialistic shell. The tactic, inherited from the Germans, is obvious,
for later in the same paragraph, Carlyle warns against attempting history on a cosmic scale:
Better it were that mere earthly Historians should lower such pretensions, more suitable
for Omniscience than for h u m a n science;., aiming only at some picture of the things
acted.... (vol 27, p89)

What Carlyle forbad here is precisely what Lowell did. He did not believe that such matte
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could be left to Omniscience because he had no belief that Omniscience existed; so human
science had to do, or at least attempt, the job. H e applied the idea of history on a n e w scale,
despite Carlyle's warning; and.he synthesized history and science. It can be said that Darwin
himself, the geologists and paleontologists, and other evolution-minded nineteenth century
popularisers of astronomy like Proctor and Flammarion, did something similar. A n d in a
sense they did, finding evidence of the already supposedly well-established "laws" of
progress and survival of the fittest everywhere they looked. Lowell was on a parallel track
with his "planetology", which was interlocked with his views on the inhabitation of Mars,
and which w a s in fact an attempt to chart the phylogeny of planetary systems. The ontogeny
of Mars was fundamental to its having reached the state in which Lowell believed he saw it.
This quasi-evolutionary notion of history on an intermediate cosmic scale, between the
extremes of the nebular hypothesis and biological evolution, was of great importance to him.

But this is to miss the point about Lowell's uniqueness, and the originality of the way
Martian irrigation hypothesis resolved the paradox of anti-materialistic yet "scientific" history.
The point is that unlike any ideas of Proctor or Flammarion, Lowell's hypothesis linked his
science with history in the very sense of the term history as used by Carlyle. Lowell's
account of Mars is based on what he believed to be accurate observations of the activity of a
community of rational beings comparable in some ways to humans, along with observations
of environmental conditions, from which he deduced a broad outline of Martian history, as
"history" has generally been understood since Carlyle.

Lowell's history also went further, where no other history- as distinct from religious
prophecy- had been able to go: into Earth's future, via Mars's present. Lowell was one of
many astronomers w h o believed that the relative age of Mars was greater than Earth's,
because Mars, being smaller than Earth, had therefore cooled and evolved faster.
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Consequently, those w h o conceded life on Mars often assumed that it was more advanced
than here. Lowell built these ideas into his theory, tying them up with his favoured causes:
peace through world government, social cohesiveness, and adaptation of the environment for
long-term survival. It will be shown that in Lowell's scheme of things these were not radical
proposals, but part of a patriarchal conservationist conservatism, which secured the
inheritance of the dominant races and social groups. The lessons w e could learn from Mars
came to us in the same form as lessons from our o w n past, i.e.: the lessons of history:
One of the things that makes Mars of such transcendent interest to m a n is the foresight
it affords of the course earthly evolution is to pursue. O n our o w n world w e are able
only to study our present and our past; in Mars w e are able to glimpse, in some sort,
our future. Different as the course of life on the two planets undoubtedly has been, the
one helps, however imperfectly, to better understanding of the other. (Lowell, 1906,
p384)

Certain of the values and lessons which Lowell believed were to be learnt from the histo
Mars have been recapped in the previous paragraph. It is not surprising if some should be
compatible with Carlyle's teaching. Both had a vision of life progressing. For Carlyle,
history recorded setbacks which were overcome by the actions of heroes; for Lowell "the
survival of the fittest", a catchphrase he used repeatedly (e.g.: 1906, p377) was the
mechanism by which m a n was "steadily bettering from an immemorial past" (1895, p212).
The picture of Lowell's Martians struggling against a hostile environment has several
elements in c o m m o n with Carlyle's picture of the French Revolution: grand scale, a sense of
inevitability and necessity, and violent energy, with individuals when visible merely vehicles
for the overwhelming forces of history.

Carlyle was contentious in his lifetime, much admired in Germany earlier this century, a
often reviled since, for his anti-democratic sentiments, and his authoritarian and sometimes
racist, enthusiasm for heroes and strong leaders. Lowell's political conservatism, which
favoured a society in which everyone knew their place and accepted it (documented in
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speeches cited by Hoyt, 1976, p23, and elsewhere) was satisfied and reinforced by what he
believed was taking place on Mars. There, the struggle for survival and the one great project
of water conservation allowed no place for parochialism, trade unionism or dissent:
Differences of policy on the question of the all-important water supply means nothing
short of death. Isolated communities cannot there be sufficient unto themselves; they
must combine to solidarity or perish. (Lowell, 1906, p378)

The most obvious area of disagreement between Carlyle and Lowell is in regard to pacif
which was not a cause championed by the older man, whose later writings especially showed
a fascination with force and power which sometimes bordered on the brutal. But nonetheless,
there is a high degree of compatibility in their values. Carlyle's famous On Heroes and HeroWorship is not greatly concerned with military heroics, but identified many peaceful arenas
for heroism with chapters entitled, inter alia:. "The Hero as Priest", "The Hero as Poet" and
"The Hero as M a n of Letters". O n Lowell's Mars "nations must have sunk their local
patriotisms in a wider breadth of view and the planet be a unit to the general good." (1908,
p207) Both there and here "the wisest realize that there are better ways for practicing
heroism" than those offered by warfare (1906, p377).

Lowell's well-developed ego was acknowledged even by his brother, who noted "he was
fond of calling himself an amateur- by which he meant one w h o worked without
remuneration- and of noting h o w many of the great contributors to science were in that
category." (A. L. Lowell, pi92) It is plausible that Lowell saw himself as the Hero as
Scientist, or the Hero as Astronomer. "The Great Man... your Hero... will read the world
and its laws; the world with its laws will be there to be read." (Carlyle, 1896-99, vol 5, p79)

One aspect of Lowell's behaviour which is often noted, and on which comments have
already been made in earlier chapters, was his persistence, his "unscientific" emotional

commitment to the maintenance and defence of his poetically presented hypothesis. A last
point from Carlyle's writings m a y hint at part of the explanation.
Poet and Prophet differ greatly in our loose m o d e m notions of them. In some old
languages, again, thetitlesare synonymous;., and indeed at alltimes...wellunderstood
have m u c h kindred of meaning. Fundamentally indeed they are still the same; in this
most important respect especially, That they have penetrated both of them into the
sacred mystery of the Universe; what Goethe calls 'the open secret'... open to all, seen
by almost none! That divine mystery, which... lies at the bottom of... all Appearance,
from the starry sky to the grass of thefield,but especially the Appearance of M a n and
his work,...(vol 27, p80)

This passage is from "The Hero as Poet" in which Carlyle considers Shakespeare and Dan
arguing that only the most intense belief can produce intensely memorable poetry. Carlyle
notes that Dante's hell, purgatory and paradise are to us today obviously symbols or emblems
of the poet's beliefs about the universe, but they were envisaged with "entire truth of
purpose; h o w unconscious of any embleming! ... Were they not indubitable, awful facts; the
whole heart of m a n taking them for practically true, all Nature everywhere confirming them?
So it is always in these things. M e n do not believe an Allegory" (vol 5, p97).

To Lowell, the canals, carets, oases and other features of Mars were visible evidence
intelligence of the Martians, and hisfrequentassertions that life on a planet would be apparent
"through manifestation of is mind" (1908, pl07) paraphrase Carlyle's "the Appearance of
M a n and his work" in the last quoted passage: "Not by its body, but by its mind would it be
known. Across the gulf of space it could be recognized only by the imprint it had made on
the face of Mars." (Lowell, 1906, pl88)

To Lowell the canals were not, as for others, mere observational curiosities, which in
speculative explanations. They were "indubitable, awful facts" which the whole heart of the
m a n took for true in practice. The power of his image of Mars, demonstrated by its
extraordinary persistence in our culture, derived largely from his manner of presenting it. It
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was not just a scientific hypothesis, nor even a synthesis of science and history, but all of that

and more: a poetic vision based on conviction, and a faith in its own way as naive as Da

Percival's distant cousin the poet and ambassador James Russell Lowell, said that Carlyl

"has not the cold-blooded impartiality of the historian." (J. R. Lowell, vol.2, p80) Tha
stand as a paraphrase of what many professionals, including his observatory colleague
Douglass (Crowe, pp636, 228n) felt about Percival Lowell as a scientist.

Carlyle's characterisation of the poet-prophet as penetrator of the "mystery of the Univ

open to all, seen by almost none!" relates to that special seeing, the significance of w

both the sage and the student of Martian canals has already been considered. J. R. Lowe

gave a superb description of Carlyle's method of historical storytelling in an 1866 ess
apropos of his Frederick the Great:

He sees history, as it were, by flashes of lightning. A single scene,... whatever may be
snatched by the eye in that instant of intense illumination, is minutely photographed
upon the memory.... Everything leaps into vision under that sudden glare with a
painful distinctness that leaves the retina quivering. The intervals are absolute darkness.
(J. R. Lowell, pp 79-80)

This encapsulation of Carlyle's use of anecdote and incident is of interest not only be

J.R.Lowell develops the seeing and vision metaphor in a very literal and physical way (

retina quivering"), but because it is extraordinarily similar to Percival Lowell's portr
Martian studies, where long years when observation is impossible separate planetary
oppositions during which the canals can be glimpsed only in flashes of clarity.

Finally, a direct personal parallel between Carlyle and Lowell, or perhaps a career para

between their literary personae, can be suggested. This relates to the career pattern w

B. Tennyson described as "the particular Victorian-Carlylean form of art-society-self."

Carlyle began in what can broadly be construed as the area of art and aesthetics. In his
case it was specifically literary criticism and an enthusiasm for German Romantic
literature. Ruskin with art and painting and his enthusiasm for Turner, Arnold and
Morris with the writing of poetry, even Pater at a considerable distance offer parallels.

Carlyle moved, inevitably it n o w appears, to the study of history and historical
institutions,., partly as a consequence of coming to believe that true poetry and
literature is history itself. T h e meaning of history... led... to a consideration of...
present-day history.... Finally, Carlyle turned inward and toward the personal and
sought to examine something of the meaning of his o w n experience. The pattern is only
general, not particular
But the broad outline still shows a moving outward to social and cultural questions
from a base in aesthetic ones, and a return to the personal and private once the message
had been uttered- and had failed to transform the world. The parallel is most striking
with Ruskin, Carlyle's acknowledged disciple, w h o indeed exhibits the pattern more
clearly than does Carlyle, even to being totally broken by thefrustrationof speaking in
vain to a heedless and profligate generation. But, taken broadly, the pattern could be
applied to any half-dozen Victorians, from Arnold to Dickens to Tennyson to
Browning,... (Tennyson, p 35)
And, a generation later, to Lowell, if "taken broadly" as Tennyson suggests. Lowell moved

from an initial interest in Asian cultures— an interest with strong aesthetic undertones

study of Mars and Martian life as he believed in it His presentation of his Martian hypot
attracted much attention but failed to actually force any fundamental changes in human

behaviour; he suffered mental and physical collapse, then summoned his energies for anoth

try, but soon married and turned his attention to other topics including the quixotic se

Planet X. As a pacifist of sorts, he was profoundly depressed by the onset of the first W

War (Hoyt, 1976), though he died shortly before the United States became a belligerent. T
fact that Lowell's career so closely parallels that of so many major nineteenth century

supports the premise of this thesis, namely that he can fruitfully be considered primari
writer: in particular as a Victorian sage in the mode established by Carlyle.

The next section considers Lowell's relationship to Ruskin, Carlyle's acknowledged disciple.
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4.4

JOHN RUSKIN (1819-1900): THE MORALITY OF LANDSCAPE
AND CLIMATE.

Bom in 1819, two years after Thoreau, Ruskin was still an undergraduate at Oxford when
Carlyle and Emerson were becoming established as popular authors. B y the time Percival
Lowell was a Harvard undergraduate, Ruskin had been Slade Professor at Oxford and his
friend Charles Eliot Norton (1827-1908) occupied the chair of History of Art at Harvard.
Ruskin's letters to Norton, with w h o m he had travelled through Italy, filled two volumes
when published. Norton was Ruskin's literary executor— a role he also performed for
Carlyle, Emerson, and James Russell Lowell. H e edited thefirstauthorised American
collection of Ruskin's works, the 22-volume Brantwood Edition of 1891-2.

But although he outlived them by almost twenty years, Ruskin's working life ended at a
the same time as Carlyle's and Emerson's. A series of worsening mental breakdowns meant
that he wrote little but autobiography in the 1880s, and nothing at all in hisfinaldecade. It
will, however, be shown that one of Ruskin's last works, a lecture which is often cited as
evidence of his failing intellectual powers, demonstrates despite its eccentricity many of the
thematic links between him and Percival Lowell.

Ruskin, who called Carlyle his "great teacher", had an advantage in life which the ol
lacked: he grew up in privilege and inherited wealth. H e never had to try to make a living
from teaching or journalism and reviewing. H e could afford to launch his literary career by
planning, researching and writing a major work, Modern Painters, thefirstvolume of which
was published in 1843. The book's subtitle sums up its ostensible aim:

Their superiority in the Art of Landscape Painting to all the Ancient Masters proved b
Examples of the True, the Beautiful, and the Intellectual from the Works of Modern
Artists, especially from those of J.M. W.Turner, Esq., R.A..
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This radical, revisionist program demanded a n e w aesthetic, and to develop this became the
main business of Modern Painters. Ruskin began by arguing in Volume O n e that Turner was
the greatest of all landscape artists because he had made a scientific study of nature,
specifically geology, weather and climate. The concept of observationally-established truth to
nature remained basic to Ruskin's aesthetic, and his interest in geology and concern for the
environment never waned. H e was instrumental in promoting the taste for mountain scenery
which, along with n e w transport technologies and T h o m a s Cook's packaged holidays,
revolutionised European travel in the mid-nineteenth century. O n e of his admiring
biographers, W . G. Collingwood, noted that:
Critics w h o are least disposed to give Ruskin credit for his artistic doctrines or
economical theories unite in allowing that he taught his generation to look at Nature,
and especially at the sublime in Nature- at storms and sunrises, and the forests and
snow of the Alps. (p31)

However, like so many of his contemporaries with a strong religious background, Ruskin
was uncomfortable with the perceived materialism of the m o d e m science which was replacing
the old natural theology and its comfortable philosophical unities. H e never came to terms
with the Darwinian model of evolution which was fundamental to the thinking of Lowell's
generation. A s the century progressed, Ruskin became increasingly critical of science, its
priorities and methods; but for most of his life he fancied himself as— at the very least— a
mineralogist and naturalist of some skill.

His position as the chief English authority on modem art and art history was secured whe
the second volume oi Modern Painters appeared in 1845; and he went on to the study of
architecture, and thence, via his theories of the social significance of the arts, to political
economy and preaching his o w n brand of authoritarian socialism.

Ruskin was a prolific author and lecturer, the standard library edition of whose writin
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to thirty-nine large volumes in which repetition, contradictions and inconsistencies abound.
For the purpose of this thesis, examination of Ruskin's work must be limited to two texts
which are between them representative of those aspects of his thought most relevant to
Lowell's interests. This also involves a n e w synthesis of two aspects of Ruskin's work, both
of which have long been recognised but which have not previously (as far as I a m aware)
been related to one another: his love-hate affair with science, and his identity as a sage.

After a decade in which architecture had been his main theme, Ruskin returned to Modern
Painters and completed Volume Three in 1855, the year that Lowell was bom. Volumes
Three and Four appeared in January and April 1856 respectively. (Thefifthandfinalvolume
was another three years in coming.) Although marginally less famous than its predecessors,
Volume Three oi Modern Painters is in several ways the intellectual or argumentative crux of
this slowly unwinding work. In its Preface w efind,inter alia, a thinly-veiled summary of
Ruskin's claims to the authority of a sage. The first figure of speech he uses, on the first page
of this Preface, is the sage's key metaphor- vision as understanding. Referring to Turner:
The critics... had blinded the world in general (as it appears ordained by Fate that the
world always shall be blinded) to the presence of a great spirit among them,...
(Ruskin, vol 5, p3)
Rather than writing as though he was not himself an art critic, Ruskin could have referred to
"hostile critics" or "ignorant critics" and still m a d e his point about Turner's belated
recognition. But by blatantly distancing himself from "the critics", he implies a claim to
another, higher status: in our terms, that of a sage. This entitled, even required, him to
generalise about and condescend to mere critics and other lesser beings.

Art criticism, for which possession of "a good eye" is even today still often consider
necessary a qualification as specialised study, is, like optical observational astronomy, an
activity in regard to which the vision/understanding metaphor has special application and
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potency. It is part of Ruskin's contribution to art criticism and history that, despite his

intermittent puritanism and tendency to moralise, he was the first English critic to gi

weight to the sensuous aspect of painting, giving less emphasis to its literary (storydimension and more to what has been called "the argument of the eye".

Under pretence of apologising for the delay in continuing his Modern Painters series, Rus

asserts his authority as a sage by reminding the reader that his judgements are not arbit

but are based on long-drawn-out studies. Furthermore, he hints that these studies require

him to make significant personal sacrifices. He reinforces this use of the classical rh
device of ethos, the appeal to credibility, with the claim which can be simply put as:

me, I have been there and tested it". His researches, he quite truthfully implies, were n
purely academic, but have frequently involved direct experience:
It often required a week or two's hard walking to determine some geological problem,
n o w dismissed in an unnoticed sentence; and it constantly needed examination and
thought, prolonged m a n y days in the picture gallery, to form opinions which the reader
m a y suppose to be dictated by caprice, and will hear only to dispute. (Ruskin, vol 5,
p6)

Reading this appeal to mature wisdom and long experience, it is hard to believe that it w

written by a man still in his thirties. Lowell frequently echoed these sentiments, somet

an ironic tone, as when he protested against his critics that someone who has spent years
dedicated observation of Mars was at least as entitled to an opinion as someone who had
rarely if ever looked at the planet.

About a year before writing Volume Three oi Modern Painters Ruskin had a revelatory
experience of natural scenery which strengthened his religious faith and awe of God as

Creator. Darwin's bombshell was still over a decade in the future, but Ruskin was becomin

increasingly conscious of the potential threat science posed to religion. Having establ
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reputation by lauding Turner on the basis of the scientific knowledge which underlay his
paintings, Ruskin was now caught in a trap.

His difficulty is apparent in the comments on science in Volume Three oi Modern Painters.
Aware of science's prestige with the public, and its association with the notions of

and firm proofs, Ruskin in his Preface asserts his superiority over the less learned r
acknowledging with half-feigned reluctance that a competent critic "has to take some

many physical sciences", listing optics first among them followed by geometry and geol

H e also alludes to science to defend himself against charges of dogmatism, demanding the
same respect for his pronouncements as are accorded those of leading scientists:

There are, however, laws of truth and right in painting, just as fixed as those of
harmony in music, or of affinity in chemistry. Those laws are perfectly ascertainable by
labour, and ascertainable no otherwise. It is asridiculousfor anyone to speak positively
about painting w h o has not given a great part of his life to its study, as it would be for a
person w h o had never studied chemistry to give a lecture on affinities of elements; but it
is also asridiculousfor a person to speak hesitatingly about laws of painting w h o has
conscientiously given his time to their ascertainment, as it would be for Mr. Faraday to
announce in a dubious manner that iron had an affinity for oxygen, and to put the
question to a vote of his audience whether it had or not (Ruskin, vol 5, p5)
Ruskin's editors Cook and Wedderburn note that he made the same comparison with "good
Professor Faraday" in a letter to Dr F. J. Furnival in 1854:

Until people are ready to receive all I say about art as 'unquestionable' just as they
receive what Faraday tells them about chemistry, I don't consider myself to have any
reputation at all worth caring about." (Ruskin, vol 5, p5n)

Before reaching the acknowledgements and other trivia with which his Preface concludes,

Ruskin concedes a few minor flaws- a standard part of the sage's technique of not alien

the reader over whom he claims such superior wisdom- and then turns to questions of log
and argument, citing and easily demolishing a particularly weak and unthreatening
theologically-motivated attack on his Stones of Venice .

Holloway charactenses the sage s method as relying heavily on assertion in lieu of careful

argument. The sage knows that the best mode of defence is attack, and the boldest tacti

simply to assert that those who cannot see the sage's self-evident rightness are mental

morally defective. The fact that this type of non-argument has become popular with dict

religious fanatics and authoritarian moralists may go some way to explaining why the sa
mode of discourse has ben out of favour in twentieth century intellectual circles.

The climax of Ruskin's Preface to Modern Painters Volume Three is self-justifying:
It has often been said that I am not logical, by persons who do not so much as know
what logic means. Next to imagination, the power of perceiving logical relation is one
of the rarest a m o n g men;...
No less intense and marvellous are the logical errors into which our best writers are
continually falling,., any m a n w h o can reason at all, does it instinctively, and takes
leaps over intermediate syllogisms by the score, yet never misses his footing at the end
of the leap; but he w h o cannot instinctively argue, might as well, with the gout in both
feet, try to follow a chamois hunter by the help of crutches, as to follow, by the help of
syllogism, a person w h o has the right use of his reason.(vol 5,pp7-8)

It reads as though it required all Ruskin's self-control to avoid adding "like me". Thu

patronises "our best writers", as surely he has previously set himself above the benigh
hacks of art criticism, and of course the humble reader.

Volume Three oi Modern Painters is best known for the chapter "Of the Pathetic Fallacy"

and perhaps also for "The Moral of Landscape". The volume's throwaway subtitle "Of Many
Things" gives no indication of how ambitious a work it is, or how central to Ruskin's

oeuvre. In this book he tackles some of the really hard long-standing questions about a

style, the relationship between aesthetics and morality, how we may compare and evaluat
dissimilar modes of art, parallels between painting and literature, and the changing
significance of landscape in different eras.
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A full account of the aesthetic position Ruskin develops in Volume Three oi Modern Painters

is not required for this investigation of the origins and sources of Lowell's impact. T

material relevant here concerns the sage persona, seeing and observation, Ruskin's atti

to the significance of landscape and nature, and to the interplay of art and science. T
positions he adopts in the text have been foreshadowed in the Preface.

The most significant element of Ruskin's aesthetic system is that he raised landscape t

higher status than it had previously enjoyed. It should be noted that in this regard Ru

does not distinguish between the contemplation of landscape, which anyone whose eyes ha

been opened is capable of, and the painting of landscape, which few can hope to do well

references to "landscape" in the following discussion of Ruskin and Lowell apply to eit
both landscape environments in the physical world, and to landscape paintings.

Ruskin achieved his re-evaluation of landscape by redefining and extending a commonplac
notion, a notion which belonged to an era which was already passing, as the eighteenth

century's style of natural theology was being supplanted by modem science. This was the

intellectual shift of the late 1850s. The study of nature was revealing a cruel creatio

did not point to a loving God. This process was underway before Darwin's Origin appeare
in 1859. Only two years earlier, Philip Gosse had published Omphalos, or an Attempt to

untie the geological knot. As Fuller shows in Theoria, this was perhaps "the last infor

attempt in that direction" and "not as foolish as is sometimes suggested". "Omphalos ma

the end of a relatively short-lived tradition of scientific natural theology-- upon whi
Ruskin's aesthetics had depended." (Fuller, 1988, p92)

But like many other conservatives and Christians of his time, Ruskin in the mid-1850s s
clung to the belief that nature was worthy of study and depiction because it was God's
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handiwork and revealed to m a n "the true nature of his life, the truefieldfor his energies, and
the true relations between him and his Maker." (Ruskin, vol 5, pp379-80) The study of

nature is "the channel of certain sacred truths, which by no other means can be conveye

(vol 5, p378) What Ruskin did was to extend this now conventional piety to cover the ar

landscape, which had traditionally been considered inferior to the depiction of sacred

and also to history painting. Landscape was nature synthesized and organised, and thus
a profane but an elevated subject for art and contemplation.

However, not everyone was able to see or enjoy the meaningful beauties of nature and
landscape:
The apathy which cannot perceive beauty is very different from the stem energy which
disdains it;... for one w h o is blinded to the works of G o d by profound abstraction or
lofty purpose, tens of thousands have their eyes sealed by vulgar selfishness, and their
intelligence crushed by impious care, (vol 5, p361)

In Ruskin's moralistic universe, the associations of any person, object, event or scene were
essential to reaching a valid judgment, and old-fashioned nature study was an aid to
understanding and right perception:
Fully perceiving any natural object depends on our being able to group and fasten all
our fancies about it as a centre, making a garland of thoughts for it, in which each
separate thought is subdued and shortened of its o w n strength, in order to fit in
harmony with others;... A n d m e n w h o have this habit of clustering and harmonizing
their thoughts are a little too apt to look scornfully upon the harder workers w h o tear
the bouquet to pieces to examine the stems. This was the chief narrowness of
Wordsworth's mind; he could not understand that to break a rock with a h a m m e r in
search of crystal m a y sometimes be an act not disgraceful to human nature, and that to
dissect a flower m a y be as proper as to dream over it;... (vol 5, p359)
Ruskin rapidly became confused about the role of science in helping mankind enjoy, love and

understand nature and landscape. In a passage oddly critical of the missionary and civi

element in British imperialism, Ruskin (overall a fairly consistent imperialist) sugge

communicating European religion, medicine and science to "savages" is not really doing t
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a favour, (vol 5, pp3812) For it is not through applied science and technology, but through
learning to love nature, that human happiness and a Utopian future can unfold.

Natural science, which came into the world "blundering and late" (RuSkin offers no
explanation of this) cannot be disparaged altogether though it has been demeaned to mere
material uses, like steam engines, mechanised weaving, pointless manufactures and vulgar
consumption (vol 5, p383). It is a clear instance of "the ethereal Ruskin" as Carlyle called
him, echoing his master: "bottle up the Force of Gravity, to be sold by retail in gas-jars"
(Carlyle, 1896-9, vol 27, p72), and "science... bottled up in Leyden jars" (vol 5, p8).

Among Ruskin's requirements for art to be judged great was that it should be "inventive
a product of the imagination." (Ruskin, vol 5, p63) The sort of knowledge which most
m o d e m science provided did not seem to him to have m u c h direct benefit for the artist, and
generally served to entrench academicism and enforce "the sacrifice of expression to technical
merit" In regard to the influence of anatomical studies on high Renaissance art, specifically
Raphael's Madonnas:
W h e n the subject was thus scientifically completed, it became necessary...to the full
display of the power of the artist, that it should be in m a n y respects more faithfully
imagined than it had been hitherto." (vol 5, p79)

To get himself off the hook, Ruskin had to lessen his, the artist's and the reader's r
science to understand nature; but he could not remove the emphasis on observation and study
of nature without completely gutting his aesthetic. Therefore, he argued that correct
understanding of landscape and nature is achieved through poetic sentiment, rather than "the
accurate view taken by the m a n of science." The Book of Job is cited, and its powerful
metaphorical language in which "there is no science, or hint of science;..." is exalted as far
above any "dissection of muscles or counting of elements,... (vol 5, p385)
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If, in the process ofrightlyunderstanding nature and landscape, science has less to offer than

poetic imagination, the modem German and other philosophies or theories of perception h

no place. Ruskin was not at all interested in theoretical or philosophic bases for obse
True to his own advice in the Preface, he puts his faith in common sense. A discussion

"objective" and "subjective" in the chapter "Of the Pathetic Fallacy", is kept brief. R

no doubt that an object still has its properties when they are not being perceived, and
no allowance for varied circumstances in which perceptions occur:
'Blue' does not mean the sensation... but it means the power of producing that
sensation; and this power is always there, in the thing, whether w e are there to
experience it or not, and would remain there although there were not left a m a n on the
face of the earth....

In a like manner, a gentian does not produce the sensation of blueness if you don't loo
at it. But it always has the power of doing so;... therefore, the gentian and the sky are
always verily blue, whatever philosophy m a y say to the contrary; and if you do not see
them blue w h e n you look at them, it is not their fault but yours, (vol 5, p202)

As foreshadowed in the Preface, the ability to seerightly(which it is n o w clear does not
necessarily mean scientifically) is all-important. Hence the exalted role of the sage,
introduces his readers to a special kind of deeper seeing. Several times in the course
lengthy exposition of old and new painting and literature, Ruskin allows himself to go

beyond discussion of seeing— in either or both the ordinary and the semi-metaphorical s

- and the potency of conviction, to comment directly on the sage persona. Discussing Da
and Scott in chapter xvi, "Of Modem Landscape", he confesses:

The more I think of it I find this conclusion more impressed upon me,- that the greates
thing a h u m a n ever does in this world is to see something, and tell people what it saw
in a plain way. Hundreds of people can talk for one w h o can think, but thousands can
think for one w h o can see. T o see clearly is poetry, prophecy, and religion— all in one.

Therefore, finding the world of Literature more or less divided into Thinkers and Seers
I believe w e shallfindalso that the Seers are wholly the greater race of the two. A true
thinker, w h o has practical purpose in his thinking, and is sincere, as Plato, or Carlyle,
or Helps, becomes in some sort a seer, and must always be of infinite use in his
generation;... (Ruskin, vol 5, p333-4; "Helps" is Sir Arthur Helps, 1813-75,
philosopher, aesthetician. historian and editor of royal papers.)
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In fact, a great artist is a sort of sage, and great art is only produced when an artist has this
seeing power combined with the ability and temperament to record his understanding:

Herein is the chief practical difference between the higher and lower artists; a differe
which I feel more and more every day that I give to the study of art. All the great m e n
see what they paint before they paint it- see it in a perfectly passive manner- cannot
help seeing it if they would; whether in their mind's eye, or in bodily fact, does not
matter, very often the mental vision is, I believe, in m e n of imagination, clearer than the
bodily one; but vision it is, of one kind or another- the whole scene, character or
incident passing before them as in second sight, whether they will or no, and requiring
them to paint it as they see it; they not daring, under the might of its presence, to alter
on jot ortittleof it as they write it d o w n or paint it down; it being to them in its o w n
kind and degree always a true vision or Apocalypse, and invariably accompanied in
their hearts by a feeling correspondent to the words, "Write the things which thou hast
seen, and the things which are." (Ruskin, vol 5, pi 14)
Ruskin always acknowledged his indebtedness to Carlyle, and in chapter vii "Of the True

Ideal: Naturalist", as in the Preface, he follows the older man in emphasising that conv

and literal belief— not the desire to create metaphor- give irresistible power to imager

quotes himself from Seven Lamps of Architecture: "All great art represents something tha

sees or believes in;— nothing unseen or uncredited." (vol 5, pi 15) As noted in the sect

Carlyle, this can be related to the intensity and staying power of Lowell's vision of Ma

Because the sage has the power of seeing rightly, his personal credibility is fundamental and
his commitment is itself proof of the truth of his message:
The inquiry is clearly one in which personal experience is the only safe ground to go
upon, though a narrow one. ...whatever other faculties I m a y or m a y not possess, this
gift of taking pleasure in landscape I assuredly possess in a greater degree than most
men; it having been the ruling passion of m y life, and the reason for the choice of its
field of labour. (Ruskin, vol 5, p365)
This foreshadows Lowell under attack over his Martian theories, standing firm on his
commitment, observational experience, and superior eyesight. Lowell, in the tradition of
Darwin and others, unashamedly wrote up his observations in the first person, telling
enthusiastically of the canals that he saw on Mars- which no-one could contradict.
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This style was fundamental to Ruskin's impact, according to his biographer Peter Quennel:

Ruskin was one of the earliest critics to treat criticism as a record of personal adven
not only among the masterpieces of art but among the transcendent beauties of the
natural world. N o reader w h o turned to his descriptions of clouds- differentiated so
painstakingly and minutely and yet with such intense poetic feeling: the colossal
mountains of grey cumulus, through whose shadowed sides a sunbeam strikes: the
'quiet multitudes of the white, soft, silent cirrus': those 'mighty watch-towers of
vapour' whence 'waving curtains of opaque rain are let d o w n into the valleys,
swinging... in pale columns along the lake level, grazing its surface into foam as they
go'- could doubt that he had heard a n e w voice, which heralded the beginning of a
new epoch in the history of critical and imaginative literature. (Quennel, pp 10-11)
At the end of thefinalsynthesizing chapter of Volume Three oi Modern Painters, "The

Teachers of Turner", Ruskin announces "I cannot close this volume without alluding brie

to a subject of different interest from any that have occupied us in its pages" (vol 5,

and launches into a seemingly irrelevant statement about the Crimean War. This last-min

digression is not as purposeless or morbidly attention-grabbing as it may seem, and th
more to it than is implied by Ruskin's explanation in terms of topical interest:

For it may, perhaps, seem to a general reader heartless and vain to enter zealously int
questions about our arts and pleasures in a time of so great public anxiety as this. But
he willfind,if he looks back to... the last volume, some statement of feelings, which,
as they m a d e m e despondent in a time of apparent national prosperity, n o w cheer m e in
one...of stem trial, (vol 5, p410)

Volume Three oi Modern Painters is about right feeling and thinking, as a prerequisite for

the creation and proper understanding of great art, and further as a reward and justif

the study of art. This final passage, in defence of the notion of a just war, represent
attempt to apply right feeling and thinking to a contemporary political dilemma. While

main theme of the book has been art history, its conclusion is a quick reminder that i

aspires to a wider role than critic or historian of art. He was soon to assume that wid

more fully. "At forty years of age, Ruskin finished Modern Painters. From that time art
sometimes his text, rarely his theme." (Collingwood, pl51)
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Ruskin had a mid-life career change, but his m o v e from a prime concern with art to a preoccupation with economics and society was smoother than Lowell's jump from Asia to
astronomy. In the 1870s Ruskin suffered disappointment in work and love, poor health, and
mental breakdown. In 1876 he resigned the Slade Professorship he had held for six years.
After an equal period of rest he accepted re-election to it in 1882, but the violence of his
attacks on contemporary academic art and scientific thought soon alarmed even his strongest
supporters; while his critics were, and have remained, scathing. Lord Birkenhead claimed
Ruskin "nearly rained Oxford" by the power of his "magnificently persuasive rhetoric allied
with a mediocre taste" (Birkenhead, p96).

There was general relief in late 1884 when Ruskin finally resigned, as a protest agains
introduction of vivisection to Oxford's science laboratories. His genuine hatred of vivisection
provided a useful pretext for an inevitable withdrawal from the university. The argument
which has been developed above would suggest that vivisection was repugnant to Ruskin not
only for its cruelty, but further as a particularly nasty symbol of the new science.

Given his love of nature and concern for the environment, his belief in their didactic
importance, and his need to believe in the lightness of his o w n perceptions, it was a major
element of his personal tragedy when during the 1870s he became "obsessed with the idea
that nature itself was failing" (Fuller, 1987, p42). In February 1884 he finally announced
this conviction in a public lecture The Storm-Cloud of the Nineteenth Century. The lecture
was reported in the Press, and soon after the text was published in London, an unauthorised
American edition appeared.

What has been written about Ruskin above, focusing on the pivotal Volume Three oi Moder
Painters, is the essential background to a reading of this relatively little-known late work,
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which reveals his seminal significance to an understanding of Lowell and Mars. A m o n g
Ruskin scholars w h o have paid any attention to The Storm-Cloud of the Nineteenth Century,
opinion is divided as it was a m o n g his hearers and readers in 1884- between those w h o
consider it paranoid nonsense, and those w h o see it as a mishandled but fundamentally valid
pioneer protest against atmospheric pollution. Regardless of the state of his mind, Ruskin's
situation w h e n he went public with this theory of plague wind was similar to Lowell's when
he announced his full-blown Martian irrigation theory.

In retrospect, the brief stir over Ruskin's Storm-Cloud looks like a preview of the pr
controversy about Lowell's canal hypothesis which began just over ten years later. M a n y of
the same issues were raised. There were attacks on personal credibility, on the accuracy and
objectivity of the observations, and the validity of the conclusions. More significantly for this
study of Lowell's rhetoric and reputation, m a n y of the underlying issues were similar.
Storm-Cloud is more than an important part of the background of Lowell's hypothesis; it
makes manifest the link between Ruskin's immensely influential early works such as Modern
Painters, and Lowell's vision of Mars. Here is a link between the beautiful landscapes of
Earth as painted by Turner and others and interpreted by Ruskin, and the arid landscapes of
the red planet— and perhaps of Earth's future- as envisaged by Lowell.

Lowell's awareness of Ruskin's cloud observations is documented by an aside in Mars
when Lowell is discussing the rarity of clouds on that planet:
A cloud is an event on Mars, a rare and unusual phenomenon, which should m a k e it
morefittinglyappreciated there than Ruskin lamented was the case on Earth,...
(Lowell, 1895, p45)

When Lowell asserts that thin clouds seen on Mars, proving the existence of an atmosph
are "not storm-clouds" it is probably a direct echo of Ruskin's Storm-Cloud, especially
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because Lowell goes on to add that with regard to their "enormous height", "it is not to be

forgotten that a few years ago on the Earth phenomenal dust-clouds were observed as h
one hundred miles." (Lowell, 1895, p62)

The illustrated text of the Storm-Cloud, with some explanatory notes added when Ruskin
repeated the lecture, is printed in Volume 34 of the monumental 1902-12 Cook and

Wedderbum library edition of The Works of John Ruskin . In his introduction to this v
Sir E. T. Cook cautions:

It is well to distinguish Ruskin's account of phenomena from any theory of their caus
At the time when he first published the lectures, they encountered much ridicule. H e
had not clearly propounded any... physical theory of the phenomena in question. H e
contented himself with ascribing them to the Devil; and, wrapping himself as it were in
the gloom, the Prophet denounced woe upon a wicked and perverse generation. There
was, as w e shall see, a perfectly sober, solid, material, and accurate sense in which
Ruskin's words were true. But he was not fully conscious of it, or he did not choose to
make it explicit; and his readers, not penetrating to the true cause, were led by Ruskin's
prophecies of w o e to throw doubt and derision even upon the phenomena on which he
based them. (Cook, in Ruskin, vol 34, p xxiii)
Cook goes to some length to show that Ruskin was not deluded, reminding readers of

Ruskin's lifelong studies of clouds and weather and undoubted expertise as an observer

sunsets and similar sky phenomena, citing scientific studies of smog, and quoting othe
observers who reported peculiar weather in the decade prior to the Storm-Cloud. He
concludes:
The Devil is every bit as black as Ruskin painted him; he is Smoke- smoke mixed with
damp.... The investigations of meteorologists and economists confirm his words; it is
the Devil of S m o k e that needs to be exorcised, if the earth is to yield her increase.
(Cook, in Ruskin, vol 34, p xxvi)

M a n y sympathetic Ruskinians simply ignore the Storm-Cloud, perhaps tacitly agreeing with

the popular reaction of 1884, and others cite it sadly as evidence of the 65-year-old
failing powers, but Collingwopd's perspective is similar to Cook's:
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W e should n o w be disposed to call this simply "the smoke nuisance", but feeling as he
did the weight of human wrong against which it was his mission to prophesy, believing
in a Divine government in all its literalness, he had the courage to appear before a
London audience, like any seer of old, and to tell them that this eclipse of heaven w a s if not a judgment- at all events a symbol of moral darkness...." (Collingwood, p290)

Cook, Collingwood, and those later Ruskin apologists including Fuller, who follow this l
on the Storm-Cloud, are being overly protective. Firstly, they overlook Ruskin's specific
point that the storm-cloud "looks partly as if it were m a d e of poisonous smoke; very possibly
it m a y be:..." (vol 34, p31) Secondly, they ignore, and thus attempt no mediation of, the
most dubious aspect of Ruskin's observations: the "almost ceaseless action" of the
degrading, "malignant", "calamitous", "polluting", "intermittent", "tremulous" "tormenting",
"hissing", "panick-strack", "feverish", plague wind which he alleged brought the "foul
drizzle" and "thin, scraggy,filthy,mangy, miserable" sky-darkening sun-choking
"blackguardly" plague-clouds of "chimney-pot vomit" (pp 31-39). The most striking item in
this extraordinary collection of invective is the word "tormenting", with its hint of paranoia.

Before accepting this as indicative of Ruskin's deteriorated mental condition, it need
remembered that dogmatic declarations and wild exaggerations were always part of his
rhetorical armoury. In Stones of Venice, generally considered his greatest work, he alternates
between architectural description and "sudden flights of imaginative expression" (Hewison,
p48). In Storm-Cloud, Ruskin was desperately trying to draw attention to a message which
he believed was quite literally a matter of life and death. H e stood by what he had said,
despite the general response. W h e n the lectures were printed he admitted in his Preface that
the newspapers "scouted his assertion of radical change, during recent years, in weather
aspect as imaginary or insane". (Ruskin, vol.34, p7)

The preceding account of the basic content of the Storm-Cloud has not been interrupted b
contextual and explanatory comments or by comparisons with Lowell except where they were
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quite irresistible. N o w that its content and placement has been established, w e shall go over
the text of the lecture and note the parallels with Lowell's Martian canal irrigation hypothesis.
This direct textual comparison is not undertaken elsewhere in this thesis, because no other
essay by any of the sages w h o m a y have influenced Lowell is anywhere as nearly comparable
in subject-matter or rhetoric.

In his Preface to the Storm-Cloud Ruskin acknowledged, as we have seen, that the lectu
had been taken by some as evidence of insanity. H e asserted that although the lecture was
rapidly prepared, it was based upon lengthy study and his observations were "guardedly and
absolutely true" (Ruskin, vol.34, p7). H e immediately broached the very question of the
subjectivity of observation, which would again be so crucial in the Martian canal debate:
I a m indeed, every day of m y yet spared life, more and more grateful that m y mind is
capable of imaginative vision, and liable to the noble dangers of delusion which
separate the speculative intellect of humanity from the dreamless instinct of brutes. (p7)

Ruskin assures the reader that he has "been able, during all active work, to use or re
power of contemplative imagination...." (p7) This is positively suspicious when one
remembers the haste with which he dismissed the subjective-objective dilemma in 1855.
What is remarkable is that of all possible examples, Ruskin- on this occasion and nowhere
else- chose observational astronomy: "I have been able, during all active work, to use or
refuse m y power of contemplative imagination, with as easy c o m m a n d of it as a physicist's
of his telescope:..." (p7)

Just as Lowell was at pains to show his awareness, and thus by implication his mastery
subjective factors which might influence observation, so n o w Ruskin- w h o discussed the
issue seriously in Volume Three oi Modern Painters - excludes it from debate as a matter
upon which the sage must be trusted. Ruskin asks us to accept that "the times of morbid are
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just as easily distinguished by m e from those of healthy vision, as by m e n of ordinary faculty
dream from waking;..." (p8) Lowell also defended imagination as a part of the true- as
opposed to the hack- scientist's make-up; and for m a n y readers he protested too m u c h that
he was able to identify and control subjective factors in observation. Just like Lowell
defending his canal observations, Ruskin calls upon the prestige of quantitative scientific
reportage, claiming "nor is there a single fact stated in the following pages which I have not
verified with a chemist's analysis, and a geometer's precision." (p8)

The text of the lecture itself begins with an assurance to readers that there is no "arrie
pensee in thetitlechosen for this lecture", for all that Ruskin wants to do is "to bring to your
notice a series of cloud phenomena...." This is suggestive of, and just as unconvincing as,
Lowell's assurance at the beginning oiMars (1895) that he built the observatory and began
his studies with no preconceptions at all about the red planet. M o r e like Rammarion than
Lowell, Ruskin then refers to classical and modern literature. H e makes the point- also
applicable to the canals which werefirstreported in 1877- that the phenomena in question
are of recent appearance. This does not impugn the observations, but rather shows the
phenomena are n e w and therefore, in some sense, "signs of the times".

From references to the literary classics, it is an easy slide to personal recollections
days", but the point is that in contrasting the weather then and n o w to prepare the ground for
his argument, Ruskin is assuming and asserting the by no means self-evident premise that a
planet's climate is changeable. Here, that change is seen as negative- a deterioration. Then
becoming more specific, he begins to classify and categorise data about clouds in a (pseudo)scientific w a y which contrasts strongly with the style of his earlier and more poetic reports of
their appearance, form and behaviour. Lowell's descriptions of the canals in all three of his
books on Mars follow this pattern.
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At this point in the lecture Ruskin begins the sage's standard distancing, and in this case
brutally condescending, application of the second person, which is maintained for the rest of
the lecture. O n e example will suffice: "That is thefirstidea you have to get well into your
minds.... " (Ruskin, vol.34, pi5)

This potentially alienating mannerism is leavened by heavy-handed irony aimed at "the
scientific people" (pp 15,17,25-6) which (like his attacks on "the critics" in Modern Painters
Volume Three) tries to reify the experts, amuse the complacent follower, and bully the
uncertain listener/reader into line. A few homely examples reinforce the message to the
reader: you, the commonsensical man-in-the-street, will not be fooled by these eggheads, but
rather follow your wise sage. Thus the lack of expertise on the part of a writer w h o is
venturing into a specialistfieldis converted from a shortcoming to a virtue. The same tactic
can be identified in all three of Lowell's books on Mars. The presumptuous idea that the nonexpert sage actually knows more than the experts is planted later.

At this confidence-building stage, Ruskin uses one of the sage's special tools of trade
seeing/understanding metaphor:
Y o u will not, therefore, so please you, expect m e to explain anything to you,--1 have
come solely and simply to put before you a few facts, which you can't see by
candlelight, or in railroad tunnels, but which are making themselves n o w so very
distinctly felt as well as seen that you m a y perhaps have to roof, if not wall, half
London afresh before w e are m a n y years older. (Ruskin, vol.34, pi8)
In the context of establishing the Ruskin/Lowell nexus, it seems incredibly convenient that
though neither art criticism nor astronomy is in question, Ruskin moves on from this
reference to seeing/perceiving the obvious to mention of atmospheric seeing conditions, in
particular the effect of water vapour in the air (ppl8-19).

The next step in the argument is about the recording of what is observed, and with hind
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Ruskin's acknowledgements of his assistants Messrs. Barrett and Severn (p 29), evoke
Lowell's legitimising accounts of the corroborating observations of his employees Slipher,
Douglass and Lampland.

As the crunch approaches, Ruskin retreats further into the sage role. The incaution of a
instability means he is more blatant than he would ever have been in earlier works, and
almost sneers "You won't expect m e to tell you all that, or even the little that is accurately
k n o w n about that, in a quarter of an hour;..." (Ruskin, vol 34, p 20) T h e unsupported
implication is that the sage knows all, but does not deign to tell. In case anyone suspected this
bluff (and it is a bluff, for Ruskin was far behind the latest developments in the relevant
fields), a modicum of information is then imparted at length in jargon (pp20-24).

Ruskin returns to his argument, reinforcing his case and his personal authority by quoti
verbatim at length from his o w n earlier writings and diaries of observation (pp 29,30-34).
Lowell did the same thing w h e n trying to establish the reality of the canals. The significance
of this device to reinforce the personal credibility of the sage has been mentioned already.

A couple of final points are surprising. Ruskin sounds like Flammarion when he abhors th
Franco-Prussian war of 1870 (p 33); and even seems cynical about British imperialism when
considering the threat to the whole world's environment (p41). H e refers direcdy to "the
signs of the times" which it was the sage's business to interpret. The tone is sufficiently
religious for the editors to footnote a Biblical source (Matthew xvi, 3). Ruskin's m o o d is
n o w positively apocalyptic, like Lowell's vision of the death of Mars. Yet, in the strongest

parallel of all, Ruskin's message is that it is possible to change the climate, or at least prolong
life on the planet, by concerted action. In this sense, there is no real difference between
praying, cleaning up air pollution, and digging canals to utilise scarce water.
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It is significant that Ruskin's picture of environmental degradation is global:
The harmony is n o w broken, and broken the world around: fragments still exist, and
hours of what is past return, but month by month the darkness gains upon the day, and
the ashes of the antipodes glare through the night (Ruskin, vol.34, p78)
The fact that he had later to concede that this last reference, to Krakatoa, was founded on a
mistake, does not take away any of its dramatic impact.

In the Storm-Cloud, Ruskin evoked Nature failing on Earth, for quasi-moral reasons. Low
saw nature failing on Mars, with the planet's ageing; and interpreted this as a warning to
Earth. Ruskin's the ideological framework was Christian socialist anti-materialism; Lowell's
was evolutionary. Ruskin called on us to reform our values; while Lowell asked us to admire
the determination of the Martians, and act together to slow the environmental degradation of
Earth. The struggle of Lowell's Martians would eventually fail: they werefightingfor time,
not for eternal occupation of their planet. Theirfinalfate would be as grim as that of the last
human family, illustrated and described in Flammarion's (1885) Astronomie Populaire.
Ruskin was probably first to warn of the danger that Earth's ecosystem could collapse.
Lowell was the first to m a k e a serious scientific attempt to show that such a thing not only
could happen, but was happening nearby in cosmic terms.

The failure or collapse of nature evoked in The Storm-Cloud provides the closest parall
and anticipations, in rhetoric and underlying theme, of Lowell's Martian writings. It is not
something Ruskin could have anticipated years before, w h e n he alerted his contemporaries to
the moral message of Nature and landscape while exalting the art of Turner. Nor is it likely
that Lowell sought to echo these prefigurings, when he wrote with utter conviction about the
meaning of the Martian canals. But the deep cultural roots of both his vision and his style do
help explain the penetration which Lowell's scientifically marginal vision achieved.
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Finally, considering that Lowell's canal maps were so often compared to spiderwebs (a wit

once surmised that his canal observations were due to a spider resident in his telescope
may be permissible to apply to Lowell one of Ruskin's examples in his analysis of
perceptions and feelings in Volume Three of Modern Painters. Ruskin describes a deeply
receding landscape full of visual delights in which:
the thing that impresses us most, and which we would be sorriest to lose, may be a thin
grey film on the extreme horizon, not so large, in the space of the scene it occupies, as
a piece of gossamer on a near at hand bush, nor in any wise prettier to the eye than the
gossamer; but because the gossamer is k n o w n by us for a little bit of spider's work,
and the other grey film is k n o w n to mean a mountain ten thousand feet high, inhabited
by a noble race of mountaineers, w e are solemnly impressed by the aspect of it; and
yet, all the while, the thoughts and knowledge which cause us to receive this
impression are so obscure that w e are not conscious of them....
But let..us...follow out some clear course of thought... and the snowy peak... ceases
to be visible, or holds its place only as a white spot upon the retina, while w e pursue
our meditations upon the religion or the political economy of the mountaineers, (vol 5,
p356)
There is an astonishingly similar thought in Lowell's Mars and its Canals:
In gazing... history unrolls itself to view,... The bodily eye sees only the glisten of
off snow. The mind's eye, however, perceives something more. (1906, p82)

Lowell's meditations on the political economy of his "mountaineers" (i.e.: Martians) wer

based on mistaking gossamer (real or metaphorical) for a far habitation. Nonetheless, he

persuaded many readers, including a few scientists, of the truth of his description. His
success in so doing owed much to rhetorical techniques shared with and, consciously or

unconsciously, directly or indirectly, learnt from Carlyle and Ruskin. His message as a

was, of course, different from theirs; although they all believed in the need for human
motivated by something far beyond individual self-interest. Lowell's message, and its

topicality and appeal for his times, is explored in the final chapter of this thesis. Be

however, it is necessary to complete the interpretation of Lowell's career and the deve
of his literary persona, by scrutinising the other major aspect of his life's work- his
studies, which preceded his move into astronomy.

CHAPTER FIVE
FROM ORIENTALIST TO ASTRONOMER
As quick look back at the hundred-odd books which were scrutinised in Chapters Two and
Three above, reveals that about half of them do not discuss Lowell's activities prior to
founding the observatory at Flagstaff. Those that do make reference to his earlier work,
almost invariably present him as one w h o had two distinct and separate careers as an author
and shaper of public opinion. The second, in astronomy, occupied twenty active years: 18941916 with a two-year break at the turn of the century recovering from "neurasthenia". It
brought him fame, controversy, and a unique place in the history of science.

Lowell's "first career", as an orientalist, was a full-time commitment for about ten ye
his life cl883-1893, and equalled his astronomical career inasmuch as it too resulted in the
publication of four books in addition to some journalism: Choson: Land of the Morning
Calm, 1885; The Soul of the Far East, 1888; Noto, 1891; and Occult Japan, 1894. His
astronomical career is usually described as commencing with a sudden decision in 1893 to
continue Schiaparelli's observations, following a trip to Asia in that year when he took a
telescope with him. Despite his childhood interest in astronomy, his longstanding collection
of astronomical books, and the much-remarked evolutionary perspective of his best-known
Asian book (1888), Lowell's decision to establish an observatory is generally represented as
an abrupt career change, and even Hoyt and Crowe largely concur in this view.

The first, and well-documented, fact which casts doubt on this simplistic interpretatio
Lowell never lost interest in Asia. In 1905, while preparing Mars and its Canals for
publication, he was planning another trip to Japan (which never occurred); and in 1908 he
arranged for a Shinto priest in Boston to demonstrate some of the feats he had described

fourteen years earlier in Occult Japan (A. L. Lowell, pi47). H e endeavoured to keep his
Asian books in print throughout his lifetime (Greenslet, p322).

This chapter examines Lowell's books on the Orient, not in order to assess his contributio
Asian studies (or comparative religion or international relations), but to identify links between
his "two careers", showing that contrary to the c o m m o n view they were inextricably lined,
and arguably actually one rather than two. It is contended here that Lowell's astronomical
work was in m a n y key respects an extrapolation and development from his Asian studies. A
re-assessment and full understanding of the extensive links between these two careers- the
recognition, in fact, of their essential unity- provides valuable insights into his astronomical
work and particularly his literary technique for communicating it

There are two chief parts to this examination. Firstly, scrutiny of his Asian books for
indications of the direction he was to take later, particularly expressions of ideas, attitudes
and beliefs which also occur in his later writings on astronomy. Secondly, and perhaps more
importantly, it will be shown that his Asian books document the growth of, and finally
embody, an authorial persona which largely accounts for Lowell's apparently anomalous
place in the history of astronomy.

5.1 CHO SON, 1885
Lowell first went to Japan in 1883, and had not been there long before he was asked to
accompany thefirstKorean diplomatic mission to the U.S.A. as Counsellor. A n invitation to
visit Korea followed the completion of the mission, thus Lowell became thefirstEuropean to
see and photograph m a n y parts of that country. His photographs were used to illustrate his
first book, Choson , about Korea. Various stylistic aspects of the photographs, such as high
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horizon lines, asymmetrical compositions, and hazy atmospheric effects, place them within
the European art-historical category of fashionable Japanese-influenced 1880s aestheticism.
Choson is episodic and jumpy, reading as if assembled from letters and diaries with only a
loose plan or structure. It is a moderately ambitious work, basically an opinionated travelogue
of an exotic and fortuitous journey, but its timing was perfect. Significantly, it established
Lowell at the start of his literary career as an explorer, the first to see and interpret previously
uncharted territory:
His official position gave him a chance to see the hermit kingdom as no one from the
outside world had ever seen it; and he described, in Clioson, the life of the court and
the nobles, as well as the arts and the ways of the streets and people. This picturesque
and solid book was unique and permanent, for Japan was soon to destroy the old
Korea. (Brooks, p361)

It is obvious throughout Choson that the author's perspective is not constrained by the
borders of Korea, nor even by the surface of the planet While m a n y of Lowell's theories and
generalisations operate in context to provide a framework or explanation for specific
observations about Korea and its people, they frequently go further than this purpose
requires. T h e thirty-year-old author's persona is cosmopolitan and self-confident, and he
does not hesitate to draw sweeping conclusions about a whole culture on the basis of a few
contemporary observations. N o knowledge of Lowell's subsequent career is needed for the
reader of Choson

to notice his interest in biology, geology and astronomy.

The opening passage takes an extra-terrestrial view of the rotating Earth, and discusses
conventions of time-zones and the International Date Line with good-natured condescension
(Lowell, 1885, ppl-3). Reference to the migration of Peoples (p4), is followed by the first
appearance in Lowell's published writings of the notion, based on biological analogy, that
human cultures must inevitably pass away (pp7, 133).
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This organic view of history has echoes of Lamarck, for some conscious force far beyond

mere chance mutation is at work: the "power of adaptability shows the rank of an organis

(p9). The common nineteenth-century idea that culture and national character are product

geography and climatic conditions appears early in Choson (p8), and recurs throughout th
book (pp 11-12, 17, 22-4, 111,114). Lowell's familiarity with nineteenth century
biological thought, specifically Haeckel's "ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny", is again

detectable when he asserts that the life of individuals parallels that of their race (ppl

The early ages of the Earth are romantically evoked to describe the land:
You cannot help thinking of some past great passion of the Earth
which has burned itself out and left behind only a superbly grand monument of ashes.
(p88; cf. p43)

Man is small and weak compared to "the irresistible force of a natural catastrophe" (pl8
but not helpless:
For ages he bowed before Nature; he acquiesced in his fate. It took him centuries
before he learned to conquer it. (p227)

In man's Romantic struggle to shape and control his world and environment, Lowell

encourages no expectation of aid from divine sources. More telling than his gentle sneer

Roman Catholicism (ppl3, 200) is the sting in the tail of the observation that Korean sp
"have no special reason to exist, but neither has man." (p204)

Astronomy is invoked in several digressions and metaphors on the subject of time and the
calendar (pp62, 64, 295, 380). Speaking of the Korean fisherman, Lowell informs the

reader that "to him, unlike Kant, time and space are not forms of consciousness." (p284)

Lowell repeatedly and gratuitously postulates other inhabited planets in descriptive pas
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in Choson . A comment on the attraction of mystery in the study of a foreign nation includes
comparing its people to "denizens of another planet" (p43). Watchfires on the South
Mountain are likened to light from other worlds. (p93) When viewing Seoul from the

mountains one could be "gazing from the standpoint of another world" (p97), and "man and
his doings have seemingly passed away." (p226)

Looking behind the Korean subject-matter in Choson for Lowell's world-view, it is possib

to identify two basic principles: the Earth is just one planet in a solar system in a gi

universe, in which no place is allocated to divine or supernatural forces; and human lif
be just a passing episode in the history of the Earth. Human culture is conditioned by
changeable environmental factors, and can itself change the environment

Two extrapolations from these are integral to the vision of an inhabited Mars which Lowe
was to develop and promote in the following decade: worlds and life-forms follow an

evolutionary cycle, so there is no need to assume that any life-form (including human li

Earth) is special, god-given, or assured of lasting forever; and survival entails a str

master the environment. Cultures rise, decline or become extinct; according to their su
or failure to do so.

It has been shown that many passages in Choson encapsulate these two ideas, and nowhere

in the book is there anything which conflicts with them. It seems fair to say, at least,

Lowell's concept of the universe c 1885 allowed room for the Martians, of whose existenc
and straggle for survival he later tried to convince his fellow humans.

5.2

THE SOUL OF THE FAR EAST, 1888

The opportunity to write about unknown Korea had provided a fortuitous opportunity to
launch a literary career. Thanks to more journalistic good luck, i.e.: being in the right place at
a dangerous time, Lowell was able to follow up his book with a topical article reporting on
"A Korean C o u p D'Etat" for Atlantic Monthly in November 1886, thereby consolidating his
reputation as an authority on Asian culture and affairs.

In chapter Thirteen of Choson , "The Quality of Impersonality", it is argued not only that
impersonality is characteristic of Koreans, but that it is evidence of the historical and
evolutionary immaturity of the race. (ppl20ff) This notion of the impersonality of the Far
Oriental character, n o w illustrated specifically by reference to Japanese culture, provides the
theme of Lowell's second book, The Soul of the Far East (1888). The following
commentary on The Soul of the Far East will focus particularly on three themes: art and
science, perception and illusion, nature and environment.

A new book about well-documented Japan was a far more ambitious project than a Korean
travelogue. It had to have a program, and some original insights to offer; for at age thirtythree the author w a s inviting comparison of his efforts with the works of established
authorities. N o r could a country so beloved of the aesthetes, most of w h o m had admittedly
never seen it, be adequately illustrated solely by the author's albeit competent amateur
photographs; so in the illustrated editions these were supplemented with pictures borrowed
from various sources, including a painting by the artist Mortimer Menpes w h o was also b o m
in 1855 (in Australia). Although "slighter in form and more theoretical" than Choson, V a n
W y c k Brooks identified The Soul of the Far East as "the book that gave the author his
reputation" (p361).
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The opening tone of The Soul of the Far East is lighthearted, referring to "the boyish belief
that on the other side of the globe all things are of necessity upside down...." (pi) A s "up"
and "down" are meaningless in space, Japan is in the same (northern) hemisphere as Europe
and the U.S.A., and the whole conceit depends on the terrestrial mapmakers' convention of
showing north at the top, Lowell's talk of "upside down" is confusing and misleading. Yet
he reinforces it by reference to inverted images produced in the retina (p2), and uses it to
introduce thefirstsub-theme of the book; that although "the inhabitants of that under side of
our planet do not adhere to it head downwards like flies on a ceiling... they still appear quite
as antipodal, mentally considered." (pp2-3)

Lowell was apparently so keen to establish an extra-terrestrial perspective, that he w
to m a k e nonsense of his opening and condescend to his readers. A n d after an early assertion
that European and Far Eastern cultures are equal but opposite (p3), he devotes m u c h of the
book, as will be shown, to contrasting them, usually but not always to Asia's disadvantage.

Continuity of authorial viewpoint between 1885 and 1888 is apparent on major issues such
the evolutionary struggle for survival of all cultures. M a n is "an antiquated, inefficient type
of m a m m a l " (p63), whose "field of competition has...been transferred from matter to mind,
but thefighthas lost none of its keenness in consequence." (p63)

There are some changes of emphasis and interpretation; as in the use which Lowell makes
the idea that h u m a n cultures have a pseudo-organic evolutionary life-cycle. In Choson he
considered the impersonality of the Koreans to be evidence of racial immaturity (pl20), but
he had c o m e to a more complex view of the question in the following few years, for the
immature impersonality of the Japanese is n o w (1888, p8) alleged to be a symptom of
cultural senility, as "we find ourselves face to face with a singular example of a completed
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race-life....the evolution of these people having fully run its course":
Whatever portion of the Far East we examine we find its mental history to be the same
with variations. However unlike China, Korea, and Japan are in some respects,
through the careers of all three w e can trace the same life-spirit....For their vital force
had spent itself more than a millenium ago. (p9)
A day in the life of an individual is the metaphor for an era of history :
Sleepy, no doubt, from having got up betimes with the dawn, these dwellers in the far
lands of the morning began to look upon their day as already well spent before they had
reached its noon. They grew old young, and have remained m u c h the same ever since.
W h a t they were centuries ago, that at bottom they are today. Take away the European
influence of the last twenty years, and each m a n might almost be his o w n greatgrandfather. In race characteristics he is essentially the same. The traits that
distinguished these peoples in the past have been gradually extinguishing them ever
since. O f these traits, stagnating influences upon their career, perhaps the most
important is the quality of impersonality, (pi4)
Political systems are also adduced to the argument:
Now the interesting fact about the yellow branch of the human race is, not that they had
so juvenile a constitution, but that they have it; that it has persisted practically
unchanged from prehistoric ages....in spite of the lapses of years, in spite of the altered
conditions of existence, in spite of an immense advance in civilization, such a primitive
state of society has continued there to the present day, in all essentials what it was when
as nomads the race forefathers wandered peacefully or otherwise over the plains of
Central Asia. The principle helped them to expand; it has simply cramped them ever
since. For, instead of dissolving like other antiquated views, it has become, what it was
bound to become if it continued to last, crystallized into an institution. (p37)
Observations of the precociousness of Japanese children are m a d e to support this claim, by
allusion to "ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny":
But this surprising maturity of the young implies by a law too well known to need
explanation, the consequent immaturity of the race. That which has less to grow up to,
naturally grows up to its limit sooner. (p42)

In the closing passage of The Soul of the Far East Lowell orchestrates this "dying culture"

imagery into a romantic apocalyptic climax, which with hindsight can be seen to anticipat
descriptions of the dying Mars:

If these people continue in their old course, their earthly career is closed. Just as surely
as morning passes into afternoon, so surely are these races of the Far East, if
unchanged, destined to disappear before the advancing nations of the West. Vanish
they will off the face of the earth and leave our planet the eventual possession of the
dwellers where the day declines. Unless their newly imported ideas really take root, it
is from this whole world that Japanese and Koreans, as well as Chinese, will inevitably
be excluded. Their Nirvana is already being realized; already it has wrapped Far Eastern
Asia in its winding-sheet, the shroud of those whose day was but a dawn, as if in
prophetic keeping with the names they gave their homes,-- the Land of the Day's
Beginning, and the Land of the Morning Calm. (p226)

To allow the "prophetic" use he makes of it here, Lowell's cyclical-cum-evolutionary vie
history blended with Darwinian biology must retain some Lamarckian aspect. He had
admitted in Choson that predicting the future of races depended on understanding

motivation, not just action (1885, pi 19). Several other assumptions and theories impli

explicit in Choson are also manifest in The Soul of the Far East.. Religion is specifica

discounted as a factor in cultural achievement and survival (1888, pi 17), while agnosti
is endorsed as the "silence of those who think...." (pl6) Ruskinian belief in the power
climate over racial character is taken further than before:
If we take, through the earth's temperate zone, a belt of country whose northern and
southern edges are determined by certain limiting isotherms, not more than half the
width of the zone apart, w e shall find that w e have included almost all the nations of
note in the world, past or present.... So unmistakable is this...that one is tempted to
ascribe it to cosmic rather than h u m a n causes.... W h a t it betokens of these peoples...
m a y suggest m u c h about m a n generally.... Not that it promises m u c h aid to vexed
metaphysical questions, but as a study in sociology it m a y not prove so vain. (pl5)

Lowell based his metaphors, similes, and comparisons on a wide variety of subjects, but he

evokes astronomy more often than any other discipline. The nebular hypothesis illustrat

discussion of Japanese kinship structures (p76): European egocentricity is likened to th
Ptolemaic system (p36).

The chapter "Language" begins with a discussion of "A man's personal equation, as

astronomers call the effect of his individuality...." (p78); and the eighth "Imagination"
variation on the theme that climate dictates culture:

If, as is the case with the m o o n , the earth, as she travelled around her orbit turned
always the same face inward, w e might expect to find, between the thoughts of that
hemisphere which looked continually to the sun, and those of the other peering
continually out at the stars, s o m e such difference as actually exists between ourselves
and our longitudinal antipodes. For our conception of the cosmos is of a sunlit world
throbbing with life, while their Nirvana finds not unfit expression in the still, cold,
fathomless a w e of the midnight sky. (pi94)

Herbert Spencer is not mentioned by n a m e in The Soul of the Far East, but an influence on

Lowell's concept of evolution at this time in his life is suggested by a phrase of Lowell
which echoes the verbose standard Spencerian formulation ("Evolution is an integration
matter and concomitant dissipation of motion; during which the matter passes from a
relatively indefinite, incoherent homogeneity to a relatively definite, coherent
heterogeneity,..." &c):
All life, whether organic or inorganic, consists, as we know, in a change from a state
of simple homogeneity to one of complex heterogeneity. The process is apparently the
same in a nebula or a brachiopod.... (pl95)

In a discussion of the difference between the possible and the impossible in the chapter on

"Imagination", Lowell introduces the issue of the relationship of gravity to scale, late
used in defence of the feasibility of a vast Martian canal network:
And so we say the thing is impossible. But is it? Only under the relative conditions of
his mass and the earth's. If the world he happens to inhabit were not its present size,
but the size of one of the tinier asteroids, no such...results would follow....
Even in this little world of our own we are daily discovering to be fact what we should
have thought fiction.... Beyond our ken it is widening still more. Gulliver's travels
m a y turn out truer than w e think. Could w e traverse the inter-planetary ocean of ether,
w e might eventually find in Jupiter the land of Lilliput or in Ceres some old-time
country of the Brobdignagians. For m e n constituted muscularly like ourselves would
have to be proportionately small in the big planet and big in the small one. Still stranger
things m a y exist around other suns. In those bright particular stars...we are finding
conditions like yet unlike those w e already know. (pp205-6)
Allusions to astronomy in the context of references to religion serve only to belittle the latter,
be it Judaeo-Christian or other. "The early Jewish myth-makers wrote their idyll of the
cosmogony" (p54), and, "to explain the cosmos the Chinamen invented, or perhaps only
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adapted, a singularly sexual philosophy." (p93) T o the Japanese, in contrast, the sun is "not
only quite sexless, but as devoid of personality as it is to any Western materialist" (p96)
Previously, Lowell had noted that "this attributing of sexes to the cosmos is not in the least
incompatible with an uninterested disregard of sex where it really exists." (p94)

In these early writings the literary persona of the still unmarried Lowell sometimes affe
lack of interest in sex, claiming for example "the improper study of mankind is w o m a n , and
they w h o but follow the fair will inevitably degenerate." (pi24) However, his indulgence in
the occasional gratuitous erotic metaphor suggests that this m a y be ironic. For example, in
Japan "the tropic and the temperate zones forget their separate identity in one long selfobliterating kiss." (p9) Despite the eroticism reminiscent of the late nineteenth-century
"decadence", this is in the Ruskinian tradition of the anthropomorphic and (im-)moral
interpretation of climate.

Mysticism and spiritualism, in vogue in many quarters in the late nineteenth century, are
mocked in an ironic, almost sarcastic, mention of the ancient doctrine of the interplanetary or
interstellar transmigration of souls, which Camille Flammarion promoted in his later writings.
With reference to the Japanese practice of retrospective adoption, Lowell sneered that
"perhaps it isfittingthat there should be some slight preparation in this world for a future
transmigration of souls." (p71)

But like Flammarion, Lowell adhered to a Proctorian evolutionary cosmology, and could turn
the anthropomorphic interpretation of climate reflexively back on itself, for "we behold here
in the case of m a n the same spectacle that w e see cosmically in the case of the m o o n , the
spectacle of a world that has died of old age." (pp8-9)
A small planet grows old not simply sooner, but comparatively faster than a larger one.
Jupiter is still in hisfieryyouth, while the m o o n is senile in decrepid old age, and yet
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his separate existence began long before hers. (p43)
The notion of that a world could die of old age, and that climate was a factor in history
to be crucial to Lowell's theory of Mars and the canals.

Barely touched upon in Choson but canvassed at length in The Soul of the Far East are two

parallel themes, one of which is prominent and the other peripheral in most studies of Asi

cultures- the various inter-relationships and cultural roles of art, science, imagination
concept of objective truth; and perception, illusion, and reality.

The first of these was virtually inevitable, for Lowell was attempting an interpretation o
Japan, at a time when Japanese art was a strong influence on the art of his own more
scientifically advanced culture. He reminds us of his awareness of this when he describes

particular place as "the very spot for something like the modern French school of art to h
developed in" (pl45), and singles out Europe's favourite Japanese printmaker Hokusai for
mention (pl47). Lowell cannot be accused of underestimating the art of the Japanese, whom
he calls an "artistic, attractive people" (p225-6).

Influenced perhaps by Ruskin, and William Morris's Arts-and-crafts Movement which was

then at its peak in the U.S. A .as well as Britain, he sees art as the spirit which "imbue
everything, and affects everybody" in Japan, where all crafts have been "raised to the

position of fine arts" and "the lowest artisan is essentially an artist" (pl21). Carried t

extreme, the Arts and Crafts Movement philosophy can dispense with the individual artistic
genius. Although Lowell did not share Morris's socialist views, this fitted well with his
scheme, for the importance of imagination and individualistic personality (or, more

specifically, the consequences of their alleged absence) is the major theme in his analys
Far Eastern societies.
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For the purposes of this study, Lowell's 1888 statements on the essentials of art and science
are of interest as the warning shots fired by one who- whether he knew it or not at this

was soon to deploy his gifts of literary artistry to attempt a raid on, if not a takeover
scientific discipline.

In the titles of the chapters of The Soul of the Far East, science is not mentioned at a
individuality, family, language, nature, religion and imagination appear once each; but
there twice. This corresponds to the notion that science is unimportant in Japan (pl77),
art is all- important as "an unconscious mode of thinking" (p208).

Lowell extends this claim beyond Japan: "To the whole Far Eastern world, science is a
stranger", notwithstanding Chinese inventions of gunpowder, movable type and the compass
before they were known in Europe:
Cathay... owed them to no knowledge of physics, chemistry, or mechanics. It was as
arts, not as sciences, they were invented. A n d it speaks volumes for her civilization that
she burnt her powder for fireworks, not for firearms. T o the West alone belongs the
credit of manufacturing that article for the sake of killing people instead of killing time.
(pill)

One page after telling his readers that in Japan "art reigns supreme" (p!21), Lowell, who
persona here is Linguist and Man of Letters but who, it may be recalled, majored in

mathematics and also studied history at Harvard, begins his case for science as an imagi
and humane discipline. He tries to maintain consistency with his characterisation of the

Japanese as impersonal, yet artistic although unscientific. He begins with an insight wh
was later to exploit successfully in popularizing his Martian hypothesis:
Emotionally, science appeals to nobody, art to everybody. Now the emotions constitute
the larger part of that complex bundle of ideas which w e k n o w as self. A thought which
is not tinged to some extent with feeling is not only not personal; properly speaking, it
is not even distinctively human, but cosmical. In its lofty superiority to man, science is
unpersonal rather than impersonal." (p!22)
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Lowell's view of science, when he first spells it out, seems materialistic and mechanistic,
unaffected by any spiritual or religious doubts, reasonable for a non-believer in the preRelativity age. Uninterested in philosophical quibbles, and without asking Pilate's question,
he understands science as a straightforward commitment to ascertaining and promulgating the
truth. Truth and completeness are the characteristics of science which distinguish it from art
and other pursuits, for "although the whole truth is essential to science, such exhaustiveness
is by no means a canon of art" and punningly "the very charter of painting depends on its not
giving us charts." (ppl54, 149)
The sole object of science being to discover truth, truth-telling is a necessity of its
existence. Professionally, scientists are obliged to be truthful. (pl77)
Metaphysics is brutally discounted, with the aid of a capitalistic metaphor, as "a species
speculation that has usually proved peculiarly attractive to mankind, probably from its not
requiring any scientific capital whatever,..." (pi 12)

Despite the patience with which he was later to collect observational data to support his o
bold Martian theories, the positivist Lowell claimed here that the real work of science was the
inductive activities of generalization and inference. Ostensibly referring only to the
unscientific nature of Japanese thought, he m o c k s the person for w h o m "pseudo-scientific
collections of facts which never rise to be classifications of phenomena" are "the a c m e of
erudition" (ppll2-3). Lowell distances himself from the narrowly objective, experimental
cumulative concept of science still so c o m m o n in the late nineteenth century by his insistence
that science is an imaginative and not an impersonal activity:
N o w while w e are not slow to impute imagination to art, w e are by no means so ready
to appreciate its connection with science. Yet... it is science rather than art that demands
imagination of her votaries....(p208)

This applies particularly to the subject in which he was trained, and which he was much lat
to employ to search in "the depths of the unfathomable sky" (p55) for planet X :

The science of mathematics...might be called the most imaginative product of human
thought; for it is simply one vast imagination based on a few so-called axioms, which
are nothing more or less than the results of experience. It is none the less imaginative
because its discoveries always accord subsequently with fact, since m a n was not aware
of them beforehand. Nor are its inevitable conclusions inevitable to any save those
possessed of the mathematicians prophetic sight. Once discovered, it requires m u c h
less imagination to understand them. (p210) "
Lowell's inductive account of mathematics here is as signal as it is extraordinary, for

approach to astronomy in subsequent years, in particular to the study of Mars, was induc

As a significant feature of his work and a possible cause of some of his problems, it is
discussed at some length elsewhere in this thesis.

It was noted above, that Lowell's universe c 1885 had room for canal-building Martians. The
type of science which Lowell delineated a few years later, in the chapter "Imagination"
Soul of the Far East, had room for just such extraordinary "discoveries":
Imagination is the single source of the new, the one mainspring of psychical advance;
reason, like a balance-wheel, only keeping the action regular. For reason is but the
touchstone of experience, our o w n , inherited, or acquired from others. It compares
what w e imagine with what w e know, and gives us the answer in terms of the here and
the now, which w e call the actual. But the actual is really nothing but the local. It does
not mark the limits of the possible. (p208)

The fact that Lowell introduces discussion of problems of perception into The Soul of the Far
East would call for little comment, did they not seem, in retrospect, so ironically apt.
first such mention, beginning as an allusion to those stereoscopic viewers which were a

popular novelty of the late nineteenth century, occurs in an opening passage justifying t
study of the Far Oriental's culture:
For his mind-photograph of the world can be placed side-by-side with ours, and the
two pictures combined will yield results beyond what either alone could possibly have
afforded. Thus harmonized, they will help us to realize humanity. Indeed it is only by
such a combination of two different aspects that w e ever perceive substance and
distinguish reality from illusion. W h a t our two eyes m a k e possible for material objects,
the earth's two hemispheres m a y enable us to do for mental traits. Only the superficial
never changes its expression; the appearance of the solid varies with the standpoint of
the observer. In dreamland alone does everything seem plain, and there all is
unsubstantial. (p5)

The stereoscopic viewer reappears when Lowell, elucidating the European concept of
romantic love, describes the effect of shared enthusiasm upon perception:
Seen by another beside ourselves, our castles in the air take on something of the
substance of stereoscopic sight. Our airiest fancies seem solid facts...they glitter and
sparkle like a true palace of the East.... N o such blissful infatuation falls to the lot of
the Far Oriental. H e never is the dupe of his o w n desire, the willing victim of his selfillusion. (pp55-6)
It is tempting to substitute "canals" for "castles" in the first sentence of this quote.

ironic, in retrospect, are Lowell's warnings "how perfectly possible it is to make bits o

discontinuous distance take the place effectively of continuous space"; and as a post-Ma
epitaph on the canals, it would be hard to surpass: "you are quite sure you see what on
scrutiny you discover to be only the illusion of inevitable inference." (pl53)

The final chapter includes a passage which could be applied to the author himself:
We are too prone to regard the present age of the world as pre- eminently practical,
m u c h as a middle-aged m a n laments the witching fancies of his boyhood. B u t and
there is more in the parallel than analogy, if the m a n be truly imaginative he is none the
less so at forty-five than he was at twenty...for this latter half of the nineteenth century
is perhaps the most imaginative period the world's history has ever
known....Imagination, and not the power of observation nor the kindred capability of
perception, has been the cause.... (p211)

In view of the w a y Lowell's Martian irrigation hypothesis would so dramatically embody the
concept of a fight for survival in a desiccating environment, his comments on nature and
environment in The Soul of the Far East are of considerable interest in tracing the

development of his thought. He writes at length in the chapter "Nature and Art" about the

Japanese love of nature and their enjoyment of scenery, noting that "The Far Eastern love
nature amounts almost to a passion", in contrast to westerners:
With us, unfortunately, the love of Nature is apt to be considered a mental
extravagance peculiar to poets,... For an ordinary mortal to feel a fondness for Mother
Earth is akind of folly, to be carefully concealed from his fellows. A kind of
shamefacedness prevents him from avowing it, as a boy at boarding-school hides his

homesickness, or a lad his love. H e shrinks from appearing less pachydermatous than
the rest (pi26).

This metaphor of sexual love is sustained and developed in a lengthy paragraph, which
compares the Far Oriental love of nature to "matrimonial bliss" rather than the earlier
frustrating "phase of erotic misery" (pi 27). Although unknown to (or at least unused by)
Hofling (1964), this imagery fits perfectly with his Freudian interpretation of Lowell, which
depends heavily on his alleged fear of sex as a young m a n ! O n the other hand, it must be
acknowledged that the image of w o m a n and sex as fundamentally destructive was a major
theme in the art and literature of the late nineteenth century.

As a result of his regulated and consummated love, the Far Easterner does not destroy natur
as the westerner does- by clear implication of the alternative "not injure":
Wherever the Japanese has c o m e in contact with the country he has m a d e her
unmistakably his own. H e has touched her to caress, not injure, and it seems as if
Nature accepted his fondness as a matter of course, and yielded him a wifely
submission in return, (pp 127-8)

When not indulging in erotic imagery, Lowell sees the Far Eastern love of nature as aesth
rather than scientific, in character. Lacking a concept of evolution, the Far Orientalfindsall
nature "sympathetically sentient. His admiration, instead of being centred on man, embraces
the universe. His art reflects it." (p 143) H e "regards humanity as but a small part of the great
natural world, instead of considering it the crowning glory of the whole." (pl25)

The love of nature is an important sub-theme in 1888, but the manipulation and
(mis)management of the environment is mentioned only briefly. It recurs briefly in an
example in the final pages, w h e n Lowell alludes to marguerite, also k n o w n as white-weed,
an imported species which "has usurped our fields" (pp222-3). Nor does Lowell anywhere
refer to the floods which regularly devastated areas of Japan, "a country where natural

disasters were c o m m o n and austenty had been invested by the ruling classes with an almost
religious approval" (Strong, pi). The relevance to his Martian vision is clear enough. These
matters are significant because overall in Lowell's thought, the environment is a major issue,
fundamental to his Martian irrigation hypothesis, and thus the lesson Mars holds for Earth.

Whether he recognised it or not, Lowell clearly had a potential problem over this issue in
1888. H e saw Asian culture as having m a n y merits, but as doomed, specifically by its
unscientific nature, resulting from the racial lack of imagination, to disappear before the
irresistible onrush of western scientific culture. Science was important because it could be
applied, thus "if material advancement in consequence be any criterion of thefitnessof a
particular mental pursuit, events have justified the saying." (Lowell, 1888, pl24)

In case there was any doubt, Lowell restated quite specifically near the end of The Soul o
Far East that the most important application of scientific imagination is to change the
environment, implicitly for the better:
The very essence of the force of imagination lies in its ability to change a man's habitat
for him. Without it, m a n would forever have remained, not a mollusc, to be sure, but
an animal simply. A plant cannot change its place, an animal cannot alter its conditions
of existence except within very narrow bounds; m a n is free in the sense nothing else in
the world is.
W h a t is true of individuals has been true of races. The most imaginative races have
proved the greatest factors in the world's advance. (p212)

At the same time he was aware, apparently vaguely, that the individualistic western cultur
which he was half-reluctantly celebrating as inevitably dominant over the impersonal cultures
of Asia, was, unlike them, injurious to Nature, and that a high price was being paid for its
material advancements. Lowell m a y not have recognised this problem or contradiction, in his
position in The Soul of the Far East, perhaps because he was not fully aware at this time of
the extent and the danger of Earth's environmental degradation. That was to change when he

began studying Mars and looking for evidence on Earth to support his Martian hypothesis.

The last question Lowell poses in The Soul of the Far East is to ask "how we shall merg
personal in the universal", and he concedes that the answer "though at present hidden from
sight, m a y some-time c o m e to us" (p225). A n answer to that question would be found on
Mars, where it was Lowell's sage-like duty to see that which was "at present hidden from
sight". It was going to involve him in a climb-down from the celebration of individualism,
although not necessarily imagination, for on Mars all individual differences had to be sunk in
the c o m m o n struggle for survival. Worse still, applied science adapting the habitat, in the
form of the vast engineering works Lowell imagined on Mars, could delay the ultimate
environmental disaster, but probably could not prevent it.

When Lowell's orientalist disciple Lafcadio Hearn understood Lowell's Martian hypothesi
the answer to the question "how w e shall merge the personal in the universal" at the end of
The Soul of the Far East became horribly apparent:
Through immeasurable pain to supreme efforts which are to end in nothing but the
laughter of skulls in a world's dust. (Hearn, 1911, p378)

5.3 NOTO, 1891 and OCCULT JAPAN, 1894

According to its subtitle, Lowell's third book on Asia, Noto, is a record of a journey
unexplored comer of Japan". A less ambitious work than its predecessors, it does not offer a
unifying theory about a nation which was the subject of fashionable interest, like Soul of the
Far East. Like Choson, but on a smaller scale, it introduces a virtually unknown country and
culture. It is however a significant step in the development of Lowell's literary persona.

Study of Choson andSoul of the Far East has revealed a continuity of authorial viewpoin

and interest in a number of matters which, with hindsight, seem relevant to Lowell's later
work. Noto might be expected to reveal continued interest in some of these, as Lowell
moves towards the start of his full-time career in astronomy. Although Noto is just as
discursive, opinionated, personal, self-indulgent and gossipy as Choson, one must read more
closely to find the few throwaway comments and brief asides which refer to science.

Noto starts with an admission which, although unsurprising, is relevant to Lowell's
motivation for taking up the study of Mars and trying to give thefirsttruly coherent and allencompassing account of its mysteries. Chapter O n e is entitled "An U n k n o w n " and begins
with an admission that the shape of the province standing out "in graphic mystery" (Lowell,
1891, pi) on the m a p aroused his interest. Thus finding motivation in cartographic forms
becomes telling w h e n it is remembered that Lowell's particular Martian irrigation theory was
not to be based upon isolated observational phenomena. Only when the canal observations he
and others before him m a d e of Mars were collated onto a m a p did the supposedly artificial
precision and regularity of the vast canal network appear, to invite a full and coherent
explanatory hypothesis. That hypothesis was an endeavour tofillin and explain the
significance of m a p s and charts, and did so on the premise that that Mars has a fundamentally
Earth-like geography, and furthermore an economic geography based on vegetable food
production. Until Lowell concocted his irrigation hypothesis, it could be said of Mars as he
said of Noto that "to most of m y acquaintance Noto was scarcely so m u c h as a name, and its
local habitation w a s purely cartographic." (pi)

In his introductory passage, Lowell admits aspiring to the role of leader and explorer,
himself in the forefront of discovery.
W h y not indeed have m y heart set on going to Noto just because it was not known! Not
that it is well to believe all the unseen to be m u c h worth the seeing, but that I had an
itching sole to tread what others had not already effacingly betrodden. Privately, I was
delighted with the general lack of knowledge on the subject. It served admirably to put
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m e in conceit with m y choice; although I will o w n I was rather at a loss to account for
it,... (pi)

In a description which with hindsight echoes his terrestrial image of Mars, Lowell adds that

he "can only explain it now by the fact that the place was so out of the way, and not v
unlike others, after all." (pi) He further justifies his interest by reference to "the

principles that the pursuit is itself the prize and the means justifies the end...." (p
Although describing Noto as "a simple book of travel, Van Wyck Brooks's comments, and

choice of words which identify Noto as another world, are interesting because they show
that these aspects of the exercise were dominantly obvious to the contemporary reader:
Only one foreigner before him had explored the mysterious peninsula that bore its
name. This isolated region, with its deep-bosomed bays and headlands, stood out to the
west of Tokio, a striking outline. It had caught Lowell's fancy before he undertook the
journey that carried him into this world of primeval Japan. (p362)

In view of his later contempt for those w h o could not happily accept the notion of extra-

terrestrial life, and his dogged commitment to his Martian hypothesis, it is interestin
his introductory passage Lowell invokes the name of Xenophon and his Anabasis, where:
One book out of seven deals with the going up, the other six being occupied with the
getting safely away again. It is not told that Xenophon regretted his adventure.
Certainly I a m not sorry I was wedded to m y idea. (1891, p3)

In telling us where Noto is, Lowell does not begin with a cosmic perspective as in Choson,

but uses a revealing metaphor (emphasis added below) to describe its isolation on the ma

Withdrawn from its fellows, with its back to the land, it faced the glory of the western
sky, as if in virginal vision gazing out upon the deep. Doubly withdrawn is it, for that
the coast from which it stands apart is itself almost unvisited by Europeans,- an outof-the-world state, in marked contrast to the shore bordering the Pacific, which is
n o w a curbstone on the great waterway round the earth.... (p4)

The reference to "the great waterway round the earth" reflects current American interest in
sea-power, stimulated by the writings of Admiral Mahan. A passing reference to some

unromantic and decidedly terrestrial Japanese canals (pp 120-1) would pass unnoticed but for

the suggestion that Lowell's Martian irrigation theory reflects the century's continuing

canals for transport, which several writers have noted (e.g.: Washburn, p42). But there i

more at issue here than canal-consciousness in the age of Suez and Panama, as will be sho
in the final chapter of this thesis.

In the whole oiNoto, only two references to the sky and the stars are sufficient to sugge

their own any continuation of the interests which virtually amounted to a preoccupation i

Choson and Soul of the Far East. The first of these is concerned basically with perceptio
Describing a journey by boat, Lowell tells:
There is a touch of mystery in making a harbour at night. In the daytime you see it all
well-ordered by perspective. But as you creep slowly in through the dark, the twinkles
of the shipping only doubtfully point their whereabouts. The most brilliant m a y turn out
the most remote, and the faintest at first nearest after all. Your o w n motion alone can
sift them into place. If w e could voyage through the sea of space, it would be thus w e
might c o m e upon some star-cluster and have the same delightful doubt which should
become our sun the first. (1891, pi37)

The following paragraph extends the astronomical metaphor to include satellites:

In half an hour they were all about us; the nearer revealing by their light the dark bodi
connected with them. The tea-houses along the water-front m a d e a milky-way ahead.
W e threaded our course between the outlying lights while the milky-way resolved itself
into star-pointed silhouettes, (pi 37)

This last image, specifically the use of 'milky-way' rather than the generics 'galaxy' or

nebula', reminds the modern reader that in Lowell's period astronomers had retreated from

William Herschel's observational discovery that galaxies and spiral nebulae are the class
celestial objects to which our milky-way belongs (Hetherington, p83). For a few decades,

they revived the earlier notion that they were closer, smaller clouds of cosmic matter in
process of forming into single stars: a belief which Lowell shared and expounded in The
Evolution of Worlds (1909).

The other passage of interest here represents the sole use in Noto of a motif which is al

a leitmotif in Choson-

the utilization of a cosmic metaphor and observation:

Overhead, the larger stars c a m e out and winked at m e , and then, as the fields of space
became more and more lighted with star-points, the hearth-fires to other homes of
worlds, I thought h o w local, after all, is the great cone of shadow w e call night; for it is
only nature's nightcap for the nodding earth, as she turns her head away from the sun
totiepillowed in space. (Lowell, 1891, p216)
Camille Flammarion's technique, in his writings of this period, of applying evocative
terrestrial landscape or h u m a n social terms like "patrie" to other planets has been noted earlier
in this thesis. Lowell's use of terrestrial metaphors in Choson

and Soul of the Far East is

almost entirely confined to the quite standard and unexceptionable "worlds" for planets.
While Noto contains fewer extra-terrestrial allusions than the earlier works, it is worth
emphasising certain phrases in the passages quoted above; "the sea of space", "thefieldsof
space" and " other homes of worlds". A landscape feature is likened to "a young m o o n in the
western sky" (pl49); but the few other mentions of stars and m o o n can be taken at face value
for their part in the narrative. N o r are Lowell's infrequent political observations of m u c h
relevance, although it is noteworthy that he considers it "a wise paternal government" (pll)
which took a close interest in his passport and itinerary. Perhaps relevant to his vision of
global political unity, he also notes that "Japan, like the rest of the world, is shrinking" (p40).

Noto differs from Lowell's previous books in its constant use of the first person singula
H e had occasionally lapsed into it in the earlier books, though The Soul of the Far East was
written mostly in thefirstperson plural, which has the effect, in this context, of presenting
the author as speaking on behalf of the advanced white races, and further- as for instance
when he refers to "our theory"- of implicating his readers in his opinions and judgments.
Noto is presented throughout as a frankly autobiographical fragment. This was a c o m m o n
practice in nineteenth-century travel books, but m a y in Lowell's case indicate an increased
willingness to stand before the public as an individual with a message.
Lafcadio Hearn, the history of whose disciple-sage relationship with Lowell will be traced at
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some length at the end of this chapter, cannot have been the only reader w h o noted the light-

hearted but definite heroic tone Lowell gave to his adventures. He followed the track L
had taken towards Noto, which had given Lowell the excuse for a passing reference to

atmosphere, topography and climatic zones, all of fundamental importance to his later M
observations and hypothesis:
To reach this topographically charming zone, the main island had to be crossed at its
widest, and, owing to lofty mountain chains, m u c h tacking to be done to boot
Atmospherically, the distance is even greater than afoot. Indeed, the change in climate
is like a change in zone.... (Lowell, 1891, p5)

Hearn "travelled through Japan westward to Noto with Mr. Lowell, step by step,- feeling

the pleasures, vexations, and dangers of the nip as acutely as if I had been accompanyi
in body; sympathizing with every sensation,..." (1911, plO)

Difficulty and danger of the professional rather than physical variety characterised Lo

subsequent exploration of Mars. The sage's imagery of high or isolated places, apart fr

everyday preoccupations of common humanity, which Lowell emphasised so poetically in hi
astronomical works, appears briefly, and in view of the terrain perhaps inevitably, in

On one occasion a reference to 'second-sight' may be taken to hint faintly at the the s

special gift of seeing, but more probably relates to the superior observational eyesigh
Lowell claimed when his astronomical observations were queried:
Mechanically my eyes followed up into the languid blue, when suddenly they chanced
upon a little cloud, for cloud I took it to be. Yet something about it struck m e as
strange, and scanning it more closely, by this most natural kind of second sight, I
marked the unmistakable glisten of snow. It was a snow peak towering there in isolated
majesty. A s I gazed it grew on m e with ineffable grandeur.... (1891, plOl)

Although Lowell casts himself in the at least semi-heroic role of explorer, Noto has th

modesty appropriate to a slim volume, albeit a record of a journey into little-known te
Lowell's last book on Asia, Occult Japan, or The Way of the Gods (1894), subtitled An
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Esoteric Study of Japanese Personality and Possession, is scantily illustrated with four small
engravings after photographs by the author. It is a study of Shinto trances, which Lowell
truthfully and repeatedly reminds the reader were previously unknown to western scholars.

Where Noto was a moderately physically demanding journey into unknown geographic
territory, Occult Japan is a far more intellectually demanding and risky excursion into the
realms of the paranormal. In one manifestation or another, this was a subject of great interest
in the late nineteenth century, not only to eccentrics like Flammarion and Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle, but also the m a n y intellectuals and scientists involved with the Society for Psychical
Research, including Lord Rayleigh, Henry Sidgwick, John Couch A d a m s , William James,
Sir Oliver Lodge, A. R. Wallace, William Crookes, and J. J. Thompson, to n a m e but a few
(Knight, 1986, pp 196-7).

The alleged "impersonality" of the Far Orientals and their related lack of psychic
development, the chief "discovery" and organising theme of The Soul of the Far East, is
often re-asserted in 1894 (pp 20, 190, 269, 374, and again coupled with "imitativeness"
p329), where they provide the key to understanding and explaining the Shinto trances.

Another major theme of The Soul of the Far East, the difference in the roles and status
and science in Asian and western cultures, is also explored and applied in Occult Japan.
While there seems to have been some softening and perhaps maturing in Lowell's attitude to
w o m e n (1891, pi21) since 1888, there has been no extension or refinement of his conception
of the Japanese and their culture. H e still admires aspects of Asian life and art, and still insists
upon their crucial, even fatal, lack of imagination. In Japanese education "plodding
perseverance is what wins the day" (pi08), and:
A general incapacity for abstract ideas is another marked trait of the Japanese mind.
This, joined to a limited reasoning power, has m a d e far-eastern science as funny as far

eastern art isfine.(p328)

Shinto, says Lowell, is nothing less than "the Japanese conception of the cosmos" (p20).
This "analysis of the universe" is the product of the immature "child-mind" of the race, no
more than an anthropomorphic, parental "explanation of things in general,..." (p21) Neither
Shinto cosmology, nor any of its consequent beliefs and practices, can be considered
scientific: "divine possession in Japan, like other Japanese things, is not a science but an art."
(pl20). Unlike Christians confronted by Darwinism, Shintoists "are not so m u c h distressed
to harmonize their beliefs with science, being as yet unfired by the burning desire to k n o w the
reasons of things,..." (p236) Consequently, "Japan is scientifically an undiscovered country
even to the Japanese." (pi4)

Treating the Shinto trances as he did gunpowder and the compass in The Soul of the Far
East, Lowell insists that prior discovery does not indicate a more advanced culture. H e finds
it interesting "that this zone hypnotique should have been discovered experimentally by the
Japanese long before the thing was scientifically k n o w n to Europe (1894, pl76). But because
the discovery was reached unscientifically (although "experimentally" presumably implies
inductively) it is inefficient, as "an immense amount of labor is thus in point of fact thrown
away. H o w m u c h quicker a like result can be obtained by the application of a little science,
modern hypnotism shows." (pi22)

In The Soul of the Far East, Lowell regretted the reluctance of westerners to admit to a
love of Nature, and deplored the conformity and social inhibition which m a d e them reluctant
to seem "less pachydermatous than the rest" (1888, p 127). Lest he is suspected of
inconsistency, it should be noted that when in Occult Japan he identified the contrast between
Japanese and westerners as that between "an artistic, pachydermatous people" and "a thinskinned scientific one" (1894, p87), he was referring quite literally to skin, in a specific

discussion of the feat of climbing a ladder of sword-blades.

In Lowell's account, which offers a rational, scientific and non-mystical explanation of

Shinto trances, the Shinto priests are cleared of any suspicion of fakery (pl27), being
suffering from unconscious self-deception due to their intellectual immaturity. Lowell
his conclusion "unexpected" and indeed its respectful guarded tone shows him being
uncharacteristically generous:
These gods really are what they claim to be. In Shinto god- possession we are viewing
the actual incarnation of the race. The m a n has temporarily become once more his o w n
indefinitely great great-grandfather. It is a veridic incarnation, if ever there was one. If
these his ancestors were gods in the past, gods they are that descend to embodiment today. (p379)

At one point Lowell says of the Ryobu form of the possession ritual: "So sense-compelling a

service you shall find it hard to match in the masses of any other church (pl27). Despi

and his acknowledgment of "the simple beauty of the Shinto faith,., the very essence of

makes far-eastern life so fine" (p 191) Lowell generally treats it with cynical light-h

The hostility towards all religions in Occult Japan is far more overt than in his previous

books. Scientists who adhere to the Christian faith are no better than cousins of the J

divinopaths and savage shamans (pi02). In addition to a joke at the expense of church-g

and ministers (pi 19), Roman Catholic priests are bluntly accused of hypocrisy in their

attitude towards symbolism (p236). Christians who cannot accept Darwinian evolution are
teased and summarily dismissed:
Darwin's doctrine was held for many years by most religious folk to be impious, and is
still so held by a few of them. It was thought to deny a special creator. W h a t it really
denied were special creatures. So far as G o d was concerned, all it did directly was to
remove him to a proper height above his handicraft; it was m a n w h o m it treated with
scant respect by linking him with the brutes. Darwin committed the unpardonable sin of
recognising his o w n poor relations. The justice of such recognition has n o w nearly
universally been conceded, and to-day practically nobody disputes the essential kinship
of all living things. (p309)
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The innocently self-deluding Shinto priests c o m e off far better than westerners w h o dabble in
Asian religions, which m a y be one reason for Hearn's hostility towards the "sarcastic" tone
oi Occult Japan.. O f Buddhism, Lowell pontificates:
Emotionally its tenets do not satisfy us occidentals, flirt with them as w e may. Passivity
is not our passion, preach it as w e are prone to do each to his neighbor.
Scientifically pessimism is foolishness and impersonality a stage in
development from which w e are emerging, not one into which w e shall ever relapse.
(p269, emphasis added)

Nor does the contemporary western fashion for mysticism and occult spiritualism escape
Lowell's rationalist scorn. H e condemns the credulous w h o trust in seances and mediums (pp
352, 370), and mocks believers in ghosts: "to believers the means to a mystery is the mystery
itself. For those addicted to such things do not follow them as sciences, but as arts." (p247)

Occult Japan contains few references to politics. "The paternalistic powers-that-be" are
implicity c o m m e n d e d for wisely recognising the limits of their power to control matters of
religious practice (pi03). Despite this paternalism, and the lack of democracy in
government, not to mention the remnants of the feudal class structure (which Lowell indeed
does not mention), the only direct reference to the Japanese social order is an assertion that
"like so m a n y Japanese traits, art for instance, the pilgrim spirit is not an endowment of the
upper classes, but the birth-right of everybody." (pl97)

Although he refers often, as has been shown above, to the art/science dialectic, Lowell h
little to say in Occult Japan about the nature of science, although that was a major sub-theme
in The Soul of the Far East. The whole book is suffused with self-congratulation for the way
his o w n "impersonality" theory accounts for phenomena which were unknown at the time he
developed it, which seems to imply the idea that the merit of an hypothesis m a y be assessed

by its predictive as well as explanatory power (1894, pp352, 370).

Few passages with any direct relevance to Lowell's astronomical work can be identified
Occult Japan ; but Lowell's oracular pronouncement "the spirit of the cosmos is itself

great idee fixe working itself out" evokes not only Flammarion's description of his bel

the plurality of inhabited worlds as a sublime cosmic doctrine, but also Carlyle's idea

and concept of history. This pronouncement occurs in his peroration, which links evolut
and astronomy to Lowell's theory of Asian personality:

For the very essence of evolution consists in the survival of the slightly abnormal. Th
spirit of the cosmos is itself one great idee fixe working itself out T o be a trifle onesided gives each of us our chance. Indeed, nothing is easier than to show that were
everything, as the R o m a n expression had it, smooth and round, nothing could ever
have developed, just as without irregularity no motion could have existed in the solar
system except one vast self-crushing in the sun.
Thus idiosyncrasies are a necessary part of us, but they are numerous and diverse in
proportion to the height the individual development has attained. They are m u c h less
marked between m a n and m a n in Japan than among Aryan folk. (p378)

In view of the evolutionary underpining of so much of his astronomical as well as Asian

theorising, it is of especial interest that the reference to Darwinism and Christianity
earlier developed from a discussion of nerves, the mechanisms of muscular control, and
human consciousness (p309).

Lowell also has less to say directly on the topic of perception in Occult Japan than in

earlier works, but does refer several times to our ability to see what we want to or wh
believe we need or ought to see. In yet another statement which could refer ironically
own canal observations, the very foundation of his Martian hypothesis, he wrote:
So potent is faith, that to believe in a means as essential to an end is, by virtue of
belief alone, to m a k e it so. (p247)

That he does not more often address the topic directly may seem surprising in view oi O
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Japan's subject-matter; but in fact because of that subject-matter, this book is in toto an essay
or case study in seeing, believing, understanding, and explaining, in a w a y that the earlier
books were not. It is through his rhetoric and authorial persona that he indicates his position.
The tone of Occult Japan is no more dogmatic than The Soul of the Far East, and sometimes
uses some of the same devices, such as thefirstperson plural implicating the reader (1894,
p352). In comparison with m a n y other late nineteenth-century works on similar topics by
serious writers, Occult Japan is a model of caution from which sensationalism is rigidly
excluded. Despite the para-normal subject-matter, or perhaps as a deliberate tactic for
handling it, this work is decidedly more matter-of-fact and commonsensical in tone than any
of the travelogues which preceded it.

This may be seen as a rhetorical device for winning the reader's confidence, by asserting
the author is not gullible, and therefore can be trusted w h e n making surprising claims.
Lowell's persona is that of a much-travelled citizen of the world, w h o can see the good and
bad in both Asian and western culture without disavowing his membership of the latter. In
classical rhetoric this is ethos, the appeal to credibility: "Listen to m e , I can be trusted". A
loftily superior pretence to open-mindedness combined with dogmatic assertion (often in lieu
of reasoned argument) is a major characteristic of the sage's technique.

Holloway says that for the sage, assertion becomes proof; and Lowell adopts this techniqu
several times in Occult Japan : "to add argument to this fact savours of supererogation, for the
crucial character of its circumstantial evidence is patent." (p246)

When he tackles the question of the christening powers of spirits, which were denied by
several other experts with closer links to Japanese life than his o w n , Lowell uses the same
reasoning he used to attack those w h o dared to claim that the canals were not real because

they could not see them:
A very curious custom this, and so far as I k n o w one quite unknown to foreigners; so
m u c h so that more than one of m y acquaintance w h o has had children by a Japanese
wife have stoutly maintained that no such custom exists. It is a fact, nevertheless.
(p242)

This is a crude assertion of authority, and the message is that "it is so because I sa
k n o w better than anyone else." Other experts are dismissed as "foreigners" as though Lowell
was not one himself. H u m o u r is also used to belittle those w h o disagree. In Occult Japan w e
first meet "the Irish legislator w h o declared himself to be 'for the bill and agin its
enforcement'" (1894, pl04). In one of the rare instances when Lowell repeated a specific
example, a less anecdotal version of this political metaphor of inconsistency was used again
in Mars as the Abode of Life : "For without equal investigation, to admit a discovery and
deny its description is like voting for a bill and against its appropriation." (1908, pl89)

Lowell's acceptance of systems in which knowledge is held, guarded, and carefully reveal
is evident w h e n he uses the metaphor of an old French Salpetriere three times (1894, ppl84,
225,374), and notes that "every well-organized hierarchy has to keep up a certain amount of
celestial exclusiveness for purposes of self-preservation" (p247). H e reveals an authoritarian
impatience with those w h o do not accept what they are told by those w h o know:
It suffices some people to ask a question once for all, while others have to be
perpetually putting it under indistinguishably different forms. (p227)

Though "only one spot is holy by nature, the sacred mountain Ontake" (pl28), the
pilgrimages and rites documented in Occult Japan provide m a n y unforced opportunities to
introduce the sage's imagery of high places. The opening chapter combines this with the
imagery of seeing, claims of priority in discovery, expressions of surprise, and some specific
details which add credibility, in a passage worth quoting at some length:
S o m e years ago, I chanced to gaze from afar upon this holy mount; and, as the sweep
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of its sides drew m y eye up to where the peak itself stood hidden in a nimbus of cloud,
had meant some day to climb it. Partly because of this vision, I found myself doing so
with a friend in August, 1891. That the mountain held a mystery was undreamed of....

We had reached, after various vicissitudes,., a height of about nine thousand feet
when w e suddenly came upon a manifestation as surprising as it was unsuspected.
Regardless of us, the veil was thrown aside, and w e gazed into the beyond. W e stood
face to face with the gods.

The fathoming of this unexpected revelation resulted in the discovery of a world o
esoteric practices,... Set as the scene of it was upon the summit of that slumbering
volcano sunk in trance itself, a presentation to the gods could hardly have been more
dramatic. (pp22-3)

T w o elements require particular comment. In the last sentence quoted above, Lowell
anthropomorphises the Earth, as when using erotic imagery in Choson (1885, p88) and The

Soul of the Far East (1888, p49). In a similar way, Mars was to be a symbol of human fat

as well as an example of planetary evolution and death. Furthermore, it is impossible no

note that several phrases also aptly describe Lowell's Martian research which was begi
in earnest at the time Occult Japan was published: "gaze from afar", and "the discovery

world"; and a reference to the romance of nocturnal activity (pi 14), a theme of his l

accounts of observing Mars from the Arizona mountain-tops. Lowell's protestations in 189
that he had no inkling of what the Japanese mountain would reveal are rather more
convincing than his claim that he undertook the study of Mars without preconceptions.

Despite polite disclaimers that his initial discovery had some element of chance, Lowell
emphasises his perceptiveness by condescending to others who had been on the mountain

before but not seen its mysteries. He sneers at both those who lack the sage's penetrati
vision, and those who merely collect data but lack the imagination to interpret it:
Ontake, though not of everyday ascent, has been climbed by foreigners several times
before. Rein, that indefatigable collector of facts and statistics, managed some years
ago to get to the top of it and then to the bottom again without seeing anything. The old
guide-book, in the person of an enthusiastic pedestrian, contrived to do the like. (pl3)

Lowell claims special status for himself, pretending surprise "that other foreigners sh

not previously have been admitted to this company of heaven." (pl3) His choice of
language, as in the phrase "admitted to this company of heaven", isfrequentlyheavily
loaded. His lengthy account of h o w a priest gave him his sanctified although dirty pilgrim
robe, which "now rests from its wanderings among m y most valued possessions" (pl42),
blatantly articulates the imagery of the prophet's mantle. The impact is heightened by
emphasis on the fact that the m e m b e r of a pilgrim club w h o goes into a trance is at that time
the god's sole intermediary (p368) through w h o m alone revelations are made. Similarly,
when Lowell witnessed "the most esoteric of all possession practices.... I was never
permitted to bring another foreigner, m y o w n purity just sufficing to admit me." (pl70)

Even when admitting to over-stepping the mark in the interest of science, by too boldly
testing the hold of a maeza's trance, Lowell affects modesty and embarrassment while
asserting his unique status as a seeker and revealer of truth:
I blush to say that I never knew this to happen except in m y o w n case, when engaged
in testing the reality of the god by making, too openly, a pin-cushion of him, or
otherwise treating him with what he took for disrespect (pp368-9)

Despite his often flippant tone and partially debunking purpose, Lowell closes with the
that he has succeeded in revealing "the simple beauty of the Shinto faith" to the reader (pl91).

5.4 LOWELL'S ASIAN BOOKS: SUMMARY
It has been shown that Lowell's first two Asian books make far more frequent use of
scientific, evolutionary and astronomical analogies and references than the later two.
Evolution was for him a fundamental principle, like a grand unifying theory of life. Lowell
would not have considered himself a racist, believing simply that different branches of
humanity were at different points in their cultural evolution, and all cultures had their
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interesting and valid aspects. H e was not attached to conventional religious modes of
thought, but tried to take a cosmic point of view in looking at humanity. With his faith in the
explanatory power of science, he believed in the importance of keeping an open mind on
matters which the more cautious of his contemporaries would have regarded with suspicion,
and seemed quite comfortable with- if not actually prejudiced towards- the notion of extraterrestrial life. It is obvious that throughout the writing of his four works of oriental studies,
astronomy w a s never far from Lowell's mind.

However, when considered from another angle, more closely aligned to the argument of thi
thesis— namely with regard to the author's persona as it emerges in them, the two later books
on Japan have a greater relative importance in Lowell's creation and self-presentation in the
role of astronomer-sage. The latent contradiction in Lowell's attitudes to science, nature and
the environment have been discussed at some length because of their relevance to his later
work on Mars. However, in this penultimate section of this chapter, the focus is not on the
thematic links between Lowell's Asian and astronomical writings, but on the development of
his literary persona, i.e.: his progress towards an at least partial adaptation of the "Victorian
sage" mode. The dilemmas relating to science and nature, which he was posing for himself in
1888 and would address in the following decade, are not directly relevant here.

The issue is, instead, the extent to which Lowell's Asian books show him as a sage, a
would-be sage, or a sage in the making. The characteristics of this particular literary m o d e
have been presented in an earlier chapter, and the degree to which Lowell's astronomical
books e m b o d y them has been assessed. T o summarize, a sage is recognisable by a particular
use of rhetoric, and the fact that his or her writings carry a moralistic message. W a s Lowell,
to any significant degree, writing as a sage when he wrote about Asia?
Lowell's four books on Asia have a basic programmatic similarity to the books in which he
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announced, defended and expanded his theories on Mars. Choson introduced an almost
unknown culture and country to the western world, The Soul of the Far East purported to
reveal the ruling principle of Japanese culture, Noto was an exploration of territory
previously unvisited by westerners, and Occult Japan revealed and explained previously
unknown mysteries. With the partial exception of the lighter- weight Noto, they were all
explorations of n e w worlds which yielded wisdom as well as mere information.

In Choson and Noto Lowell has the authority of the sole reporter who cannot, for the tim
least, be refuted by others. The Soul of the Far East Lowell writes with a confidence and
conviction exceptional in a m a n in his early thirties tackling a difficult and contested subject.
In Occult Japan he is obviously testing and exercising his persona as a sage, repeatedly and
openly adopting the voice of authority which he was to use throughout his rapidly
forthcoming astronomy books- not only about Mars but also in the "planetology" of The
Evolution of Worlds. In Lowell's writings on Mars, he claims n e w discoveries, fuller
research, deeper knowledge, and presents the ruling principle of Martian life in a tone which
tried to defy incredulity and demanded, but did not necessarily get, trust and belief.

Being a sage is not just a matter of adopting certain assertive, argumentative and rhet
devices. T h e sage must have a message, and Lowell's was far more than the commonplace
assertion of links between environment, culture and race characteristics, or even their
explication in evolutionary terms. Because their lack of individuality meant they also lacked
the imagination to reach for "the limits of the possible", Lowell believed the "artistic,
attractive" peoples of Asia were hopelessly limited:
The scientific is not the Far Oriental point of view. T o wish to k n o w the reason of
things, that irrepressible yearning of the Western spirit, is no characteristic of the
Chinaman's mind, nor is it a Tartar trait, (pi 12)
Without imagination and individual suiving there could be no science and no survival in the
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m o d e m world. But there is a let-out in the apocalyptic climax of The Soul of the Far East.
Asia's d o o m was not inescapable, if in a Lamarckian w a y the Asian peoples could force their
o w n intellectual and social evolution, making the inevitable evolutionary process into a source
of hope instead of fate. In his conclusion, Lowell allows the possibility that the peoples of
Asia m a y change and thereby escape extinction (1888, p226). In this sense, The Soul of the
Far East has m u c h in c o m m o n with Lowell's vision of Mars.

Environmental pollution was becoming a political issue in Japan in the early 1890s, larg
due to the efforts of Tanaka Shozo, a m e m b e r of the Diet (parliament) w h o mounted a
vigorous public campaign to stop the poisoning of the River Watarase by waste from the
Ashio copper mine. A s Occult Japan was about the quite unrelated subject of Shinto trances,
it is not surprising that Lowell does not mention this environmental issue in that book, but he
could hardly have been unaware of it while in Japan in 1893. Shozo's anti-pollution
campaigns grew in strength through the 1890s and continued until his death in 1913, while
Lowell was writing about Mars, but continuing to follow Japanese affairs with interest.

Lowell's fundamental message about the uncertainty of human survival is prefigured in
Choson, fully expressed in The Soul of the Far East, and provides the theoretical basis for
the argument in Occult Japan. It was dramatically illustrated in his books on Mars, which
present his research and theorising as an excursion into little-known territory resulting in a
unprecedentedly coherent account of conditions of life and death on another world, with of
course a message for us. The contextual significance of that message is explored in the final
chapter of this thesis; butfirstit is necessary to consider some contemporary responses to
Lowell's Asian books and the literary persona he was developing in them.

5.5

RESPONSES TO LOWELL'S ASIAN BOOKS

A n examination of what was said about Lowell by those w h o k n e w of him as both orientalist

and astronomer provides further evidence for the continuity of Lowell's literary ente

and more particularly for the consistent growth of his authorial persona. Van Wyck Br
saw Lowell as an interpreter of Asia to the West, definitely in the role of a guru or

a misunderstood one. Brooks wrote of the impact and appeal of The Soul of the Far Eas
This study of the Japanese mind, its impersonal nature,., in which individuality was
transient illusion, attracted m a n y readers w h o were ready for the message, "Tis
something better not to be." This impersonality was painful to Lowell H e was not in
search of Nirvana, however he ministered to other seekers, and had before him a
strenuous life such as even Theodore Roosevelt might have envied...." (Brooks, p361)

Two authoritative popularisers of Japanese culture in Lowell's time, who continued to

and discuss his Asian work after he had moved into the astronomical field, were Lafca

Hearn and Basil Hall Chamberlain. All references to Lowell in their writings which ar

quoted below were published during Lowell's lifetime, during the years when the canal

debate had his credibility on the line. Hearn (1850-1904) is frequently cited as a gr
of Lowell, as for example when in 1902 he advised Yrjo Him:
Read many times the charming book of the American Percival Lowell,77ze Soul of the
Far East. It is strange that Lowell should have written the very best book in the English
language on the old Japanese life and character, and also the most startling astronomical
book of the period,-- Mars- more interesting than any romance. (Hearn, 1906, p479)

Hearn began his career as a journalist in the USA, and according to his biographer El
Bisland, his decision to go to Japan in 1891 was a direct result of reading The Soul
East. Bisland says this book "for which... Hearn conceived a passionate admiration",
"struck a deeper note because the author was a scientist, who was also a man of

imagination." (Introduction to Hearn , 1911, pi) Brooks concurs, quoting Hearn back i
America saying that Lowell made him feel "like John of Patmos" (Brooks, p361).
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Hearn married a Japanese w o m a n , and from 1896 to 1903 was lecturer on English literature
in the Imperial University, Tokyo. Hearn wrote many books about Japan, some of which

were not published until after his death, along with several volumes of his letters. He

initially an unstinting admirer of Lowell's writings about Japan, but became more crit

his own reputation became established and Lowell's writings took a different turn. Hear
struggled hard against total intellectual domination by Lowell. In an 1891 letter to
Chamberlain, he wrote of Lowell:
Certainly so large a personality as his would find it extremely difficult- probably
painful- to adopt Japanese life without reserves,... H e has what the French would call
'une envergure trop vaste pour 9a'; and for so penetrating andfinelytrained an intellect
the necessary sacrifice of one's original self would be mere waste. (Hearn, 1911, p 16).
For Hearn, it was the fact that Lowell's vision in The Soul of the Far East was
Too powerful, too scientific, and too well sustained not to demand the utmost respect
and study. I have given both. The result is that I must fully accept his idea as a
discovery. The point on which I struggled longest was Spencer's... [but] nothing
remains but to accept Lowell's view. (Hearn, 1911, pp30-31)

In 1891, Hearn was struggling in vain against "the terrible inference" of The Soul of the Far
East (presumably that Asian races, or at the very least Asia's "unscientific" culture,

probably doomed). Notwithstanding, or perhaps even because of, the Spencerian nature of
Lowell's thinking at this time, which underwrote this inference, Hearn was turning to

Herbert Spencer as an alternative guru (1911, p9). He was however delighted by Lowell's

Noto with its "superlatively true" observations, "delightful little thoughts which spri
whole work through,— snatches of intimate conversation":
They also, I thought, made the particular and unrivalled charm of Clioson. Such books
of travel could not have been written by any one a generation ago; they reflect the
thought of another era,- m e n n o w think thoughts they never dared think before. (1911,
pplO-11)
In 1892 Heam wrote to W.B. Mason that
The force of Lowell's The Soul of the Far East is daily growing on me. I can't combat
his views within myself as I was wont to do: I find so m u c h that only his book attempts
with any success to explain. l a m about to be converted. (1911, p406)
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In 1893, H e a m wrote to Ellwood Hendrick about the ironies and inevitable inconsistencies of
Japanese life, including the survival of feudal superstitions "a few miles off from
are teaching integral calculus, trigonometry, and Herbert Spencer". He went on:

I am going to have the delight of a visit from the author of The Soul of the Far East.
is a lucky m a n , - wonderful genius, strength, youth, and plenty of money. H e spends
six months of each year in the Orient. Professor Chamberlain, m y other friend, spent a
few days with m e last week. H e speaks Japanese better than the Japanese:- in fact, he
is Professor of Japanese in the Imperial University of Japan. H e mentions m e in his
books, and Conder,... (1906, pi 17)

Yet in trying to deal with Lowell's looming presence, Heam could accurately identify
flaw which undermined Lowell as a scientist:

He is so much larger a man than I, that I would feel it presumption to differ with him
on any point if I did not remember that in the psychological world a m a n m a y grow too
tall to see anything near him clearly. (1911, p30)

In 1894, H e a m suggested that Lowell's good fortune had limited his personal development:
Isn't Lowell much like those tropical fruits that are ripened only by the sun? He has
none of the frost of life to sweeten him. (1911, p237)
The longer he lived in Japan, and the less time Lowell was there, the more Heam could

himself. Finally daring to dispute the key point of Lowell's analysis of Japanese cha
told Chamberlain:
I wish he had to teach here for a year,... No man can make a sweeping general
statement about Japanese character in a negative sense, withoutfindingout his mistake
later. (1911, pp322-3)

While retaining his respect for Lowell's first book on Japan, H e a m took strong exception to
the "sarcastic" (1906, p33) tone:'of Occult Japan, and criticised it trenchantly. In

his comments, it should be remembered that Heam might have been personally affronted b

the passage in which Lowell, whom he considered was less familiar than himself with th

common people of Japan (Hearn, 1911, p!6), over-rules "more than one of my acquaintanc
who has had children by a Japanese wife" (Lowell, 1894, p242).

In his initial criticism H e a m adopted a romantic intuitive approach which turned the old basis
of his admiration for Lowell- his scientific analysis— against him:

. Lowell's papers on Esoteric Shinto greatly disappointed me. He utterly fails to feel t
emotional significance of oracles,-- their relation to human life from ancient times, their
consolatory value, their infinite poetry behind the poor little mask of necessary fraud.
(1911, p348)

H e a m repeated this criticism early in 1895, when he wrote to thank Chamberlain for sending

him copies of "Lowell's six papers on Mars", (the basis of Mars, 1895), which Heam found
"quite weirdly suggestive":
Just how much of the theories and discoveries were Lowell's very own, I can't make
out— though the papers are things to be thankful for. Y o u k n o w the physiological side
of his psychology in Occult Japan is no more original than the 'Miscellany' of a medical
weekly. (1906, pp203-4)

H e devotes a paragraph in this same letter to correcting what he calls a "serious mistake" on

page 293 of Occult Japan, concerning the alleged absence of belief in possession by othe

living men, and concludes that "all the metaphysical structure of argument built upon th
supposed absence of that belief vanishes into nothingness." (Hearn, 1906, pp203-4)

In another letter written in February 1895, Hearn cites Spencer at some length, and then plays
Spencer off against Lowell to the latter's disadvantage:

I fear I can scarcely finish Occult Japan and that 1 praised it too much in my late lett
after hasty examination. It strikes m e only as a m o o d of the m a n , an ugly, supercilious
one, verging on the wickedness of a wish to hurt. W h e n m y eyes improve, I should
like better to see his work on Mars. I don't wish to say that m y work is as good as
Lowell's The Soul of the Far East; but it is a curious fact that in at least a majority of the
favourable criticisms I have been spoken of as far more successful than Lowell. W h y ?
Certainly not because I a m his equal, either as a thinker or an observer. The reason is
simply that the world considers the sympathetic m o o d more just than the analytical or
critical. A n d except when the critic is a giant like Spencer or his peers,--1 fear the
merely critical m o o d will always be blind to the most vital side of any human question.
For the more vital side is feeling, - not reason. This, indeed, Spencer showed long
ago. But there was in The Soul of the Far East an exquisite approach to playful
tenderness- utterly banished from Occult Japan. (1906, pp2Q7-8)
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Hearn did not live to read that in Brooks' opinion, Lowell's books on Asia "ranked with

Lafcadio Hearn's for perceptiveness and beauty." (Brooks, p361) The significance of th
judgment is that Lowell is now being measured against Heam, not vice versa. Hearn may
have become Lowell's equal as an authority on Japan, but he was no more than a layman

when it came to astronomy. His longest recorded comment on the canals of Mars, made in

1894 (but not published until 1911) was ambiguous; first accepting Lowell's hypothesis
then shying away, just as so many specialist writers did in that decade:

I was interested by Lowell's letter. Since I first read of Schiaparelli's discovery, I
always wondered w h y different astronomers could not agree on the character of the socalled canals,-- m a n y pronouncing them double, others single. Lowell would seem
really to have hit the cause.-- W h a t are the canals? Are they canals, or only the lines of a
monstrous planetary breaking-up? (1911, p376)

Lowell m a y have seen the enforced unification of drought-stricken Mars straggling for

survival as the sign and embodiment of essential political order, but Heam was pessimi

about nature and imperialism. In the same letter, after a brief ostensible change of s
deplored the crude Spencerian system:

Nature's law- the cosmic law— is struggle, cruelty, pain- everything religion declares
essentially immoral.... Perhaps it is the higher morality that the strong should rob the
w e a k - deprive them of liberties and rights,., force upon them not the higher pleasures
but the deeper pains of an infinitely more complicated and more unhappy civilization....
Does it correspond to any supreme law of the universe?... W e don't k n o w anything
about the ultimate laws.... (1911, p377)
He certainly could have been thinking about Lowell's Martians, and Lowell's vision of
Earth's similar eventual fate, when he despaired:
The God of the Universe may be a Devil,- only mocking us with contradictions,forcing us through immeasurable pain to supreme efforts which are to end in nothing
but the laughter of skulls in a world's dust. (1911, p378)

As shown by the first quotation in this section, from a letter of 1902, Hearn's strugg

against Lowell's intellectual domination was halfhearted and only partially successful
Although he took exception to a single book, he was unwilling and unable to repudiate
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Lowell, whose writing had redirected the course of his life. For Hearn, Lowell was always
far more than just another expert or a particularly skilled writer. Overall, the relationship was
that of disciple to sage. H e a m saw Lowell as almost superhuman: "so large a personality", a
"wonderful genius" of almost irresistible personal authority: "I must fully accept", "nothing
remains but to accept". In matters oriental and Martian, Lowell had for H e a m the sage's
power of seeing what others could not: "Lowell would seem really to have hit the cause".
Lowell thought "thoughts they never dared think before", and spoke directly to his o w n age
in books which "could not have been written by any one a generation ago".

Hearn's chief correspondent, Basil Hall Chamberlain, Emeritus Professor of Japanese an
Philology in the Imperial University of Tokyo, had priority in thefield,and was cited by
Lowell in The Soul of the Far East (p83). Perhaps because of his established academic
standing, Chamberlain did not suffer Hearn's agonies in dealing with Lowell's persona and
vision, but he did accept his authority on m a n y matters. Chamberlain's anthology Things
Japanese (fourth edition, revised and enlarged, 1902) includes m a n y quotations from and
references to Lowell, w h o m Chamberlain calls "an artist in words" (p81).

Chamberlain accepts Lowell's concept of Japanese 'impersonality' and applies it to sc
and decorative arts (p83). In the section on 'Japanese people', The Soul of the Far East is
the first book mentioned by Chamberlain (p263). H e uses an extensive quote "condensed by
permission" from Lowell's "graphic and entertaining" 1894 account of fire-walking
(Chamberlain, pi66-8). Hearn's objections in his letters to Chamberlain had not discouraged
the latter from frequently citing Occult Japan, and in his notes on "Sword-walking and
"Pilgrimages", Lowell is the only authority Chamberlain endorses (p368).

An indirect reference to Lowell's astronomy occurs in Chamberlain's note on The Soul o

Far East in the annotated bibliography which forms a large part of Things Japanese:
With a dazzling array of metaphysical epigrams, this distinguished Bostonian attacks
the inner nature of the Japanese soul, whose hall-mark he discovers in 'impersonality'.
Nothing on earth- or elsewhere- being too profound for an intellect so truly meteorlike in its brilliancy, Lowell, in his later work, Occult Japan, discovers to us Japanese
possession, exorcism, and miracle-working, whose very existence had scarcely been
suspected. (Chamberlain, p66)
Chamberlain did not find Lowell's presence overwhelming the way Hearn did, and cannot be

considered a disciple. Nonetheless, every clause of this tribute casts Lowell precisely i
sage role. He is presented as personally distinguished, offering a specific insight
(impersonality) both simple and yet vaguely generalizable. The hackneyed meteor metaphor
a deliberate allusion to Lowell's astronomical work, as is the phrase "on earth— or

elsewhere", and aligns with the notion that a sage's authority is somehow specially endow
rather than earned or learned in earthly schools. Furthermore, Chamberlain implies that

Lowell convinces assertively by deploying "a dazzling array of metaphysical epigrams" ra

than by mere logic. Lowell is credited with the sage's ability to see into the inner nat

human soul; and finally with standing in revelatory role to a public, "discovering to us"
things "whose very existence had scarcely been suspected" before.

Chamberlain understood what Lowell was doing, more clearly than some later writers have.
In "Percival Lowell's journey to the East", Richard Ellwood (1970) assesses Lowell's

achievements as an interpreter of Asian culture, concluding that he gave up this field o

without pursuing it as far as he could and should have. In Ellwood's view, he abandoned t

search for a satisfactory "other" in Japan, and went to search for it on Mars instead. Ta
his metaphor from Occult Japan, Ellwood describes Mars Hill at Flagstaff as Lowell's own
sacred mountain Ontake. As noted in Chapter One, Sheehan (1988) develops this account,
which establishes one sort of continuity between Lowell's earlier and later work.
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Lowell's confusion regarding Asian and Western attitudes to the environment has been

explored above. Ellwood's most important and useful insight is that Lowell's feelings abo
the merits and problems of Asian (immature) "impersonality" and Western (scientific)

individualism were equally confused, and goes so far as to imply that this may be one rea
why he abandoned Asian studies. Although committed to individualism, he cannot help

admiring certain results of impersonality, including aspects of the personal and religiou
philosophy it underwrites. Ellwood sees that Lowell was unable to resolve this dilemma;
faced with the admirable aspects of Asian culture:
the Boston Unitarian accuses, threatens, wavers, almost cracks. Yet it cannot be righthe must hold on to maturity,., the 'progress' it has induced must be the 'natural course
of evolution'. (Ellwood, p295)

The next, concluding chapter of this thesis seeks to demonstrate that inter alia, Lowell

to Mars was not simply a retreat which tacitly admitted his failure to resolve the dilemm

his Asian studies, but rather an attempt to resolve them in another arena. The problem wa
how to combine the best of both (Earthly) worlds, how to preserve and exalt Western

scientific individualism without its destructive side-effects. The answer was to be foun
unifying common cause, which by imposing soundly-based social coherence, directs the

scientific and leadership strengths of the best individuals for the common good. Lowell's

dilemmas are thus simultaneously resolved, because the common good can be identified with
global political and environmental management, ending waste, sectionalism and war.

At the end of his article, Ellwood seeks to demonstrate the greater importance of Mars in
Lowell's life, by contrasting one of his passionate passages about about Mars with the

flippant introduction to Noto, a too obvious and easy contrast, as Noto is also lightweig

compared with Soul of the Far East. Despite his opposite intention, the effect is to deme
Lowell's Martian work, by rationalising it only in terms of a personal problem or need.
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Ellwood's assessment of Lowell's Asian writings is valid, but cannot provide a satisfactory
account of Lowell's development, motivation, ambition or achievement. Only a wholistic
approach to Lowell's career can do that. Neither Ellwood's characterisation of Lowell as a
searcher after an "other", nor Sheehan's picture of him as a naive knight errant seeking a
remote Camelot where he could hide from the nasty m o d e m world, recognise the large and
fundamental difference between the uses Lowell made of Asia and of Mars. His Martian
studies not only sought to resolve his dilemmas, they derived an important message from
what he "learnt" in the process. Notwithstanding the greater importance of his Martian work,
it could be argued that Lowell was not simply hiding or seeking refuge in Asia either; but
interpreting it, and bringing back information, if not a fully developed message like his
message from Mars.

In the now well-established sense in which Ellwood uses the term, an "other" is somethi
different from the familiar (i.e.: that identified with oneself), which is opposed and contrasted
to the familiar, largely in order to redefine and validate the latter. The fact that the places that
Lowell was interested in were remote and little-known, does not of itself constitute them as
"others". Ellwood is right in saying that Lowell presented the Far East as an "other",
inasmuch as Lowell was contrasting its (in his view) non-scientific culture and outlook with
the predominantly scientific culture of "the advancing nations of the West" (1885, p226), but
wrong in extending this to Mars. For while Lowell developed an account which identified
and sought to explain differences between European and Asian cultures, he was always at
pains to persuade the reader- for his hypothesis depended on it- that Mars was essentially
like the Earth. H e minimised differences and emphasised parallels between the two planets,
so that Martian experience could be construed as relevant to us, and lessons could be learned
from it. "Others" are not chiefly sources of ideas for the reform of oneself or the familiar.
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In his extended structuralist analysis of the idea of the orient, in Orientalism (1978), Edward
W . Said identifies "orientalism" as a European concept, particularly English and French,
which began with Napoleon Bonaparte in Egypt in 1798. Significantly, Said sees American
interest in the orient, which as in Lowell's case usually meant the far east, and was generally
linked to overarching social darwinist theories of history, as a quite different phenomenon.

East Asia was, finally, simply not big enough for Lowell's vaulting intellectual ambitio
grandiose cosmic vision. His equivalent of Carlyle's revolutionary history, or Ruskin's
gothic art, was not to be Asian, but Martian culture- the life of another world, not merely
another nation or era. The much-abused word "culture" is appropriate, for it was the very
basis of Martian social organisation, not merely proof that Mars was inhabitated, which
Lowell purported to discover and interpret.

The earthly relevance of the things Lowell was "discovering to us" on Mars was essential
his sage persona, although few of his contemporaries might have consciously identified his
persona thus. Mars presented Lowell with a unique opportunity to fully develop his sage
persona, and, using it, to explore and present his chief message, which embodied serious
contemporary issues. This contemporary relevance accounted to a great degree for his
success in planting his Martian vision so deeply in popular consciousness (and to a lesser
though considerable degree in the scientific mind), that it would not go away, though his
scientific opponents wished it would. Rather, it endured, as something which had to be
grappled with; and it remained available for later scientists and commentators to manipulate.
The next, final, chapter of this thesis, explores some reasons w h y Mars was Lowell's perfect
timely opportunity, and expounds the relevance, profundity and importance of his message.

CHAPTER SIX
LOWELL. SAGE OF M A R S

Several earlier chapters of this thesis were devoted to an attempt to demonstrate that Lowe
and his Martian canal irrigation hypothesis were not only more influential than has been

generally recognized, but also that their previously underestimated persistence in the lite
and their long-term impact on research programs constitute an anomaly deserving of

investigation. The proposal was then made that Lowell's success in entrenching his ideas ha
never been adequately accounted for, and might be illuminated by considering his literary
persona and practice in tenns of Holloway's model of the "Victorian sage".

In this final chapter, it is intended to establish that, far from being confined to the sin

device of exploiting the rhetoric of "seeing", Lowell's use of the sage persona in structur
his Martian knowledge claims in his studies, was extensive and many-faceted, and that

therefore it is indeed appropriate to consider his presentation of his Martian hypothesis i
terms of this mode. It is further intended to identify his message and relevance as a sage
the world on which he lived and the society in which he worked. We are not concerned with

the logic, or the defensibility (in terms of the state of knowledge at the time), of Lowell's

arguments and conclusions; but with his style in presenting them, the significance he attac
to them, and the conclusions about life and values his Earthly readers were explicitly or
implicitly invited to draw from them.

6.1 LOWELL AS A LITERARY SAGE

The essential feature of the sage's discourse is that readers are offered a new and enhance
way of "seeing", and while this seeing is related to sight in the everyday phsyical sense,
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also operates as a metaphor for interpretation and understanding. Lowell's use of the imagery

of "seeing" was examined in Chapter Four above, to make a prima facie case for an extend
consideration of his thematic links with two well-recognised sages, namely Carlyle and
Ruskin. Lowell's early writings about Asia have been analysed, showing that in these he
often adopted the "sage" voice, and also revealing a number of preoccupations and

problematic issues which can be linked with his later astronomical writings. This openin
section of the final chapter seeks to establish that in framing his knowledge claims in

Martian studies, Lowell went beyond exploitation of the key concept of "seeing", and use
other devices identified by Holloway in his diagnosis of the sage mode.

One of the sage's most important and distinctive roles, which has been mentioned briefly

already, is that of interpreter of the signs of the times. This task includes identifyin

phenomena are significant as such. Lowell begins Mars (1895) by presenting the red plane
in its comings and goings relative to Earth, in exactly these terms- as a sign:
Once in about every fifteen years a startling visitant makes his appearance upon our
midnight skies,... Startling for its size, the stranger looks the more fateful for being a
fiery red. Small wonder that by m a n y folk it is taken as a portent, (pi)
Lowell then claims that it is not only a sign, but one which demands interpretation:
Although the apparent new-comer is neither new nor intrinsically great, he possesses
for us an interest out of all proportion to his size or his relative importance in the
universe. (p2).

Lowell later mentions that in fact Mars has been observed with interest since the time o
Chaldean shepherds (p9). The point that Mars's appearance is not new, conforms to

Holloway's insight that the sage's perception "is not of some quite new reality; it is s
old things in a new way." (Holloway, plO)

The implication that these disputed Martian observations not only demand interpretation,

suggest their own explanation to the right-minded, occurs in several passages; for examp

when Lowell introduces the idea that the canals, which have been decribed in almost hypn
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recitative detail, exist for the purpose of irrigation:
We are suddenly confronted on the planet's face with with phenomena so startlingly
suggestive of this very thing as to seem its uncanny presentment. (1895, pl30)

The word "uncanny" might be cited to justify a brief digression to consider astrology as
factor which, although possibly important, is, like science fiction, beyond the scope of
thesis to explore. Astrology is based on the notion that the movement of planets can be

studied for information relevant to the management of terrestrial affairs. In the late t
century, astronomy and astrology are seen as incommensurable and almost mutually

exclusive studies, as science and pseudo-science. They were not always so differentiated.
Kepler was but one of many early astronomers who also cast horoscopes. Confusion

between the two still exists in many people's minds, as continually demonstrated by enqui
to the Sydney Observatory, part of the Powerhouse group of museums, where the author of
this thesis is employed.

In the last century, the difference between astronomy and astrology was still less clear
public mind than it is today. The eccentric but influential Flammarion was not the only
popularizer of astronomy who frequently alluded to astrology in his historical accounts.

Carlyle and others who, for their own rhetorical purposes, deliberately equated or confus

the physical universe with the metaphysical universe, also fanned the flames of confusion
Non-scientific writers constantly conflated astronomy and astrology. An account of the
establishment of the French second empire, in the decade of Lowell's birth, provides an
example. Louis-Napoleon Bonaparte's committee for a new constitution included the
astronomer Leverrier, and according to one supporter, it seemed:
to testify to the adherence of Jupiter, Neptune and all the constellations.... His dream
realized. N o w m a y the stars invoked by Leverrier prove propitious to him! (D'Ambes,
vol l,pp367-8)
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Joel M o k y r probably overstates the case in The Lever of Riches, w h e n he says that "the
spillover effects of astrology into astronomy are too obvious to require repetition." (pl73) It
is however obvious that astrology, although controversial, helped to create a milieu in which
it seemed normal to try to interpret the behaviour of stars and planets to learn about terrestrial
life. This climate could be exploited by a culturally literate scientist, like Lowell, w h o could
trade on the expectations created by astrology, while offering predictions which were
supposedly more scientifically based.

Unlike Flammarion, Lowell overtly steers clear of astrology. His sole reference to heaven
bodies as "gods" and "deities" is a literary conceit which specifically nominates astronomy as
their only true "cult", without actually mentioning astrology (1906, pp6-7). W h e n he first
proclaimed M a r s as a portent (1895, pi), and began asserting his role as sage-interpreter,
Lowell implied that neither religion nor any other traditional system of thought could provide
an adequate interpretation of astronomical observations- only science could do so.

Lowell gently mocks the assumption that we are unique and therefore alone in the universe
along with "the other earth-centred view once so devoutly held" (p3) that the Earth is the
centre of the universe. H e extends this process with a Japanese anecdote which subtly
reminds us that he is a travelled and cosmopolitan guide. W h e n the opportunity arises, he
reminds the reader of his o w n allegedly superior knowledge of geography, such as w h e n he
gratuitously states that Mercator's projection "has certain advantages not so obvious to the
uninitiated, nor requiring special mention here." (pl44)

Lowell lets it be known early that his interpretation will be based largely upon probabi
deduction "derived from experience" (p6). H e was not party to the truly revolutionary
science of his day; showing, for example, little interest in or understanding of Einstein's
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relativity (1905) or Planck's quantum (1897-1901) theories; but as will be demonstrated in

the next sections of this final chapter, he was acutely aware of and involved in contemporar

social and political issues. Ignoring the fact that so distinguished a philosopher as Bertra
Russell was strongly defending induction as late as 1931 (Russell, 1949, pp58-9). Hoyt
(1976) and others have argued that Lowell's unashamed reliance on Baconian induction

demonstrates the amateurish unsophisticated and dated nature of his thinking. The situation
considerably more complex. In his inductive use of probability in all his Martian books,

summarised as the principle that "where probability points to other things, boldly accept th
fact provisionally" (1895, p210), Lowell was in touch with both popular feeling, and to a
degree with contemporary science.

Certainly Lowell took speculation further than many of his critics- who ironically may thus
have revealed themselves as stricter Baconian inductivists that he- thought wise. He was

attacked by Campbell and others for concentrating on the possibility that his theor)' was tr

rather than the possibility that it was false. While it might have been more widely condemne
a decade earlier, Lowell's willingness to argue in terms of probability was generally

acceptable to his generation, which was starting to doubt the mechanistic certainties of mid
nineteenth century science. Maxwell's statistical interpretation of the second law of
thermodynamics suggested that even physics, traditionally regarded as the "hardest" of
sciences, rested upon uncertainty, and that its "predictions and explanations are based on
probability- overwhelming in most ordinary cases." (Knight, 1986, p206):
Men of science themselves recognised by the end of the century that they were not
dealing in certainties. Tyndall with his emphasis on creativity and imagination in
science, and T. H. Huxley.., appreciated that there were areas where high probability
was the best that could be hoped for. (Knight. 1986. p205)

As far as some scientists were concerned, Lowell's methodological sin and tactical error was

to treat planetary astronomy and the question of extraterrestrial life as such an area. Non-
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specialists were unlikely to draw such a nice distinction. B y the late nineteenth century, the

idea that "high probability was the best that could be hoped for" was widespread in ma

areas of thought. During the interval between his first two terms as Prime Minister, W.

Gladstone published an essay on "Probability as the Guide of Conduct" (1879). An exampl

from theology is the Rev. Nevison Loraine's The Sceptic's Creed (1885), a clever apolog

for Christianity which grapples intelligently and effectively with Spencer, Huxley, Ren

Carlyle, claiming "a high degree of probability" for the truth of Christian doctrine (p

emphasis in the text). As a literary example, a philosophy vaguely compatible with Lora
was favourably presented the same year in Pater's Marius the Epicurean. With half its

in Baconian inductivism, the late nineteenth century's faith in probability was not ne
modern science was giving it a new currency and respectability.

This argument is strengthened by the fact that this is not merely a retrospective anal
modem historians of science, privileged with hindsight. Arnold Bennett's novel The Old

Wives'Tale, planned in 1903 and completed in 1907-8, can be cited as evidence that many

of Lowell's contemporaries were fully conscious of the shift in thinking which had occ

over recent decades. Bennett looks back half a century to the more mechanistically-mind

1850s, when "there was no such thing as the unknowable" and "the eternal mysteries were
simple as an addition sum." (Bennett, pi07)

This digression concerning Lowell's use of probability to present his hypothesis has b
undertaken because it is relevant to the persona and style of the sage, inasmuch as it
to an argument from "commonsense" or ordinary experience. Even David Hume, Bacon's

severest critic, relied as we all do on induction and probability, based on experience,

innumerable matters in everyday life. It is characteristic of the sage to argue from or

experience: "wisdom in the sage's sense,., may not be wholly about experience, but it d

find adequate sanction in experience." (Holloway, plO) The problem here is that science and
commonsense are not the same thing, and that the very discoveries and theories of m o d e m
physics (e.g.: certain consequences of Relativity, or the dual wave/particle nature of light),
which helped to reinstate acceptance of argument from probability, are often counter-intuitive
and repugnant to commonsense.

The most obvious contrast between the tone of ideal "straightforward" scientific writing
Lowell's sage voice, the latter demanding the trust and credulity from the reader, is expressed
in the scorn he pours on doubters. W h e n it suits him, he implies that healthy skepticism has
no role in the assessment of scientific hypotheses. Arguing that the Martian polar caps are
water ice, rather than frozen carbon dioxide, he refers to "that class of mind which likes to
m a k e of molehills of question mountains of doubt,..." (Lowell, 1895, p80) Later, he seems
to echo Ruskin's evocation of the devil in The Storm-Cloud (1884), acknowledging that "the
spirit that denies has always been abroad; only in earlier days he was reputed to be the devil."
((Lowell, 1895, p40) In his Conclusion, Lowell dismisses alternative explanations of the
canals with utter condescension, like a schoolmaster rebuking an errant pupil: "Surely all this
is puerile, and should be as speedily as possible outgrown." (p210)

Unbelievers are also attacked with one of the sage's standard devices, the manipulation o
paradox (Holloway, ppl6-7). O f the artificial appearance of the canals:
H o w instant this inference is becomes patent from the w a y in which drawings of the
canals are received by incredulously disposed persons. The straightness of the lines is
unhestitatingly attributed to the draughtsman. N o w this is a very telling point. For it is a
case of the double-edged sword. Accusation of design, if it prove not to be due to the
draughtsman, devolves ipso facto upon the canals. (Lowell, 1895, pl54)

With his interpreting eye, the sage sees truth where others cannot, even in the apparentl
absurd, and is not deceived by what seems obvious but is misleading. The same device is

used in Mars and Its Canals: "Indeed, w e are more sure of some things which appear too
strange to be true than of others so simple on their face as to enlist belief." (Lowell, 1906,
p92) Schiaparelli reported the doubling of the canals, but was disbelieved because the critics
"failed to perceive that the very unnaturalness which seemed to them to discredit his
observations really proved their genuineness" when, says Lowell, his maps were "properly
viewed" (1906, p28). Discussing the significance of planetary surfaces, he claims: "far from
disproving the law, the lunar exception actually upholds it" (1908, p27)

Even Lowell's own inability to see canals on all occasions (which he adduced to his
hypothesis as proof of their seasonal nature) is turned to advantage, with blithe disregard for
the observations of his opponents:
After the fundamental fact that such curious phenomena as the canals are visible, is the
scarcely less curious fact that they are not always so. At times the canals are invisible,
and this invisibility is real, not apparent;., due to the constitution of the canal itself.
With our present optical means, at certain seasons they cease to exist. (1906, pl55)
The same device is used to deal with discrepancies between canal observations. Lowell
sneers at observers whose charts are "suspiciously accurate fac-similes of Schiaparelli's
observations" (pi60). So when his o w n differ from those of the Milanese astronomer:
The fact that in all cases they do not exactly agree with his is the very best of proofs that
they are substantially the same; for such slight discordance proves the absence of
conscious psychic reproduction. It confirms by not conforming. (pl58)

Before Mars and its Canals appeared in 1906, some canals had been reported crossing the
equator- which is after all only a convention, or a concept of cartography- "as if it did not
exist" (p 373-5). If water crossed the equator, Lowell's claim in Mars (1895) that the
movement of water from the poles to the equatorial zones could occur by gravitational means,
was no longer adequate or relevant. It also strengthened his opponents' case, in that it made
the linear cultivation pattern of his Martians seem even less efficient Lowell then made an ad
hoc amendment to his hypothesis, requiring the water in the canals to m o v e "irrespective of

gravity. N o natural force propels it, and the inference is forthright and inevitable that it is
artificially helped to its end." (Lowell, 1906, p 374)

This is typical of many instances where Lowell's hypothesis is overtly argued on a princip
which inverts Occam's Razor while exploiting a paradox: everything which seems unnatural,
multiplies entities, or requires further assumptions of intervention for its efficacy, reinforces
the essential artificiality of the canal network, thus helping to demonstrate the presence of
mature intelligence and advanced technology. Lowell brazenly turns non-confirming
observations to his advantage, in a reference to the debate over telescope size which has been
mentioned already:
That Schiaparelli discovered that canals with an 8-inch glass, and that the 26-inch glass
at Washington has refused to show them to this day, are facts that speak emphatically
on the point. (1906, ppl38-9)

Another of the sage's techniques identified by Holloway was taking control of the discours
by controlling and modifying the sense of words (ppl6-7). Lowell had begun with an
inheritance from Schiaparelli, w h o called the lines he saw on Mars canali which translates
easily into English as canals, although it is more accurately rendered as channels. A n example
of Lowell's manipulation of the vocabulary is his naming of the oases of Mars. After lengthy
consideration of observed dark spots and their relationship to the canal network, he proposes:
"a solution of their character suggests itself at once; to wit, that they are oases in the midst of
that desert, and oases not wholly innocent of design." (1895, pi86) F r o m this point on, he
always refers to them as "oases", as though their identity was settled. They are initially
introduced as oases, not spots, in Mars as the Abode of Life (1908, pl56).

Even though others knew what he was doing, as revealed by C. A. Young's carefully
chosen words "the round, dark spots formerly called lakes are by him transformed into
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'oases'" and " M r Lowell, however, prefers to call them oases" (Young, 1895, p294; 1896,
p311), Lowell succeeded in controlling the language to suit his theory. The term "oases"
stuck, and was used in Martian literature for the next seventy years at least Notwithstanding
the precedent of waterless lunar "seas", it was just that bit harder for Lowell's opponents to
argue against his irrigation and habitation hypothesis using the loaded term "oases" than the
neutral word "spots". Lowell k n e w that, in Conrad's words: "He w h o wants to persuade
should put his trust not in the right argument but in therightword." (quoted Holloway, pi6)

As noted in the introductory survey of Lowell's astronomical writings, his slim volume
Solar System (1903) added nothing n e w to the Martian canal irrigation hypothesis. It does,
however, continue Lowell's exploration of the sage persona, by means of casting Lowell's
hero Schiaparelli in the role of sage. Lowell praises Schiaparelli for continuing his canal
observations despite the initial scepticism of some other observers. A s has been shown, it
was not long before reports of canali were flooding in. Identifying himself with Schiaparelli,
Lowell exaggerated this shortlived scepticism, and also the subsequent degree of acceptance
of the reality of the canals. Schiaparelli is presented as a voice crying in the wilderness, a
prophet without honour, etcetera:
It is to his everlasting credit that he did this in the face of the scepticism and denial of
practically the whole astronomical world. H e won. The voices that ridiculed him are
silent now. To-day the canals of Mars are well-recognised astronomic facts, and
constitute one of the most epoch-making discoveries of the nineteenth century....
Indeed, his grand isolation in the quest makes one of the finest and saddest chapters in
the history of discovery. (Lowell, 1903, pp54-5)

The chapter on Mars in The Solar System concludes with a statement of Lowell's theory
the scientific process:
Take general mechanical principles for compass and then follow your observations.
Imagination is as vital to any advancement in science as learning and precision are
essential for starting points. (1903, p71)
Mars audits Canals (1906) is a considerably more sophisticated work than any of Lowell's

previous books, including even his Asian magnum

opus, The Soul of the Far East. Lowell

opens Mars audits Canals by implying that the matter in hand is not an arcane and remote
academic study, but has relevance to everyday life, as something that "men m a y benefit
by...." (1906, p viii) T h e voice of the sage is easily detectable when he asserts his authority
and fitness for his task, and confesses the ploy of seeking the reader's complicity:
T o do this should be feasible for him w h o is master of his subject... Especially vital is
it that it that the exposition should be done atfirsthand; for to describe what a m a n has
himself discovered comes as near as possible to making the reader the co-discoverer of
it. (p viii)
Almost casually, he states that "the whole object of science is to synthesize, and so to
simplify", and follows this Spencerian dictum by sneering at the "the least profound", their
"fictitious understanding" and "ill-considered learning". Lowell's Preface ends with the
immodest hope that "the technical student" to w h o m the articulation of scientific argument is
probably "little known" will find the structure of his book "most valuable" (p ix).

In Holloway's formulation, the sage quickens his reader's perceptiveness "by making a far
wider appeal than the exclusively rational appeal":
H e draws upon resources cognate, at least, with those of the artist in words. H e gives
expression to his outlook imaginatively. W h a t he has to say is not a matter just of
'content' or narrow paraphrasable meaning, but is transfused by the whole texture of
his writing as it constitutes an experience for the reader. (Holloway, plO)
Here is where the vivid and engaging quality of Lowell's best writing, which has been
widely acknowledged, comes into play. From its historically resonant beginning to its
dramatic and prophetic ending, Mars and Its Canals is certainly "an experience for the
reader." Lowell goes full tilt, right from the start. That favouritefin-de-siecleword
"strange" is used three times in thefirsttwo paragraphs, twice in contexts that give the
enterprise an air of the mysterious, supra-rational, and almost occult. The first chapter, "On
Exploration", develops the imagery of the dedication "to G. V. Schiaparelli, the Columbus of
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a n e w planetary world", with ringing evocations of urges in the blood, Aryan heritage, the
daring, glory, hardship and the excitement of travel, discovery, and adventure.

Nautical exploration as a metaphor for astronomical research was not original, having been
used by m a n y writers before Lowell. The sea as a metaphor for space survives today in terms
like "starship", "astronaut", "cosmonaut", and is deeply embedded in the rhetoric of space
programs: " W e set sail on this new sea because there is n e w knowledge to be gained and new
rights to be won..." (U.S. President John F. Kennedy in 1962; quoted Tfento, p48)

This metaphor is of special importance to the argument of this thesis, because the connection
between sea voyaging and empirical observation has been recognised since Elizabethan times
(Smith, p8). In Lowell's day, the link was particularly conspicuous in the writings of Joseph
Conrad, incidentally one of the novelists nominated by Holloway as a sage, whose specific
use of "to see" has been cited in Chapter Four above. According to his biographer:
Conrad's desire to make the reader see is, in fact, profoundly connected to the willed
part of his life associated with the sea. 'Seeing' is a dominant part of rnaritime life,
whether one is staring at water, waves and sky for some message or meaning; or
whether one is staring at water in order to detect wreckage which m a y mean disaster for
one's ship. The seaman stands daily watches, and his orders are 'to see'; or else he
seeks significance in the immensity of things as part of going to sea. In writing of wind
and wave in The Mirror of the Sea, Conrad stressed: T o see! to see! ~ this is the
craving of the sailor, as of the rest of blind humanity.' A s a ship's officer from the
1880s on, Conrad needed not only to see objects external to the ship, he had to see into
the crew for signs of laxity, rebellion, malingering, as w e find in The Nigger of the
'Narcissus', hisfirstsea novel. ( Karl, p 73)
It scarcely needs to be pointed out that, whether or not he read Conrad, Lowell was an
experienced andfrequentsea traveller when he wrote Mars audits Canals. B y 1906 he had
sailed to Europe as a child, youth, novice astronomer, honeymooner, lecturer and
convalescent; and had sailed to Asia severaltimesas a young man.

A number of texts analysed in the survey of the astronomical literature, which kept Lowell's

n a m e and ideas alive after his lifetime, referred to the importance of maps in the development
of the canal irrigation hypothesis. Lowell made m u c h of the artificial appearance of the
individual canals "properly seen", and this was of course disputed by those w h o did not see
them as he did. Lowell further m a d e the assumption (strictly speaking, illogical- but
essential to his theory) that the canals were all always there, even if some were seasonally
dormant or temporarily invisible for any other reason. A s both Lowell and opponents of his
theory recognised, the argument for grand design and global unity of purpose was based on
the even more obviously artificial appearance of the network formed when hundreds of canals
reported at different times and by different observers were projected onto a single map:
Both as scientific devices embodying theory and as persuasive images which m a y
inspire n e w explorations or ways of viewing the physical world, maps serve a heuristic
function. (Stafford, 1989, p208)

Lowell's books are illustrated with his maps and drawings of Mars, which were reproduced
in numerous books by other authors in subsequent decades. H e manipulated images as he
manipulated words, so it is necessary to give further consideration to the significance of
mapmaking, and the inseparable exercise of naming geographic (or areographic) features.

The issues raised are also relevant to forthcoming discussion about the global scale and
significance of cyclical theories of history, developing attitudes to resource conservation,
social cohesion, the World Movement, the Panama canal and imperialism. The nineteenth
century passion for geography, strongly linked to imperialist and economic motives, found
expression in a passion for maps. In his biography of the premier mid-nineteenth century
British geologist and geographer Sir Roderick Murchison, Robert A . Stafford refers to:
the mania for maps [that] had permeated the Victorian upper and middle classes, and the
strength of the connection between this cartographic fascination and the quest for wider
opportunities abroad, (p 208)
Stafford points out that the new continents discovered and conquered in the imperial era were
"exotic fields for personal and national expression" (p 221). It has already been suggested
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that Lowell's Asian studies were exercises in the intellectual conquest of n e w worlds, and
that a major aspect of his motivation for converting from Asian to astronomical studies was
the need for more and newer worlds to conquer. Another planet was the ultimate exotic field
for personal expression, and it was also the safest

Precisely because of its remoteness and inaccessibility, Mars was ideal for Lowell's
purposes. A n intellectual takeover bid, like Lowell attempted and very nearly carried off, was
actually more likely to succeed with Mars, than with Japan or Korea which had human
residents, in possession, and increasingly in communication with the West. Mars could be
mapped, its features,-- whether real, imaginary or disputed- could be named, and its political
organization expounded, without fear of immediate refutation from the Martians (or their
spouses, to draw the parallel with H e a m in Japan). J. B. Harley points out that maps distort
our perception of "unknown" space, and are "predominantly a language of power" because
they "desocialise the territory they represent", facilitating at least the illusion of control from a
distance (Harley, pp301, 303).

Although his opponents became increasingly cynical at the ever-growing number of canal

discovered, Lowell's theory and, in one sense, his authority, both depended to a considerable
extent on finding, mapping and naming more and more canals. H e was fully conscious of the

significance of naming, noting drily "Everybody has tried his hand at naming the planet, first
and last; naming a thing being man's nearest approach to creating it." (Lowell, 1895, p 141):
For a brand-new thing no n a m e is as good as one whose meaning nobody knows,
except one that has no meaning at all. In that case the n a m e not only is becoming but
actually becomes the thing, (p 143)

Lowell frequently described his Martian researches in the language of travel and expl
His books can be read as an explorer's journals, a classic form of the romantic genre of travel

literature. Paul Carter's analysis is worth quoting at some length:
From the point of view of spatial history- illustrating the place where language and
spatial experience intersect to m a k e history- they are also uniquely interesting. ...the
explorer-writer at his double task of differentiating the space in order to unify it as
track. ...The very statement itself is the rhetorical means of bringing space itself into
the realm of discourse, of rendering it distinct and conceivable. ...biographers have
tended to assume that the explorers' journals are transparently autobiographical; or,
rather, since they are clearly 'worked up' versions of the events, more or less elaborate
fictions to be dismantled in search of the truth. Far from being read as symbolic
representations of journeys, they have been interpreted as offering little more than a
stage on which the explorer hero worked out his personal destiny, (p 88)
For Lowell, seeking a role and a public identity, Mars was indeed a stage on which to work

out his personal destiny. But it is not necessary to choose between the traditional and t

structuralist approaches to reading the text of Lowell's "explorers'journals": both metho

offer insights. Lowell opens Mars audits Canals by introducing the telescopic exploration

Mars in terms of a mental and intellectual journey of travel and exploration. In discussi

sage's key sense of sight, Lowell's language takes on a spiritual dimension, as "only sig
soars untrammelled of the grosser adjunct of the flesh to penetrate what were otherwise
unfathomable space." (1906, p 5) Despite their antithetical placement that juxtaposition

flesh and penetration deserves a place in any collection of illustrations of the feminist

that exploration is constructed as a masculine, displaced phallic activity. Reinforcing t
Lowell notes later that the explorer "must learn to wait upon his opportunities" but may
"that final penalty of penetration, the certainty of at first being disbelieved." (p 10)

Consciously, Lowell portrays the astronomer- himself— as a superior and indeed priestly
being, in a passage which is quoted on his tombstone on Mars Hill:
Astronomy now demands bodily abstraction of its devotee. Its deities are gods that veil
themselves amid man-crowded marts and impose withdrawal and seclusion for the
prosecution of their cult as m u c h as any worshipped for other reason in more primeval
times. T o see into the beyond requires purity; in the m e d i u m n o w as formerly in the
man.... Securing it makes him a hermit from his kind.... Only in places raise above and
aloof from m e n can he profitably pursue his search.... T o stand a mile and a half
nearer the stars is not to stand immune. (1906, pp 6-7)
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Lowell continues in this vein for over two pages, before moving on to another two pages of
description of the sights and sounds, the animals and trees, light and clouds of cold dark
snowy nights and dawns. This miniature classic of nature writing, would alone establish his
passionate sensitivity to wilderness, were w e unwilling to believe A. L. Lowell (p6). This
passage is also suffused with the language of the sage: "perceive", "decipherable",
"prescience", "revelation", "prophecy" and "mastery of mind" (Lowell, 1906, pp 6-10).

The second chapter of Mars and Its Canals, "A Departure-point", establishes or at leas
forewarns that his concern n o w is as much with Earth as with Mars. In discussing aspects of
our environment, including the smog clouds of London, he deplores the fact that "not only is
civilized m a n actively engaged in defacing such part of the Earth's surface as he comes in
contact with, he is equally busy blotting out his sky." (1906, ppl3-4)

There are strong echoes of Ruskin, in both topic and language. Lowell contrasts the s
Europe today with their state when he was a child, denying that "the brighter remembrances
of youth" are responsible. Regarding Schiaparelli's loss of sight, "with a certain poetic
fitness the sky itself had been blotted just at the time the master's eye had dimmed." H e notes
that "America is not behind in this race for sky extinction.... Not until w e pass beyond the
Missouri do the stars shine out as they shone before the white m a n came." (pl5) The deserts
which provide good astronomical working conditions also express the decline of the
biosphere, remind us of the "terrible necessity of water", and evoke the surface of Mars:
"They help explain what they permit to be visible." B y page 17 Lowell has introduced the
main themes he will orchestrate and unify in this, the grandest statement of his hypothesis.

Mars as the Abode of Life, based on the text of a series of Lowell Institute lectures
a more muted tone than the two earlier Mars books. The narrative style of its opening

chapters is not inspirational, prophetic or apocalyptic; and few of the sage's rhetorical devices
are encountered until later. Preparing the ground for his Martian hypothesis, Lowell uses
heavy-handed irony in recounting h o w "when it had thus been conclusively proved that no
life could exist at the bottom of the sea" deep-sea dredges were invented and deep-sea fish
were discovered: "What could not be, just was." (1908, p 59) Mars is again introduced as a
visual spectacle, subject to proper seeing:
Viewed under suitable conditions, few sights can compare for instant beauty and
growing grandeur with Mars as presented by the telescope. Framed in the blue of
space, mere floats before the observer's gaze a seeming miniature of his o w n Earth, yet
changed by translation to the sky. Within its charmed circle of light... (p 73)

As foreshadowed by that passage, the relevance and comparability of Mars and Earth
becomes the major theme, with the prophetic tonefinallyemerging more strongly than in the
earlier books. Chapter Four, "Mars and the Future of Earth" marks the change of tone:
Study of Mars proves that planet to occupy earth wise in some sort the post of prophet
For, in addition to the side-lights it throws upon our past, it is by w a y of foretelling our
future. It enables us to no mean extent to foresee what eventually will overtake the
Earth in process of time; inasmuch as from a scrutiny of Mars coming events cast not
their shadows, but their light, before.
It is the planet's size thatfitsit thus into the role of seer, (pill, emphasis added)

In an earlier chapter, Lowell has described and illustrated deterioration of parts of the
terrestrial environment, and he n o w returns us to Earth, noting that it is because w e are
"sharpened by science, w e actually perceive the progress" our planet has made towards
inhospitability (pi22). The pitiless deserts of Earth and then Mars are vividly evoked, and the
tone of the writing becomes increasingly physical and emotional, making, in Holloway's
words: "a far wider appeal than the exclusively rational appeal":
Thirst-- the thirst of the desert- comes to us as w e realize the situation, parching our
throat as w e think of a thirst impossible of quenching except in the far-off and by nature
unattainable polar snows.
Turning again to Mars with quickened sense, w e witness an astounding thing, the

study of which in its mein, its moods, and its meaning, the next two chapters will take
up. (pl45)

Thus is the reader emotionally prepared for the crucial and contentious part of the argum
The numerous historians w h o have admitted Lowell's skill as a writer have nevertheless
underestimated his skill as a propagandist. His is not just the style and tone of an
exceptionally literate scientist explaining his discoveries; rather, it is the sage demanding his
reader's loyalty. T o win this, the sage needs more than rhetoric, he needs a message, and the
remainder of this final chapter will identify Lowell's message and the relevance of his vision
for his times. This is not merely an attempt to show the obvious: that scientific ideas often
illustrate or reflect contemporary social issues. The claim is that Lowell's scientific ideas, like
m a n y if not all scientific ideas, actually embody contemporary social issues.

6.2 IDEAS OF HISTORY

Social Darwinism had a powerful impact on nineteenth-century ideas about history, but the
century's strong interest in the Idea of History was well established before Spencer or even
Darwin himself appeared on the scene. Thomas Carlyle was one of m a n y influential earlier
nineteenth century writers w h o were greatly involved with the n e w expanded idea of history
introduced by G e r m a n philosophers, in which it has been said "history was everything". B y
the end of the century, when Lowell was writing, cyclical, evolutionary and other
deterministic theories of history, often based on biological analogy, were in v o g u e — an
intellectual fashion which continued into this century with Spengler and others.

Lowell's complex and developing relationship with Social Darwinism was so central to his
Martian hypothesis and his message as a sage, that it must be examined. Although his views
of history were influenced by Social Darwinism, it was not the sole influence. There will be
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some overlap, but it is worth giving brief separate consideration to the relationship between
some theories of history current at the time, and Lowell's vision of Mars with its messages.

Most theories of history current in Lowell's time can be put into one Of three categori
according to the direction they saw events taking: (A) progress and improvement, usually
evolution-driven; (B) decline, entropic or devolutionary; and (C) those which posited a
cyclical pattern which implied periods of bothriseand fall, and could therefore incorporate
both the former types as temporary alternating and repeating phenomena. All could claim
some sort of scientific foundation, depending on the science k n o w n or preferred by the
believer. W h e n Lowell widened his field of operation from Asia to astronomy, he effectively
incorporated his particular version of A above into a cosmic C-type theory which m a y have
been in his mind all along, for as has been shown, his Asian works reveal a tendency to see
Earth and its life in a cosmic perspective.

This cosmic perspective was not unusual in the late nineteenth century, due largely pe
the example of Carlyle as well as the discoveries of the scientists, although it will be argued
that Lowell m a d e original and constructive use of it A s the estimated size of the universe and
the number of stars in it had increased, although not to the order of today's estimates, it
became increasingly difficult to believe that Earth was unique or important, or that even our
solar system w a s anything like central. This created crises of for faith for m a n y Christians,
and along with associated ideas found its way into some of the more thoughtful literature of
the time- Tennyson's poetry and Hardy's novels are often cited in this context. It has often
been noted that Lowell's Asian writings reveal not only his strong interest in evolution as a
universal principle, but also embody a deterministic and at times prophetic notion of history.
This is particularly clear in the conclusions of his two major Asian works (1885 and 1888).

In all his astronomical books, Lowell impresses the reader with the relative insignific

Earth and humanity in the cosmic order of things, although he has c o m e a long w a y thanks to
evolution. His sentiments reveal his complete escape from religious concerns:

That w e are the s u m and substance of the capabilities of the cosmos is something so
preposterous as to be exquisitely comic. W e pride ourselves on being m e n of the
world, forgetting that this is but objectionable singularity, unless w e are, in some wise,
m e n of more worlds that one. (1895, p212)
Lowell goes on to claim that humanity is part of the cosmic phenomenon of evolution:

For, after all, w e are but a link in a chain. M a n is merely this earth's highest production
up to date. That he in any sense gauges the possibilities of the universe is humorous.
H e does not, as w e can easily foresee, even gauge those of this planet.... H e merely
typifies in an imperfect way what is going on elsewhere, and what, to a mathematical
certainty, is in some comers of the cosmos infinitely excelled. (p212)

Lowell furthermore believed, along with Proctor and Rammarion, that habitability was a
normal stage in the evolution of most planetary-type bodies. Life arises and dies out under
particular environmental circumstances, so the inhabited millenia m a y be only a small fraction
of a planet's history. Flammarion, in the tradition of J.P.F. Richter's 1796 novel Leben des
Quintus Fixlein, described and depicted the last human family frozen to death as the sun died.
The idea that Earth would die a cold thermo-dynamical death was widely held among
scientists in Lowell's time, and influenced many Victorian novelists including Conrad (see
Gillian Beer on the death of the sun in literature, in Bullen); but in Lowell's hypothesis
planets came to the end of their life-supporting era, due not to cold but total planetary
drought. Life on Mars was "cosmically speaking, soon to pass away":
For the processes that brought it to its present pass must go on to the bitter end, until
the last spark of Martian life goes out... Slowly but surely time will snuff it out. W h e n
the last ember is extinguished, the planet will roll a dead world through space, it
evolutionary career forever ended. (1908, p216)

It was a fundamental principle of nineteenth-century science that the same rules apply
everywhere. Lowell repeatedly pointed out that Mars was showing what would eventually
occur on Earth too. This severely limits, if it does not destroy, any notions of ultimate
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freedom or control of our o w n destiny. The areas of our freedom of will or action are
proscribed. There are processes m u c h bigger than us, but w e are part of them; there is no
need for religious revelation or transcendental insight, for these processes are not beyond our
rational understanding, but are accessible through science, because "if astronomy teaches
anything, it teaches that m a n is but a detail in the evolution of the universe,..." (1895, p212)

The implications for the study of history are clear: there is a grand (evolutionary) p
within which w e m a y seek smaller-scale patterns including examples of the main process
always at work. W h e n it came to understanding these smaller-scale or subsidiary patterns and
processes, there were a number of theories available, some enunciated by historians and
thinkers relatively close to Lowell. Were the peoples of Asia participating in evolutionary
progress? W e r e they, or the Europeans, or all of humanity together, n o w in a period of
steady or rapid evolutionary progress, or a temporary downturn, an era of retrogression?
Finally, does it matter? Even if the end is a long way off, w e are all going to die of thirst
unless some other catastrophe occurs, such as the asteroid impact Lowell described in 1909.

There was plenty of short-term pessimism around, embodied in its most extreme form in
Brooks Adams. His "laws" of "Civilization and Decay" and "Force and Energy" posited an
opposite but comparable movement to that implied in Lowell's Asian books. Brooks A d a m s
traced the centre of human energy, achievement and economic power moving ever westward,
propelled by fear and greed, from Europe to America, but thence inexorably to Asia, as the
older power centres collapsed in crisis. The change in Brooks Adams's thinking, during the
period Lowell was writing about Mars, shows in the contrast between the Spencerian
optimism of his notorious history The Emancipation of Massachusetts (1887), with its faith
in progress in a law-ruled universe, and the pessimistic n e w Preface he added to it in 1919.
The First World W a r was but one element in his despair, which had m a n y other grounds.
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Looking back on his original text Brooks A d a m s wrote about the strongly Darwinian sense
in which he and others thiry years before had "accepted, almost as a tenet of religious faith,
the theory that human civilization is a progressive evolution, moving on the whole steadily
towards perfection,..." His youthful belief in democracy was linked with that faith, "that our
universe is an expression of a universal law, which the nineteenth century had discovered and
could formulate." (B. A d a m s , 1962, pp4-5)

In 1919 Brooks Adams felt daily "less able to withstand the suspicion that the universe
chaos which admits of reaching no equilibrium, and with which m a n is doomed eternally and
hopelessly to contend." (p5) The challenge was to "evolve order, if ever w e are to cope with
violence,fraud,crime, war, and general brutality." (p5) The cosmic vision of Brooks
Adams's later years is the opposite of Spencerian progress:
If w e gaze upon the heavens w e discern immeasurable spaces sprinkled with globules
of matter, to which our earth appears to be more or less akin, but all plunging,
apparently, both furiously and aimlessly, from out of an infinite past to an equally
immeasurable future.... Thus the stars, having blazed until their vital principle is
absorbed in space, sink into relative torpor, or, as the astronomers say, die. (p5)

Brooks Adams's brother Henry, former Harvard history teacher, hated the later nineteent
century and the vulgarity of contemporary American life. Like Lowell, A d a m s came from an
old family, and despised the nouveau riche and their greedy influence on public morality. In
opposition to the optimistic social darwinists, he believed that, in important respects,
European culture had long been in a state of devolution, retrogressing ever since the twelfth
century. Henry A d a m s had a poetic sense of history, and like Ruskin, he extolled the
greatness of medieval Christian Europe and its art, which A d a m s believed was best expressed
in Chartres cathedral, in Mont St Michel and Chartres (1904; see also Contosta).

Henry Adams's gloomy view was that European and American society and culture were
doomed because there were no "higher aspirations". His autobiography (f.p. 1907) reveals
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that the need for "a historical formula that should satisfy the conditions of the stellar universe
weighed heavily on his mind." (Adams, 1918, p376) Lowell later tried to provide such a
formula with his science of "planetology".

Despite his ironically professed desire to be "as ignorant as an astronomer" (Adams, 1918,
p377), and his use of standing "outside in the night, staring at the Milky W a y " to characterise
a fruitless pursuit (p378), Adams' language and imagery are often reminiscent of Lowell, as
w h e n he refers to "the physicist's heinous fault of professing to k n o w nothing between
flashes of intense perception." (p377)

Adams' ideas are also relevant here because he held that medieval Christianity had provid
unifying belief system, which was the essential element to give a society the cohesiveness
and unity which m a d e it capable of great works like the medieval cathedrals. The parallel to
Benjamin Kidd's pragmatic view of religion, and to Adams' friend William James's call for a
"moral equivalent of war" (both discussed later in this chapter) shows that there was a
widespread sense that great causes were needed to inspire people, and thus shape the course
of history positively in the immediate term.

Adams's pessimistic rhetoric sometimes seems uncannily apposite to Lowell's Martians
fighting their desperate, necessary, but ultimately unwinnable battle for survival:
The physicists had a phrase for it unintelligible to the vulgar: 'All that w e win is a
battle— lost in advance- with the irreversible phenomena in the background of nature.'
(p458.)
In Mont Saint Michel and Chartres, he wrote of "the whole rebellion of m a n against fate;..
the whole unutterable fury of human nature beating itself against the walls of its
prisonhouse,..." (1986, p260).
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Lowell's Martians had a great unifying cause, survival; but w e on Earth did not, unless
science, or religion could become or provide that cause- politics could not as it was totally
discredited in Adams' eyes. Lowell was not in full agreement with A d a m s , believing that
European culture was progressing through science, but progress had its problems, and the
politically conservative elitist Lowell did not like all its manifestations. Nonetheles, social
coherence, deriving from a great shared cause, could resolve the individualism/impersonality
dialectic, by making the power of action derived from individualism serve the c o m m o n good.

With definite differences of emphasis and priorities, Lowell and Adams were both sayin
around 1900 that w e can and should struggle, even if w e cannot expect to win in the end.
Alhough w e cannot totally reroute the course of history or rewrite the laws of nature, w e can
have an effect Ultimately, it would be contemptible not to struggle to have some impact on
history. M a n y years after Lowell's death, the same idea was expressed by C. P. Snow,
whose o w n career change was the reverse of Lowell's: "By training I was a scientist; by
vocation I was a writer." (Snow, p 9) In Snow's analysis "there is plenty in our condition
which is not fate, and against which w e are less than human unless w e do struggle." (p 13)

The period's interest in history and theories of history was fed by and fuelled archa
discoveries. The project which aroused the greatest public interest in Lowell's student and
Asian years, was Schliemann's excavation of Troy (1871-90). There is a remarkable parallel
between Schliemann's career and Lowell's. After making himself independently wealthy,
Schliemann retired at forty-six and devoted himself to prehistoric archaeology, which had
fascinated him as a child. Even conservative scholars w h o initially scorned his conclusions
were unable to ignore his unorthodox quest. Schliemann's biographer Emil Ludwig saw him
as a great and thoughtful dilettante of genius, with a monomaniacal and perhaps also a
mythomaniacal nature which attimesoverstepped the limits of the normal. (Ludwig, 1932)

Glyn Daniel explains the two-way relationship which developed between archaeology and the
doctrines of progress and cultural evolution:
Archaeology owed m u c h of its evolutionary outlook to the Darwinian popularisation of
organic evolution, to the evolutionary philosophy of Spencer which so dominated
English thought... But archaeology also contributed in no small measure to this
evolutionary outlook. M u c h of the concern with cultural evolution in all fields of
thought in the later nineteenth century owes a great deal to the demonstration of
technological development which archaeology n o w represented as early human history.
(Daniel, pl20)
Leading archaeologists were forces in general culture. Marett called them "prophets,..
masters of glamour w h o can read the signs in the sky". (Daniel, p326) Robert A. Stafford
has described nineteenth century British geologists as "annexing the landscapes of the past"
to current concerns, which also applies to archaeology. Lowell used astronomy to look into
Earth's future, but it could also shed light on (pre-) historic and geological problems. For
example, in 1894, while Lowell studied Mars and drafted his first book on the planet, G. F.
Becker published a paper "On Certain Astronomical Conditions Favorable to Glaciation"
which sought to illuminate the causes and chronology of the ice ages from calculations of
variations in elements of the Earth's orbit.

The work of archaeologists was an excursion back into time, and an attempt to claim
intellectual territory over which they could assert their hegemony; and the work of Lowell and
other philosophically inclined astronomers and popularisers like Flammarion can be seen as a
comparable excursion out into space and thereby into the Earth's past and future history.
Whether it did so fully or only partially intentionally, Lowell's Martian hypothesis resolved
or transcended the concerns expressed in his century's interest in history and theories of
history. This was surely one reason for its exceptional impact. S o m e other reasons and
resonances will be explored in the next sections of thisfinalchapter.

6.3

THE N E W SOCIAL DARWINISM

There are a number of contextual factors and events which must be understood if the full
import of Lowell's message and its timely relevance are to be understood. A m o n g the most
important is h o w Lowell's Martian vision relates to one school of thought in a key intellectual
issue of his day: the correct application of scientific, specifically evolutionary, paradigms to
the understanding and improvement of h u m a n society.

Conscious of the imminence of a new century, people in the 1890s were both impressed an
worried by the scientific, technological and social changes of the nineteenth century then
coming to a close, and were preoccupied by the future prospects of the h u m a n race. Even
Lowell, w h o had clear-cut opinions on most topics, can be found contradicting himself on
this issue, believing both that "scientifically pessimism is foolishness" (1894, p269), and that
advanced (i.e. scientific) h u m a n societies were speeding up the degradation of the
environment. These concerns found expression in a strong interest in theories of history, and
also synthetic theories of society, which tried to m a k e sense of the past and give some
pointers towards the future. Darwin's Origin of Species was widely viewed as the most
important book of the century, introducing a n e w consciousness and world-view, and the
applicability of the biological evolutionary paradigm to human society was commonly seen as
the most promising and important line of inquiry.

It is not surprising that Lowell shared these concerns and sought to contribute to dis
on the issues.His Asian books reveal that as a young m a n his world-view was based on
evolutionary concepts. His later and not very successful efforts to develop a science of
planetology,fillingthe gap between galactic and biological evolution, provide an example of
his participation in the late nineteenth century activity of theory-building on a grand scale, but
in the persona oi a sage rather than a sociologist.

A s a student in the third quarter of the century, Lowell was exposed to the harsh Spencerian
social darwinism fashionable among U.S. capitalists and their apologists, like Henry Ward
Beecher. But in the 1880s and 1890s there was also a new humane social darwinism to
challenge this "law of the jungle". The dispute between the followers of Spencer w h o saw
individualism, conflict and competition driving social advancement and those w h o aspired to
a more civilised process, raged in the intellectual circles in which Lowell was educated and
moved. There was strong academic interest in sociology in the U.S.A., where W . G.
Sumner, Frank Lester Ward, and Franklin H. Giddings used biological evolution as a
paradigm in sociology. Mention has already been made of John Fiske, teaching at Harvard,
whose Man's Destiny (1884) was in a tradition of titles echoing Darwin's Descent of Man.

Later came Henry Drummond's The Ascent of Man (1894), another Christian version of
social darwinism in strong contrast to Beecher's. The Ascent of Man was based on a series of
lectures by D r u m m o n d at the Lowell Institute in Boston. Percival Lowell returned to Boston
in Autumn 1893 to finish his last book on Japan and plan his observatory; and gave the
lectures on which Mars (1895) was based at the Lowell Institute in 1894. Henry Drummond,
a Professor of Natural Sciences at Glasgow College, believed in human rationality and saw
evolution as a universal paradigm:
Evolution has done for Time what Astronomy has done for Space. A s sublime to the
reason as the Science of the Stars, as over-powering to the imagination, it has thrown
the universe into afreshperspective, and given the human mind a new dimension.
Evolution involves not so m u c h a change of opinion as a change in man's whole view
of the world and of life.... (Drummond, pplO-11)
It is impossible to analyse the hundreds of books, lectures and articles, important in their day
but mosdy n o w forgotten, which sought to present a livable version of thisfreshperspective.
There were numerous positions and theories, and it is neither possible nor necessary to
enumerate the arguments of all sides in order tofitLowell into the picture. T w o major figures
in the debate represent, in general terms although not of course in every detail, the position
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embodied in his vision of Mars. Both are closely contemporary with Lowell's Martian
studies, suggesting parallel thinking rather than direct personal influence.

Prince Petr Kropotkin was among those who sought to develop a new Social Darwinism
which emphasised the positive and constructive instincts of animals and humans. His Mutual
Aid (1902) was compiled from a series of articles whichfirstappeared in The Nineteenth
Century magazine between 1890 and 1895. Kropotkin the socialist-anarchist Russian prince
was a popular intellectual celebrity whose m a n y international speaking engagements also
included lectures at the Lowell Institute, in connection with which he was feted by Boston's
social and intellectual elite (Tuchman, p74).

Kropotkin was struck "by the extreme severity of the straggle for existence which most
species of animals have to carry on against an inclement nature". (pl2) Studying the herd
instinct of insects, birds, and mammals, he saw "Mutual Aid and Mutual Support carried on
to an extent which made m e suspect in it a feature of the greatest importance for the
maintenance of life, the preservation of each species, and its further evolution." (pl3)

Kropotkin's chapter headings in Mutual Aid indicate the extension of his argument into
evolutionary theory of history: "Mutual aid among Animals,.. Savages,.. Barbarians,., in the
Medieval city,., amongst ourselves." His conclusion is a direct refutation of the Spencerian
position. H e refuses to attribute "the industrial progress of our century to the war of each
against all which it has proclaimed":
For industrial progress, as for each other conquest over nature, mutual aid and mutual
intercourse are, as they have been, m u c h more advantageous than mutual struggle.... In
its widest extension, even at the presenttime,w e also see the best guarantee of a still
loftier evolution of our race. (pp233-4)

At the end of the nineteenth century one of the most popular proponents of a new kinde

social darwinism was the British writer Benjamin Kidd, w h o differed from Kropotkin chiefly
over the role of rational thought. Kidd (1858-1916) was an exact contemporary of Lowell
and published his most famous work Social Evolution in 1894, the year Lowell devoted to
observing Mars and preparing Mars (1895). Although he claimed his methods were
scientific, Kidd had little faith in reason, which he saw as logically self-serving, and
preferred to rely on altruism supported by a shared philosophy. H e saw ethical systems
derived from religion as the most effective social cement in human history and society.

This pragmatic view, which Hoyt (1976) attributes to Lowell, was shared by a number of
American scientists, for example the geologist Charles Walcott, friend of Roosevelt and head
of the Smithsonian Institution for two decades from 1907. Walcott told John D. Rockefeller
that the Christian Church was "an agency for the preservation and upbuilding of the human
race" (Gould, p254). Walcott felt that:
There was a danger of science running away with the orderly progress of human
evolution and bringing about a catastrophe unless there was some method found of
developing to a greater degree the altruistic, or as some would put it the spiritual nature
of m a n . (Gould, p261)
Kidd belonged to the idealistic imperialist school of thought which saw European empires as
effective means of improving the lot of "savages". Kidd accepted that competition had
sometimes been a force for evolutionary improvement in the past, but that "the interests of the
social organism and of the individual are, and must be, antagonistic" (1894, p81). Kidd
sought to show that present and future progress required social behaviour which
subordinated transient individual interest to long-term social interests.

Kidd had little formal education, and it is sometimes said of him, as of Lowell, that he
not taken seriously by professional sociologists and scientists; but Kidd's biographer D. P.
Crook quotes m a n y tributes from members of the academic establishment. Social Evolution
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was favourably reviewed by Theodore Roosevelt then Governor of N e w York State, w h o
stated his belief that humanity had evolved to a stage where individuals ought to be able to
serve society without requiring a religious motivation (Roosevelt, 1895, p99). Both
Roosevelt and his presidential predecessor William McKinley had copies of Kidd's lengthy
pamphlet Control of the Tropics (1898). W h e n Kidd went on an American lecture tour in
1898 he was armed with introductions to Fiske and other important people including
Lowell's friend Senator Henry Cabot Lodge.

Kidd was not a socialist but his politics were decidedly more liberal-democratic than
Lowell's, for while Kidd believed that the interests of all the peoples of the world were best
served by Anglo- American trusteeship of global resources, he opposed monopoly capitalism
and financial trusts, feared authoritarian regimes, saw the betterment of the workers'
conditions as the highest goal of government, and supported democracy and religion. Like
Lowell, Kidd thought globally, and cosmically. H e used astronomical metaphors, for
example describing the state of early medieval Europe as "like the wrack of a giant nebula in
space, its chaos and disorder invisibly caught in the sweep of an integrating principle infinite
in reach." (Kidd, 1902 p238)

Principles of Western Civilization was an elaboration of the main theme oi Social Evolut
to develop a "social efficiency principle":
The winning qualities in the evolutionary process must be those qualities by which the
interests of the existing individuals have been most effectively subordinated to those of
generations yet to be bom.... The interests of the individual in those adjustments
'profitable to itself, whichfilledso large a place in the minds of the early Darwinians,
have actually no place except so far as they are included in, and have contributed to,
this larger end in the future. (pp42-3)
The vision of Mars which Lowell propounded in 1895 had strong implications for the debate
betweenrivalschools of social darwinist thought. Mars was presented as an older planet

supporting a more advanced society which had renounced war and competing sectarian
concerns to concentrate on total co-operation in the face of impending disaster. The message
is clear: competition for power and resources is a luxury which cannot be afforded when
resources are so severely limited as to create a c o m m o n threat In an ultimate battle for
survival, social efficiency in the form of rational co-operation is the only hope. Furthermore,
Lowell states quite clearly that Mars is a model for Earth and predicts the future of Earth. The
final section of thisfinalchapter of this thesis will seek to show that Lowell was not simply
drawing this conclusion- gladly or reluctantly- from his studies, but rather that he chose it,
was committed to it, and presented his evidence and arguments in order to support it In fact
he studied and wrote about Mars because he believed it was essential for humans to learn the
lessons he saw there.

6.4 POLITICS, ROOSEVELT, AND LOWELL

The most strikingly direct parallels between Lowell's vision and earthly events and issu
his day, or soon after, become apparent when w e look at the intellectual and political
positions of Theodore Roosevelt (1858-1919), w h o ascended to the U.S. presidency after
William McKinley was assassinated in September 1901, and served until March 1909. Hoyt
suggests that Lowell's comments about war appealing to the "boyish and unthinking element
of the nation" (1906, p377; and in unpublished speeches cited Hoyt 1976) were jibes at
Roosevelt, and presumably Lowell did not endorse all of the "rough rider's" adventurist
military excursions, but examination of other areas of thought reveal some striking
congruities, including in the foreign policy arena

Lowell was closer to Roosevelt's chief foreign policy adviser, the politically reactiona
Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, than to the President himself, although they were related by
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marriage. O n a North American lecture tour, Sir Robert Ball of Cambridge University and
Observatory, was obviously impressed when Lowell, still a bachelor, arranged a "nice"
dinner party " at the house of his sister, M r s Roosevelt, sister-in-law of the President" (Ball,
1915, p328) Personal closeness or differences of style between Lowell and Theodore
Roosevelt are not as important here as the similarity of their views on conservation, and their
shared ability to tliink globally. It is not claimed that Lowell exerted a direct influence on
Roosevelt, rather that as a sage he had a message for society which was relevant to but
somewhat in advance of the current socio-political situation.

Lowell's vision of Mars was based on the premise that natural resources, far from being
inexhaustible, werefiniteand required increasingly careful management overtime.His
Martians united to deal with a failing environment and biosphere, devoting all their energies
to water resource conservation through vast irrigation schemes, and eschewed futile and
destructive national and class warfare and the bickering of special interest groups, for "in the
Martian mind there would be one problem perpetually paramount to all the local labor,
women's suffrage, and Eastern questions put together- the water question." (1895, pl29)

Roosevelt believed that "forest and water problems are perhaps the most vital internal
problems of the United States." (1913a, p411) Hisfirstmessage to Congress as President
"laid the foundation for the development of irrigation and forestry during the next seven and
one-half years" (p411), and set forth the n e w attitude towards natural resources, identifying
forest preservation as "of the utmost importance to the State." (p324)

Roosevelt developed his "theory of stewardship in the interest of the public..." (p420
1890s, which included his term as Governor of N e w York. At the same time he had been
thinking about the natural resource question, and was converted to conservationism by

Gifford Pinchot, w h o m he later put in charge of the national forests. Looking back, he
remembered that "like other m e n w h o had thought about the national future at all, I had been
growing more and more concerned about the destruction of the forests." (p408):
The first work I took up w h e n I became President was the work of reclamation....
plans for National irrigation of the arid lands of the W e s t and for the consolidation of
the forest work of the Government..." (p409)
The idea that our natural resources were inexhaustible still obtained,... The relation of
the conservation of natural resources to the problems of National welfare and National
efficiency had not yet dawned upon the public mind. The reclamation of arid public
lands in the West was still a matter for private enterprise alone; and our rnagnificent
river system, with its superb possibilities for public usefulness was dealt with by the
National Government not as a unit, but as a disconnected series of pork-barrel
problems,..a theory which, I regret to say, still obtains." (p410)
The attitudes which Roosevelt deplored were in Lowell's mind when he (understated in
1895 that the Martian canal system was presided over by "a mind of no mean order... a mind
certainly of considerably more comprehensiveness than that which presides over the various
departments of our o w n public works." (Lowell, 1895, p209)

W h e n he became President, Roosevelt was not afraid of centralizing the necessary powers:
Ultimately the administration of the State lands must be so centralised as to enable us
definitely to place responsibility in respect to everything concerning them, and to
demand the highest degree of trained intelligence in their use. (Roosevelt 1913a, p325)
Roosevelt took an integrated view of resource management H e instructed the newly
appointed Inland Waterways Commission that "it is not possible to properly frame so large a
plan as this for the control of ourriverswithout taking account of the orderly development of
other natural resources." (p422)

The Inland Waterways Commission recommended flood control and navigational
improvement on theriversystem of the U S A , and led directly although not immediately to the
establishment of the Tennessee Valley Authority. In November 1907, Roosevelt called a
meeting of State Governors which led to the founding of thirty-six State Conservation

Commissions, and, on June 8,1908, the National Conservation Commission, which m a d e a
national inventory of resources, thefirstever undertaken on Earth.

It is worth noting that Roosevelt proudly compared his boldness of action in water resour
policy with that required to take control of the Panama Canal zone (p412). H e also compared
the scale of his water resource and Panama Canal projects, both of which involved earthly
canal-building:
Although the gross expenditure under the Reclamation Act is not yet as large as that for
the Panama Canal, the engineering obstacles to be overcome have been almost as
great,... The twenty-eight projects begun in the years 1902 to 1906 contemplated the
irrigation of more than three million acres and the watering of more than thirty thousand
farms. M a n y of the dams required for this huge task are higher than any previously
built anywhere in the world. They feed main-line canals over seven thousand miles in
total length, and involve minor constructions, such as culverts and bridges, tens of
thousands in number. (p413)
Although uncompleted when he left office, Roosevelt considered the Panama Canal "the
biggest thing" in his administration. (Manners, p70) It is the one project of the Roosevelt
presidency mentioned by several writers (e.g.: Washburn) in connection with Lowell's
Martian canal irrigation hypothesis. The relevance of the Panama canal to Lowell's vision has
not, however, been clearly identified or fully explored before. It has, if anything, been
misunderstood. Lowell himself insisted that no observer of the Martian canals "has ever
considered them canals dug like the Suez Canal or the phoenix-like Panama one. This
supposition is exclusively of critic creation." (Lowell, 1906, pi80)

It is missing the main point to dwell on the fact that Lowell presented his Martian hypot
at a time of jingoistic canal mania in the U.S.. It is not simply that both terrestrial and Martian
canals involved bold engineering and vast earthworks. The real relevance of the Panama
Canal to Lowell's vision lies elsewhere, in the fact that the Panama Canal, like the Suez canal
built thirty years earlier, was part of a global naval and trade strategy. B y linking the two

great oceans it helped to unify the world, and enhance the naval power of the U.S.A., in line
with the influential theories of Admiral A. T. Mahan.

It may not be justifiable to imagine that US determination to proceed with the Panama p
which the French builders of the Suez canal had abandoned, was directly abetted by Lowell's
Mars. Yet the much-publicised and widely believed-in struggles of the Martians, as he
presented them, m a y have helped establish the m o o d of an era when:
There seemed nothing that the nation couldn't do. O n the international front, President
Roosevelt w o n the Nobel Peace Prize for his role in ending the Russo-Japanese war. In
Panama, American engineers moved whole mountains as they labored to achieve the
age-old dream of an Isthmian canal. (Lord, pi49)
The extensive contemporary literature on the subject reveals that the Panama Canal was
perceived as far more that a feat of engineering, impressive though it was as such. Reference
to two typical writers will serve to make the point Although critical of the politics involved in
his Panama and What it Means, the prolific journalist John Foster Fraser gloried in the project
itself as "a big thing. The world is looking on. It is an enterprise which fits the American
temperament." (Fraser, pll)

Fraser documents the earthworks in detail, and claims that "in its way the administratio
the strip of land... is as remarkable as the engineering feat which is being accomplished"
(pll). H e insists equally that "the manner in which a region reeking with pestilence has been
made habitable furnishes one of the romances of Panama." (pi 10)

For the geographer C. Reginald Enock "Panama opens to the imagination a gateway...." (p9
Enock uses language reminiscent of Lowell's and Roosevelt, beginning his account
The true relationship of m a n to the natural resources of the globe, and their
development in his interests and for his advancement and enjoyment collectively, is
what, knowingly or unknowingly, modernity is seeking. W e live in a privileged age',(
our responsibilities and our powers both are increasing rapidly. 'Human Geography',

the true science of collective living upon the earth, is, the author ventures to submit, the
coming world-science. (Enock, pp5-6)

The canal's progress was "followed with increasing interest by all the civilized nation
world, and its completion is jusdy regarded as marking an epoch in the history of commerce
and geography." (p22) Enock sees its success as a hopeful sign for the n e w century, and
after evoking Balboa'sfirstsight of the isthmus exactly four hundred years before, in 1513,
concludes in a tone of pre-war optimism:
Such a frame of mind dominates mankind today; such an unexplored region— a
sociological region- lies before it. Yet out of social strife, constructive and destructive,
w e believe that the way will be fashioned leading to that equilibrium for the human race
and fuller enjoyment of the world it inhabits, which it is legitimate to hope for the
future. (p253)
On the topic of humanity's future, the more bellicose Roosevelt agreed with Lowell that
warfare was futile and wasteful:
W e must frown with the same stem severity on the mean and vicious envy which hates
and would plunder a m a n because he is well off and on the brutal and selfish arrogance
which looks d o w n on and exploits the m a n with w h o m life has gone hard. (Roosevelt,
1913a, p xii)
For Lowell, the global scale of the canal network was among its most important aspects. H e
wrote of the Martian public works: "Party politics, at all events, have no part in them; for the
system is planet wide." (1895, p209) Whether or not he accepted Lowell's Martian
hypothesis, Roosevelt could only have endorsed Lowell's message to:
our people, whose greatest need it is to learn that there must be no division by class
hatred, whether this hatred be that of creed against creed, nationality against nationality,
section against section, or m e n of one social and industrial condition against m e n of
another social and industrial condition. (Roosevelt, 1913a, pl92)
The reform ideology of Roosevelt's Progressive era has been aptiy characterised as
"patrician" (Hofstadter, p323). Roosevelt's attitude to the labouring classes changed a little
during his lifetime, progressing from outright fear of the m o b to tolerance, as long as
organized labour accepted the supreme authority of the state, just as he insisted big business

must It must be remembered that for all the political mileage he m a d e from trust-busting, "the
most intense and rapid growth of trusts in American business history took place during
Roosevelt's administrations" (Hofstadter, p228). Despite his hostility to the "criminal"
super-rich, he cared more about middle class prosperity than working-class conditions, and
opposed legislation to reduce working hours or set m i n i m u m pay rates.

Roosevelt's strong-man image provided reassurance, and Hofstadter attributes much of his
appeal to his "ideal of standing above classes and class interests, [and] a grandiose sense of
destiny" (p209). Influenced by Spencer, Roosevelt despised "sentimental humanitarians..."
and had "no passionate interest in the humane goals of reform" (Hofstadter, p225). The
1890s were an era of fierce labour unrest with the Pullman strike of 1893-4 the biggest in
U.S. history. M a n y middle-class Americans felt frightened and powerless, trapped between
capitalist trusts on one side and the radicalism of labour on the other. Roosevelt, and millions
w h o voted for him, wanted a nation and a world where workers and "inferior" races knew
their place, were grateful for their lesser share of the cake, and accepted the leadership of the
wise and good. Lowell (who funded his observatory from m o n e y m a d e in family controlled
trusts) offered a vision of (Martian) society where unity was enforced by urgent struggle for
survival, with obvious relevance and appeal in this situation.

Roosevelt also thought globally, recording proudly that the North American Conservation
Conference (1909) resolved to invite "all nations... to join together in conference on the
subject of world resources and their inventory, conservation, and wise utilization." Hence
the proposal for a Hague conference, which lapsed after Roosevelt left the Presidency, for:
a general plan for an inventory of the natural resources of the world... to the end that
there m a y be a general understanding and appreciation of the world's supply of the
material elements which underlie the development of civilization and the welfare of the
peoples of the earth, (letter of 19 February 1909, from Robert Bacon, Secretary of
State, to forty-five nations; quoted in Roosevelt 1913a, p425)
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The clearest manifestations of global thinking amongst at least some Americans in the years
around the turn of the century were the "World Movement" espoused by Roosevelt and its
less attractive face, U.S. imperialism in Hawaii, the Philippines and of course central
America including Panama. Part of the appeal of imperialism, more perhaps to confined
European powers than to the U.S. with its vast west, was that empire provided a
conspicuous theatre for action and an opportunity to project national rivalries and ambitions

onto a wider global stage, a "vastness of domain which, in this age, is needed to secure width
of thought and nobility of purpose" as Sir Charles Dilke put it in 1869 (pl04).

The rhetoric of astronomy contains many similar-sounding justifications in terms of i
inspirational ability to focus our minds on higher things, away from the pettiness of Earth. It
is also easy to see a parallel between imperialism and planetary astronomy, in which
hypotheses like Lowell's account of Mars represent intellectual or imaginary conquests and
arenas for scientific action. T w o quotations commonly attributed to Cecil Rhodes express the
idea: "Where there is space there is hope" and "I would annex the planets if I could."

Although closer to Kidd's and Kropotkin's more advanced and subtle social darwinism t
to Spencer's, Lowell's overall philosophy of history still assumed that there were superior
races w h o would inevitably triumph and overran the rest, unless the rest rapidly copied them
That was the prophetic conclusion of Soul of the Far East (1888, p226), and it could be
argued that the history of m o d e m Japanese industrialization has borne it out

Roosevelt, who jeered at "those damned Spanish dead" on the San Juan battlefield
(Hofstadter, p215), respected the militarism of the Japanese, which Lowell could or did not
see. Both m e n admired Japanese art, and Roosevelt's involvement in founding the Freer
Gallery of oriental art in Washington in 1906 reveals that his enthusiasm went beyond
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fashionable dilettantism (Collin, pp66-69). Roosevelt's foreign ambitions for the U.S., most
obvious in his earlier years, had a strong element of militarism and racism.

Roosevelt and Lowell shared in the general belief in the evolutionary improvement and
increasing dominance of humanity. In his "World Movement" speech, Roosevelt described
h o w m a n "groped and struggled by infinitesimal degrees upward through the lower grades of
savagery" until he became "the most important creature on the planet" (1913b, vol 26, plOO).
In Mars, Lowell claimed that m a n "has been steadily bettering from an immemorial past and
will apparently continue to improve through an incalculable future." (1895, p212)

Roosevelt and Lowell also shared the then common assumption that different human races
compared to different animal species, which is biologically incorrect but convenient for
imperialism. Roosevelt denounced the "warped, perverse and silly morality" which would
condemn the conquest of the American west and the demise of the Indians (1913b, vol 11,
p274). Lowell thought that human experience on Earth, and to a greater degree the more
advanced Martians whose world-wide canal system "betrays a single purpose there at work",
shows h o w "increase of intelligence would cause one species in the end to prevail over all
others,... This species will thus become lord of the planet and spread completely over its
face." (1908, pp206-7) According to Roosevelt the most striking feature of the world's
history was "the spread of the English-speaking peoples over the world's waste space"
(1913b, vol 12, p95). Henry Cabot Lodge, mutual friend of Roosevelt and Lowell, agreed:
The tendency of m o d e m times is towards consolidation. It is apparent in capital and
labor alike, and it is also true of nations. Small states are of the past and have no
future.... The great nations are presently absorbing for their future expansion and their
present defence all the waste places of the earth. (Lodge, pl7)

The national and contemporaneous sources and relevance of Lowell's philosophy and
message, and his independent relationship to a political tradition with no overt astronomical
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links, is shown by the difference between his beliefs and those of one of his best friends
within the astronomicalfraternity.Camille Rammarion, w h o encouraged Lowell to take up
astronomy, w a s a dedicated pacifist and anti-imperialist; but he was a Frenchman writing
after the loss of the Franco-Prussian war and the collapse of the Second Empire, while
Lowell was an American when the U.S. was beginning to feel its destiny as a super-power.

In 1910, Roosevelt announced that "for the first time there is really something that
approaches a world civilization, a world movement (Roosevelt, 1913b, vol 26, pi 10). This
"world movement" of the turn of the century supplied the intellectual and ethical framework
of Roosevelt's imperialism, and also his natural resource policies which have already been
considered. In hindsight, it is ironic that he gave this speech, which included some strong
praise of G e r m a n culture, in Berlin just four years before the "world movement" was
destroyed by a world war expedited by alliances between powers and fought largely over
control of territories and resources.

The "world movement" unified might and right, alias Roosevelt's twin obsessions of pow
and morality. In "Expansion and Peace" (f.p. 1899), he envisaged world peace maintained
^definitely, with the advanced powers acting in concert to control the lesser breeds, and
avoiding war between themselves, which he feared was the one thing able to destroy world
civilization (1913b, vol 20, p30). Those nations whose power derived from their inextricably
linked cultural and military superiority had arightand duty to dominate the planet to civilize
and pacify it for the eventual good of all. This clearly implies that they were also best able to
determine the good of all, and what price the lesser breeds should pay for being uplifted from
savagery. S o m e historians see Roosevelt's world movement as "thinly disguised
nationalism", for "since the United States stood for progress through law and order, what
was best for the United States in the long run was best for civilization." (Burton, p62)
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Furthermore, "in attempting to understand the influence of the world movement on
Roosevelt's policy in Panama,., it must be kept in mind that his was a highly personalized
appraisal of what would serve the world best." (Burton, pi30) Substituting a less flattering
version of a maternal image for the usual paternalism, the reactionary Chicago Daily News
sneered "Roosevelt must think he is mother-in-law to the h u m a n race." (Manners, pl59)

Lodge believed that the character or soul of as race was unique, the product of its history
centuries of struggle and strife (Widenor, pl6), but in his policies the world movement often
seemed little more than a rationale to control markets and trade routes (Pratt, p232). For
Roosevelt, the practical idealist, it was more than that. In his 1910 Romanes Lecture at
Oxford, on "Biological Analogies", he argued that:
M u c h of this world conquest is merely political, and such conquest is always likely in
the long run to vanish. But very m u c h of it represents not a merely political but an
ethnic conquest. (Roosevelt, 1913b, vol 26, plO)
For Roosevelt as for Lowell and many other nineteenth-century optimistic progressives in
the tradition of Macaulay, science both pure and applied as "mastery over mechanical activity
and natural resources" (Roosevelt, 1913b, vol 26, pi 10), was the reason for the superiority
of the European and particularly the English-speaking peoples:
The movement has been just as striking in its conquest over natural forces, in its
searching inquiry into and about the soul of things. The conquest over nature has
included an extraordinary increase in every form of knowledge of the world w e live in,
and also an extraordinary increase in the power of utilizing the forces of Nature, (vol
26, pi 14)
The link to Lowell is further reinforced, when it is seen that Roosevelt's ideal scientific writer
resembles Lowell's self-image as an imaginative scientific sage, rather than one of those w h o
do "no more than the clerkage of science" (Lowell, 1908, pl85>. It could as easily have been
Lowell speaking, when Roosevelt in 1912 wrote in "History as Literature":
It is a shallow criticism to assert that imagination tends to inaccuracy. Only a distorted
imagination tends to inaccuracy. Vast and fundamental truths can be discerned and

interpreted only by one whose imagination is as lofty as the soul of a Hebrew
prophet...,
Very few great scientists have written interestingly, and these few have usually felt
apologetic about it. Yet sooner or later the time will c o m e when the mighty sweep of
m o d e m scientific discovery will be placed, by scientific m e n with the gift of
expression, at the service of cultivated and intelligent laymen, (vol 26, pi 1)
This section has concentrated on Roosevelt because his ideas are the most accessible
expression of the progressive faith of Lowell's era, specifically in the U.S.. A peace
m o v e m e n t not identified with the world m o v e m e n t but similarly aspiring to an Earth unified
in peace and prosperity, was also active internationally between 1890 and 1905.

Roosevelt took too much credit when he claimed that "the Conservation movement was a
direct outgrowth of the forest movement" (Roosevelt, 1913a, p422). The role of Ruskin,
and his warnings about air pollution in his Storm-Cloud lecture of 1884, have already been
cited. J. M . Powell has shown that " m o d e m conservationism m a y be traced to the focusing
of changing aesthetic, ecological and utilitarian motivations in the latter half of the nineteenth
century." (MacLeod ed., p251)

Environmental concern was emerging among enlightened scientists and citizens around the
world. H . C. Russell, Government Astronomer of N e w South Wales, spoke of the
importance of water conservation and irrigation in his presidential address to the first
congress of the Australian Association for the Advancement of Science in 1888 (MacLeod,
p41). Lowell's message embodied emerging global concerns, and like a true sage his vision
provided imagery, drama, reinforcement and prophecy, even if its astronomical foundations
were as shaky and personal as Ruskin's aesthetics or Carlyle's cosmology.

The idea that humans have power over their environment and destiny, was fundamental to
Roosevelt's interventionist resource policies, and by analogy with Martians is a crucial
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element in Lowell's message. It is necessary to locate both Roosevelt and more importantly
for our purposes Lowell, in the development of this idea. The sage must by definition,
a vision which is a guide to present and future action, not a resume.

Nineteenth century thought had been marked by deterministic attitudes to humanity's

relationship with the world, and this was reinforced by the older generation of hard-lin

social darwinists like Spencer, who sought to codify everything under laws of evolution

progress as fixed and firm as Newton's laws had seemed to the physicists. Lowell origin
ingested this philosophy which John Fiske, who is credited with introducing Spencer to

U.S., taught at Harvard, although later he moved away from it and adopted the probabilit
based ideas of his mathematics teacher Benjamin Peirce.

In his chapter on "Intellectual Tides" in The Era of Theodore Roosevelt 1900-1912, George

E. Mowry summarises the shift away from this determinism in terms of a cosmic view which
seems to invite the involvement of astronomy:
Neither the American followers of Spencer nor the Adams brothers believed man could
do m u c h about the drift of things.... Butrightin the middle of this emphasized
ckterminism with its limiting view of man's ultimate power, some Americans caught a
vision of another kind of society and even a universe in which almost everything could
be challenged and changed by man's growing intelligence. There might be a natural law
for animals and a law for things which neither was able to transgress; but for m a n
himself, both his society and the natural world were malleable and susceptible to
change to suit his o w n convenience and interest Implied in that vision was almost an
act of creation, and thus a radical change in h o w m a n viewed himself in relation to the
cosmos....
The awesome assumption that man could control himself, his society, and his natural
environment was, of course, not accepted everywhere, and the older varieties of
determinism persisted.... It was not, however, until the twentieth century that the view
was precisely defined and accepted among some of the less conservative members of
the nation's intelligentsia, (pp 16-18)

Lowell's position is clearly right in the middle of this shift, and offers a resolution

conflicting elements. He believed that eventually any planet would become so desiccated
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it would be unable to support life, and in this sense was, in ultimate terms, a fatalist or
detenninist But, he argued, it is possible to do as w e see the Martians doing, and act to
prolong our species' span of life, and in this he was one of the n e w men. A s a scientist he
believed that nature's laws, including planetary evolution, were absolute, and there was no
point in deceiving ourselves; but equally he believed it was wrong and stupid not to take all
steps within our power— and it was within our power, as the Martian were demonstrating, to
act globally to exert some control of our fate. Over the ultimate long term, aeons of
astronomicaltime,he was a reluctant determinist; but there was a big difference when the
problem was considered in terms of the time-scale of human history, and here his vision
encapsulated the the coming mood.

In 1905, the year that Roosevelt finally put the national forests under Government co
Simon Patten of the Wharton School declared with unbounded optimism in his The New
Basis of Civilization:
The recognition of man's power over heredity is equalled by the perception of his
power over nature, as shown by his achievements in industry.... T h efinalvictory of
man's machinery over nature's is the next logical step in evolution. (Patten, p205)
Although the world movement was killed by the First World War, the example of Mars,
which Roosevelt never actually cited, was used from time to time by politicians of all
persuasions in the next generation. Chapter T w o of this thesis quoted the Earl of Birkenhead,
w h o claimed to understand from astronomers that Mars was possibly inhabited by "an
analogous order to the human species" (Birkenhead, pl32). O n Earth, Birkenhead looked
forward to a world scientific commission, "mobilising the pooled resources of humanity" for
"ambitious and far-reaching undertakings" including "gigantic and noble schemes" to increase
our planet's fertility, a m o n g them "the artificial thawing of the polar regions" (pp 206-7).

Birkenhead's rhetoric, like Roosevelt's, was exhortatory and therefore fundamentally
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optimistic. Lowell, of course, knew that nofinalvictory was possible, at least not in terms of
millions of years. Life could not survive the death of the sun, the dehydration of the planet
or an asteroid impact such as he evoked in the opening chapter of The Evolution of Worlds.
His vision of Mars encouraged and even demanded the recognition that this was no reason to
be passive and acquiesce in, let alone expedite, the deterioration of the planetary environment
or social and political life. Despite the fact that w e were doomed in the ultimate long run, w e
are all in it together for a long time yet, and w e can prolong and improve our tenure by
sensible, creative and united action in many areas including international and industrial
relations as well as environmental management. O n Mars, the problem was resource
management, and the answer- the best available- was social unity, with the power for action
of the scientific leaders devoted to the survival of all.

On Earth, environmental management was also important, but the chief thrust of Lowell's
message as a sage, the message he brought from Mars in 1895, was of the value of human
rsource management through social cohesiveness under wise leadership. Lowell kept on
defending its premises and repeating it- in keeping with Holloway's descrition of the sages'
tendency to "insist more or less vehemently on their views" - throughout the decade when
Roosevelt was implementing his resource management programs, and naive optimists like
Patten were fantasizing aggressively about afinal"victory over nature", when as Roosevelt
noted Nature was still too often thought of as a limitless resource to exploit for private profit.
The next section will examine another contemporaneous approach to environmental and
human resource management compatible with Lowell's Mars.
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6.5

WILLIAM JAMES AND THE IDEA OF W A R AGAINST NATURE

Both Hoyt (1976, p 216) and Sheehan (pp 211-2) mention that while staying on the Fren
Riviera in April 1900, as part of a long holiday to aid in recovering from "neurasthenia",
Lowell enjoyed the company and conversation of William James (1842-1910), medical
doctor, psychologist metaphysician, and moral philosopher, w h o was there for the same
reason. Sheehan, a psychiatrist, describes the once fashionable but n o w defunct catch-all
diagnosis of "neurasthenia" in terms of what would n o w be described as stress, fatigue, and
perhaps a mild nervous breakdown. A. L. Lowell recounts that on the French Riviera:
They saw m u c h of each other, being highly sympathetic physically and intellectually.
Like himself, James had recovered, or not lost, his sense of humor,... A n d Percival
was impressed by his saying that he 'considered Darwin's greatness due to his great
detail as increasing the probabilities; showing again h o w mere detail, mere bulk
impresses, though probability be not furthered a bit' The last part of the sentence m a y
be Percival's o w n conclusion rather than that of James, but it clearly had a bearing on
his o w n minute study of the phenomena of Mars. (A.L.Lowell, pp 100-1)
Many of William James's ideas also have a remarkable relevance to Lowell's work and
problems in the study of Mars. James started work as an instructor at Harvard in 1873, the
year after Lowell first enroled as a student It was not until 1876, the year Lowell graduated,
that James began to teach psychology and set up thefirstpsychological laboratory in the
U S A . James's A Pluralistic Universe (1909) is not about the plurality of worlds, but posits
"a higher mind in the cosmos... discontinuous with our own."

James never hurried to publish, but developed and talked about his ideas for years be
committing them to print. It was three decades, during which pragmatism was the hallmark of
his thinking, before he finally published his famous [or infamous] Pragmatism which claimed
that "truth happens to an idea, it becomes true, is made true by events", and that similarly an
idea can be m a d e false.
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In the interim, James had become k n o w n for his insistence that thinking is always personal
and subjective. H e could have been talking specifically about Lowell when he claimed in
Principles of Psychology (1890) that it is the peculiar work of the mind to achieve a world
that combines the objectively given and the personally desired. The things a person is
concerned about their values and needs, have a major influence on the conclusions they
reach; and the phenomena to which they pay special attention are likely to be perceived with
particular clarity. Sheehan cites James' account of this human tendency threetimes,though
not exclusively in connection with Lowell.

Sheehan also suggests that scientists working in small isolated groups, like the astro
at Ragstaff, m a y be prone to experience something akin to mass hysteria or collective selfhypnotism, especially if they have a domineering and charismatic leader like Lowell
(Sheehan, p 218). Sheehan cites the classic case which occurred in Paris when the dogmatic
Charcot was in charge of the Hospital of the Salpetriere. In this context it is interesting, but
perhaps no more that that Lowell thrice uses "salpetriere" to refer metaphorically to pilgrim
clubs in Occult Japan (1894, ppl84, 225, 374).

The parallels between Lowell and James extend far beyond the concern with perception no
by Sheehan. V a n W y c k Brooks contrasted James with the pessimistic Adamses:
James was governed by a passionate faith in human nature and its power to control the
world. James exerted over the country a more effective influence than any of these
other N e w England thinkers. (Brooks, pp 478-9)
James saw the human mind as an instrument not merely in the straggle for survival, but for
actively reshaping the world. Lowell shared James concept of a n e w idea as "a force, a m o d e
of motion, which, unless obstructed by other ideas, instantly and inevitably produces its
effect upon whatever mind it m a y chance to impinge,..." (James, 1890, pl58)
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In the year of his death, James published an essay entitied "The Moral Equivalent of War",
which was later reprinted in the posthumous volume Memories and Studies (1911). Although
n o w litde-known beyond the ranks of James scholars, it was "a memorable counsel"
(Brooks, p 479) in its day. In "Society and Culture", his first Woodward and Trowbridge
Memorial Lecture at Yale in 1946, Herbert Read, w h o considered "The Moral Equivalent of
War" of major importance, summarised its message :
William James... argued that society should seek and would find the moral equivalent
of war in such dangerous occupations as mountaineering, exploration, coal-mining,
and generally infightingnature rather than other societies. (Read, p 43)
The similarity to Lowell's vision of a unified Martian society,fightingfor survival by making
the conservation of water the supreme global priority, seems obvious. But Read's
interpretation is too kind to James, and does not spell out his reasoning, which w e must do in
order to see the differences as well as the congruities with Lowell's Mars.

In "The Moral Equivalent of War" James acknowledges that warfare was "the gory nurse
trained societies to cohesiveness" (1911, p272). W a r achieves quickly what the evolutionary
process does "gradually and insipidly" (p282). H e portrays militarism as "the great preserver
of our ideals of hardihood" (p276), without which human life would be contemptible, and
"Roosevelt's weaklings and mollycoddles" (p277) would take over and make this "a
cattleyard of a planet" (p276). But he regrets that the warlike instinct has been bred so deeply
into us that m a n y welcome jingoistic adventures like "our squalid war with Spain" (p 272),
which Lowell also deplored (Hoyt, 1976). Under university president Charles W . Eliot,
Harvard was a centre of opposition to the emerging American imperialism which was often
protrayed as incompatible with the ideals of the founding fathers (Tuchman, p 146).

Noting the strength of pacifism, James comments that "civilized man has developed a
double personality" about war (1911, p274). H e sets out to formulate "what to m y o w n

very fallible mind seems the best Utopian hypothesis, the most promising line of conciliation"
(p275). It is "a moral equivalent of war (his emphasis), a social situation in which "all the
qualities of m a n acquire dignity w h e n he knows that the service of the collectivity that owns
him needs them." (p285)
I look forward to a future when acts of war shall be formally oudawed as between
civilized peoples.... But I do not believe that peace either ought or will be permanent
on this globe, unless the states pacifically organized preserve something of the old
elements of army discipline.... W e must still subject ourselves collectively to those
severities which answer to our real position on this only partly hospitable globe. (p287)

James advocates an egalitarian system of civil conscription, an army of youth from all s
classes, specifically including the "gilded youths", "enlisted against Nature" (his emphasis),
but the examples he gives are relatively uninspiring: working in mines and foundries, on
freight trains andfishingfleets, building roads, tunnels and skyscrapers, and even
housework (pp 290-1). Civil conscription such as James advocated has indeed been
practised on Earth, before and since he wrote, but ironically chiefly in wartime.

James's civil conscription scheme for this "only partly hospitable globe" (p287) Earth, is a
tame version of the social organization on Lowell's far less hospitable Mars, where:
The one supreme problem of existence would be the water problem,- h o w to get water
enough to sustain life, and h o w to best utilize every drop of water they could get...
Irrigation, and upon as vast a scale as possible, must be the all-engrossing Martian
pursuit. (Lowell, 1895, p 127)
The global Martian irrigation system is indicative of an end to division, even "party politics,..
for the system is planet-wide" (Lowell, 1895, p 209). This idea is consistent in all Lowell's
Martian books. In Mars audits Canals, the system is called "cosmopolitan" (1906, p 376):
This continuity of construction posits a community of interest.... The supposed vast
enterprises of the earth look small beside it. None of them but become local in
comparison, gigantic as they seem to us to be. The first thing that is forced upon us in
conclusion is the non-bellicose character of the community which could thus act as a
unit throughout its globe. (1906, p 377)
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The parallel with James's essay is strongest in Lowell's attitude to w a r
W a r is a survival among us from savage times and affects n o w chiefly the boyish and
unthinking element of the nation. The wisest realize that there are better ways for
practicing heroism and other and more certain ends of achieving the survival of the
fittest It is something people outgrow. (Lowell, 1906, p377)
The same views are found in Mars as the Abode of Life:
Nations must have sunk their local patriotisms in a wider breadth of view and the planet
be a unit to the general good. (Lowell, 1908, p 207)
Lowell's enterprise differs from James's in scale and urgency. James proposed a do-good
scheme, but Lowell created a dramatic image of afinalfightfor life, which he presents as the
actual state of affairs currently prevailing in a more advanced society on a less hospitable
globe, and which is furthermore linked into a cosmic vision which includes Earth's future.
O n Lowell's Mars, with nature's water resources failing, the fight was for real, and for
survival; not something contrived as a cathartic and constructive alternative to war, but a vast
united struggle which allowed no time, inclination or resources for war:
Whether increasing c o m m o n sense or increasing necessity was the spur that drove the
Martians to this eminently sagacious state w e cannot say, but it is certain that reached it
they have, and equally certain that if they had not they must all die. (1908, p 378)
James talks about a war against Nature, but w h e n being specific he can only cite conscription
for the everyday purposes of industry, transport and domestic hygiene. His essay falls
disappointingly flat, unlikely to inspire anyone despite itsfineprinciples. While contrasting
Lowell's vision and James's plan, it is worth noting that James does not qualify as a
"Victorian sage". The anti-climactic Moral Equivalent of W a r " provides a convenient piece of
evidence: its earnest and uninspiring specifics contrast with the upbeat style of the true sage,
whose knowledge is characterised by Holloway as "both elusive and simple".

By the end of his life James was regarded as America's leading philosopher, the originat
m a n y important ideas including the "stream of consciousness" which had such significant
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literary ramifications, identified with the strong ethical position that concepts should be
judged by the conduct they imply, but he did not adopt the voice or persona of the sage.
James's well-written essays are specific in their subject, and work within the moral context of
his philosophy and the scholarly context of his psychology, but he does not set out to identify
and interpret the signs of the times. H e hoped for a future with wars outlawed, but his words
have no ring of prophecy. James's writings are devoid of the sage's heightened imagery;
their modest and measured tone is in clear contrast with the sage's inspired vision and
grandiose claims to open the eyes of others.

The proposal of James the philosopher and the vision of Lowell the sage are based on
contrasting attitudes to nature which are nevertheless ultimately reconcilable. James's
generalized call for a war against nature, with its implications of aggressive non-renewable
resource exploitation, sounds ominous to us today, w h e n destruction of rainforests and
whole ecosystems is perceived as a major threat to our survival. James seems to uncritically
accept- as did m a n y in his generation- the frontier notion of nature as an endless unfriendly
resource, to be beaten down, tamed and exploited for our material comfort. For different
reasons, and with different degrees of urgency, both Ruskin and Lowell believed Nature was
failing on Earth; while Roosevelt the practical political idealist understood that natural
resources had to be properly managed for sustainable benefit A s a believer in Praetorian
planetary evolution, Lowell considered that Mars was somewhat more advanced in its
planetary life-cycle than Earth, so there nature was failing more rapidly and drastically.

Despite their superficial similarities, Lowell's vision of the war against Martian nature
waged on the red planet is in some respects the obverse of James's proposal to organise
civilian armies to hasten the exploitation of Earth's resources. O n Mars, it was a war against
the failure of nature due to the planet's aging, afightfor survival waged by careful
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management of a diminishing resource in a terminally ill biosphere, in order to get access to
the water in "the far-off and by nature unattainable polar snows" (1908, p 145; emphasis
added). Lowell's vision of Martian endeavour was not, in fact a straightforward slash-andburn war against nature, but a program of helping and supporting nature in her old age- an
effort to prolong life, a war on death; or as Lowell described the traditional Japanese attitude,
touching Nature "to caress, not injure" (1888, ppl27-8). Nonetheless, such manipulation of
nature aimed to defeat or at least delay natural processes, to benefit the manipulators, so in a
sense it was a war against nature's fatalistic cycle or program. It made military warfare
obsolete, by providing a a great and unifying cause, an irresistible "moral equivalent of war".

Lowell believed that a society which, though not fully egalitarian, was a just and focused
meritocracy, and which therefore did not engender class hatred, would be the most efficient
society. H e was, furthermore, one of the privileged classes with the most to lose if
distinctions of class and wealth disappeared, due to a communist revolution or similar cause.
H e saw conditions on Mars as bringing forward a willingly acknowledged class of superior
organisers and engineers.This recalls William James's comforting belief in "natural
ordermakers", formulated from experience of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake:
Just as in every thousand human beings there will be statistically so m a n y artists, so
m a n y athletes, so m a n y thinkers, and so m a n y potentially good soldiers, so there will
be so m a n y potential organisers in times of emergency. (James, quoted Lord, pl30)
Both James and Lowell shared the widespread anti-war feeling of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. James's plan for civil conscription as the moral equivalent of war, and
Lowell's vision of a planet where survival by resource management was recognised as the
only real issue (thus making war obsolete), both reflect an aspect of the spirit of the age.
Lowell borrowed the idea of a peaceful Mars from Flammarion and others, but while for
them it was just a pleasing idea, Lowell gave it a framework and arationale.H e published his
Martian hypothesisfifteenyears before James published "The Moral Equivalent of War", and
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it is not important whether James o w e d anything to Lowell's Mars, nor whether James had
developed his idea of a moral equivalent of war and told Lowell about it years before he
published his essay. This example shows that Lowell the creator of inter-planetary and
cosmic visions was engaged with the terrestrial issues of his age, and addressed them in the
m o d e of the sage, as interpreter of the signs of the times.

It is fundamental that a sage's ideas are ahead of or to some degree in opposition to the
conventional views of his age- otherwise there would be no message. Lowell's attitudes to
naturefitthis condition, inasmuch as he was far more aware than most of his contemporaries,
of the extent that h u m a n activity damaged the environment In contrast m a n y quite thoughtful
commentators in his day saw war against nature only in terms of the victories, being unaware
of the casualties or blithely dismissing them as of no importance. A n example is provided by
a standard advanced geography textbook of 1912 Man and his conquest of nature by Dr
Marion I. Newbigin. It includes the usual token expressions of regret for extinct and
threatened species, apparendy quite without any awareness of the dangers of disruptions to
ecosystems. The politically conservative and imperialist tone of this work is consistent with
itstitle,and can be conveyed by a single quotation. Newbigin believed that:
Man's age-long struggle with Nature... has given him qualities which spur him to
ceaseless activity, and he strives to leave his impress deeper and deeper upon Nature,...
His m o d e s of attack upon Nature have been as manifold as is Nature herself, and
everywhere the fortunes of the fight have varied with the natural conditions. But, as w e
have tried to show here, with the spread of m a n over the Earth, the conflict has not
been with Nature alone. Different modes of utilizing the earth, different methods of
attacking difficulties, have led to ceaseless conflicts between the various groups of
men. Such conflicts, whether armed or peaceful, are still going on, must probably
always go on. A s w e have suggested, the fortunes of the ancient conflict... are
profoundly influenced by secular climatic changes, and all the historic struggles have
probably at base been similarly influenced. (ppl73-4).
While Newbigin sees humanity's urge to progress growing directly out of the struggle with
nature, he also accepts war as an inevitable consequence of the struggle for control of
resources, whereas both James and Lowell rejected it as inefficient and outdated. Sadly,
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h u m a n experience in the twentieth century has vindicated Newbigin the conservative
imperialist geographer,ratherthan James the philosopher or Lowell the scientist-sage.

If Newbigin represented the conventional wisdom, Lowell's vision was relevant to the

emerging n e w breed of conservationists, w h o helped shape the Zeitgeist of the 1890s and the
Roosevelt era. It would, however, be wrong to claim Lowell as a conservationist as the term
is understood today. His attitude remained almost as ambivalent and confused as in 1888
when he argued inThe Soul of the Far East that the Japanese were behind Europeans because

of their lack of science, including science applied to domination of the natural world, while h
acknowledged that they interacted more positively and creatively with nature than Europeans,
whose attitudes at this time has been summarised:

While the scientists often expressed regret at the destruction of native peoples and
natural environments, the majority viewed this process as inevitable and the European
right to drastic modification and manipulation of peoples, species, and entire biotas as
unquestionable. (Stafford, 1989, p221)
This ambivalence, which Stafford sees as a difference of attitude between scientists and
laymen, appears as a tension within the thought and writings of Lowell the lay-scientist
Lowell's books on Mars refer increasingly to the ability of humans to damage their
environment. M a n speeds the dreaded process of desertification, fouls the air, chops wood
wastefully, and mars the landscape (1906, ppl3-14,125,361, etc.). Yet it is the ability to
change the environment, for better or worse, which gives evidence of power of mind
manifest in technology, on Mars as well as Earth (1906, pp 361-3; 190, pp209,215).
Lowell, with his "keen love of natural beauty" (A. L. Lowell, p6), was enough of a scientist
to k n o w that there was a w e b of life in which species were interdependent:

C o m m o n experience witnesses to a coexistence which grows curious and compelling as
w e consider it For it is not confined to life of any special order, but extends through
the whole range of organisms of both kinds from the lowest to the highest... It is of
everyday notoriety that animals eat plants, though it is less universally understood that
in the ultimate they exist on nothing else. For the plant is the indispensable intermediary
in the process of metabolism. Without plants animals would cease to exist,... But the

converse of this dependence is also largely true. Plants are beholden to animals for
processes that in return m a k e their o w n life possible.... The inconspicuous earthworm
is the fieldhand of nature's crops, w h o gets his o w n living making theirs.... Above
ground it is the same story. Deprived of the ministrations of insects m a n y kinds of
plants would incontinently perish.... Spectacular as this widespread commerce is, it
forms but portion of the daily drama in which animals and plants alike take part.
(Lowell, 1906, pp 349-351)
Lowell assumed that the canal-builders of Mars, whose vast constructions he thought he saw

across rnillions of miles of space, were in a dominant yet endangered place in their wor
Not only does one species possess the planet but even its subdivisions must labor
harmoniously to a c o m m o n aim. Nations must have sunk their local patriotisms in a
wider breadth of view and the planet be a unit to the general good. A s the being has
conquered all others, so will it at last be threatened itself. (1908, p 207)
At the same time, it is evidence of man's triumph that he dominates Earth, where:
from thus standing primus inter pares, he soon developed into first, 'with the rest
nowhere'.... The fertility of his brain,., devised the means by which he was to
subjugate the earth. For some centuries now, this has been his goal, unconscious or
confessed. The true history of m a n has consisted not in his squabbles with his kind,
but in his steady conquest of all earth's animals except himself. (pl09)
Whether "unconscious or confessed" in Lowell's o w n mind, the contradiction inherent in this
celebration of humanity's power to dominate nature becomes clear to the reader:
He has enslaved all that he could; he is busy exterminating the rest. From this he has
gone on to turn the very forces of nature to his o w n ends. This task is recent and is yet
in its infancy, but is destined to great things. A s brain develops, it must take possession
of its world.
Subjugation carries its telltale in its train; for it alters the face of its habitat to
ends. Already m a n has begun to leave his mark on this his globe in deforestation,
canalization, in communication. So far his towns and histillageare more partial than
complete. But the time is coming when the earth will bear his imprint and his alone.
W h a t he chooses, will survive; what he pleases, will lapse, and the landscape itself
become the carved object of his handiwork.(p 109)
W h a t was foreshadowed in Japan n o w applied to Earth as a whole. Lowell's admiration for

technological control of the environment was in conflict with his understanding of both t

interdependent processes of nature and humanity's ultimate dependence on natural resourc
Mars is the model of Earth's future, a prophet for us to heed; and the situation Lowell

believed to pertain on Mars offered a resolution, showing that although it was left to t
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minute by the local scale of cosmic time, intelligence could be directed to survival rather than
destruction. Properly directed, science could help us, for "scientifically pessimism is
foolishness" (1894, p269).

In the gnomic oracular style of the sage, Lowell never makes this conclusion fully expli
inescapable as it seems. For him, perhaps, it defied clear summary. A s Holloway put it,
"what gave their views life and meaning lay in the actual words of the original, in the sage's
o w n use of language, not in what can survive summarizings of their 'content'." (Holloway,
plO) Nonetheless, Lowell would be a very unsatisfactory sage if most or all of his message
was thus buried in his self-contradiction. But neither environmental conservation, nor the
more popular candidate pacifism, is the main thrust of his message. It is broader, not limited
to the admittedly important business of environmental and resource management. T o attempt
a summary: humanity must act boldly and in unison, on c o m m o n scientific understanding.

Lowell's vision, transmitted through his Martian hypothesis and its ramifications for Ea
was of the essential unity of the relatively insignificant Earth and its humanity with all the
cosmos, and the inevitability that life would one day end on Earth, which meant that w e
should forget sectional conflicts, instead thinking globally and acting boldly to improve and
extend our tenure- in the manner of, but transcending, James's "moral equivalent of war",
and Roosevelt's World M o v e m e n t and his ideas of resource conservation.

6.6 CONCLUSION: THE SAGE AS ASTRONOMER

Lowell's achievement was firstly to develop a remarkably integrated and coherent hypothe
to account for his observations of Mars. It is not a negative criticism of an enterprise of this
magnitude to acknowledge that it incorporated aspects of earlier accounts of Mars, and sought
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to resolve problems which had arisen in Lowell's studies of Asian culture. Secondly and
more importantly, Lowell used his Martian studies to carry a message about h o w w e should
live on Earth. The validity of this claim, the chief argument of this thesis, can be tested and
affirmed by considering h o w Lowell (consciously or unconsciously) shaped his hypothesis
to embody and communicate his message.

It is not necessary to apply Freudian or other psychological analysis in order to show th
Lowell did as William James claimed all humans did, and allowed his observations and
conclusions to be influenced by his wishes and beliefs. Although not necessarily obvious to
all readers, especially laymen, in Lowell's o w n time, this has been the most c o m m o n and
consistent professional criticism of his method, from the thefirstannouncement of his
Martian canal irrigation hypothesis through to the present.

Several recent writers, including Hoyt (1976), Crowe, Hetherington and Sheehan, have gone
beyond documenting this phenomenon, to analysis of the ways it m a y have occurred in
Lowell's mind, his observational practice, and his defense of his views at the height of the
debate. There is another measure, not previously explored, which indicates the extent to
which Lowell's preconceptions and ideology shaped his conclusions about Mars. It can be
investigated by questioning, not his data, his synthesis, or his rhetoric, but the logical
deductive justification for some of his key themes.

A striking example is his handling of the question of what sort of political or social sy
Mars required in order to create and sustain its global irrigation system. According to
Lowell's observations and hypothesis, the Martian irrigation system was a single unified
planetary network. It was a fair description of the canals as he saw and mapped them, but w e
are concerned n o w with the conclusions he drew from this. Despite his protestations that he

did not indulge in speculation, he actually did so, for he saw speculation under the name of

imagination as a legitimate part of scientific activity, provided it was firmly although of
course inductively based on observation. As we have seen, Lowell's agenda was not
exclusively or narrowly scientific. It is essential for any pretender to the role of sage
or not they have articulated their pretension, or even recognised it privately) to have a
which must be dramatic and a message which must be in one sense simple, but which may
also be vague and elusive.

Lowell's vision, transmitted through his Martian hypothesis and its ramifications for Earth
was of the essential unity of the relatively insignificant Earth and its humanity with all
cosmos, and the inevitability that life would one day end on Earth, which meant that we
should forget sectional conflicts, instead thinking globally and acting boldly to improve
extend our tenure- in the manner of, but transcending, James's "moral equivalent of war",
and Roosevelt's "World Movement" and his ideas of resource conservation.

Lowell's concept of Martian political organization was benign although presumably
authoritarian. Wasteful stupid war had been done away with, and the over-riding need to

manage the water resource created a single global priority which made regional, national an
class rivalries obsolete:
Those of its inhabitants who had succeeded in surviving would find themselves at last
face to face with the relentlessness of a scarcity of water constantly growing greater, till
at last they would all die of thirst, either directly or indirectly; for either they would not
have water enough to drink, or the plants and animals which constituted their diet
would perish for lack of it,... Before this lamentable conclusion was reached, however,
there would c o m e a time in the course of the planet's history when water was not yet
wanting, but simply scarce and requiring to be husbanded; when, for the inhabitants,
the one supreme problem of existence would be the water problem.... In the Martian
mind there would be one problem perpetually paramount to all the local labor, women's
suffrage, and Eastern questions put together- the water question. (1895, pp 127-9)
Lowell's reference to the "local labor" question should not be dismissed as a nod to the

obvious, for in 1893-4 a battle between the American Railway Union and the Pullman
C o m p a n y had escalated into the biggest strike effort ever in the United States. Although more
apparent than real in the short term, the threat to the nationwide network of mail services was
the most inflammatory issue. Roosevelt, then not yet President, saw the strike as "a social
revolution and the subversion of the American Republic" (Tuchman, p424). The financial
power of the railway companies, backed by state and federal governments and courts,
eventually triumphed; but in 1895 while Lowell was writing Mars the nation was preoccupied
with the trial and jailing of of Railway Union leader Eugene Debs.

Although he acknowledges that on Earth "only the Czar of all the Russias- if we are to cre
the account of the building of the M o s c o w railway- would be capable of running a canal
regardless of topography" (1895, pl67), Lowell does not seem to consider that this implies a
reactionary dictatorship, but rather a more advanced political organization. For Lowell,
"authoritarian" did not necessarily mean bad. Lowell was consistent about the global
significance of his hypothesis:
W h e n a planet has attained the to the age of advancing decrepitude, and the remnant of
its water supply resides simply in its polar caps, these can only be effectively tapped for
the benefit of the inhabitants when arctic and equatorial peoples are at one. Differences
of policy on the question of the all-important water supply means nothing short of
death. Isolated communities cannot there be sufficient to themselves; they must
combine to solidarity or perish. (1906, p377)
Lowell did not speculate whether the Martians had reached their present "sagacious" state
painfully through dire necessity, or relatively painlessly through common-sense. H e simply
did not entertain or canvass the possibility that the unity of the planetary water supply
network had been achieved at a terrible cost, and was maintained by brutal repression, with
the benefits going to a controlling elite. H e did not consider that perhaps nations or groups
had been enslaved or exterminated in wars fought for resource control; nor that the
inhabitants of the arctic might have played a brutal g a m e of water resource politics, letting the
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equatorial Martians die of hunger and thirst, and then occupying and cultivating their former
territory. H e simply stated that they had achieved a workable system.

At this point it is expected that the reader will protest that Lowell had no need to indul
unpleasant speculations, and no reason to do so, which is of course true. The purpose of
raising them, is to suggest that he was equally unjustified in assuming and arguing, as he did,
that the unified irrigation system was clear evidence of a peaceful united society which had
put national, class and sectional rivalries behind it. This was not, as he claimed it to be, an
inevitable conclusion. In order to explain the canal observations, it was not strictly necessary
to draw any specific conclusion from the apparent global integration of the system. At the
most, it could be noted as one more consistent element of the hypothesis; although as
Lowell's critics pointed out, concentrated regional agricultural operations would seem more
efficient, and a world-wide linear and nodular irrigation network was not necessarily the best
use of scarce water.

Lowell made assumptions, or drew conclusions, about the political or administrative
implications of the canal network which provided him with his message, transforming a
specific hypothesis about Martian irrigation into the basis of a sage's ethical and specifically
political world-view. In the Proctorian tradition, Lowell assumes that Martian culture is older
and wiser and presumably more technologically advanced:
Quite possibly, such Martian folk are possessed of inventions of which w e have not yet
dreamed, and with them electrophones and kinetoscopes are things of a bygone past,
preserved with veneration in m u s e u m s as relics of the clumsy contrivances of the
simple childhood of the race. Certainly what w e see hints at beings w h o are in advance
of, not behind us, in the journey of life. (1895, p209)
Yet Lowell's irrigation hypothesis does not require any sources of power or energy still
u n k n o w n on Earth, only assuming a bigger and better version of Earth cl900 technology.
Lowell points out that the weaker Martian gravity, which could result in bigger creatures as
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well as lighter loads, would expedite the massive engineering works required for the canals.
A Martian's "effective force, therefore, would be eighty-one times as great as man's, whether
in digging canals or any other bodily occupation." (p205)

This may not be simply uncharacteristic caution on Lowell's part, or indicative of a lack
imagination, but rather a necessary premise if Lowell's message from Mars was to have
relevance to Earth. Reasonably close comparability of the two planets is virtually a
prerequisite if Mars is to be held up to the reader as a fore-runner or prophet of Earth.

It was also a prerequisite for humans to be able, at that time, to interpret their Martia
observations into a developed hypothesis. Otherwise, the question of the nature of the canals
(assuming their objective existence) would have to be put into the too-hard basket which is
where m a n y more cautious scientists of his day did put it, and where w e n o w know, with
hindsight, that it belonged in 1900.

All of Lowell's books on Mars seek to demonstrate early in their text that Mars is suffi
like Earth for it to support life something like Earthly life as w e k n o w it. If he had been
prepared to accept that at the time he was writing, real knowledge of Martian conditions was
insufficient to warrant such an assumption, or assumed that the state of affairs on Mars was
possibly too different from Earth for us to even conceive what if anything might be going on
there, he might have had a book but he would have had no dramatic vision and no message.
In his o w n words: "with just enough of cosmogony in c o m m o n to m a k e decipherment not
despairable this world is yet so different from the one he personally knows as to whet
curiosity at every turn." (1906, p6)

We have noted relationships between Lowell's hypothesis and significant current issues on
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Earth, and particularly in the U S A , including James's "moral equivalent of war", and
Roosevelt's "World Movement" and resource conservation programs during his
administration. All these elements were in Lowell's hypothesis from Mars in 1895 onwards.
This means that in m a n y cases he was precisely contemporary with, or slightly ahead of,
those w h o articulated these ideas in specific terms as part of terrestrial social or political
programs. Kropotkin's Mutual Aid came out in serial form 1890-6; both Kidd's Social
Evolution andDrummond's

Ascent of Man

both appeared in 1894 while Lowell was doing

the observations and writing his Mars ; but James did not publish "A Moral Equivalent of
W a r " until 1910, two years after the appearance of Lowell's third and last book on Mars.
Roosevelt, w h o was President 1900-1908, started developing his resource conservation ideas
during his term as Governor of N e w York in the 1890s, according to his Autobiography.
Certainly these sort of ideas were around, but they were progressive ideas, and had not
generally been put into effect as government policy at that time. Lowell embodied them in his
hypothesis and message, confirming his persona as a sage. The sage presented visions, not
fully worked out political programs; in Holloway's words quoted severaltimesabove,
"notions about the world, man's place in it, and h o w he should live."

Lowell's answer to the questions of humanity's place in the world, and how we should liv
can be simply expressed: to maximise the quality and duration of our tenure of Earth, w e
should exploit scientific and technological progress, think globally to avoid war and manage
resources wisely, and live in peace under the paternalistic guidance of the advanced races and
the best individuals. In the same year he published Mars, Lowell asserted in a single
paragraph in Occult Japan both that "scientifically pessimism is foolishness" and that
passivity in the face of nature is incompatible with the current stage of human social
development in the advanced nations (1894, p269).
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Finally, this leads us to the answer to the questions at the core of this thesis. Those questions
are: h o w did Lowell c o m e from outside the scientific community and take control of the
planetary astronomy agenda, and h o w and w h y did his hypothesis survive not merely in the
popular mind but also in the literature of astronomy despite having been allegedly refuted and
abandoned by all professional astronomers? If Lowell and his Martian irrigation hypothesis
were discredited, w h y did so m a n y reputable professional astronomers, as authors of
textbooks and popularizations of science, continue not only to discuss him in terms of
admiration but often write about his hypothesis as though it was a possibility still under
consideration? Another w a y of phrasing this question is to ask w h y Lowell's hypothesis
remained strong enough to be usable as part of the armoury of argument for funding and
pursuing space programs, so that it continued to influence research programs in space flight
and planetary astronomy, at least until the late 1970s.

The answers proposed are that Lowell was primarily— if not always entirely self-consciousl
- concerned with a message, and that his Martian studies were a means to that end. H e saw
Mars as he did, because it provided the perfect illustration of his ideas. This is not the same
as Crowe's suggestion that "by 1895 Lowell had resolved to publish his evolutionary cosmic
philosophy and soon realized that Mars would provide an optimal context for this." (p508)
There is a significant difference between Crowe's position and that of this thesis. According
to the argument developed in the previous chapter of this thesis concerned with Lowell's
Asian writings, Lowell was not looking to Mars as a convenient or optimal context to
illustrate his (by implication developed) theory, but rather seeing it as an arena within which
to explore his problems and resolve his difficulties.

Lowell saw what he believed, and believed what he saw. Although indebted to certain earlie
and contemporaneous astronomers, his hypothesis was more original and individual than has
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previously been recognised. In formulating and presenting it, he tried to resolve problems
and apply skills, knowledge, concepts and a literary persona developed in his Asian studies,
which it is argued are closely linked with his astronomical work. H e was able to virtually
transcend the "normal science" of astronomy; deeply entrenching his ideas and vision by
using the sage voice, a m o d e of framing knowledge claims which relies on assertive
rhetorical devices and is not directly or immediately vulnerable to academic criticism.

Not only was Lowell's dramatic yet coherent vision of Mars closely engaged with the big
questions of h o w humanity should live; it also embodied a number of important topical
issues, in a deeper and more complex w a y than has previously been recognised, as this
chapter has shown. Concerned with the big social and political issues as m u c h as anyone
else, professional scientists too were subject to the appeal of Lowell's vision, despite their
doubts about his observations and methods. In his o w n words: "To stand a mile and a half
nearer the stars is not to stand immune." (1906, p6)

Many professional astronomers and expert popularisers continued to promote and publicise
Lowell's vision, despite themselves, often even w h e n ostensibly setting out to refute it. The
inconsistent and often sympathetic between-the-lines treatment of Lowell's hypothesis and
reputation by m a n y w h o overtly rejected his claims, is more revealing than the fact that his
hypothesis retained more overt support than previously recognised. The inconsistency of
professional response to Lowell is expressed, typified, and ironically actually embodied in
Hetherington's account of his treatment by his opponents. After the standard generalisation
that Lowell's vision "was not shared by professional scientists" (p53), Hetherington later
rephrases the generalisation to qualify Lowell's professional isolation; noting, in regard to the
views of Sir N o r m a n Lockyer, that "whatever solace m a y have been offered Lowell in private
correspondence, however, few astronomers came to his defense in public." (p 61)
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A s time passed and the socio-political and technological assumptions built into Lowell's
Martian irrigation hypothesis became noticeably dated, it c a m e increasingly to be seen and
treated as an historical artifact rather than an issue of current concern. It does not matter
whether w e say that Lowell's hypothesis was refuted by the Mariner flybys of the mid-1960s
or Campbell's spectroscopic findings sixty years before, because this was not a simple case
of conjecture and refutation. While the hypothesis had social relevance, there was no specific
scientific refutation that could kill it. The situation parallels an aspect of paradigms identified
by K u h n , namely their ability to withstand anomalies for some time before crisis sets in.

Lowell's adoption of the "sage" persona was a major factor in the decades around his death
but long afterwards, w h e n his dated ideas and style should have counted him out, another
factor c a m e into play. In the 1950s and 1960s, m a n y well-known astronomers and space
scientists were deliberately- perhaps even cynically- keeping Lowell's ideas alive, although
they claimed (in most cases no doubt truthfully) not to really believe in his intelligent Martian
engineers. It w a s a w a y of promoting interest in the solar system, and specifically in space
travel as a political and budgetary priority.

It was not simply the supposed intrinsic attractiveness of Lowell's hypothesis which made
this possible. Lowell's hypothesis was a far more powerful tool than any other of the other
hypotheses which had been developed to account for the canal observations. Thus the "sage"
factor w a s still operating from the past. Because Lowell's hypothesis had been so deeply
entrenched in popular culture, the canals and their supposed builders were still remembered.
Lowell's hypothesis could easily be revived for another run, albeit a d u m m y run.

Furthermore, Lowell's philosophy of scientific humanism always retained its adherents, who
venerated him despite his errors, and revealed his lingering influence in their work. T o

others, for w h o m his ideas have no appeal or relevance, all that remains is the mystery of the
canal observations themselves, aspects of which remain puzzling to this day.

Even after Mars had finally been inspected close-up by Mariner in 1965, and the canals wer
abolished for good, the reputation of "mysterious Mars" which Lowell had helped to create,
and which accounts of his life and work could evoke, was still a weapon in the battle to get
funding and popular support for the Viking lander missions. This was not so m u c h an abuse
of his vision, as a n e w appropriation, m a d e possible because the vision was so deeply
entrenched in general popular and scientific culture.

Nietzsche's aphorism "the sage as astronomer" of 1885 states: "As long as you still feel t
stars as being something 'over you' you still lack the eye of the m a n of knowledge." T o
Lowell, as the m a n of knowledge, the stars were not over us, but kin to us. It is intrinsic in
the idea of the sage that his writings have relevance for everyday life on Earth. In Lowell's
case, that meant that astronomy was not merely observation of celestial bodies vast distances
away, but rather a source of guidance. His insistence that Mars had a message and lesson for
Earth, perfectly reciprocates the fact that his astronomical work was an extra-terrestrial
extension of his earlier interest in the exploration of remote terrestrial landscapes and cultures.

6.7 EPILOGUE
In conclusion, it must be admitted that there is a certain irony in the way that Lowell's
reputation and influence survived over the decades. In one sense, he was, as Strauss (1990)
sees him, a failure, despite his successes in setting the agenda for Martian studies during his
lifetime, and planting his ideas deep in the popular- and the professional- mind. For while
his Martian irrigation hypothesis long outlived him, the real message with which he imbued it
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was virtually forgotten and lost. If Lowell was a failure as a sage, it is perhaps some
consolation that all sages seem doomed to failure. Even the founders of great and enduring
religious and ethical systems- Buddha, Jesus and M o h a m m e d (to put them in chronological
order)-- failed to reform the world, eradicate evil, or permanently change human nature for
the better. The nineteenth-century sages m a y have opened a few eyes, and influenced some
lives, but it was beyond them to change the world. Carlyle and Ruskin might be said to have
left their culture better than they found it, but they both knew that their messages were
unheeded by the majority. Holloway, w h o identified and described the sage as a literary and
cultural phenomenon, acknowledged that "society... really set them an impossibly difficult
task (p 2).

Lowell had the same fate as the better-known sages. His messages were overtaken by event
overwhelmed, or steamrollered, by historical forces and pressures, which had built up to the
point where it seems impossible that anything anyone said or wrote could have resisted them.
Roosevelt's resource conservation policies were reversed by the administrations of his
Republican successors, William H. Taft and Warren G. Harding, under pressure from
profiteering "development" interests. Although he ensured the nomination and election of his
friend and protege Taft, in the hope that it would ensure continuation of his policies,
Roosevelt himself feared the worst. After his last presidential interview, with the journalist
Mark Sullivan, Roosevelt revealed his concern about Taft in a blunt off-the-record comment:
"He means well and he'll do his best. But he's weak. They'll get around him. They'll lean
against him." (Manners, p5)

In the years between the Taft and Harding administrations, the first world war demonstr
the failure of the World Movement. H. G. Wells, the novelist and historian whose sagelike
global view in A Short History of the World (1922) also spanned aeons, provides a useful

perspective on this episode:
It is a far graver thing for mankind that that scores of people were too 'patriotic',
stupid, or apathetic to prevent this disaster by a movement towards European unity
upon frank and generous lines....
It was at best an acute and frightful reminder that we were living foolishly and
confusedly without m u c h plan or foresight in a dangerous and unsympathetic universe.
The crudely organized egotisms and passions of national and imperial greed carried
mankind into that tragedy,... (Wells, pp390-9)

All was not lost. Wells also noted that the sentiment behind the World Movement survived
the war:

President Wilson's scheme of a League of Nations was an attempt at short notice to
create a distinctly American world project.... Yet that world-wide blaze of enthusiasm
thatfirstwelcomed the project,., for a world control of war, is a thing to be recorded
with emphasis in any history. Behind the short-sighted governments that divide and
mismanage h u m a n affairs, a real force for world unity and world order exists and
grows. (pp401-3)
Percival Lowell would surely have agreed with Wells; and it is noteworthy that his adrnir
younger brother A. Lawrence Lowell continued to fight the losing battle for American
participation in the League of Nations.

The survival of Percival Lowell's Martian hypothesis, largely shorn of the messages it
carried, further parallels the fate of other sages. Carlyle's epic History of the French

Revolution is read today as a literary tour-de-force, although very recent (1990-91) Easte
European history would suggest that its warnings against the inevitable consequences of

corrupt and repressive government are as relevant as ever. Ruskin's political thought exe

a powerful influence on the British Labour Party in its formative years; but since the fa

the Guild of St George, which tried to put the authoritarian socialist ideals of his matu

directly into practice on a small scale, we have come full circle, and again read him pri
as an art critic and theorist.
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Carlyle is still associated with the subject-matter of his great histories, and Ruskin with the art
of Turner and gothic architecture, just as Lowell is with Mars. Lowell is remembered chiefly
as a visionary astronomical heretic, the author of a dramatic and provocative but imaginary
vision of life on Mars, rather than as a m a n w h o tried through his vision of another world to
change humanity's view of its place in the universe, and encourage us to manage our h o m e
planet better.

The same phenomenon is so marked as to be almost a rule in the career of works of art. T
are innumerable instances of works of literary, theatrical, and visual art created in order to
convey a political or moral message, which initially achieve notoriety partly at least through
the contemporary relevance and impact of that message, but which are remembered and
appreciated by later generations for other reasons. Often they are put to other uses (as
Lowell's hypothesis was in the 1950s and 1960s), and their original specific meaning is all
but forgotten w h e n it is no longer topical. Examples include political satires which are
retained as children's stories (e.g.: Swift's Gulliver's Travels), and dynastic propaganda
which is later celebrated for psychological insight (e.g.: Shakespeare's history plays). Often,
more generalised humanistic values are eventually discerned, and continue to be recognised,
in works of art which formerly conveyed specific and controversial messages.

The medium often outlasts dated aspects of the message. Form, technique, and above all
imagery, retain their appeal and are admired. A n example from the visual arts, chosen almost
at random, is Edouard Manet's painting The Execution of Maximilian,fiveversions of which
were produced in 1867-8, depicting a firing squad killing the Mexican emperor Maximilian at
Queretaro on 19 June 1867. Its bold handling and brashwork, the artist's use of light and
colour, are still recognised and admired, and art lovers note Manet's compositional debt to
Goya. T h e painting is sometimes remarked as an anomaly in Manet's cevre, inasmuch as it
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depicted a contemporary political event. Its specific immediate propaganda purpose, to
embarrass the French second empire regime by drawing attention to a disastrous imperial
adventure in which Napoleon 111 (alias Louis-Napoleon Bonaparte) was implicated, is n o w
k n o w n and of interest only to historians.

An even more famous example is provided by Michelangelo's frescoes on the ceiling of the
Sistine Chapel. The virtual extinction of the esoteric neoplatonist philosophy they illustrate
has not prevented them from being widely admired and enjoyed, though they are no longer
fully understood. This example is particularly telling, because m u c h of Michelangelo's
precise meaning was rapidly lost, with his death and that of a few members of his circle,
without this loss diminishing subsequent assessment of his achievement.

In taking a whole world, another planet at the limits of visibility, as his subject Lowe
played the g a m e on the grandest scale and for high stakes. In his failure, Lowell is in good
company; and in the fate of his ideas, science is seen to conform to a broader cultural pattern.
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